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Natural Resources

My heart is moved by all I cannot save:  
so much has been destroyed 

I have to cast my lot with those  
who age after age, perversely, 

with no extraordinary power,  
reconstitute the world.

— lines selected from “Natural Resources” by Adrienne Rich
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The Editors’ Preface

On the 10th anniversary of In Transit, Michele Piso, Patricia Sokolski, and 
Jose Fabara, co-facilitators of the 2015–2016 Carnegie Seminar and editors 
of In Transit, sat down with Ros Orgel to share experiences.

Ros: Since its debut in 2005/2006, In Transit has really changed. That first 
issue was around seventy pages, the present issue is over three hundred pages. 
Michele, while the faculty associate and assistant editors have rotated, you’ve 
served as editor for many years. Can you tell us the In Transit story? What’s 
happened over the years, and why?

Jose: I’m curious, too. This volume is interestingly different from my earlier 
experience with In Transit. About ten years ago, Evelyn Burg and I wrote 
about Literacy and Propaganda, a reading course that had become very 
popular in New York City high schools through CUNY’s College Now, a dual 
enrollment and college-readiness program. Looking back, the evolution and 
growth of the journal are evident. I think our article was informative, but it 
did not engage the scholarship in the ways we now expect. 

Michele: I hadn’t realized we’ve reached a ten-year milestone! Well, clearly, the 
design of the journal has changed and, yes, it’s bigger and, I hope, more inclu-
sive. Many of our friends and colleagues have contributed to those changes, 
and, Ros, you’ve been there since the first days, too, so you know. The
sharpened attention to scholarship—I can say a little about that. A few things 
happened. First, [former Vice President for Academic Affairs] Peter Katopes 
used to visit me early in the morning to talk about plays he’d seen over the 
weekend. One morning, he’s leaning against my file cabinet with a copy of
the journal in his hand: “Piso,” he said, “this is okay for you and me, but for 
promotions and tenure, faculty need scholarship.” 

Peter kind of lit a fire under us—he motivated a shift that coincided with 
the college-wide emphasis on the assessment of learning. We felt a responsibil-
ity to support faculty development of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning 
(SoTL)—  an orientation to classroom research introduced in the Center’s Carn-
egie Seminar—in ways that could move their work to wider recognition and 
reward. The seminar was Bret’s [Eynon] brainchild, inspired by his work with 
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. At that time, Lee 
Shulman was president; Bret brought all that energy and moral commitment, 
really, to the Center, and got lots of us involved. Phyllis [van Slyck] was the 
seminar’s first co-facilitator. She was such a great mentor to me, so generous. 
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I was really new at that time; it was my first year. And Gail [Green-Anderson] 
was invited to edit the journal. Such a long story, but those are the bones of 
the past—or maybe roots is a better image!

Anyway, not long after, Bret and I integrated the journal and the Carnegie 
Seminar—the seminar is now a space for the collaborative development of 
scholarship around a single theme. Maybe there will be more shifts to come, 
depending on the theme and the seminar participants. We’ve already initiated 
the next issue; the 2017 inquiry is around incarceration, an idea indebted to 
last year’s Prison to College committee chaired by [former Associate Dean 
of the Division of Adult and Continuing Education] Jane MacKillop. The 
researchers are a really great group from Social Science, English, and also from 
the Grants Office and ACE’s Fatherhood Academy. So exciting! Jen Wynn is 
a new co-facilitator; she’s got high spirits and she’s just the best listener. She’s 
a former journalist, a professor of criminal justice and a mitigation specialist, 
and, like many in the seminar, she’s deeply involved in prison reform. Her 
knowledge will create more change. And Eric [Hofmann], our new Center 
director, was a colleague of Randy Bass at Georgetown’s Visible Knowledge 
Project. Along with Randy, Bret was a co-director of VKP, which was the gen-
esis for both the journal and the Carnegie Seminar. Bret brought those ideas 
to the Center. And I expect that Eric will bring his experience to the next issue.

We’ve changed, yes, and, at the same time, we’ve circled back to the roots 
of In Transit. The one thing that hasn’t changed is the production team: it’s 
just five of us from the college, plus Ethan [Ries], our design collaborator—he’s 
been with us from the beginning, thank goodness. Who else would take calls 
at midnight about a request to move a title flush-left?

Patricia: I wasn’t there at the start, but I’ve been connected to the Carnegie and 
the journal for several years. I participated in the 2008–9 seminar, in which 
I created a course portfolio about my public speaking class. Then, Michele 
invited Marina [Dedlovskaya] and me to write for the fourth volume of 
In Transit, the issue on reflection. So we joined the Carnegie Seminar together, 
and we wrote an article about students in our critical thinking and Math 095 
learning community. Phil [Gimber] was our mentor! I was then invited to 
become a co-facilitator in 2011; and I was the associate editor of the Fall 2014 
issue, which focused on STEM disciplines. This year’s volume is devoted to 
the First Year Seminar. In addition to the research articles, we’ve included con-
versations with the Student Success Mentors and with students in the Natural 
Sciences FYS, and we’ve also got faculty and staff memories of their first year 
in college. We wanted to present a full picture of the FYS. 
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Ros: Provost Arcario does a great job of introducing the research articles. Let’s 
talk for a minute about those other sections. In November, there was a lot of 
running around with recorders, and my fingers are still a bit tired from typing 
up the transcripts! Can you say more about those parts? Michele—I know the 
creative spark for these came from you. Why are they needed? What do these 
sections add to the journal?

Jose: Before Michele explains, I’d just like to say that the faculty and staff 
memories and the conversations with students, which are eye-opening, bring 
another kind of life to the journal. The interviews let you hear students talking 
about what it really means to be a student, how difficult it is. When I’m teach-
ing, this is something I don’t ordinarily hear; my reading students don’t say 
these things to me. I mean, as educators, we can leave the classroom assuming 
that we’ve done something. But we miss a lot, too. 

Michele: In a way, research is kind of fixed, isn’t it? I mean, of course, it’s 
meant to open up new questions, invite new arguments, yet it’s also governed 
by the constraints of disciplinary and methodological conventions. The con-
versations with students weren’t governed by anything except our questions, 
which, in turn, were influenced by the mentors’ presence and responses. For 
example, Estefany’s offhand remark about the mentors’ connection to the 
Grad Center Futures Initiative surprised me and led us to more questions and 
more time together. 

Anyway, about the memories—their inclusion was a kind of middle-of-the-
night, “Oh, shoot” moment. You remember that initially the memories were 
supposed to be about experiences of reading, but they didn’t quite fit? Instead 
of asking for memories about experiences of reading, we should have been 
asking for memories about experiences of the first year of college. Not only 
did we do that, but we did it in their native languages, which was just the best. 
Bengali! Arabic! Kurdish! Anyway, as we got into the nitty-gritty of shaping 
the journal, a counterpoint or juxtaposition between the fixed research and 
these more open reflections and memories emerged. The conversations kind 
of comment on the research; students aren’t just objects of our teaching and 
research. They are subjects, too, they have their own subjectivity. We wanted 
the journal to set up that dialogue, the back and forth of teaching and learn-
ing. Back to those memories—they were just so much fun! Everyone we asked 
to interview was right on it: “Yes!” They were so happy to show up and just 
talk. Like Allia, “Nobody ever asked me this,” she said. “Nobody ever asked.” 

As it turned out, the memories offer history lessons. I hope our students 
read these. Lots of work, though—all that transcribing. It’s a good thing your 
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fingers aren’t in splints, Ros. And hats off to our interviewers-in-their home-
languages. There was so much love in that labor. Just think about Hulya 
[Kartal-Kanık]: to me, her interview is especially meaningful. I lived in Istan-
bul during those years; everything she says is just so right on—about women, 
minorities, education; I know that campus. But the really crazy thing is that she 
was interviewed by Handan [Ozbilgin] in Turkish, and then Hulya translated 
her own words into Kurdish. I’m proud that her language—officially banned 
in private and public life for years by the Turkish government—is in print in 
our journal. That’s very moving. So, there’s lots of sub-text in this issue. The 
Turkish-Kurdish language tension is just one example. 

Jose: Experiencing the editorial process from the inside, I thought I would have 
a better sense of the development of the journal. And yet I had not expected 
or anticipated how inclusive the creation of the journal could be, how many 
people would become involved and contribute, how much more communal 
the journal has become and how deeply creative it is.

Patricia: Right—and this time the journal is even more inclusive with more 
members of our community: ACE, Student Affairs, Public Safety. Look at the 
list of contributors, at everyone who helped as presentation respondents, peer 
reviewers, interviewers, translators, and our technical support team. That’s 
over sixty people! We hope this volume will touch many people on campus. 
There’s something for everybody to read—interviews, research articles, and 
student testimonies. 

Michele: Yes, this work is our contribution to alignment! You know, every 
time we’re on a committee, you get a glimpse of the life and work of your 
colleagues, and you think, “Oh, that would be a great article! Let’s get that 
down!” So, the journal is meant to represent campus life—it’s a fragment of 
what we’re thinking about at a particular time. It’s always got a focus—this 
year the FYS, next year incarceration, and the year after that, maybe the mean-
ing of the humanities. But all of this is just a detail of a mural, really. By the 
way, we should mention that Jayashree’s [Kamblé] closing piece is a fragment 
of that original idea to write about reading. But that didn’t work out … apolo-
gies to those who tried to help us. We haven’t given up! How we read now is 
one of the big questions. 

Ros: I have seen firsthand the amount of work required for the Carnegie Semi-
nar participants, the facilitators, and the editors. What makes the experience 
worth all that time and effort?
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Michele: One of our Carnegie objectives is to introduce faculty to SoTL in 
their fields. That’s just one of our tasks: to bring their disciplinary interests 
into alignment with teaching and learning scholarship in their disciplines. We 
sometimes struggle to achieve equilibrium between these practices. In other 
words, you can know everything about Middlemarch—but how effectively 
can you teach what you know?

Patricia: And what you don’t know very well—many of us had to learn how 
to teach the First Year Seminar. As Andrea says in her Author’s Reflection, the 
Carnegie Seminar gave her the space and time to think about her experience 
teaching the FYS, “to put pen to paper.” In just over one year, the participants 
produce an article for In Transit, but the journal is only the first step. We 
encourage the writers to revise for external submission—which, as Michele’s 
conversation with Peter suggests, may help them with tenure and promotion. 
For many authors, their In Transit article was a first attempt at pedagogical 
research. When they submit to In Transit, the writers know that the pieces need 
more work—some want to revise the research question; others want to modify 
their experiment; they all want to collect and analyze more data. 

Michele: Right, I imagine that all writers see places for improvement. In 
Carnegie, we kind of structure the gaps; and, as you say, the writers identify 
the parts to be revised for external review. But we also know that readers read 
with an expectation that the piece they are reading is finished. So, even if we 
say it’s a work-in-progress, the text must be coherent, make an argument, and 
show purpose and respect for scholarly conventions. To prepare for external 
publication, maybe they’ll join Nancy’s [Berke] Faculty Scholars Publication 
Workshop. We always suggested this continuity of commitment.

Patricia: I remember that after our In Transit article was published, Marina 
and I added a semester of data and strengthened our lit review. The only revi-
sion suggested by the SENCER Journal peer reviewers was the addition of a 
few sentences to the conclusion. Because the seminar and editors supported 
our writing, the process of external submission was really smooth.

Michele: Even with the support—or editorial nagging—a year flies by. From 
seed to fully flourishing plant in a year—when you’re also teaching so many 
hours, when you’re in a seminar that meets only four hours a month, and 
you’re being asked to come up with an idea, stage the idea, and implement 
it, and then analyze the results, and then go through this horrendous revision 
process in which everyone is on you at every step of the way—I know that’s 
really difficult, really hard. The Carnegie Seminar’s expectations must be high 
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because we’re going public; we’re putting our writers out there, before col-
leagues and critics. With that visibility comes vulnerability. Preparing writers 
for the risks of visibility and vulnerability—that’s our responsibility as editors 
and facilitators. Along with Louise [Fluk], we check every word, all the data, 
organization, everything. Not all writers love that scrutiny, of course—but 
better that than embarrassment or dismissal. Nothing gets by Louise; if only 
she’d fact-checked all that fake news. 

Patricia: Definitely! And during the seminar, as facilitators, we try to create an 
environment for the writers to thrive. But I don’t think being invited to facili-
tate a seminar makes you a facilitator. The Carnegie Seminar is also about pro-
fessional development. I teach communication, and I still had so much to learn 
about facilitating. I tend to react a little too fast; I had to become more patient, 
and make sure everybody’s voice was heard. The community agreements read 
at the beginning of each session were useful, too—I learned to replace “but” 
with “and.” I also valued the seriousness of our seminar preparation. And, I 
liked having our planning meetings over coffee in our piazza, the E-Atrium. 
That was a perfect place to work and say good morning to everyone as they 
walked by. 

Jose: 2015–16 was my first year as a Carnegie co-facilitator. I soon realized 
that facilitating and working with writers was a very complicated and com-
plex task. I kind of stepped back a little, and I observed Michele’s affection 
for everyone—my inclination is not necessarily to do that, but “the display of 
public affection” kind of affected me. I observed, and I think I learned a great 
deal about how to listen more carefully, and how to be more constructive in 
my observations and comments, and how to aim for balance between the 
theoretical and the pragmatic. But I sometimes felt like someone learning to 
jump rope, ready to get in, but wary of tripping.

Michele: Yes, well, I have to be wary of calling everyone “sweetheart.” It was 
okay in my neighborhood, but maybe not in a seminar!

Patricia: Jose, this was your first time, so it will get easier. Having been a co-
facilitator since 2011, I now practice in the Senate what I learned in the semi-
nar. Look, we both participated in the Carnegie Seminar, we both wrote an 
article, and we both became facilitators. We have been given the opportunity 
to grow as professionals and to give back in different capacities. And it’s not 
just the two of us, many former participants or facilitators remain connected. 
They come back as mentors and peer reviewers. We try to maintain contact 
from one seminar year to the next. Former colleagues serve as respondents 
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during presentations of the research, for example, Evelyn [Burg] and Kathy 
[Karsten]. This year we were lucky to have Daryl [Davis]; his knowledge about 
research methods really helped all of us. 

Ros: Let’s talk more about the writing process—what’s hard or fun? What do 
the writers get from the process? And what have you learned?

Patricia: The participants came from different disciplines and had to learn 
about SoTL. If you read the Author’s Reflections at the end of the articles, the 
challenges are clear. Many felt that SoTL methodology was so unlike their own 
research conventions in math or science. For a long time, I didn’t really know 
what they meant because I thought that research was research, regardless of 
the discipline. I talked with the writers in my cohort about the differences they 
perceived, and I tried to understand their point of view. Then, I finally realized 
that their main problem was a lack of familiarity with SoTL in their area of 
inquiry. Positioning themselves and their project within an existing body of 
knowledge was challenging and unsettling. 

Jose: Not only that, but sometimes, when presenting to the group, participants 
would articulate ideas more clearly than what you sometimes would see in 
their drafts; the transformation from speech to prose required extra effort, 
which makes sense because writing is more demanding. This went back and 
forth. They’d say one brilliant and interesting thing, then later, in the writing, 
what came out was so different—a whole other line of inquiry.

Michele: But don’t you think that’s what happens with writing? You can say 
something, but when you sit down to write—that’s a very different process. 
And, you know, when I talked to our Carnegians about writing every day? 
They looked at me with horror, like, “Oh my God!” I had these really laugh-
ably high expectations—write four hours a day. And they looked at me like I 
was nuts, so I lowered it. “Okay, write two hours;” “Okay, write one hour; oh, 
all right, write forty-five minutes.” “Hey, can you give fifteen minutes a day?” 
And they said they just couldn’t write. Oh! I fantasized about the MacDowell 
Colony—the artist residency. You stay in your little cottage all day and write. 
Lunch is delivered to your little door in a basket. Years ago, I heard about 
Japanese editors locking writers in motel rooms until the work was done. 
I don’t know if lunch was served. Maybe I’m mixing that up with a horror 
movie—which is maybe what writing is at times. 

Jose: It’s very hard for faculty who are teaching a full load to actually think 
of themselves as scholars and do the sort of research they need to do with all 
of that other work.



Michele: We have so many obligations. Faculty in the seminar have every 
intention of writing. What would you do? Before you is this requirement to 
learn something that’s unfamiliar, totally new, like pedagogical research, and 
at the same time, you’ve got these other, more familiar obligations. Well, of 
course, you’re going to the other obligations. You’ll leave the writing aside. 
On the other hand, our writers stayed true to the task: despite everything, they 
came through, with integrity, and we are grateful for every word. I’m not sure 
if they’re still talking to us, though. [Laughter]

Patricia: Yes, the writing process is demanding but it’s rewarding, too! As 
Milena [Cuéllar] said, the seminar gave her confidence that she could write a 
SoTL article while keeping up with other obligations. That’s what happened 
to me, too. I’ve learned so much about writing and editing. I know that if I 
have to write, I agonize less. I used to say, “I can’t write this thing.” Now I 
just go and I write, and the next day, I make sure it makes sense. I just feel 
more comfortable.

Michele: You’re using your words. [Laughter]

Jose: I’ve learned a lot, I’m beginning to think in a different way. I’ve learned 
about scholarship and writing, about the constant search for more informa-
tion, and I’ve learned when to stop looking for more. I also became more 
aware of how painful it can be to revise when you thought you were finished. 
Seeing the participants go through that made me more mindful, more alert, 
more empathetic, an awareness that I bring into my classroom.

Michele: And you’ve resumed graduate work on your doctorate. 

Jose: Yes, I’m trying to embrace that reality more fully. 

Michele: We can publish one of your chapters in In Transit. In the meantime, 
let’s celebrate our writers, our contributors, and our anniversary!

 [Laughter]



Introduction

Paul Arcario 
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 

As the No. 7 train courses its way through the tapestry of neighborhoods that 
make Queens County the most diverse community in the nation, all man-
ner of daily journeying unfolds: riding to a job interview in Manhattan, dim 
sum in Flushing, a stop at a bodega in Jackson Heights. But on a day in early 
September, thousands of these riders are embarking on what may potentially 
the most significant journey of their lives—heading to their first day as new 
students at LaGuardia Community College. This issue of In Transit chronicles 
the beginning of their daring journey, as seen through the welcoming experi-
ence that faculty have designed for them: the college’s new First Year Seminar 
(FYS), a course created to introduce students to their chosen disciplines, help 
them navigate the college, and facilitate habits of success.

LaGuardia’s students come from nearly 150 countries and, overwhelm-
ingly, they are first-generation college-goers. College is, in many ways, a new 
world for them, and the magnitude of their journey into this world might be 
most deeply appreciated if viewed not merely as a journey, but, rather, as a 
quest. In The Power of Myth, Joseph Campbell (1991, 157) writes

…different mythologies give us the same essential quest. You leave 
the world that you’re in and go into a depth or into a distance or up 
to a height. There you come to what was missing in the world you 
formerly inhabited.

In the myths and literature of the quest, the protagonists, like our students, 
are on the verge of change, of moving from the ordinary world to a new realm. 
They may experience their lives as limited and confining, with possibilities 
constrained; in some way, they realize the need for change and growth. A desire 
to achieve something calls them forth, and they set out on their quest—more 
than 4,000 of them enrolling this past fall at LaGuardia. As in all quests, they 
are seeking a treasure—not the Golden Fleece nor the Lost Ark of the Cov-
enant, but an equally great boon: knowledge, skill, enlightenment, empower-
ment—the chance to transform their lives, to deepen their intellect, to gain 
greater economic security, to secure all the benefits that we know education 
can bestow. This quest is high stakes for our students: It matters.
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All quest stories remind us that it takes great courage to venture forth 
on such a journey—in fact, in a quest narrative, the protagonist is con-
sidered a hero or heroine—as the difficulties of navigating a new realm, 
of moving from the familiar to the unknown, are not to be underesti-
mated. As Beaty describes in her chapter, “Making Visible the Artifacts of  
Academic Culture,” the realm of academia, indeed appears as a new culture 
for students, complicated by the fact that “culture tends to be invisible” until 
one learns to see differences and make them explicit. In her First Year Semi-
nar, she therefore engages her students in a process of inquiry into academic 
culture, “to expose them to its deepest values and invite them to help create 
it so as to make it part of their identity.” Indeed, quest stories are replete with 
imagery of shedding or transforming the old self and taking on new aspects 
of identity. Toland’s chapter, “Science Identity and the Aspirations of Science 
Majors,” is a case study of first-semester students on the cusp of developing 
“science identity,” that is, of viewing science as being personally relevant and 
integrated into the sense of self. Understanding where new students are in the 
development of science identity may help faculty re-think ways to facilitate 
the growth of such identity; as Toland asserts, “the Natural Sciences First Year 
Seminar is an ideal place to introduce practices that build students’ science 
identity and create a supportive institutional culture.”

Being able to navigate successfully the journey across the threshold to inhabit 
a new realm, a new culture, is also very much a matter of establishing connections 
and of integrating socially. In “Community and Belonging: A Survey of Students  
in the First Year Seminar,” Funk examines students’ sense of community and 
belonging. What connections are they seeking in this new world they have 
entered, and what are the barriers to forming those connections? Funk’s stu-
dents “want social interaction, welcome, and support” and identify challenges 
for the college to grapple with—such as piecemeal communications and lack 
of shared spaces—as we seek to support students in making such connections.

The transformation that occurs in a quest narrative results not only from 
encountering and fostering connections to new worlds, such as academia and 
science, but from an internal journey of discovery as well: uncovering, nurtur-
ing, and developing inner strengths, abilities, and mindsets. A critical aspect of 
the First Year Seminar curriculum is thus designed to cultivate habits of mind 
that can foster success. In “Mindset Interventions and Students’ Perceptions  
of Intelligence,” Cuéllar describes classroom interventions designed to trans-
form students’ mindsets, that is, to foster a “growth mindset” view of the 
nature of intelligence that serves to strengthen “student beliefs in their poten-
tial as students.” As the quest protagonist encounters difficult challenges, 
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so too do our students, facing “substantial socio-emotional and psycho-
logical hurdles….” Cuellar’s study “provides evidence that growth mindset 
interventions positively affect students’ own perceptions of intelligence,” 
nurturing the motivation and resilience needed to overcome barriers to suc-
cess. Similarly, Hendrix’s study, “Student Reflections on the Usefulness of  
Habits of Mind,” documents her efforts to facilitate student development of 
“habits of mind,” such as thinking flexibly, questioning, and persisting, that 
can lead to academic success. In her class, learning about such habits of mind 
is “an engaging, reflective process in which students are learning about them-
selves and their strengths and weaknesses.” 

No matter the personal strengths and experiences the protagonists may 
bring to the quest, there will be pitfalls, hurdles, and what seem to be insur-
mountable obstacles, and success is by no means assured. But something 
else typically happens in the quest narrative: There is help to be had. The 
protagonists don’t go it alone; they are often saved by beings that turn out to 
have exceptional, even magical, powers. Guidance, counsel, and assistance 
can be offered by birds, animals, insects, witches, wizards, and, indeed, 
faculty and staff. And if we no longer believe in magic, perhaps we can still 
sense the wonder in employing the newest twenty-first-century technol-
ogy tools to assist students. In “Reading Science: Digital Humanities and  
General Chemistry,” Vance describes using Voyant, “a computer program 
that generates in minutes a word analysis of an assigned article for students 
to refer to while reading the article.” Vance examines whether using Voyant 
software to help students see patterns in texts (in a process referred to as 
“distant reading”) might help her students become more proficient readers of 
scientific articles. 

When we look at the overall outcomes of the new First Year Seminar, 
perhaps we may say that there is indeed some “magic” being worked. In 
“Building Student Success: Data and the LaGuardia First Year Seminar,” 
Eynon’s review of the overall FYS outcomes data suggests that the seminar 
“is highly effective, having a significant impact on student retention and 
progress towards the degree,” and “has become a powerful force for improv-
ing student success at LaGuardia.” In reading each of these pieces, I could 
not help but think that this powerful force springs from what lies at their 
heart: the authors’ exceptional commitment to understanding what their 
students are experiencing and to improving their own pedagogical practice 
so as to better facilitate their students’ success. And to do so means that, in 
a sense, the faculty teaching this new course are on a parallel quest them-
selves—leaving the familiar world of teaching their own academic disciplines 
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to venture into a different kind of teaching. The uncertainty and challenges 
encountered by the faculty are recurrent themes—as Hendrix reveals, “I 
was like a non-swimmer, waist-deep in river rapids, and inadequate to the 
task”—and receive their fullest exploration in “Transforming Pedagogy:  
Reflection, Vulnerability, and Reciprocity,” by Bhika and Francis. The authors 
note that teaching the FYS was indeed a departure from the “predictable flow” 
of the accounting courses they usually taught; the very different goals and 
demands of the seminar—particularly the need to interact with students on a 
more personal level—made them feel “as if we were being forced to relinquish 
the space of expert.” They observe that, “for the first time in our role as educa-
tors, we were placed in an arena that prompted a sense of disequilibrium,” an 
experience that “made us feel like students being asked to learn and practice 
something for the first time.” Nevertheless, each of these faculty dared to push 
through the “feeling of discomfort” engendered when “put to the test as to 
what would happen if I am to teach outside of my area of study.” In so doing, 
they, too, like their students, follow the narrative arc described by Campbell 
(2004): “Over and over again you are called to the realm of adventure, you are 
called to new horizons. Each time, there is the same problem: do I dare? And 
then if you do dare, the dangers are there, and the help also, and the fulfillment 
or the fiasco. There’s always the possibility of a fiasco….” 

In truth, LaGuardia faculty were indeed facing the possibility of failure 
with this new course: Like all community colleges, LaGuardia is situated in 
larger social, economic, and political structures that impose their own con-
straints on our students and institution, and, unlike a myth, we don’t really 
have magical powers to wave all that away. LaGuardia’s students arrive with 
many strengths: an ability to move across “boundaries” of all sorts, a hunger 
and passion for learning, and a depth of experience; yet the great majority have 
an average yearly income under $25,000; many work long hours to support 
themselves and their families; they are often second-language learners (an asset, 
yet often a challenge). They arrive at a college that, like most community col-
leges, is significantly underfunded, yet one that aspires to provide greatly for 
over 45,000 students. 

 We know that for every one of our students who succeeds, many more 
never fulfill their quests, and their opportunity for meaningful transforma-
tion—to build a bridge to inhabiting a new world for themselves or the future 
generation—is put off, or maybe even lost to them forever. Nevertheless, 
despite the very real possibility of failure, these faculty still heed the call. 
Campbell (2004, 133) doesn’t end the paragraph quoted above with the possi-
bility of a fiasco; rather, he concludes: “But there’s also the possibility of bliss.” 
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Indeed, Bhika and Francis record that the faculty they interviewed also describe 
their FYS teaching experience as “enlightening,” “engaging,” “exciting,” and 
“fun,” and recognize its potential to transform their pedagogy. I elect to teach 
this course myself for much the same reasons: My time with our newly arriving 
students reminds me that ultimately, as educators, our true satisfaction—even 
bliss, if you will—comes in seeing that every student who succeeds in the quest 
is a testament to the possibility of transformation: to find what was missing 
and build a better world.
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Abstract
Community college students frequently seem unaware of some of the basic 
values and practices of academia, and part of the problem is that much of 
“academic culture” tends to be invisible both to those who are new to it and 
to those who have been immersed in it for decades. This project sought to 
introduce the concept of academic culture to students enrolled in a First Year 
Seminar for psychology majors by having them investigate academia through 
a series of discussions and assignments. The rationale for approaching the 
struggles of new students in this way was that, by using methods of inquiry, 
students would not only become immersed in academic practices but would 
also be prompted to examine values without being given the message that 
there was anything wrong with what they had thought of as normal; the only 
message was that academia is different. Five students volunteered to have their 
writing analyzed. The study compared the writing from three different time 
periods (beginning, middle, and end of the semester), documenting how terms 
were used, the style of the writing (more or less abstract and analytical), and 
its content, to explore how students were discovering the academic culture. 
The results suggest that students bring widely divergent experiences to college 
and that, given the opportunity to explore different aspects of academia, their 
discovery of the basic values and practices of academia progresses in different 
directions, making it difficult to identify patterns of growth. Nevertheless, 
students need to be introduced to the values of academia, whether or not it is 
through an inquiry into academic culture.

Introduction
Academia has changed in numerous ways over the centuries, and the most 
striking change of the last century has been increased access to higher educa-
tion, a phenomenon which is epitomized by community colleges. The struggle 
that has accompanied the spread of formal education, however, has been learn-
ing how to help the increasingly diverse students entering academic settings to 
succeed once they are there. The First Year Seminar (FYS) is an intervention 
to address a wide range of issues, but in the simplest terms, it is about helping 
students find their way through college to graduation despite the many ways 
in which community college students are less prepared than more traditional 
students (Crisp and Mina 2012, 157).

Part of the difficulty is that higher education involves ways of thinking and 
activities that are sufficiently outside the “real world” to have been dubbed the 
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ivory tower, with both positive and negative connotations. This analogy sug-
gests that academic work involves an objectification of the world—a process 
of looking down at the world from a height that enables details and patterns 
to become explicit—but, possibly, at that distance, academics lose touch with 
some aspects of “life.” Students at LaGuardia Community College do not live 
on campus and are mostly immigrants, mostly non-white, mostly employed 
or involuntarily unemployed, and mostly from families earning less than 
$25,000 per year (LaGCC 2015). These conditions keep students immersed 
in life. How, then, can they come to find the distance they need to look at the 
abstractions scholars write about? 

Academic culture, as I first discovered it, seemed monolithic and hege-
monic, belonging to the elites, and it was clearly better than my culture, though 
I was not aware of having a culture at the time. The concept of the ivory 
tower as a way to characterize academia applies nicely to my early ideas: The 
university was a place where abstract ideas could be deeply discussed; it had 
little in common with what had felt like a push for conformity and basic skills 
at my high school. Yet, even at that point, I suspected that academics did not 
understand the “real world.” The university seemed immune to normal human 
suffering and the daily struggle for survival, because reading and writing and 
theorizing were far removed from the activities of “normal” life. 

To be clear though, academic culture is to some degree a fiction, because 
it is an abstraction of the ideals and activities of universities—or rather of the 
people who constantly create and recreate it. Community college presents a 
different version of academic culture than four-year college, and four-year col-
leges vary enormously depending on size, prestige, and location. Commuter 
colleges and residential colleges represent one huge difference—with residential 
colleges offering far more opportunities to distance oneself from the everyday. 
There is, then, no single academic culture. Snow (1961) challenged this premise 
by arguing that there are two cultures: the sciences and the humanities. Kagan 
(2009) later argued that there are three cultures: the humanities, social sci-
ences, and natural sciences. Each discipline can be said to have its own culture 
and discourse (Gee, 1996; Cohen 2002; Elchardus and Spruyt 2009), and if 
different theoretical perspectives, research practices, and publishing standards 
are taken into account, the number of cultures rises exponentially. 

To someone new to academia, the subcultures are blurred by their similari-
ties and their sheer foreignness. No one is truly “native” to academia, because 
even a child raised on a campus would not be included in the activities that 
define university life. Children, however, surrounded by books and watching 
adults writing for publication and learning as they grow that the writing does 
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not offer additional pay, will feel a normalcy that others will not. A problem, 
therefore, for most incoming students is a lack of awareness that an academic 
culture—different from what they knew in previous schools—exists. They 
often, for instance, do not understand or believe in the significance of reading.

Upon arriving at college, I felt that I was a foreigner—although I did not 
understand the feelings of confusion and discomfort. On paper, I was clearly 
“prepared for college,” but many of my experiences said differently. My first 
B- in my first semester and the note from a well-intentioned professor about 
the problems she had with my writing style were devastating, causing me to 
give up on ever getting an A. My relationship with school changed dramati-
cally from what it had been in high school. I look back to the confusion and 
despair of my first year of college as an entry point to my understanding of my 
students, but unlike many of my students, I had begun with a love of knowl-
edge, an eagerness to read the books that were so foreign to me, and a thrill at 
being exposed to so many new ways of looking at the world, even while feeling 
increasingly confused about what was not working. Today, I frequently see 
similar confusion in my students, but I also see devaluation of activities that 
are central to academic life, regardless of its infinite variations.

In this paper, I describe efforts at, and the results of, helping students in 
a First Year Seminar in Psychology to analyze their college experience and to 
distinguish how academic thinking might be different from their own. Can 
inviting students to examine academic culture help them adjust and succeed? 
Knowing more about how students initially view college can inform what a 
First Year Seminar needs to address, and gaining this information is a first step. 
The second step is to look for signs of change. Can inquiry into “academic 
culture” change student understandings and practices?

Focusing on Academic Culture
Culture is a heavily burdened theoretical concept used here with a specific 
meaning to frame what is being investigated. Coming from the interdisciplin-
ary perspective of Cultural Historical Activity Theory or CHAT (Cole 1996), 
the notion of culture goes beyond our usual ideas of different ethnic groups, 
although this conception is a start and is particularly relevant at LaGuardia, 
given the 152 countries from which students have come (LaGCC 2015, 1). 
Culture is more complex, however, and I introduced this theoretical idea of cul-
ture to students to promote an awareness of the college. Culture was described 
to students as what we see as the “normal” ways of doing things, and a variety 
of short readings and activities presented different applications of the idea. Gee 
(1996), for instance, coined the term Discourses to conceptualize the patterns 
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of speech and behavior that are manifestations of the underlying ideologies of 
particular cultural groups. Culture seemingly belongs to a community, but not 
only are individuals nested in multiple cultures, but they also have come into 
the world in particular families with particular histories and relationships to 
the world that initiate a particular orientation. Somehow, though, everyone 
develops some sense of “normal.” This sense of normal is what is meant by 
culture in this paper and is the meaning that was shared with students. There 
is both a personal normal and some sense of academic normal. The great 
challenge is that students—and, perhaps, all of us—tend to be unaware of the 
way culture shapes everyday actions, believing too often that our normal is 
everyone’s normal. 

Cole wrote, “Culture, according to this perspective, can be understood 
as the entire pool of artifacts accumulated by the social group in the course 
of its historical experience” (1996, 110). These artifacts have been developed 
throughout history and embody the activities in which they are used. Cole 
(1996, 110) notes that the activities using these artifacts overcome the duality 
between the material and the ideal: The abstractions that academics study live 
in the artifacts we use and the ways we use them. Books and journals are at 
the center of a scholar’s life, but of course, these come to have different mean-
ings to different people, and too often, students admit that they simply do not 
read. I therefore pursue culture as a process—a way of engaging with people 
and artifacts—full of contradictions and involving only parts of a community 
in any activity. Culture is fluid and can never be fully defined. 

I shared these basic ideas with my class, and I argue that the concept of 
culture explains the struggles experienced by many students in college as it 
includes a consistent consideration of motivation, identity, cognition, and 
history at both the societal level (people’s position in society and the way 
they and their family have been positioned) and the personal level (the very 
individual, indeed unique, histories that they carry with them in a multitude 
of ways). I cannot begin to really know most of my students, but they bring 
with them some important common experiences and some dramatically diverse 
experiences that challenge anyone who wants to shape a course to meet stu-
dent needs. CHAT suggests that students struggle to complete their associate 
degrees in part because they have not engaged with the various artifacts that 
professors and administrators have come to take for granted (though the dif-
ficulties of life outside of college clearly complicate this process). This project 
seeks to investigate what students understand about college when they begin 
the FYS course and how a focus on culture might change these understandings 
over the twelve weeks of a semester. 



Revealing some of the neglected aspects and misdirections in the discus-
sion of culture, McDermott and Varenne (1995) approach the idea from the 
perspective of disability: Accordingly, disabilities exist not in the person but in 
the society that cannot meet the needs of the individual. In this sense, a person 
who is hearing-impaired is impaired only within a community that hears but 
does not sign. The sad truth is that many students who have had “inadequate” 
educational experiences and who lack “social capital,” too often having 
survived multiple traumas, experience and are experienced as being disabled 
because of their culture. The knowledge students have that is not shared by 
those in power is often discounted as irrelevant. 

McDermott and Varenne (1995, 333–34) argue that culture has too often 
been viewed in terms of what is missing: The “deficit model” considers what 
cultures or individuals do not have. By contrast, some scholars have turned 
their focus to how cultures vary—how students bring different abilities with 
them to school. McDermott and Varenne’s final assertion, however, is that edu-
cators make culture into a disability by not recognizing how student readiness 
(a term common in the literature but not used by McDermott and Varenne) is 
always political and economic in terms of the kinds of knowledge and practices 
that are valued (344). They argue for a shift from asking what is wrong with 
Them to examining how history has separated Them from Us (345). The aim 
of this project is to guide students in an investigation of academic culture in 
order to bridge the separate histories while maintaining, throughout the pro-
cess, a sense of Us that is less likely to alienate students. 

Interventions 
The basic problem studied by the enormous body of research on college reten-
tion is that graduation rates are low. Extensive research on college retention 
has been completed, resulting in an array of theories. Morrison and Silverman 
(2012) reveal a long effort to find adequate explanations of “student mortal-
ity” with general agreement that it is complex, involving many psychological 
and environmental variables. Colleges frequently attempt to address as many 
of these variables as possible through different interventions. The First Year 
Seminar is an intervention that seeks to address a wide range of variables.

Short, focused interventions have taken many forms and been the focus 
of research, because analysis is more reliable with a narrow focus. Blackwell, 
Trzesniewski, and Dweck (2007), for example, found that a relatively brief 
intervention to induce a more flexible understanding of intelligence had long-
term effects. Similarly, Harackiewicz et al. (2014) found support for a “values 
affirmation” intervention that addressed stereotype threat and the cultural 
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mismatch theory by having students write about their values. This interven-
tion had a stronger effect on grades and retention into the next semester when 
students were not told why they were doing it. There is ample research to 
suggest that many of the variables identified in the retention literature can be 
addressed through interventions, and discussions of intelligence and the values 
activity were incorporated into the course under investigation. 

This project, however, takes on a particular method—that of inquiry—as 
central. Tinnesz, Ahuna, and Kiener (2006) examined a three-credit course 
called “Methods of Inquiry” and found that active learning could be taught 
in this context. Foote and Dyer (2014) examined a one-credit “critical inquiry 
course” that was meant to address the perceived lack of critical thinking and 
reasoning skills in first-year students. Examining portfolios of work, they 
found increases in all the target areas. Oliver (2007) examined how well an 
inquiry-based approach could satisfy the needs of first-year students in large 
classes, concluding that the approach helped students focus on applying 
knowledge rather than just acquiring it. Students were also more likely to 
use independent learning strategies. Thus, the research suggests that inquiry 
can increase students’ active learning, critical thinking and reasoning skills, 
depth of learning, and independence. Levy and Petrulis (2012) found a general 
increase in student motivation and sense of ownership and achievement after 
their experience of inquiry, even when students did not adopt the perspectives 
of their professors about the nature of inquiry.

Inquiry is central to academia and therefore should logically be a great 
way to immerse students in academic practices from the beginning. Most 
psychological research focuses on particular variables, such as intelligence 
or values, but this narrow focus does not facilitate student discovery of 
academia. Thus, the advantage of investigating culture is that the parts of 
academia that students find meaningful can emerge from their explora-
tion, allowing student experiences to dictate what becomes central rather 
than establishing how experiences will be defined before they occur. This 
also provides the opportunity to look at the parts of academia that become 
students’ focus as an indication of what becomes meaningful for students. 
No research was identified that involved students in investigating academic 
culture as an intervention.

An additional advantage of inquiry-based learning as opposed to “teach-
ing” the way academia works is that students are able to discover the differ-
ences between their values and practices and those of academia. Harackiewicz 
et al.’s (2014) finding that not telling students why they were being asked 
about their values improved grades and retention suggests that the perceived 



purposes of activities changes their effects. This idea is consistent with some 
postcolonial theories (Hickling-Hudson 2006): When taught the way things 
are done in academia, students are potentially more likely to sense moral 
judgment or control and, therefore, to perceive their own ways of thinking as 
being devalued. In short, they are more likely to experience these lessons as 
a form of “colonization” or control that could easily threaten their identities 
(Jensen 2011). 

The First Year Seminar was designed to help students adjust to college, 
potentially addressing the ways cognitive, academic, identity, and emotional 
development are intertwined. Because the FYS under study is for psychology 
students, the discipline is partly introduced in the research methods used, 
making the approach all the more meaningful but without suggesting that 
the approach cannot be meaningful in other disciplines. The course has the 
potential to address all of the variables that have been identified as relevant 
in college retention research and to do so in a way that can facilitate a devel-
opmental approach and systemic understanding of college. The First Year 
Seminar allows content-light conversations with students in which “third 
spaces” can be created where a “hybrid” language of everyday speech and 
academic speech can develop, encouraging students to mix the old with the 
new as they learn the language of academia (Gutiérrez, Baquedano-López, 
and Tejada 1999; Gutiérrez 2008). Furthermore, new words can create new 
ways of thinking and development (Vygotsky 1978; 2004). Thus, adopting 
the term “academic culture” can become a tool for students to begin distin-
guishing academic values and practices and to reflect more meaningfully on 
their own sense of normal. 

The introduction of concepts was central to this First Year Seminar, 
beginning with the term academia. Then, the struggle was to help students 
see the culture of academia in what professors do, the way classrooms are 
arranged, the content of a syllabus, the availability and use of computers and 
projectors and PowerPoint, and the division of disciplines and psychology’s 
sub-disciplines. Readings and classroom activities were used to introduce 
concepts such as academia, culture, discourse, advisement, habits of mind, 
theory, analysis, mindfulness, and so forth, and activities sought to apprentice 
students in academic practices while investigating the values and beliefs in 
use in the college. The goal of the course was to have students learn about 
academia by investigating it, introducing research tools they can continue to 
use beyond the end of the course. There is an unknown (perhaps unknowable) 
limit to how students can develop in a single semester; thus, the extended 
purpose is to initiate ongoing processes of thinking about academia. 
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One activity was particularly revealing and sets the stage for examining 
student work: Asked to compare their courses, students tended to say and 
write either that their courses were pretty much all alike or that they were 
completely different. Seeing that they could not elaborate on these descriptions 
without help, I asked students how many of their courses involved lecture, dis-
cussion, hand-on activities, tests, papers, etc., to scaffold how to differentiate 
among them meaningfully. It is in this sense that culture tends to be invisible: 
Students could easily answer the questions, but it had never occurred to most 
of them to ask the questions. Culture tends to be invisible because we rarely 
“differentiate” the qualities and values that define differences and, thereby, 
we do not become conscious of them (Werner 1957). We do not often make 
them explicit. Beginning to see differences is a developmental process (Werner 
1957) that cannot be directly taught, but a word can begin the development 
of a concept (Vygotsky 2004). The question remains as to whether an inquiry 
into academic culture can guide students toward the objectifying and analytical 
actions that to some degree define scholarship.

Methods
Participants and Procedures
Five students, three female and two male, from a First Year Seminar in Psy-
chology volunteered their written work for use in this research. Due to ethical 
concerns, personal data—beyond what was shared in the writing—was not 
collected, but diversity became apparent through discourse analysis that exam-
ined content, style, and themes. The students’ work was divided into three 
time periods so that changes could be explored, and all the focal assignments 
required writing about education. Assignments were as follows:

Time Period 1
• Introductory questionnaire from first class: What do you expect college 

to be like? What images come to mind when you think of college? What 
have people told you about college, and whom did you hear this from? 

• Reflection on past educational experiences
Time Period 2
• Reflection on current experiences of college
• Reflection on cocurricular experiences
Time Period 3
• Reflection on plans for the future
• A second reflection on cocurricular experiences
• A short research paper on some aspect of academic culture, broadly defined
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Two students did not complete the final research paper; one student 
was missing the reflection on current experiences of college; one student 
did not complete the reflection on the future, although this reflection was 
partially integrated into a poorly done research paper; one student did not 
complete the second cocurricular report; and another student submitted the 
same report twice rather than completing a second. This level of incomplete 
work is typical of the course and demonstrates one level of diversity among 
the students with only one student completing all assignments. All students, 
however, had writing from each time period, allowing this limited explora-
tion of changes in their writing across the semester.

Step One: The Starting Point
Community college students bring their diversity to the classroom in many 
ways. The five students in this study expressed themes in their writing that 
were threaded throughout their work and exemplified this diversity. Partici-
pants are therefore identified by the major themes of their work because these 
themes are essential to the interpretation of their writings.

International refers to the only student of the five to come directly from 
high school: the International High School that is connected to LaGuardia. 
She never truly discussed her immigration or family—or anything else—
but stated it from the beginning so that it became a defining piece of her 
background. Her view of college involved both personal and professional 
goals; she wrote that college can “teach me the right path on my life” and 
help her toward her “goal of becoming a professional person.” This is not 
her first semester, however, as she had entered the college in 2014, and she 
struggles because of working full time. She receives extra support through 
a College Discovery program. Her research paper was on the topic of 
extra-curricular activities, which was consistent with her impersonal and 
non-reflective content. 

Vocational refers to a student who gratefully described his father as 
the one who “instill[ed] the importance of academics and education,” but 
Vocational was thwarted by an older brother who had built up debt at a 
different college when his grades were too low for continued financial sup-
port. Instead, he began looking for jobs after high school and was guided by 
his father to an internship program that led to another internship program 
that eventually allowed him to save some money for college. Because of his 
experiences, he began with some understanding of how vocational programs 
and “an institute of higher education” are different and he eventually wrote 
his research paper on the difference. His writing was reflective and clear 
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from the beginning of the semester, showing the highest quality among the 
participants. He was the only student to complete all assignments.

Second-Try announced in her first reflection that “this is my second time 
giving college a shot,” but she never revealed any of the details of her first try. 
She wrote that she is a single mother of a teenage boy and works full time. 
Her first reflection shared her “biggest fears [to be] failure and not being able 
to fulfill my obligations as a mom, Administrative Assistant, student.” She 
never elaborated, but asserted that LaGuardia is “the path of my life long 
dream,” yet then stated, “My dream to become a therapist/Psychologist 
began with LaGuardia,” suggesting that psychology was not the “life long 
dream” but perhaps college was. Her goals thus seemed to have become more 
specific, but the lack of clarity suggests limits in how she distinguished—
objectified and communicated—her goals. She was clear about being on her 
second try and her desire to help people. She did not complete a research 
paper but she did discuss her work mentoring foster-care teenagers in her 
cocurricular report—submitted twice. In her final reflection, she wrote, “I’ve 
never wanted anything more than to be in a career/position doing something 
I enjoy and love that will matter tomorrow.” Her ambitions are meaningful 
but not well differentiated. 

First-In-Family earned her title because she reported that, while her 
sister was the first in the family to graduate high school and she herself had 
earned her high school diploma “much to my family and all of our neighbor’s 
surprise,” she already had an associate degree. She became a college student 
because she passed the college regularly while working in a nearby factory. She 
earned an “A.A.S. Degree in Secretarial Science: Administrative Assistant” and 
then returned recently because she discovered she already had 90 credits. The 
reason for her interest in continuing college was that, 

It was understood during my up bring that in order to survive in any 
environment you had to have street smarts; and, since no one would 
teach me how to become a street wise, street smart person; I decided 
to become book smart, thus, began my dream of a college education.

She, therefore, embodies a quest for knowledge that is perhaps a bit mys-
terious to her. First-In-Family, like Second-Try, is an “adult student,” who has 
a practical orientation in many ways, focused on survival, but she also showed 
ambition. She left her Midwestern home after high school and has actively 
looked for opportunities for meaningful growth—culminating in her current 
major that offers “smarts” and meaning. Her grammatical skills are limited, 
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and college was to some extent an accident, but she reflected clearly on her 
background, aware at some level of the foreignness of college. 

Masters was a student who had already obtained a master’s degree and 
was both admitted to and advised to attend a four-year college. Masters, how-
ever, was concerned about taking up a new discipline and arranged to begin 
at LaGuardia. He has the degree to prove that he has successfully navigated 
academia in the past, but he credits his real motivation to “my self-develop-
ment training, which was related to depression.” His interest in psychology 
and the focus of his final research paper (self-development) came from his 
more personal journey. Despite his background, however, his writing showed 
grammar problems, and he was unable to finish all of the assignments when 
he became overwhelmed (which he reported to me orally). He was an immi-
grant with English as his second language and worked full time. He displayed 
multiple contradictions: highly motivated, officially prepared but struggling 
with writing and the workload, an accomplished survivor yet seeking a more 
meaningful life path. 

These students’ familiarity with academic culture clearly varied at a 
superficial level. The only student to come straight from high school had 
attended a school for immigrants, suggesting that adapting to the broader cul-
ture was a significant issue. Vocational had more experience with vocational 
programs, yet expressed a serious commitment to education. First-In-Family 
came from a family with very little academic experience and an emphasis 
on street smarts. Second-Try had failed in her first effort, and Masters had a 
great deal of experience with academia, some of it in the Middle East rather 
than the United States, yet struggled in various ways. These differences are 
not unusual at LaGuardia Community College and must inform the teaching 
of First Year Seminars.

Step Two: Seeking Development In Discourse
The primary aim of the analysis of students’ work is to determine if the partici-
pants became more familiar with academic culture—broadly defined—across 
the semester in explicit, conscious ways or in more implicit changes in their 
writing, marking some adoption of academic practices. Starting with the most 
superficial analysis, I found that the word “academia” was used only twice, 
and “academic” was used eleven times, twice as part of a job title. The word 
“culture” was used six times, but only Masters used it in a way that was con-
sistent with the way it was introduced in the course. Thus, despite exposure 
to these terms, participants did not adopt the specific words introduced in the 
course. This failure was a disappointment, but any developmental changes 
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that could take place over just twelve weeks would necessarily be limited, so 
the need to look for more subtle and diverse changes was expected. Table 1 
below summarizes the exploratory analysis that follows.

International shared the least about herself and used the fewest overall 
words (International used approximately 1870 words, while Second-Try used 
2730, First-In-Family 3580, Masters 3990, and Vocational 7320), suggesting 
difficulty in making experiences explicit. Though a crude measure, the word 
count is consistent with a rough “ranking” of the students’ success in the 
course. This measure highlights International’s struggles. In the middle of the 
semester, she specified some college resources—concrete aspects of college—
but gave confusing and incomplete descriptions of her courses in her reflection 
on experiences at LaGuardia Community College. At the end of the semester, 
she displayed some improvement in her description of relevant research about 
academic skills, writing, “Many people use their time to memorize thing[s], in 
college, but just memorizing [is] not a very successful method.” This sentence 
is an example of an explicit consideration of academic practices even as it 
maintains some of her standard vagueness. 

Table 1: Summary of Analysis 

 
Student

 
Overarching Theme

 
Overall Writing Style

Indications of 
Development

International Immigrant background that 
is not discussed

Impersonal, vague, and 
non-reflective, with 
grammar problems

Distinguished 
memorization from more 
effective learning; started 
developing identity as 
psychology student

Vocational Struggle to go beyond 
vocational training to 
college education

Reflective, clear, and high 
quality

A shift from story-telling to 
abstract discussion

Second-Try Struggle with work and 
parenthood, but quest for 
meaning

Lack of clarity, limited skills, 
and overall vagueness

Use of “academic” 
but without meaning; 
meaningfully connecting 
life experience and major

First-In-Family Poor background, but 
ambition and vague 
awareness of academic 
values

Good grammar but writes 
as she might speak with 
non-standard vocabulary; 
expressive

Identified and used college 
resources and cocurricular 
involvement

Masters Shift from practical value 
of education to one that 
facilitates personal growth 
and meaning

Limitations with English 
and format, but consistent 
focus on meaning

Movement from concrete 
to abstract descriptions; 
growing knowledge of 
psychology; valuing of 
resources
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Perhaps more important than her writing, however, was a significant 
event she reported: being invited back to her high school to share her college 
experiences: 

The experience I earn by giving this speech to the students who want 
to wants be a psychologist it was a great experience to be able to 
influences then to the right path. Therefore this event help me toward 
me major toward the future because I have some kind of experience 
by advising others. 

This occasion was significant because she became a part of the academic 
culture at this event and being able to share the experience with the class 
affirmed its importance. Thus, even though her work had numerous errors 
throughout, this last statement suggests that she found a role as someone con-
tributing to academia and an identity related to her interest in psychology. She 
also reflected on a personal experience for the first time, achieving some objec-
tivity. These new aspects to her writing—differentiating two ways of learning 
and reporting on a new role as an advisor and a new identity as a college student 
of psychology—suggest some steps toward entry into the academic culture.

Vocational was at the opposite extreme in terms of the quality and quantity 
of work submitted. From the beginning, his writing was clear and detailed; 
the style of his writing shifted from primarily story-telling to more abstract 
discussion, although the assignments—first a personal reflection and then a 
research paper—may easily have influenced this shift. Nevertheless, initially, he 
described his experiences in story format with the only abstraction being that 
of “vocational training,” but, at the end of the semester, he was able to use his 
research paper to investigate systematically the question of whether “vocational 
training” or “formal education” is better. He interviewed people and considered 
their answers critically: “Though the majority of the interviewees stated that 
vocational skills are more important, all of those interviewed are currently, or 
have already earned some sort of degree due to our societal attitudes towards 
the value of degrees.” I wished I could have asked him how his beliefs related 
to his commitment to higher education as expressed in his first reflection, but he 
expressed his general orientation clearly in his last reflection, wanting to work 
his way into the FBI through an internship program upon his “completion of 
a master’s degree in applied behavioral analysis.” In this last reflection, he also 
abstractly discussed his desire to help people. He thus adopted the academic 
practice of analyzing his own life as well as data, moving from story-telling to 
more abstract comparison and expressions about meaning.
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Second-Try wrote in a way that was more similar to International, though 
with fewer grammatical mistakes. Asked “what have people told you about 
college?” she answered simply, “Well I said I’ve attended before so I kind of 
have my own perspective of college.” The problem is that there is no descrip-
tion of her perspective. In the middle of the semester, she described the diversity 
of, and relationships with, people at LaGuardia, but wrote only of unspecified 
differences between her courses. She wrote, “They are all very different for me 
and academically different.” The word “academic” did get into her writing but 
with limited utility. This beginning hints at possible concept development that 
has the potential for further growth, as defined by Vygotsky (2004). Second-
Try did not submit a research paper and did not show other changes sugges-
tive of growth. She reflected on her experiences primarily in a story-telling 
style, yet her description of a mentoring experience suggests an awareness and 
appreciation of psychology: “I believe that attending events, seminars, or in 
my case a group home facility for mentoring are very important especially in 
the psychology field because being able to learn and observe people is defiantly 
a great experience.” Her missing and duplicated work suggest that she was 
struggling, but her ability to connect mentoring and her major is a start. There 
are, thus, hints of adopting academic culture in her work.

First-In-Family expressed many of the difficulties to be expected for some-
one whose income is low and who is not academically well prepared. She had 
completed a vocational associate’s degree, but the more academic striving 
for a degree in psychology presented predictable problems. The struggle she 
expressed most clearly was about not having her own computer, setting the 
stage for an appreciation for technical resources. In the middle of the semester, 
she wrote: 

Almost every day I find myself in library in order to complete my 
numerous homework assignments. The library contains an excellent 
source of information for my various homework assignments and 
also, access to the computer. After waiting in line, I use the computers 
to type my homework assignments, read my student e-mail, search the 
web, and other tasks involving the use of a computer.

This awareness and use of resources demonstrates an adoption of aca-
demic values and knowledge that is facilitated by her need to spend time in 
the library, and she shows the patience and persistence to wait in line that 
demonstrates commitment. She also shows appreciation of other aspects of 
academia, attending multiple psychology events. She did not submit the final 
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research paper, which was the assignment with the most potential for using 
academic writing; thus, her writing does not demonstrate any movement 
from concrete to abstract ideas. She described her goal to help “the poor” by 
starting her own business in mental health and making “billions of dollars,” 
suggesting some lack of understanding about human services as a profession, 
even while she described particular careers she might pursue, such as “aca-
demic counselor, art therapist.” She thus demonstrated an understanding of 
the world that is only partly consistent with academic values and reality. But, 
more importantly, she appears to be overcoming financial and time obstacles 
to adopt basic academic practices and values. 

Masters started the course with the most academic experience, yet one of 
his first statements about expecting “teamwork,” which is not traditionally 
a part of higher education, suggested limits in his understanding. The images 
of college he listed were concrete: “Students walking carrying books, talk-
ing, discussion about subjects, library. …” In the middle of the semester, he 
described more abstract matters as well as greater confidence due to techno-
logical changes:

My LaGuardia [an online resource connecting multiple LaGuardia 
programs students need to navigate the College] was a great asset, 
which while I was getting my associate and bachelor I felt limited and 
lost among papers; syllabi, class notes, etc. while I am confident now 
that almost everything is in my LaGuardia and it connects everything. 
I think it could revolutionize the way of schooling.

The fact that he got his previous degrees while feeling lost is an important 
reminder that confidence and perhaps mastery of resources are not necessary 
for success. In fact, some level of confusion where there previously was none 
may indicate development. Valuing technological tools such as My LaGuardia 
shows an adoption of the academic culture that is specific to the college and 
suggests that he is mastering their use. Masters also wrote about the impor-
tance of seeing students present at the Social Science Student and Faculty Con-
ference and held out the hope that he himself might eventually present. He also 
wrote about being excited by lectures and by the involvement of students with 
mentors. While he consistently valued academia and its activities around learn-
ing, he expressed a new motivation before returning—self-development—that 
he was able to connect to academic talks. Thus, there are many indications 
that he had not adopted much of academic culture previously, perhaps view-
ing academia more as a step toward a career, but that, from the beginning of 
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the FYS course, he had clearly adopted some ideas of education that are less 
tangible. His love of academia is explicit: He shares a goal “to be in an academic 
environment,” even though he is not yet able to elaborate on this ambition. 

Masters also showed growing knowledge. Though new to psychology, 
he wrote of research: “Out of two kinds of research questions: testable and 
non-testable [questions] which neither is better than the other, and both have 
a place in applied research.” His English usage is problematic, but he seems to 
have begun to acquire a meaningful abstract understanding of research. In his 
first reflection, he, like others, told a story, writing abstractly only about his 
quest for “development,” but his writing became more abstract as the semester 
proceeded. He also made the “mistake” of writing reflections as dialogs with 
the guiding questions rather than writing a traditional essay, showing that, in 
spite of his degrees, he had not adopted the practice of using writing prompts 
as a guide only. With time, then, Masters demonstrated greater familiarity with 
psychology, some movement from concrete to abstract descriptions, and the 
adoption of academic values and tools while struggling with some academic 
practices.

Conclusions
Looking to a few pieces of writing across a semester for indications of learning 
and development can only be speculative, but this small study supports the util-
ity of investigating academic culture to understand students and for students to 
understand college. Analysis revealed a variety of ways in which culture shaped 
students’ writing about academia in terms of the themes, content, and style, sug-
gesting different paths into the ivory tower. The changes in student work suggest 
value for an inquiry into academic culture in part because of the diverse types 
of change that occurred. Students increasingly showed differentiation in their 
perceptions of college, shifts toward more academic writing in style and in level 
of abstraction, new practices in the use of college resources, and changes in iden-
tity and values across the semester. The main conclusion is that student work 
shows an incredible range in content and style that further changes in different 
directions when they are given the freedom to choose the parts of academia that 
are most salient to write about and most personally relevant. 

Students begin college in very different places, and growth will happen 
with equal variation. Each of the participants in this study seemed to change in 
unique ways. A larger study might establish patterns, but the combination of 
personal histories, current circumstances, and parts of academia that become 
salient will make distinct patterns difficult to identify. The many variables that 
research has identified as significant for improving student success cannot be 
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isolated in the classroom, and this form of inquiry allows students to select the 
variables that strike them. An alternative approach to explaining behavior with 
isolated variables is to view behavior as emerging from the complex system 
of brains, minds, bodies, language, and all aspects of the environment (Clark 
1997). Qualitative research is uniquely positioned to study emergent phenom-
ena because it does not depend on measuring narrowly defined variables. This 
study looked broadly at changes across the semester to discover what emerged, 
and it suggests diversity that deserves further research. Students are helped 
by introductions to different aspects of academia—this is the purpose of First 
Year Seminars—and the advantages of an inquiry into academic culture include 
“doing” academia while discovering the ideologies and practices of the culture. 

One of the great struggles of teaching FYS is getting student participation 
in the full range of activities that the First Year Seminar promotes, and this 
difficulty is likely to remain as long as diverse people have the opportunity to 
seek higher education. Often, faculty focus so strongly on getting the participa-
tion that central aspects of academic culture—such as curiosity and the love of 
knowledge—can get lost. Masters offered an important critique of his experi-
ences that is worth keeping in mind:

Some professors keep emphasizing on such secondary thin[g]s as atten-
dance, rather I believe that they could put emphasis on the value of 
learning which I believe it’s the primary objective of the college experi-
ence. I know that attendance, punctuality, etc. is really important and 
ticket to our success in college, however it’s the most thing talked about 
by some professors and it makes [me] lose my focus. 

To truly enculturate students to academia, faculty need to expose them 
to its deepest values and invite them to help create it so as to make it part of 
their identity. Thus, our practices as faculty need to embody our central values. 
Researching the broad idea of academic culture invites students to move in the 
directions that most attract them and may help them to commit to the experi-
ence of higher education while gathering skills and knowledge as secondary to 
the process. Enculturation will help students succeed.
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Author’s Reflection
The biggest challenge for me during the Carnegie Seminar was working to 
write less theoretically and for a more general audience. It was frustrating 
to try to figure out how to be clear when my words weren’t understood with 
the meanings I had intended. I joined the Carnegie seminar because I wanted 
to focus on the First Year Seminar and I wanted to learn to make writing a 
more social process, instead of disappearing into a hole to write and then 
emerging when I think it is done. However, this way of writing was far more 
social than I’ve ever experienced; I found it difficult to share text that felt in 
no way finished. In some ways, the process felt almost backwards—spending 
so much time writing the introduction and literature review before planning 
out the study. It’s always a back and forth process, but I’ve always done the 
“real” writing after collecting data. I’ve also been forced to think through the 
words I use much more deeply—there was no assuming that my words will be 
understood in the way I intend them to be. Most of all, I needed to get writing 
again—also difficult lately—and writing in more varied ways.

As a process of working on my paper and witnessing the development of 
other participants’ projects, I’ve thought a lot more about how the different 
activities within the First Year Seminar fit together. I also find that I have been 
listening to my students differently: The distinctions I found in my students’ 
work for the paper are more visible in my current students. I try to question 
the assumptions I have about my students more often.

Moving forward, I plan to collect more data so that I can go beyond 
individual differences to find patterns, but my challenge will be to maintain 
the individuality even while looking for patterns. I will also return to reading 
to see if there is research that relates more directly to what I did—particularly 
to parts of the results that I hadn’t thought through beforehand—and to see if 
there is something that can really add to my conclusion. I want more ideas for 
how to present the data because it’s difficult to present qualitative research in 
a journal article, so I want to look more at how data is presented—targeting 
particularly journals that I might publish it in. I think it is important that I 
publish this for an audience focused on teaching, but I may integrate this work 
into the book I hope to publish some day on development in community col-
lege students. I’m at least leaving that possibility open. But for the moment, 
I want to work hard to keep it simple—to prevent myself from complicating 
things further than I might.



Reading Science: Digital Humanities and 
General Chemistry

Jennifer Vance, Natural Sciences

Abstract
Scientific papers often present challenges to undergraduate readers. This 
paper reports on research to explore whether Voyant, a digital humanities text 
analysis tool, might help students become more proficient and independent 
readers of scientific articles. Students taking Honors General Chemistry 2 were 
introduced to Voyant. For the study, they read, analyzed, and summarized 
a scientific paper without the use of Voyant to establish a baseline measure 
of their skills. They then read, analyzed, and summarized a second scientific 
paper with the aid of Voyant, and a third one without Voyant again. For the 
first article, the students earned an average of 7.6 points out of 10. For the 
second article, they gained a point, reaching an average of 8.7. For the third 
article, students maintained the gain with an average of 8.6 points. In addition, 
thematic coding of answers to open-ended survey questions posed after the 
second article confirmed reports by eleven out of fourteen students that Voyant 
had helped them; however, for the third article, only four missed the assistance 
of Voyant. In conclusion, Voyant was found to be a helpful temporary aid for 
reading scientific papers.

Introduction
Scientific articles present a gateway to fascinating STEM (science, technol-
ogy, engineering, and mathematics) fields and allow students to gain current 
information about research. An emphasis on encouraging students to engage 
in research outside the classroom during their undergraduate education has 
been reported as a path to greater student persistence and retention (Graham 
et al. 2013). In addition, researchers report that students who do such research 
have greater success in graduate school than their less experienced classmates 
(Gilmore et al. 2015). By reading scientific articles, students engage with the 
background of their future fields and current projects. In addition, in the class-
room, students frequently need to read some scientific articles when writing 
their research papers.

However, reading scientific literature can be daunting to an undergraduate 
student, because there is usually a gap in reading level between the classroom 
textbook and scientific journal articles (Mallow 1991). In addition, extensive 
scientific background and vocabulary are referenced and assumed. Finally, 
there is a level of uncertainty in reading current research that results from not 
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understanding the entire article, because scientific articles frequently report on 
complex techniques and equipment (Mallow 1991).

In an attempt to make the process faster for students, I decided to apply 
Voyant, a tool of the digital humanities, toward the reading of scientific articles 
in the classroom. In 2013–2014, I had been a participant in the professional 
development seminar initiated by Provost Paul Arcario, the Provost’s Learning 
Space, which that year focused on the digital humanities. Voyant software can 
be used for any text that is in digital form and, therefore, can be used across 
the disciplines. In the fall of 2014, I introduced the tool to my classes with the 
goal of promoting transferrable skills such as finding the main idea, defining 
vocabulary, and being comfortable with possible uncertainty. My students had 
a very positive response to the use of Voyant. The purpose of this article is to 
determine whether Voyant, a free online digital humanities tool, can serve as 
a sort of “training wheels” to spur students into becoming effective and inde-
pendent readers of scientific articles. 

Literature Review
Reading Scientific Articles in the Science Classroom
Science educators have reported including scientific journal articles in the cur-
riculum for a variety of reasons: guiding students in summarizing; teaching 
scientific writing and enhanced problem solving; and increasing the interest 
level of the class. Several papers have been written about using scientific 
journal articles to teach writing (Paulson 2001; Tilstra 2001; Carlisle and 
Kinsinger 1977; Whelan and Zare 2003). Some papers offer help in reading 
and summarizing journal articles (Bennett and Taubman 2013; Drake, Acosta, 
and Smith 1997; Roecker 2007). For instance, students taking a third-year 
Introduction to Chemical Research course at Annapolis State University in 
Boone, North Carolina were given excerpts from scientific articles and asked 
to pick a key sentence that summarized each paragraph. They then created 
a PowerPoint slide with a key sentence as the title. The supporting sentences 
were used to write bullet points. Students were surveyed and they said that 
this technique helped them in “finding keywords and concepts, understanding 
the author’s point, and determining how to organize and evaluate informa-
tion for a presentation” (Bennett and Taubman 2013, 743). This is a creative 
approach to reading papers in science, although the students were not given 
an entire paper and the papers were chosen so that the students did not have 
to deal with technical jargon (Bennett and Taubman 2013).

Another type of summarizing method was introduced in the literature as 
KENSHU, the Japanese word for “research understanding” (Drake, Acosta, 
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and Smith 1997, 186). This method was adapted from a top Japanese national 
university and involved translation of articles, summarizing, and present-
ing. The students worked in pairs on science articles with an experimental 
procedure (Drake, Acosta, and Smith 1997). Alternatively, students in an 
Analytical Chemistry class were given prescreened articles and were asked 
questions about them. The author specifically chose analytical science papers 
with experimental data. The students reported that these papers helped them 
with exams and gave them more exposure to scientific literature (Roecker 
2007). Lastly, some articles report the process and benefits of incorporating 
journal reading into the curriculum to increase interest in the course (Floutz 
1936; Duncan 1973).

Reading in Other Disciplines’ Classrooms
Summarization itself is a reading strategy for increasing comprehension of 
texts (Thiede and Anderson 2003). Friend presents this strategy as having 
“four defining features: (a) it is short, (b) it tells what is most important to 
the author, (c) it is written ‘in your own words,’ and (d) it states the informa-
tion ‘you need to study’” (Friend 2000/2001, 320; italics in original). Spörer, 
Brunstein, and Kieschke (2008) taught readers four strategies for increased 
comprehension: “summarizing, questioning, clarifying, and predicting” (272). 
They also reflected on the positive effects of asking students to teach each other. 
McNamara (2009) expands on these strategies to include: “1) comprehen-
sion monitoring, 2) paraphrasing, 3) elaboration, 4) logic or common sense, 
5) predictions, and bridging [inference]” (35). Finally, Liu, Chen, and Chang 
(2010) reported the use of computer-assisted concept mapping as a technique 
for increasing reading comprehension with English as a Foreign Language 
(EFL) students. 

Voyant Software
This paper differs from the literature reviewed above in that it reports on 
the use of a computer program that generates in minutes a word analysis of 
an assigned article for students to refer to while reading the article. Voyant 
software, available free online, analyzes the scientific article or articles and 
generates a word cloud, a word frequency list, a graph of frequent words, 
and a presentation of keywords in sentences. Students can quickly see themes 
and difficult words in context. For students who speak English as a second 
language, seeing the words in context can be particularly helpful. Using Voy-
ant in this way has not been reported in the literature, but it has been used to 
analyze medical survey responses (Maramba et al. 2015).
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Voyant, which is found at http://www.voyant-tools.org, is a text analysis 
tool used in the digital humanities. The digital humanities is a new and thriving 
field which looks for patterns in texts by way of what is called “distant read-
ing.” Literary scholar Franco Moretti’s view of distant reading is described as 
“understanding literature not by studying particular texts, but by aggregating 
and analyzing massive amounts of data” (Schulz 2011). Voyant is a distant 
reading tool. There is some controversy in the Humanities with regard to this 
type of study of large amounts of data made available by the digitization of 
vast numbers of books (Gooding, Terras, and Warwick 2013; Serlen 2010). 
Since participants in this study also had to read the paper, the controversy is 
avoided. An example of work done with distant reading is Ana Mitric’s (2007) 
essay on “Jane Austen and Civility: A Distant Reading.”

In addition to reading scientific papers for research outside the classroom, 
students must read scientific papers as part of the general chemistry curriculum 
because they need to use journal articles to write their own research papers. As 
professional scientists, students will need to read scientific papers for a living. 
The present study explores whether the Voyant tool will help students become 
more proficient with reading and summarizing scientific papers.

Method
Voyant analyzes an article cut and pasted from a PDF or HTML document, 
generating a word cloud, a word frequency list, the printed article, a graph of 
word frequencies, and the words in their context sentences. The word cloud 
simply displays words in sizes that represent their relative frequencies within 
the text of the article. The graph of the word frequencies provides a picture 
of where the chosen words appear in the article. Finally, the words in their 
context sentences allow students to see how important words are used in a 
sentence in the article. In order for the program to be most useful, it is very 
important to click on the gear-shaped icon to filter out repetitive words such as 
“the,” “a,” and “and.” Click on the box for stopwords in English and on the 
box to apply a stopword list globally. I booked a computer classroom for my 
students when I introduced Voyant and made sure that all the students were 
able to get the Voyant analysis to work.

In my experience with General Chemistry I and II students at LaGuardia 
Community College, I have found that there is a gap between reading the text-
book and diving into the literature. For this exploration, fourteen students in 
the Honors General Chemistry II course in spring 2016 read an article without 
Voyant, wrote a summary, and answered some survey questions. Next, the 
students read an article with Voyant, wrote a summary, and answered survey 
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questions. Finally, students read another paper without Voyant, wrote a sum-
mary, and answered survey questions. The articles were checked in Microsoft 
Word for grade level to make sure that they were comparable; the three articles 
had a grade level of 13.3, 13.4, and 13.5 respectively. Students received a 
rubric of expectations for each article summary assignment (figure 1). The 
surveys were analyzed with thematic coding, that is, searching for common 
themes in the survey responses.

Results and Discussion
The First Article
The first article, summary, and survey were designed to get a baseline estimate 
of the students’ abilities in summarizing articles. The first article was titled 
“Use of Human Urine Fertilizer in Cultivation of Cabbage (Brassica olera-
cea): Impacts on Chemical, Microbial, and Flavor Quality” (Pradhan et al. 
2007). This article had a reading level of grade 13.3. Of all the articles, it was 

Figure 1: Summary Writing Instructions and Rubric
Please write a 250-word summary of the scientific article. Use the follow-
ing rubric for guidance in creating your summary.

Summary Evaluation Attributes Points Given

Excellent • Clear main idea in the first sentence
• All important details are included
• Details are in logical order
• Ideas are connected to make the writing flow
• Author restates the main idea as a conclusion, with-

out writing it in the same way as the first sentence

10

Good • Clear main idea in the first sentence
• Important details are included but some might be 

missing
• Ideas are in logical order
• Restated main idea does not differ from the first 

sentence

8

Missing Some Components • Main idea is unclear—not specifically stated in the 
writing

• Some critical information is missing
• Ideas are in random order and not logical
• Main idea is not restated

6

Missing More Components • Main idea is not given in the first sentence
• Contains only some details
• Ideas are not in logical order
• Missing the concluding sentence with the restated 

main idea

4

Adapted from http://parks.sandi.net/pages/Lesson%20Plans/Summary_Rubric.html.
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probably the easiest because it had fewer unfamiliar scientific terms than the 
other two articles. I chose an article about cabbage because the other articles 
are related to cabbage. In particular, red cabbage contains anthocyanins, which 
are natural dyes that we discussed throughout the course in our research proj-
ects. In a survey after the first article summary assignment, I asked the students 
about their process of crafting the summary. I asked them if creating the sum-
mary was difficult, and why or why not. My Honors students achieved a fairly 
high baseline score of 7.6 points out of 10 for the first summary. Six of the 
students reported using highlighting as a technique for drawing out the main 
ideas. Two read the paper and used the Internet to help them with difficult 
terms. Three mentioned outlining the article. As for the question of difficulty, 
nine students said the article was not very difficult. One student commented, 
“It was not that difficult. The article was really interesting to me and so that 
allowed me to engage it well. Overall thought it was a good fair article.” 
Five students said that the article was difficult. One student compared it to 
SAT questions: “Yes, because the article was almost like the passages that are 
offered in the English section of the SATs and those long passages requires a 
lot of analysis in order to decipher it into one’s own words and understanding. 
Especially since this article felt more longer.” One student used an interesting 
term—“filtered out”—to describe his process of summarizing. He reported, “It 
wasn’t that very difficult. There was a lot of technical details and the important 
parts had to be filtered out.” 

Second Article
For the second article, which they read with Voyant, the students achieved an 
average of 8.7 out of 10, which reflected a gain of one point over their average 
score of 7.6 for the summaries they had written without Voyant. The second 
article was titled “Anthocyanins Contents, Profiles, and Color Characteristics 
of Red Cabbage Extracts from Different Cultivars and Maturity Stages” 
(Ahmadiani et al. 2014). This article had a reading level of 13.4. In their work 
with the second article, eight students improved, three students stayed the 
same, one student did worse, and two students did not hand in the second 
summary. The students were asked about their process of crafting the sum-
mary, whether the process was difficult, whether Voyant had helped in any 
way and, if yes, in what ways. Eleven students reported that Voyant had helped 
them write the summary. In general, students suggested that they could find 
the keywords and focus of the article more quickly: “Voyant helped me get to 
details faster and easier.” The majority of the students found Voyant helpful 
for the second article, but four students felt that it had not helped them. Some 
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of them preferred their highlighting method over using the software. Some of 
the students misunderstood and thought I was asking them to use Voyant as 
a substitute for reading the article: “I did not like not being able to physically 
read the article. What usually helps me is reading and manually highlighting an 
article, while also being able to write and scribble notes in the margins. Voyant 
did help in finding sections quicker but I would not use it alone.” None of the 
students reported that they could write the summary without reading the article 
in detail. Voyant was not viewed as an effective substitute for reading the article.

Third Article
Finally, for their summaries of the third article, read without Voyant, the 
students achieved an average of 8.6 points out of 10. Students gained a point 
with the use of Voyant, and kept that gain without Voyant for the third article. 
The third article was titled “Influence of Steviol Glycosides on the Stability of 
Vitamin C and Anthocyanins” (Woźniak, Marszalek, and Skąpska 2014). This 
article had a grade level of 13.5. For the third article, three students improved, 
four stayed the same, five did worse, and two did not hand in the summary. 
The most extensive number of improving students was seen after the second 
article, but this result could have been due partially to the students becoming 
more comfortable with the assignment. Since this was an Honors class, the 
students were relatively strong readers to start with, having averaged a base-
line 7.6 out 10. Some of them had techniques for reading articles that they 
already felt comfortable with. Regarding the third article, students were asked 
if they missed Voyant, and four said yes, and eight said no. It was interesting 
that many of the same students who said that Voyant helped after the second 
article were convinced they did not need it for the third article. One student 
said, “No, I did not [miss Voyant]. Although it may have been helpful, I can do 
just as good without it.” One student thought there were too many keywords 
to sift through: “Voyant was not [used] during crafting the summary because 
there were too many keywords and it was necessary to read the whole text and 
understand.” Some students did not want to bother with Voyant, if it meant 
they still had to read the whole article. One student used Voyant for the third 
article despite my instructions, and said, “Yes, I used Voyant because it gave 
clear idea of terms mostly used and also separates the main points.” Although 
there was not the same jump in improvement and actually five students did 
worse with the third article, the students maintained nearly the same average 
as the second article. 

Based on these results, we can conclude that Voyant helped students with 
their summaries but was not necessary for the third article. Students made 
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gains with Voyant and kept their gains without Voyant for the third article; by 
then, the majority felt comfortable without the aid of Voyant. I think that the 
major benefit of Voyant is that it saves time by distilling the article into key-
words and placing those keywords into their context sentences. Some students 
who are less than experienced readers might not have the persistence to wade 
through the article to distill those keywords on their own. Less experienced 
readers might see greater gains than my Honors students.

Conclusions
This paper explores whether utilizing Voyant can help students become more 
independent and proficient scientific readers. Using Voyant to read scientific 
papers was evaluated by compiling point totals for summaries and analyzing 
answers to survey questions with thematic coding. A majority of students said 
that Voyant was helpful for reading the second article, but a majority of stu-
dents also said they did not need Voyant for the third article. In reading and 
summarizing the third article, students retained the gains made in reading the 
first and second articles. Students who are weaker readers might see greater 
gains than my Honors students. Whether this is so is an important question 
that I want to explore in future research. In conclusion, student reports found 
Voyant to be a helpful temporary aid for summarizing research papers.
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Author’s Reflection
Research in the classroom is dear to my heart. For the past three years, I have 
incorporated a laboratory research project into my Honors General Chemistry 
course. Students are assigned a topic to investigate, but before beginning their 
experiment, they must read scientific articles to acquire background informa-
tion. For example, with the Red Dye 40 lab, students read three articles about 
anthocyanins before initiating hands-on work. Scientific papers contain a 
wealth of information, and, for the novice, reading such information can be a 
tedious and confusing experience.

To assist my students with this difficult task, I introduced Voyant, a time-
saving computer program that can build a foundation for analyzing challeng-
ing material by pointing out the most significant parts of articles and helping 



students learn important vocabulary. However, I did not want Voyant to be a 
permanent tool, but rather a temporary aid to get students comfortable with 
reading scientific papers. I was happy to see that, by the end of my study, many 
students no longer needed the program.

In what ways have you developed as a writer? 
The most challenging aspect of my participation in the Carnegie seminar was 
committing to writing this paper before I had the results from my study! In the 
Fall 2015 semester, I had designed a study utilizing quizzes, but after discuss-
ing my approach with my seminar colleagues, I realized I had to rethink my 
approach. Then, with guidance from the seminar facilitators and participants, 
I developed the study discussed in my paper. In this way, I learned a great deal 
about methods of qualitative research that, as a scientist, I had never previously 
encountered. For me, the experience was challenging but very helpful. The 
seminar helped me learn about this method of conducting research, including 
the principles of thematic coding and creating effective surveys. Revising mul-
tiple drafts with the guidance of my facilitator and the peer-reviewers made my 
writing more concrete and detailed. My experience with this paper has made 
me feel much more comfortable about attempting another qualitative study.

Will you revise this article for external review? 
I had written a paper about Voyant the year before the Carnegie Seminar, 
and submitted it for publication in a peer-reviewed journal, but I decided to 
withdraw it. After I make some changes, including expanding the literature 
review, collecting and analyzing a larger data set, and modifying the style to 
satisfy the requirements of appropriate peer-reviewed journals, I will submit 
this paper for publication. 
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Mindset Interventions and Students’ Perceptions  
of Intelligence

Milena C. Cuéllar, Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer Science

Abstract
Struggling students often perceive failure as a lack of ability. Recent research 
demonstrates that brief mindset interventions can change these perceptions 
and foster academic achievement. The present study, undertaken in a First 
Year Seminar: Math and Science at LaGuardia, describes the effect of a 
growth mindset intervention in students’ understanding of the brain’s mal-
leability. In addition to the Growth Mindset Index Survey administered at 
the beginning and the end of the semester, data collected at different points 
in the seminar measured the impact of the intervention. Preliminary results 
point to changes in perceptions among students who completed the semester 
and indicate that intelligence and persistence can be developed through the 
effective application of non-cognitive skills, such as reflection, asking for 
help, and practice.

Introduction
In the past decade, in higher education in the United States, there has been 
growing awareness that the factors that promote student success are to be 
associated more with student beliefs and learning strategies than with cogni-
tive ability or course content (Yeager and Walton 2011). Students’ feelings, 
beliefs, perceptions, and thoughts about themselves and their environment 
inside and outside the academic space are a main driver of the persistence and 
tenacity needed to complete college education, independent of their cognitive 
ability or the quality of the instruction they receive.

Since January 2013, faculty from the Department of Mathematics, 
Engineering, and Computer Science at LaGuardia Community College have 
been using the innovative Pathways instructional system which is the result 
of collaboration as part of a “network improvement community (NIC)” 
structured by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching 
since 2010 (Silva and White 2013). LaGuardia—as part of the NIC known 
as the “Carnegie Math Pathways” (2016)—has adopted Statway® for a 
new accelerated math course, MAT119. Designed to support noncognitive 
factors with the goal of achieving higher rates of student success in devel-
opmental and college math, each course in the system is composed of one 
cognitive and one noncognitive element: the curriculum1 and the Pathways 
pedagogy, respectively.
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The Carnegie Pathways pedagogy, known as “Productive Persistence,” 
(“Carnegie Math Pathways: Productive Persistence” 2016) includes research-
based and student-centered pedagogical practices that support deep and 
long-lasting understanding. This pedagogy addresses transformation of 
student perceptions of intelligence, i.e., student beliefs in their potential as 
students; fosters feelings of social ties to peers and faculty; and enhances the 
short- and long-term value students see in the course, all to build academic 
success.2

The introduction and implementation of this instructional system took 
place at the same time as LaGuardia was also recognizing the critical impor-
tance of the first year in college in supporting holistic student learning in 
order to increase graduation rates (Butler and Eynon 2013). In their report 
of the Task Force on the First Year Experience, Butler and Eynon recom-
mend the strengthening of the First Year Experience (FYE) at LaGuardia by 
the understanding of learning “not only as information acquisition, but also 
association with prior knowledge and experience, reflective meaning-making, 
personal development, and self-understanding,” and the recognition that 
“learning emerges from a complex interplay of social, emotional, cognitive, 
and developmental dimensions” (Butler and Eynon 2013, 1). One of the 
recommendations of the Task Force is the creation of a new credit-bearing 
First Year Seminar (FYS) grounded in the disciplines. These two initiatives, 
the Carnegie Pathways and LaGuardia’s FYE recommendations, share ratio-
nale and goals: to address the substantial socio-emotional and psychological 
hurdles students face in college by fostering appropriate strategies, tenacity, 
and mindsets students need to be successful in college, while faculty and the 
college support student skills.

Of the many noncognitive factors that contribute to student success 
(Yeager and Walton 2011; Silvia and White 2013; Rattan et al. 2015; 
Appendix 1: Figure A1.1), the research presented in this paper focuses only 
on students’ own perceptions of intelligence and how these perceptions are 
transformed—or not—after being exposed to specific social-psychological 
experiences commonly known as “mindset interventions” (Rattan et al. 
2015). Mindset interventions in the FYS are just one type of social-psycho-
logical intervention to help promote student learning. 

Literature Review
Early explorations of the effects of exposing K–12 students to social-
psychological interventions sought to boost student performance through 
classroom activities designed to break particular barriers to learning. Usually, 
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these barriers are related to social behaviors and psychological traits rather 
than to ability or content delivery. The most relevant studies presenting 
such interventions are found in the literature at the intersection of social-
psychology, neuroscience, cognitive science, and education.

The current research on the transformation of mindsets to increase 
community college students’ academic performance and achievement levels 
is based on the seminal work of Carol Dweck, Lewis and Virginia Eaton 
Professor of Psychology at Stanford University. Her main area of research is 
implicit theories of intelligence, i.e., an individual’s fundamental beliefs about 
whether or not intelligence or abilities can change (Dweck and Leggett 1988). 
In Dweck’s 2006 book titled Mindset: The New Psychology of Success, 
mindset is defined as an individual’s belief about her or his own intelligence, 
talents, and personality. There are two types of mindsets: fixed mindset and 
growth mindset. Applied to academic settings, a fixed mindset is a student’s 
belief that ability to learn and to apply knowledge is a fixed entity that one 
either has or does not have. In contrast, students with a growth mindset tend 
to believe that their intelligence can be developed, and that effort does not 
mean that one is incapable but instead, that trying harder makes one smarter, 
and that obstacles can be overcome through hard work, appropriate strate-
gies, and seeking help when needed.

The seminal work of Mueller and Dweck (1998) described how praising 
students for ability—how smart they were—had more negative effects on 
fifth-grade students’ motivation to achieve than praising them for effort—
how hard they tried. Students who were praised for being smart—“ability 
praise”—tended to believe that mistakes were a measure of their ability to 
do math and showed greater decreases in performance and joy than students 
who were given “effort praise.” The two forms of praise correspond to fixed 
mindset and growth mindset, respectively. Over the course of six studies, 
Mueller and Dweck described consistent results across student skill levels, 
gender, ethnicity, or whether they were part of a rural or urban school.

In 2003, Good, Aronson, and Inzlicht extended the Mueller and Dweck 
(1998) studies to seventh graders to test the claim that a growth mindset 
increases standardized test performance. Here, students were paired with 
college student mentors during a whole year to discuss issues of adaptation 
to school and study strategies. Students were divided into four groups and 
each group received different messages in a ninety-minute introductory 
session. The first group, the growth mindset group, was taught that the 
brain can grow and that intelligence is expandable. The second group, the 
attribution group, was taught that academic difficulty is common and were 
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given examples of challenging situations and how to overcome them. The 
third group, the combined group, was taught both what the first and second 
groups were taught. The fourth group, the control group, was taught the 
dangers of drug use.

Results of this study showed that the typical gender gap in math scores 
emerged in the control group, but the gender gap disappeared in the other 
groups: Both males and females significantly improved their reading and 
math performance compared to the control group. The students in the com-
bined group, who received both a growth mindset workshop and instruction 
in how to overcome challenging academic situations, did not do better than 
students receiving either one of these messages. These results link the nature 
of the growth mindset ideas (Dweck 2006) to attribution theory (Dweck and 
Leggett 1988). The conclusion drawn by Good, Aronson, and Inzlicht (2003) 
is powerful: the messages given in the first two groups prompted students to 
change their own views of intelligence and, therefore, changed the attribu-
tions students made regarding the causes of their academic struggles.

In 2007, Blackwell, Trzesniewski and Dweck studied how seventh 
graders’ performance in math improved when they were exposed to an 
intervention whereby they learned that intelligence is malleable, absorbed 
positive beliefs about effort, and were introduced to appropriate strategies 
to promote positive change in classroom motivation. This work is the first 
in the literature to assign a score to a student’s mindset by measuring key 
motivational variables relating to perceptions of their own intelligence, goal 
orientation, beliefs about effort, and attributions and strategies in response 
to failure (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, and Dweck 2007). In this paper, such 
scoring is the basis for the Growth Mindset Index Survey below.

The Carnegie Productive Persistence team adapted Blackwell and 
Dweck’s work for the Carnegie Math Pathways program to be used with 
community college student populations (Silva and White 2013; Headden and 
McKay 2015). In turn, LaGuardia faculty customized mindset interventions 
to be used to develop growth mindset traits in LaGuardia’s FYS students.

This sort of social-psychological intervention has strong lasting effects 
on student performance, even several years after implementation (Rattan 
et al. 2015; Yeager and Walton 2011), and they are low in cost and easy to 
implement. Such impressive results of these classroom activities might seem 
like a silver bullet, but they are not. As explained by Yeager and Walton 
(2011), the results are not magical but logical when behavioral changes are 
understood as a consequence of the plasticity of the brain and how that 
plasticity is affected by changing perceptions of intelligence. 
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Research studies that target first-year students’ holistic needs in com-
munity college settings are slowly becoming more frequent. However, for-
mal studies of this kind in community college settings are still sparse and 
are mainly related to the improvement of basic skills in math education 
(Kosovich 2014); most have appeared in the last five years. Recent publica-
tions include studies of psychological interventions to address the psycho-
logical obstacles to success in community college developmental math (Silvia 
and Taylor 2013; Paunesku 2013); a study of stress reappraisal at Cuyahoga 
Community College (Jamieson et al. 2016); and a paper looking at the use 
of psychological interventions to reduce achievement gaps at the transition 
from high school to post-secondary education (Yeager et al. 2016b). 

Mindset Interventions
Mindset interventions (Dweck 2006) usually target a single belief; can be 
brief, taking an hour or less to be completed; can be delivered using stan-
dardized materials; and do not require customization to course content or 
reference to the community college context. They use common narratives 
and objective scientific concepts to change core beliefs about intelligence 
being malleable as the result of the brain being highly plastic. Intelligence 
is malleable, but it is not limitless. Believing that intelligence is malleable 
equates to having a growth mindset, but it does not imply that everyone 
has exactly the same potential in all areas or will learn everything with the 
same ease. We all exist on a mixed continuum of growth and fixed mindset 
traits. To some extent, each of us has the capacity to improve, and it is the 
student’s perception of the plasticity of intelligence that is the target of the 
interventions. If students have a fixed mindset, it does not mean that they 
should expect failure. Plenty of successful people adopt fixed mindsets in 
some domains. Nevertheless, people with fixed mindset traits will likely 
experience less enjoyment of their studies and their performance quality will 
suffer, limiting their full potential, particularly when things get challenging 
in college. As described in this literature review, mindset interventions have 
been shown to benefit student achievement, but they are not the answer to 
student success if faculty, family, and college do not support such beliefs and 
attributions of success.

Most mindset interventions are given to students in the form of periodic 
workshops facilitated by trained instructors or on-site trained psychologists. To 
study higher level effects in policy and practice, some studies use World Wide 
Web technologies to deploy these types of interventions and measure their effect 
in large samples (Paunesku et al. 2015; Yamada and Bryk 2016; Boaler 2016). 
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Method
Participants
Twenty-four participants were enrolled in a section of LMF101, the First 
Year Seminar for Liberal Arts: Math and Science in Fall 2015. Nine students 
had declared this major with plans to later present a candidacy for a Health 
Sciences program at LaGuardia or somewhere else; three students planned to 
change to an engineering major at LaGuardia; and the rest had enrolled with 
intention to graduate in their major. This class profile is common in LMF101 
classes at LaGuardia, given the nature of the liberal arts major and the strict 
requirements of some of the engineering and health science majors.

In this class, eighteen students were in their first term at LaGuardia and 
the rest had transferred from other two-year or four-year institutions. There 
were fifteen full time students—registered for at least twelve credits over the 
two sessions of the Spring 2016 semester. In other aspects, the demographics of 
this class mirrored, to some extent, the diversity of students in the college, with 
fourteen of them speaking at least one foreign language with friends or family; 
three reported having underage children. On average, participants travelled 
fifty-one minutes to school, and lived in Queens (fifteen students), Brooklyn 
(five students), or Manhattan (four students). In terms of basic math skills, 
seven students had been placed in and had registered for a developmental 
math course and eight did not know what math courses they needed to take 
to complete their major requirements, reflecting the common practice among 
students of leaving math requirements to the end of their programs and, as a 
consequence, significantly increasing their time to graduation. Nineteen stu-
dents were taking a basic skills English course.

Methods and Data Collection 
Mixed methods were used in this study: Qualitative observations and quan-
titative measures were analyzed to identify key markers of students’ mindset 
transformations, if any. The data for this study were collected over the whole 
term at five different stages. For easy reference, table 1 summarizes the timeline 
of the data collection plan and the prompts given to students at each stage (see 
appendix 2 for additional details).

At Week 2 and Week 12 students were given an online standard mindset 
survey (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, and Dweck 2007; Silva and White 2013; 
Overview 2016). The survey is adapted for community college students in 
the FYS. Appendix 2 includes the survey questions and how the Growth 
Mindset Index (GMI) is calculated. At these two data collection stages, indi-
vidual scores and answers to the open-ended questions were collected without 
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Table 1: Methods and Data Description
This table includes descriptions of methods, types of data, and details of collection 
performed in this study.

Intervention and Data 
Description

 
Methods

 
Details

Week 2 Data 
Baseline Mindset Diagnostic 
Survey. Adapted for the FYS 
New to College Experience.

Quantitative. Pre-
intervention survey. 
No identifiers. 

Survey distributed to students during the LMF101 Studio Lab Hour via 
the online survey service SurveyMonkey. The Growth Mindset Index 
(GMI) survey is available in appendix 2, table A2.1.

Week 3 Data 
 Students write a letter of 
advice to a hypothetical 
student/friend struggling in 
his/her first year in college.

Qualitative text 
analysis. No 
identifiers. 

“Imagine a friend who is struggling during her/his first year at 
LaGuardia. Your friend used to do pretty well in the environment 
you met but now is having a hard time in college. This friend is 
starting to feel s/he is not made out for college and is starting to 
feel a bit dumb. Write a letter to your friend to encourage him or 
her to not feel discouraged. 
(Don’t worry about writing a perfect final draft. We just want to know 
how you would say this to another student in your own words.)”

Mindset Intervention
1. Students read an article 

with scientific information 
on brain plasticity.

2. Students summarize 
the scientific findings 
described in the paper.

 
Week 4 Data 
Same as Week 2 Data.

Qualitative 
text analysis. 
No identifiers. 
Unmatched 
qualitative 
comparison of 
Week 3 and Week 
4 Data.

How the Brain Works: Three-question quiz. Only Question 3 is 
included below (see appendix 2): 
“Not all college students know that the brain can get smarter, even 

though it may help them have success. And we want to get your 
help so that we can learn more about how to explain it to them. 
We’re hoping you can explain—in your own words—that the brain 
gets smarter when people use appropriate strategies and try hard. 
Imagine a friend who is struggling in school. This friend used to do 
pretty well in school but now is having a hard time and is starting 
to feel dumb. Write a letter to your friend to encourage him or 
her—tell them about what you just learned about the brain and 
why they shouldn’t be discouraged. For example, you can tell them:

“Dear friend,  
I realize that you feel discouraged in your first year at LaGuardia 
because it is becoming a bit challenging for you, but after 
learning that our brain grows after practicing something hard I 
strongly encourage you to continue. I have learned that changing 
our studying strategies, asking for help, using resources, and 
practicing will help us improve what we do not understand. Life 
is a challenge and if everything was easy then the whole world 
would be boring. We have to grow our “know how” parts of our 
brain which requires a lot of effort. Our brain can become stronger 
and smarter by practicing what we do not know. So don’t give up 
on your classes; challenge yourself. “

Here are some other general ideas you can share with them:
A. How they can get smarter if they work hard and use a good 

strategy.
B. How they should work hard to build their reading, math, and 

navigation muscles.
C. How they are not dumb, they just need to practice using a good 

strategy.
D. How they can ask the teacher or other students to help them 

learn better ways to study. 
E. Any other tips you have for learning in school and getting 

smarter.
(Don’t worry about writing a perfect final draft. We just want to know 
how you would say this to another student in your own words.)”
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information that could identify the participants. The survey scores marked a 
baseline of students’ mindset traits before they were exposed to the mindset 
interventions and class activities. 

In Week 3, students had been exposed only to the description of the 
FYS and its goals, and any explicit mention of mindset concepts had not yet 
occurred. At this point, students were asked to write a letter of advice to a stu-
dent struggling in her/his first year in college. In the prompt given to students 
(see table 1: Intervention and Week 3 Data) and the instructions provided in 
class, students were made to believe that their letters would not be read by 
the instructor but by other students at a different institution. Student writings 
were collected for document analysis to mark a qualitative baseline of what 
the students identify as drivers for college success. Students completed the 
letter anonymously omitting any type of identifying information. 

In Week 4, the standard intervention used in mindset studies (Blackwell, 
Trzesniewski, and Dweck 2007; Headden and McKay 2015) was given to 
the students. As part of the intervention, students read scientific evidence of 
the plasticity of the brain, summarized their reading in their own words, and 

Table 1: Methods and Data Description (cont’d) 
This table includes descriptions of methods, types of data, and details of collection 
performed in this study.

Intervention and Data 
Description

 
Methods

 
Details

Week 10 Data 
Students select a scientific 
article from a given list, 
summarize it, and reflect on 
how their choice relates to 
their college life.

Quantitative. 
Qualitative text 
analysis.

See appendix 2 for the list, research topics included, and reflection 
prompt. The list includes four articles about strategies to increase 
student success in college settings, and four others presenting 
evidence of brain growth as a result of intentional practice of an 
intellectual activity. 

Week 12 Data 1 
1.	 Students are asked to 

reflect on their experience 
at LaGuardia. The prompt 
is designed to identify 
transfer of academic 
mindset ideas to other 
courses different from the 
FYS.

Qualitative text 
analysis, trending 
topics, and 
narratives.

“Think about the academic and personal experiences you have been 
through during the 12 weeks of the term. 
Reflect on a time when you faced a challenge in one of the classes 
or academic assignments. What made you keep going? What 
was the outcome? What did you learn? Compare/contrast this 
experience to something that also happened during this term that 
is ending where you felt that you achieved something you are 
proud about. What was different in each situation? 
At the end of the reflection, list the top three things you have 
learned this term and how that relates to the rest of your life here 
at LaGuardia and to your career choice.“

Week 12 Data 2 
2..	Mindset Post-Survey 

(same as Week 2 Data)

Quantitative. 
Post-interventions 
survey. No 
identifiers. 
Unmatched GMI 
comparison.

See appendix 2, table A2.1 for details.
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wrote a second letter of advice to a first-year student struggling in college 
(see appendix 2, table A2.1 for Week 4 Data). The students’ writings were 
collected for text analysis and compared to the first letters of advice that the 
students had written in Week 3. The difference between the prompt for the 
students writing the second letter was that they were asked to use what they 
had read to advise this student (as can be seen in table 1).

Between Week 4 and Week 10, students were left to experience their 
academic term, react to the interventions and class activities designed for this 
class, and attend the cocurricular workshops designed especially for the FYS. 
The topics of these FYS workshops include: building future leaders, provid-
ing opportunities for civic learning, building inclusive communities, teaching 
behaviors of professional and personal success, and promoting healthy life 
choices. It is important to note that the purpose of these workshops is to 
encourage and challenge students to become active participants in the devel-
opment of skills that are not necessarily taught in the traditional classroom 
setting. In addition, students did the other readings and assignments of the 
Liberal Arts: Math and Science FYS as the syllabus of this course prescribes 
in general.

In Week 10, students were asked to choose a scientific article from a 
selected list and write the last research summary of the term. Four of the 
articles on the list included research on strategies to be successful in college 
with no mention of brain development, while the other four articles presented 
scientific evidence of brain plasticity and the improvement of ability as a result 
of intellectual activity (see appendix 2). Students created a research summary 
following the norms set in class and reflected on why they had chosen the 
article they summarized and how the topic of the article related to their first-
term college experience at LaGuardia. Student reflections were collected for 
document and theme trending analysis and to identify how much students 
mentioned the information learned from the mindset intervention.

In Week 12, students completed a reflection about a situation in the term 
in which they felt challenged and what they had done to overcome it. The 
intention of this reflection was to identify narratives that reflect mindset traits 
and the development of students’ strategies when facing challenges, whether 
or not such beliefs were transferred outside the FYS to different academic or 
personal settings (see table 1 for details). 

In addition, throughout the semester, the instructor intentionally controlled 
the interactions with the students to create a consistent and supportive class-
room experience, a classroom culture that supported students’ growth mindset 
(Yeager et al. 2014; Mueller and Dweck 1998). This support was provided by 
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the instructor’s use of everyday phrases that emphasize the process of learning 
as the most relevant part of being a “good” or “successful” student—rather 
than by praising abilities. Feedback to students focused on the process of 
becoming successful in college. This strategy supports a goal of the FYS which 
is to demonstrate that the process of becoming a LaGuardia student is made 
up of sustained effort, appropriate strategies, and seeking help when needed.

Discussion of Results
This section presents the analysis of all data points and interventions listed in 
table 1. Samples of student work are included when appropriate and a sum-
mary of findings is also included at the end of this section. Qualitative data 
are presented first and, at the end of this section, quantitative data collected 
during Week 2 and Week 12 are described and compared. 

Before and After the Mindset Intervention
Week 3 Data—Before the Mindset Intervention
Seven students completed the letters of advice. Students frequently identified 
as an academic challenge their enrollment in a class (the FYS) that is not a 
subject class and that they believe has no value toward completing their major. 
They typically identified hard work with the college experience, but there was 
no mention of strategies to support and maintain hard work. They tended to 
advise peers to overcome challenges by using college resources and reaching 
out for help when needed. It is clear that students correctly perceive how chal-
lenging college can be, but they are not sure how to persist in a productive way. 
This attitude marks the baseline of students’ perceptions of intelligence at the 
beginning of term before they were exposed to the mindset intervention. For 
example, a student identifies that asking for help is important, but does not 
identify effort and learning as important: 

… I felt the same way you did in my first college year. I felt so lost 
and out of my depth. I dread going to class. I started good then hit a 
rocky patch. The work overwhelmed me, and I started to fall behind. I 
would sit in class and feel like an alien not understanding I didn’t want 
to ask questions in case other students thought I was dumb. Then I 
realized am not the only one. I talked to my advisors, teachers and 
students. Trust me Jayne it helped, don’t get discouraged. The college 
as a lot of resources that I didn’t even know about that can help. Hey 
what you got to at least give it a try. Let me know how it goes am just 
a phone call away. Remember your not alone. [Italics added]
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Mindset Intervention and Week 4 Data
Fourteen students completed the Week 4 intervention by reading “How the 
Brain Works,” and answering questions online. The quiz asked students to 
write down the key facts of the reading in their own words in order to inter-
nalize that content. Then, they were to identify an example in their own lives 
when, at the beginning, they were not good at a task, but then practiced it 
using good strategies and became really good at it. 

It is interesting to see that ten out of the fourteen students who completed 
the quiz chose an activity example of challenging situations which they had 
overcome by practice and tenacity, i.e., an activity that is not normally associ-
ated as academic life but an everyday practice, or hands-on experience. These 
activities included learning English as a second language in the United States, 
music, and swimming. Math was the only academic activity mentioned by 
students as an example.

The difference between the students’ second letter of advice (Week 4 
Data) and the baseline set by the letters discussed earlier (Week 3 Data) is very 
marked. In these second letters, students included very clear and intentional 
narratives featuring growth mindset beliefs. All of the letters, except one, 
focused on the process of learning to be in a new place, noted that struggle is to 
be expected but also that the best thing to do is to persevere, and advised that 
seeking help and developing appropriate strategies to succeed were the way to 
follow. The difference between the two sets of letters shows the integration of 
Productive Persistence beliefs in the second set. Two of the most representative 
examples appear below: 

Student 1
Dear Jayne,
How’s everything going? I know what your going through, my first 
year at LaGuardia I felt so discouraged. I started to fall behind in 
my coursework and felt dumb and out of place. Believe me your not 
dumb, you just need to practice appropriate strategies, like I did. I 
started by improving my reading, math and navigation muscles, give 
it a try I found it to be very useful. I even talked to other students to 
see if they were going through the same stuff as me. Turns out they 
were, some said they were ashamed to admit it. I got together with a 
few of them to study and believe me it helped. I even asked my teacher 
what I could do to help me study better. I was surprised she actually 
helped me and took time to show me where I might be going wrong. 
It was tough a first and frustrating but I made it, I survived my first 
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year. Jayne just stick with it, trust me it gets better. You know am 
always there for you if you need help, your not alone. Take care Your 
friend. [Italics added]

Student 2
Dear friend, 
I’ve noticed a change in your attitude in class lately. You use to 
always ask questions and talk to me and your other classmates, but 
now you sit in the back and put your head down. I know you told 
me that you haven’t been doing well on your recent quizzes, and your 
scarred about our first exam coming up, but I have some good news 
for you! I recently learned that the brain is just like a muscle. It can 
grow, and obtain more knowledge the more that you practice new 
strategies. Pretty much saying that you can get smarter, and so can 
I. I met with the tutoring center for the first time last week, and they 
showed me a whole new way to learn the vocabulary for the class, 
and it still feels fresh in my head. I know your down right now, but 
give it another try. Things can only get better the more you study. 
[Italics added]

In both examples, students approach the advice from their own experience 
as new students at LaGuardia and go on to introduce the scientific core ideas 
about how the brain works. In this way, they have prepared their audience—
whom, they believe, is not the instructor but a real struggling student—for the 
suggestion that she or he can overcome this situation. After sharing their own 
experience, students suggest that seeking help to develop success strategies 
works. It is very impressive to see how the growth mindset markers appeared 
in most of the second set of letters, compared to the first set of letters written 
before students knew about how the brain learns when challenged. 

Identifying Growth Mindset Markers from Students’ Article Selection
Week 10 Data—Topics and Reflections 
One of the learning goals of the First Year Seminar for Liberal Arts: Math and 
Science students is the introduction of the scientific method as part of the key 
skills required for success in their major. The last research summary of the 
term was designed to identify any residual effect of the mindset intervention 
implemented in class six weeks earlier (table 1: Mindset Intervention, Week 
4 Data). For this assignment, students selected an article to summarize and 
added a short reflection on how the topic of the selected paper related to their 
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experience at LaGuardia (see table 1 for prompt and appendix 2 for list of 
articles and coding of topics). 

Figure 1 shows the students’ selection of research papers by topic. It shows 
that two-thirds of the students chose a research paper on brain work (BW) top-
ics, while about one-third chose a paper on good academic strategies (GS). Given 
that the paper chosen needed to relate to the students’ experience at LaGuardia, 
these proportions clearly show that students’ selection of topics was not random. 
They provide evidence that students prefer topics related to the perception of 
intelligence as a malleable entity over those related to good academic strategies 
when asked to create a research summary on an article that relates to their expe-
rience at LaGuardia. Attribution of these observations to residual effects of the 
mindset interventions, or to sustained growth mindset traits resulting from the 
mindset interventions, is almost impossible; the data only provide a spark for 
continued thinking on how to identify such residual knowledge.

As listed in appendix 2, sample topics of the BW papers include brain 
differences of taxi drivers in London after taking a license test compared to 
brains of the general population; descriptions of Magnetic Resonance Imag-
ing (MRI) of people’s brains before and after they had learned how to juggle; 
and strategies to reduce anxiety in tests by understating how the brain works 
under challenging circumstances.

However, students’ narratives of the relation of these topics to their college 
experience are almost nonexistent. Out of the twenty-four students, eighteen 
students completed this assignment and only four students included comments 

Figure 1: Selection of topic themes for research summary
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relating the paper topic to college life. One of those students wrote about the 
juggling article: 

These article is important for college life because we all are students 
and that means we don’t only have to study but also to work and 
think so many things in the same time that we get tired really easy. But 
if we new a way to help us keep our brain bigger in order to be able to 
study more without getting tired, wouldn’t we take the chance? The 
answer is easy, reading the article I find out that when you juggle your 
brain gets bigger that means if you juggle a few times every week you 
will be able to keep your brain bigger and yourself without getting 
tired. [Italics added]

We can speculate that reasons for the lack of engagement in this exercise 
may lie in student perceptions of the value of the FYS class compared to other 
content-based classes. Particularly, this effect is stronger in moments of high 
pressure like the end of term. Research studies on student perceptions of the 
value and purpose of the FYS are still to be proposed at a community college 
level and should be of interest in the future to improve student performance 
and engagement in the class. (For details on value interventions, see Hulleman 
2009 and references therein).

The Final Reflection
Week 12 Data 1
Finally, the narratives of the last student reflection of the term served to iden-
tify evidence of any lasting or residual references to growth mindset traits in 
students’ perceptions of intelligence. The prompt asked students to describe a 
challenging situation that they had encountered in their first term at LaGuar-
dia, the outcome of such situation, and what they had learned from it. 

About fourteen students of the twenty-two remaining in class by Week 12 
completed this reflection. Students identified common challenges to success in 
their academic work in their first year at LaGuardia: Examples include the dif-
ference between high school and community college, the difficulty of learning 
how to manage time effectively so as to balance school, work, and family, and 
using English as a second language—the latter also identified earlier in Week 
4 Data. Students also mentioned the importance of hard work, persistence, 
appropriate strategies, and communication with faculty and peers as important 
factors that contributed to overcoming their challenges, all typical traits of a 
growth mindset. For example, one student wrote: 
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Being in college is not a solo effort, it’s teaching you how to interact 
and work with others. All of these are essential not just at Laguardia 
but in your workplace and your community. These skills are what you 
need to survive in life and you choice of career.

Out of twenty-two students, twenty students created honest and powerful 
narratives of their student experience at LaGuardia, explicitly featuring growth 
mindset characteristics. One of these narratives is included below. 

I freeze, go blank and feel dumb for not knowing the basics. I would 
sit there and pretend I knew how to [do] it. What finally made me 
take charge was the fact that this could keep me back. What kept 
me going was not letting it beat me and stop me achieving my goal. 
I decided to deal with the problem head on and take charge, I used 
the available resources, asked questions read any other related mate-
rial. I was not going down without a fight. I learned that if I step 
back, breathe and focus I can do it. Not to let it beat me that I could 
and will beat it. Another example, a fellow student in my chemistry 
lab class saw myself and lab partner struggling with an equation. 
She understood where we were coming from and took the time to 
show us how to do it. Even though the class had ended she offered 
to help. I felt such a sense of accomplishment when I took an exam 
and answered the equation questions correctly. I took the help of a 
student who was willing to help. In both situations I accepted help 
from two different sources. I was able to face my challenge and come 
out the winner. [Italics added]

It is important to mention that the prompt for the Week 4 mindset inter-
vention included some guidance on the assignment, explicitly asking students 
to include growth mindset features in their writing (see prompt in table 1). 
To be critical and skeptical, it could be argued that the prompt is, to some 
extent, coaching such narratives. At the same time, the prompt was designed 
by experts in the area (Silva and White 2013) and the reasons for this explicit 
method of guiding student writing of the letter might be intentional—to further 
internalize the message of the reading and the letter-writing, or just to make 
the lesson clear. In contrast, this last reflection of the term was designed to be 
general, with no coaching on what to write or include in the reflection. It is 
remarkable, then, that the students identified academic challenges in their first 
year as situations that have a solution through sustained effort and through 
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looking for help when needed. These narratives thus provide evidence of posi-
tive transformation in students’ growth mindset, given that such themes did 
not emerge in any of data (narratives) collected before the mindset interven-
tions. In addition, the identification of growth mindset themes also provide 
evidence of transformations in the students’ perceptions of intelligence over 
the course of the term.

Growth Mindset Index Survey 
Week 2 Data and Week 12 Data 2—Growth Mindset Index at the Beginning 
and End of Term
A brief psychological measurement instrument was administered at the 
beginning and end of the term using the Growth Mindset Index survey 
adapted to LaGuardia’s LMF101 students (see table 1 for details). The 
response rate was high at Week 2 when twenty-three out of twenty-four 
students answered the survey, but reduced by Week 12 when only fourteen 
students completed the survey.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the unmatched3 Growth Mindset 
Index at the beginning and end of the term. The figure shows the proportion 
of students with Fixed, Mixed, and Growth mindset traits. Even though 
the response rate had decreased, in proportion there were more students 
with growth mindset scores at Week 12 than in Week 2, i.e., the propor-
tion increased by nineteen percentage points from Week 2 to Week 12; the 

Figure 2: Growth Mindset Index (GMI) at the beginning and end of term. 
Unmatched scores.
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proportion of students with mixed mindset at Week 12 decreased by sixteen 
percentage points, compared to the proportion of students with mixed mind-
set at Week 2; and finally, the proportion of students with a fixed mindset 
reduced by half relative to the sample size at Week 2 and Week 12 respec-
tively. In summary, at the beginning of the term, twenty-one students out 
the twenty-three who answered the GMI survey agreed with statements that 
reflect mixed perceptions of intelligence as a fixed identity while, at the end 
of the term, only ten out of fourteen students did so and only two students 
completely retained this fixed perception of intelligence.

Since the attendance rate of students dropped significantly after the 2016 
spring break, we could speculate that these results are evidence that only the 
students who stayed in the class and continued to participate demonstrated 
growth mindset traits, and these traits are not a result of the mindset inter-
vention. Also, given that there were ten weeks between these growth mindset 
measures, it is impossible to attribute positive transformation of student 
beliefs about the malleability of intelligence only to the mindset interven-
tions. But the results do give strong evidence that mindset interventions and 
everyday praising for effort and not ability, in conjunction with other FYS 
activities and readings during the term, might also have contributed to such 
positive transformation.

The open-ended question of the GMI survey asked students to comment 
on the statement that resonated more with their beliefs regarding intelligence 
compared to their choices in the same survey at Week 2. Most of the com-
ments in the Week 2 survey were themed around knowledge rather than 
doing (action), thereby reflecting a fixed mindset trait. That said, many stu-
dents used written expressions showing growth mindset features when they 
took the survey in Week 2. The answers of students to the same question at 
the end of the term showed more mentions of learning, and how they learn, 
rather than comments on fixed ideas of learning or on their college experi-
ence. All fourteen of the students who completed the end-of-term survey 
identified a statement related to their way of learning focusing more on the 
process than on the outcome—a typical growth mindset characteristic.

Summary of Results
The data collected during the term show transformation of student percep-
tions of intelligence in the direction of growth mindset traits and behaviors. 
Accordingly, the students’ narratives of advice given to a struggling student 
transformed into more practical counsel, featuring growth mindset traits, 
after the students were exposed to the mindset intervention. At the start of 
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the term, students perceived how challenging college can be, but were not 
sure how to persist in a productive way; the only strategy they valued was 
seeking advice and help from peers, faculty, or staff. At the end of the term, 
all narratives of advice included the canonical components of growth mind-
set—appropriate strategies, tenacity, and seeking help when needed—as key 
components of success in the first year. It appears that students transformed 
the attributions they made regarding the causes of academic struggles and 
found ways to overcome challenges by the end of the term. 

Supporting these observations, the pre- and post-survey results represent 
strong evidence of the effects of exposing students during their First Year 
Seminar to the ideas of growth mindset: Their narratives reflected a trans-
formation in their views of intelligence. As mentioned earlier, attribution of 
this transformation to the mindset intervention alone is impossible. It is likely 
that students were also influenced by other experiences in the FYS class, 
since this class is designed to help them navigate the college environment and 
succeed with their academic choices. At the end of term, eighteen obtained 
a grade of C or more in the LFM101 course (the attrition rate in the course 
was seventeen percent, reducing the class size from twenty-four to twenty 
students by the end of the term). 

As the term progressed, the students’ data reflected the results presented 
in the literature. The effect of the standard mindset intervention was the posi-
tive transformation of student beliefs in themselves: that they were capable 
of learning in any domain, with drive and appropriate strategies and seeking 
help when needed. 

Conclusion and Future Plans
In conclusion, this first study provides evidence that growth mindset 
interventions positively affect students’ own perceptions of intelligence in 
conjunction with the other curricular and cocurricular activities offered in 
the LMF101 class. In the future, I would like to look at other longitudinal 
measures to capture evidence of consequent student success or achievement, 
comparing them with other students not exposed to this kind of mindset 
intervention. I would also like to look at gains in engagement with college 
activities, GPA changes, and college path while, at the same time, studying 
achievement gaps among FYS students. 

In the meantime, this study will be reproduced in Fall I 2016 to attempt 
to refine some of the shortcomings observed during this study: timing of the 
activities, and wording of instructions to avoid student confusion. One key 
aspect needed is to generate a comparable set of conditions as the baseline 
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measures; therefore, the prompt of the second letter of advice will be adapted 
to reduce coaching of content. In addition, it would be interesting also to 
see how other social-psychological interventions in the FYS would support 
students disengaging with the class by creating a more cohesive theme for 
the course that would make students see the value of this seminar for their 
professional and personal purposes.

Although the evidence of the positive impact of mindset interventions on 
FYS students’ perceptions of intelligence is confounded with other aspects 
of the FYS, this study provides direction toward pioneering a more formal 
and scalable set of interventions—not only for mindset but for other social-
psychological constructs such as value, purpose, and belonging. It clearly 
contributes to the effort of creating an academic environment that fosters 
student academic success and improves the academic achievement levels of 
the students at LaGuardia Community College. In addition, this study makes 
a small contribution to the literature on the use of mindset interventions in 
higher education, specifically in community college settings, and particularly 
in the context of the first-year experience.
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Appendix 1 
Summary of Factors Contributing to Student Success in College

The diagram below summarizes the cognitive and noncognitive factors com-
monly listed in the literature. The study presented in this paper refers only to 
Student Mindsets, shown in black in figure A1.1, while the other factors not 
explicitly studied in this research are greyed out. References for each of the 
other key noncognitive are given below. 

The list of intellectual factors that contribute to successful learning such 
as cognitive ability, quality of classroom curriculum, and quality of instruc-
tion are not referenced here as they are commonly discussed. In contrast, 
the list of noncognitive factors that contribute to student success includes 
implicit theories of intelligence currently known as academic mindsets 
(Blackwell, Trzesniewski, and Dweck 2007), social belonging (Walton and 
Cohen 2011), values of affirmation (Cohen et al. 2009), expected value 
theory (Hulleman and Harackiewicz 2009), and anxiety and emotion regu-
lation (Beilock 2010; Alter et al. 2010). Knowledge about student success 

Figure A1.1: Intellectual and noncognitive factors that contribute  
to success in students’ learning and success in college 

See relevant references in the text below.
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has been growing rapidly with recent developments on how the brain works 
and learns under challenging circumstances (Beilock 2010; Beilock et al. 
2010; Ramirez and Beilock 2011) and this knowledge is informing policy 
and practice in education. Most of these studies were performed in K–12 
settings. For comprehensive references on psychological strategies to foster 
student success in community and four-year college settings, see Paunesku 
(2013) and Yeager et al. (2016b).

The interventions described above are designed to redirect students’ aca-
demic mindset to a mindset by which they interpret academic challenges as 
opportunities to learn, not as something fixed and unchangeable.

Appendix 2
Supplemental Materials: Interventions and Procedures

All interventions and procedures were adapted from the Carnegie Math 
Pathways Network Improvement Community (NIC) work (“Carnegie Math 
Pathways” 2016), unless otherwise indicated. This appendix contains samples 
of most of the surveys, prompts, readings, and class activities used.

Mindset Survey: Data Week 2 and Data Week 12
The Growth Mindset Index (GMI) is calculated using a weighted average of 
the Likert scores that the students select. For example, if a student score is x 
and corresponds to a fixed mindset trait, then his or her scores are counted as 
(7–x) for the index. In the opposite case, the score is counted as is. In general, 
the formula used to calculate the GMI is:

∑5
i=1gi + ∑10

j=1(7–fj)
GMI =

15 * 6
, (1)

In the equation (1) above, we can see that the scores for questions measuring 
growth mindset traits are denoted by gi (marked  in table A2.1) and that the 
scores for questions measuring fixed mindset traits are denoted by fj (marked 

 in table A2.1). Before answering the survey, students complete an online 
consent form to participate in this study.

Intervention—How the Brain Works: Data Week 4
This intervention is distributed to students using the online survey service Sur-
veyMonkey. First, students read a short passage, adapted from the Carnegie 
Math Pathways (“Carnegie Math Pathways” 2016), about how the brain 
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works when learning. They then answer four questions about the passage. This 
article has a Flesch-Kinkaid4 reading level score of 6.3. The article includes 
two sections:
• The first section presents new research on the plasticity of the brain, how 

the brain can be developed as a muscle, evidence on how brains can grow 
stronger, and evidence of plasticity in adult brains. 

• The second part of the article describes two parts of the brain: the “know-
ing” part and the “know how” part. 

After students read the article, they complete a set of questions to sum-
marize the scientific findings in their own words and are asked to write a letter 
to a student who is discouraged and beginning to think of himself as not smart 
enough to do well in college. Participating students were asked to use what 
they had read to advise this student. See table 1 in article above. 

Table A2.1: Growth Mindset Index Survey 
Scores are given by the Likert scale: (0) strongly disagree, (1) disagree, (2) 
somewhat disagree, (3) somewhat agree, (4) agree, and (5) strongly agree. Each 
question statement is also classified as a growth mindset statement  or a fixed 
mindset statement . 

1. I have a certain amount of academic ability and can't do much to change it.

2. How well I can memorize mostly determines how well I can do in college.

3. Learning new things does not mean I am changing my ability to do those things.

4. I can greatly change how intelligent I am.

5. I can greatly change my ability to understand new processes or topics.

6. How fast I can get a correct answer is a good measure of my ability applying knowledge.

7. The percent of correct answers on a test is a good measure of my ability in a topic.

8. Practice exercises are the best way to learn new material.

9. Watching an instructor do examples is the best way to learn new material.

10. Trying a problem I don't know how to solve is the best way to learn new material.

11. Being creative helps to understand science or any topic.

12. Drawing pictures helps me to understand science or any other topic.

13. I want to do better than other students in my class.

14. I like class work that I'll learn from even if I make a lot of mistakes.

15. Natural ability is more important than effort for doing well in college.

Open:  
Select at least one statement in this list to comment about. Explain your level of agreement or disagreement 
with that statement and why you chose to comment about it. Feel free to comment on more than one 
statement if you consider it relevant.
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Research Summary #3: Data Week 10
Students are asked to find a scientific article to create the third and last research 
summary of the term. The article has to be chosen from a pre-established list. 
The articles are related either to good strategies and the tenacity that lead to 
success in college or to studies that provide direct scientific evidence of brain 
plasticity and improvement of ability or talents of participants. Students select 
their preference, reflect on why they have chosen this article relating to their 
first-term college experience at LaGuardia, and create a standard research sum-
mary following the norms set in class. This assignment is posted in ePortfolio 
for students to access and post their work on their own personal ePortfolio. 
The list provided to students to select from appears below. 

1. Britton, B. K., & Tesser, A. 1991. Effects of time-management practices 
on college grades. Journal of Educational Psychology, 83, 405–410.

2. Cuddy, A. J. C., Fiske, S. T., Glick, P., & Xu, J. 2002. A model of (often 
mixed) stereotype content: Competence and warmth respectively follow 
from perceived status and competition. Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology, 82 (6): 878–902. 

3. Driemeyer, J., Boyke, J., Gaser, C., Buchel, C., & May, A. 2008. Changes 
in gray matter induced by learning – revisited. PLoS One, 3, e2669. 
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0002669.

4. Maguire, E. A., Gadian, D. G., Johnsrude, I. S., Good, C. D., Ashburner, 
J., Frackowiak, R. S., & Frith, C. D. 2000. Navigation-related structural 
change in the hippocampi of taxi drivers. Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences, 97(8), 4398–4403.

5. Markman, E. M. (1977). Realizing that you don’t understand: A 
preliminary investigation. Child Development, 48, 986–992.

6. Nordqvist, C. 2004, Feb. 1. Juggling makes your brain bigger – New 
study. Retrieved from http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/5615.
phphttp://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/5615.php

7. Nelson, T. O., Leonesio, R. J., Landwehr, R. S., & Narens, L. 1980. A 
comparison of three predictors of an individual’s memory performance: 
The individual’s feeling of knowing versus the normative feeling of 
knowing versus base-rate item difficulty. Journal of Experimental 
Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 12, 279–287.

8. Ramirez, G. and Beilock, S.L. 2011, Jan. 14. Writing about testing 
worries boost performance in the classroom. Science, 331 (6014), 211-
213. doi:10.1126/science.1199427
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Each of the papers in the list is classified for data analysis as a Good Strate-
gies (GS) paper for papers presenting evidence of improved performance of 
students practicing only good strategies or as a Brain Works (BW) paper for 
papers presenting evidence of brain growth as a result of intentional practice 
of an intellectual activity.

End-of-term Reflection: Data Week 12
The prompt for the last reflection of the term appears below:

At this time of the year we are all busy and short of time trying to 
get all our work done before the end of the term. Think about the 
academic and personal experiences you have been through during the 
12 weeks of the term. 

Reflect on a time when you faced a challenge in one of the classes or 
academic assignments. What made you keep going? What was the 
outcome? What did you learn? Compare/contrast this experience to 
something that also happened during this term that is ending where 
you felt that you achieved something you are proud about. What was 
different in each situation? 

At the end of the reflection, list the top three things you have learned 
this term and how that relates to the rest of your life here at LaGuar-
dia and to your career choice. 

Topic/Title Classification

Effects of time management practices on college grades GS

A model of (often mixed) stereotype content GS

Changes in gray matter induced by learning—revisited BW

Navigation-related structural change in the hippocampi of taxi drivers BW

Realizing that you don't understand: A preliminary investigation GS

Juggling makes your brain bigger—new study BW

A comparison of three predictors of an individual's memory performance GS

Writing about testing worries boost performance in the classroom BW
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Endnotes
1. The Pathways curriculum is composed of three courses: Statway®, Quantway®, 

and the Bridge to STEM course, corresponding to developmental math and 
statistics, developmental math and quantitative reasoning, and a one-credit 
course in algebra for students who want to continue with STEM education 
(“Overview” 2016)

2. In this study, student success is understood as academic achievement. In the 
short term, academic achievement is a passing grade in a course.

3. Scores are “unmatched” in that student scores at the beginning and end of term 
were not directly compared since data was collected without identifiers.

4. The Flesch-Kinkaid test rates text on a United States school grade level 
(Kincaid et al. 1975). For example, a score of 8.0 means that an eighth 
grader can understand the document. For most documents, aim for a score of 
approximately 7.0 to 8.0.
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4

Author’s Reflection
On the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning and disciplinary research 
conventions 
At the beginning of the seminar, I felt that the inquiry process in SoTL was 
very different from the scientific method used to do research in physics and 
math. A novice at formal qualitative pedagogical research, I was aware that 
my observations would probably not be new. To support my inquiry, I was 
responsible for an adequate literature review; I knew I had a lot to read and 
to learn with regard to collecting and analyzing qualitative data. By the end of 
the research project, I felt more comfortable with qualitative research and the 
methods used to collect and present SoTL evidence. 

In what ways have you developed as a writer? What do you know about 
writing now that you didn’t know at the beginning of the Carnegie Seminar?
I feel now that I am not alone. In previous situations, the writing process was 
very solitary and focused exclusively on the accuracy of content rather than 
style. With this article, I experienced intense and solitary periods of research 
and writing, but, later, challenging and rewarding times with In Transit edi-
tors. I had a great experience with my facilitator, who supported and helped 
me through the writing process.

What did you want to accomplish for yourself? In what ways did your work, 
ideas, and writing process change over time? 
As we all know, LaGuardia is a very fast-paced environment, and writing and 
scholarship are challenging endeavors. There is never enough time. Writing 
this article pushed me to do both while taking care of all the other responsibili-
ties we have as faculty; more importantly, it showed me a path to write with 
very little time. Even though I had never done qualitative research before, I do 
spend a significant amount of my time exploring and designing different ways 
to advance my teaching practice. My participation in the Carnegie Seminar 
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has made me more confident to write other articles about the teaching and 
learning research projects I am involved with here at LaGuardia and beyond. 
In particular, I would like to document the work I have done on accelerated 
courses in developmental math and on learning communities including devel-
opmental math

In what ways has your research influenced classroom practice? To what extent 
has this project changed you, or influenced your approach to teaching and 
student learning? What new knowledge have you acquired and how will you 
use this new knowledge?
I spend a large amount of my time and work (and outside work for that mat-
ter) thinking, learning, exploring, and designing different ways to advance my 
teaching praxis. I am involved in many initiatives to use innovative practices 
to support students’ learning. As we all know, LaGuardia is a very fast-paced 
environment, and writing pieces of scholarly work is challenging; there is not 
enough time. Writing this article pushed me, and more importantly showed 
me, ways to do it even if there is not enough time. Now, I feel more confident 
to start working on other articles about my work with students at LaGuardia.

In what ways has your research influenced classroom practice? To what extent 
has this project changed you, or influenced your approach to teaching and 
student learning? What new knowledge have you acquired and how will you 
use this new knowledge?
My classroom practice informs and is informed by my research in student 
learning. With my work in the Carnegie Seminar, I feel I have developed 
two different mindsets. One for looking at student learning using qualitative 
methods, and the other when I work on new quantitative methods to identify 
different dynamics combined in the observations of physical systems like the 
number of spots on the face of the sun.

In what ways will you revise this for external review? What will you write 
next?
I am already working on an extended version of this article. I have revised the 
prompts, and added additional quantitative data points required for external 
peer-reviewed publication; and, I am refining the process of collecting data. In 
addition, I am working on a paper that describes the outcomes of the imple-
mentation and scaling of the new accelerated math courses at LaGuardia. 



Community and Belonging:
A Survey of Students in the First Year Seminar

Jeanne M. Funk, Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer Science

Abstract
Community is a complex concept with a rich history which has been linked, 
in academic contexts, to increases in GPA and persistence as well as overall 
health. Moreover, the first year of college has been identified as a particularly 
critical time to develop connections to the college community. However, form-
ing social connections is challenging for many students, particularly those 
from non-traditional backgrounds. Many initiatives and scholarly works have 
focused on helping students connect to their college community, including 
scholarly efforts to understand student views on the topic. This study adds to 
that body of work by sharing the voices of students at LaGuardia Community 
College, a large, diverse, open admission, two-year institution in Long Island 
City, New York. Through a combination of focus group interviews and analy-
sis of student writing, this study explores experiences of college community as 
expressed by first-year LaGuardia students; it identifies challenges to becom-
ing part of the college community, particularly time, money, lack of interest, 
lack of shared space, and breakdowns in communications; and it identifies 
diversity and LaGuardia’s First Year Seminar as assets in the endeavor to help 
students connect. Finally, the author discusses implications for cocurricular 
programming, scheduling, communication strategies, and the role of faculty 
and the classroom.

Introduction
The first year of college has been identified as a critical time for fostering long-
term student success. According to the National Center for Education Statistics 
(U.S. Department of Education 2014), 26% of full-time students and 56% of 
part-time students who began college in Fall 2013 were no longer enrolled 
in Fall 2014. When consideration is restricted to two-year institutions, these 
numbers rise to 39% and 57% (U.S. Department of Education 2014). Accord-
ingly, there has been a great deal of effort and creativity applied to evaluation 
and optimization of the first-year experience of college students.

Characteristics of community have been identified as important factors 
for successful transition to college. Student engagement, which includes social 
engagement factors such as feelings of welcome, belonging, and support, has 
been linked to measureable increases in grade-point average (GPA) and persis-
tence (Kuh et al. 2008). Sense of community and belonging have, themselves, 
been positively correlated with increases in GPA and perseverance/retention 
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(Wighting, Nisbet, and Spaulding 2009; Bryk and Driscoll 1988; Astin 1984). 
Interventions around social belonging have been shown to increase GPA and 
overall health (Walton and Cohen 2011; Yaeger and Walton 2011). Students 
who are integrated into and engaged with the college socially are more likely 
to persist in school (Tinto 1998).

Establishing connections to the college community, while important for 
college success, is challenging for many students, particularly those from less 
traditional backgrounds. Commuter students and first-generation students 
have been shown to score lower on measures of student engagement than 
peers attending comparable institutions (Keeling 2004). Adult learners and 
commuter students, as well as minority, first-generation, immigrant, and 
international students, face social integration challenges beyond those expe-
rienced by traditional students, such as responsibilities outside the college, 
language barriers, feelings of isolation, unfamiliarity with college culture, and 
increased pressure to succeed from self and family (Kasworm 2014; Jehangir, 
Williams, and Pete 2011; Erisman and Looney 2007; Krause 2007; Nuñez 
2005; Schwitzer and Thomas 1998). In light of the increasing diversity of 
modern college populations (Keeling 2004), whose goals and expectations 
often differ from those of previous generations, it is important to consider 
diverse heterogeneous student populations when we seek to discern patterns 
of student experience.

LaGuardia Community College, located in Long Island City, New York, 
is a two-year commuter college that realizes such diversity (CUNY 2015; 
LaGCC 2015). LaGuardia boasts students from nearly 100 countries who 
speak over 100 first languages. Forty-one percent of the student body identi-
fies as Hispanic, 21% as Asian, 20% as Black, and 14% as White. Fifty-eight 
percent of the students are female, 43% are over the age of 23, and 51% are 
first-generation college students. 

LaGuardia has long and oft explored the challenges of a diverse student 
body, including first-year students from a variety of backgrounds. In 2012, 
LaGuardia convened a First Year Experience Task Force, comprised of faculty, 
staff, and successful students; their mission was the intentional and thought-
ful redesign of LaGuardia’s first-year programming (Butler and Eynon 2013). 
This Task Force identified community/belonging and interpersonal connections 
as significant for the first-year student. It noted that LaGuardia, as a culture, 
values community, although this value had not previously been made explicit. 
Despite the implicit cultural emphasis, however, the Task Force indicated that 
a survey of students identified “making connections” as a major challenge 
(Butler and Eynon 2013, 4).
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The purpose of the present study is to explore the expectations and reali-
ties of students new to LaGuardia Community College. We want to know how 
these students view the college community, their place within it, and the role of 
the new First Year Seminar in fostering belonging. The students of LaGuardia, 
a diverse institution which both values and is challenged by notions of com-
munity and connection, can offer a unique and valuable contribution to the 
conversation on community in higher education. We hope that their voices will 
help faculty and staff better understand the community at our college and else-
where, as well as how we might influence our academic communities toward 
heightened inclusivity and increased relevance to a diverse student body. 

Literature Review
What is Community?
Community is a complex word with many contextual meanings and implica-
tions. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines community as “a group of 
people who live in the same area (such as a city, town, or neighborhood)” or 
“who have the same interests, religion, race, etc.” According to the Cambridge 
[English] Dictionary, community is “all the people who live in a particular 
area or a group of people who are considered as a unit because of their shared 
interests or background.” Historically, community has referred to the com-
mon people, people who live in the same geographic area, or people who claim 
something in common, such as resources, ideas, background, identity, or inter-
ests (Williams 1985). The meaning of the word community has grown to indi-
cate a collection of relationships that are more immediate and less formal than 
those expressed by the word society, but is still broad in scope and meaning

 Within the scholarship on community, there is no common definition of 
either community in general or at the college specifically. How could there be, 
given the rich history of the word? Quantitative measures among pedagogical 
scholars include perception of belonging, perceived quality of peer relation-
ships, frequency and perceived quality of interaction with peers and faculty, 
and time spent on cocurricular activities, all measures which overlap heavily 
with those of social integration and engagement (Lord et al. 2012; Smith 
2011; Smith, Goldfine, and Windham 2009). Among those scholars who 
give a precise definition of community, each author and article has its own, 
although these definitions are thematically similar to varying degrees (Bettez 
2011; Wighting, Nisbet, and Spaulding 2009; Rovai, Wighting, and Lucking 
2004; McMillan and Chavis 1986).

In an early work that has had much influence on discussion of community, 
McMillan and Chavis (1986) propose a model of community consisting of 
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four elements: membership encompasses belonging, commonalities, and con-
nectedness; influence speaks to value and capacity to affect change; integration 
and fulfillment of needs addresses the resources and support that are conferred 
via group membership; and shared emotional connection expresses shared 
intangibles, such as history and experiences.

Bettez (2011) merges concepts from earlier researchers Suzanne Pharr 
(2010) and Donald E. Hall (2007) to isolate elements of active listening and 
dialogue, mutual accountability, and common interest, explicitly excluding 
elements of belonging. In fact, she sets her views of community, particularly 
in the context of critical communities around social justice, in opposition to 
those emphasizing belonging (Block 2008; Furman 1998). Bettez also identifies 
community as a changeable entity. 

Rovai, Wighting, and Lucking (2004) speak specifically to community 
in the academic setting. They propose that a “school community” consists of 
both social and learning aspects. The “social community” encompasses aspects 
of emotional and spiritual connectedness, security, and belonging, whereas 
educational goals and support are within the purview of the “learning com-
munity.” In another definition of “school community,” Wighting, Nisbet, & 
Spaulding (2009) retain the aspects of shared goals and values, trust, and care, 
but add notions of diversity, teamwork, and mutual respect.

Themes that arise from the various, and sometimes opposed, descriptions 
of community include interconnectedness, shared values and goals, and mutual 
obligation. Drawing on these common themes as well as on my experiences 
as a student and as faculty, I would define college community to be: an inter-
dependent conglomeration of students, faculty, and staff, bound together by 
collaboration, shared values, mutual accountability, and commitment to com-
mon goals of personal growth and academic excellence.

If I were to articulate what it means for a student to be part of the college 
community, I would say that they should participate in cocurricular oppor-
tunities; forge sustainable connections to faculty, staff, and other students; 
and build and maintain social networks that share traits, goals, and values of 
academic and career success. I want students to become a part of the college 
in a way that goes beyond the classroom curricular experience and will have 
lifelong value.

Building Community
Much scholarly effort and creativity has been aimed at integrating students 
fully into their college, allowing them to reap the full benefits, both social and 
academic, of a college community. Many initiatives have been designed to 



increase students’ involvement with faculty and peers and to encourage active 
cocurricular involvement, but most are variations on the following common 
and well-studied themes:

First-Year Experience Programming: First-Year Seminar (FYS) courses 
(Tobolowsky et al. 2008), New Student Orientations (Boening and Miller 
2005), and Bridge Programs (Walpole et al. 2008) are designed to help new 
students acclimate to college, both academically and socially. Most include 
components designed to enhance social integration, such as cocurricular par-
ticipation requirements, out-of-class learning, and introduction to the culture 
of the college and available student supports.

Peer Mentoring Programs: Peer mentoring programs (Kenedy and Skipper 
2012; Arcario, Eynon, and Lucca 2011), in which students are supported by 
current or former students, help students navigate the college and make connec-
tions via a peer mentor who shares, or has recently shared, the student’s own 
role in the college. Such programs allow students to connect to the college via an 
accessible non-authority who has experience navigating the college successfully.

Learning Communities: Learning communities (Lord et al. 2012; Jaffee 
et al. 2008), in which a cohort of students co-enrolls in multiple classes, are 
designed to allow members to develop a peer network bound by significant 
time spent on shared curricular pursuits, offering both social and academic 
support. Learning communities are often realized as residential programs 
(Smith 2011; Jaffee et al. 2008) and those for first-year students frequently 
include an FYS course (Smith, Goldfine, and Windham 2009).

LaGuardia Community College offers a variety of cocurricular opportu-
nities such as clubs, discipline-based talks/workshops, all-campus events, and 
athletics, as well as a variety of learning communities each semester. LaGuardia 
also engages peer mentors in a variety of roles, including as Student Success 
Mentors for LaGuardia’s mandatory FYS courses. These courses are designed 
to fulfill the recommendations of the Task Force on the First Year Experience 
(Butler and Eynon 2013) and include community building as a significant 
course goal. As of this writing, LaGuardia is redesigning critical cocurricular 
opportunities to dovetail with FYS and create an intentional first-year experi-
ence that supports social engagement and integration.

Student Views of Community
A number of studies have examined first-year students’ views of community 
via interviews, focus groups, and examinations of written work. Student 
participants report a need to be seen as individuals and to be valued by peers, 
faculty, and staff (Kim 2009; Krause 2007; Blackhurst, Akey, and Bobilya 
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2003; Franklin 2000). They indicate that social connections to peers are valu-
able for emotional and academic support (Donahue 2004; Blackhurst, Akey, 
and Bobilya 2003, Franklin 2000), decision making (Schussler and Fierros 
2008), and for development of academic confidence (Jehangir, Williams, and 
Pete 2011; Blackhurst, Akey, and Bobilya 2003). Many first-year students, 
however, find college socially intimidating (Nuñez 2005; Blackhurst, Akey, and 
Bobilya 2003), and underrepresented groups such as minority, immigrant, and 
adult students are especially vulnerable to feelings of alienation (Stebleton and 
Aleixo 2016; Krause 2007).

Research indicates that opportunities to find commonalities with other 
students are key to developing supportive social bonds. Students indicate 
that shared experiences, from just-for-fun cocurricular events to guided 
self-exploration and story-sharing as occurs in many First-Year Seminars, 
make them feel more connected to their peers and their college (Enke 2011; 
Donahue 2004). Underrepresented groups convey appreciation for venues, 
such as culture clubs, where they can meet students like themselves (Stebleton 
and Aleixo 2016; Kim 2009; Andrade 2005). Students who spent extended 
time with a single group of peers, as occurs in residence halls and learning 
communities, report the development of strong social ties (Donahue 2004). 
However, students who developed friendships based primarily on forced 
proximity or shared ethnicity express feelings of isolation from the larger 
college community and inability to break ties with this group of friends, even 
as they prove distracting and detrimental to academic pursuits (Kim 2009; 
Donahue 2004). 

While minority and first-generation students have often been researched, 
the majority of these studies were performed at institutions that were predomi-
nantly white and most focused on residential students. Notable exceptions 
were those of Arcario, Eynon, and Lucca (2011), which surveyed mentors 
and mentees from two peer mentorship programs at LaGuardia Community 
College; Krause (2007), which studied the college expectations and realities 
of commuter students at an urban Australian university; and Franklin et al. 
(2002), which interviewed FYS students at a “metropolitan” college in the 
United States, including a number of commuter students. Arcario, Eynon, and 
Lucca found that sharing stories is important both for finding commonalities 
among diverse individuals and for making students feel seen and valued. They 
also found that, compared to those facilitated by faculty, peer spaces were 
more comfortable and lower-pressure venues in which to share and to develop 
academic confidence. In the studies of Krause and Franklin et al., commuter 
students viewed college as an investment and friends as a distraction from 
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important academic work. Many made a distinction between academic “asso-
ciates” for academic support and outside “friends” for social needs. Interviews 
with commuter students also indicated difficulty finding and scheduling for 
participation in cocurricular opportunities. 

Method
This study focuses on the understanding of community among students who 
are new to college, a population at that uniquely vulnerable and malleable 
point in their academic careers when they have expectations of college, but 
little experience with its reality. Participants were selected from FYS courses, 
which are mandatory for most first-semester students at LaGuardia Commu-
nity College. FYS courses are taught by discipline faculty and address disci-
plinary readiness, skills for college success, and transition both to LaGuardia 
and to college. All FYS courses emphasize college life and include mandatory 
cocurricular participation.

This study included twelve participants in focus groups and ten students 
who consented to the use of their reflective work, for a total of twenty-two 
participants. Demographics of the participants show a reasonable, if not exact, 
approximation of LaGuardia’s demographics: 55% of participants were male 
and 45% female; 55% were aged 17 to 22, 23% were aged 23 to 29, and 18% 
were 30 years of age or older; 45% of participants identified as Hispanic, 32% 
as Black, 18% as Asian, 9% as White, and 9% were of unknown ethnic origin. 
The apparent discrepancy in percentages is due to the fact that participants 
were able to select multiple ethnic identities.

Study data comprises records of two focus group discussions and ten 
samples of written reflective work. One focus group consisted of four students 
majoring in business and the other of eight students majoring in psychology. 
Each group was questioned regarding their experiences with community, in 
general and at LaGuardia. Scripted questions (see appendix) addressed general 
perceptions of community, feelings of belonging, supports and challenges, and 
the role of FYS, as well as ideal visions of academic community. Focus groups 
met for one discussion each, held during the final quarter of the Spring I 2016 
semester and moderated by experienced faculty facilitators. Prompted written 
reflections (see appendix) were contributed by ten students majoring in Liberal 
Arts: Math and Science. Focus group discussions were audiorecorded and 
transcribed; focus group transcriptions and written reflections were analyzed 
for recurrent themes.
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Results
The College Community in General: What Students See and Want

I think community is just in a key word like share. So if you share 
ideas, share your space. It’s just more that’s a community. Like if 
you’re around a group of people and if everybody likes one thing then 
you guys are a community because you like the same thing and you 
share the same values.

This notion of things shared is in line with a finding of numerous previous 
studies: that, to become part of a community, students must have the opportu-
nity to recognize commonalities. It also reflects what LaGuardia students want 
from their college peer community, around which themes of social connec-
tion and belonging often arise. Characteristics of a positive peer relationship 
revolve around ideas like “sense of belongings,” “positive, welcoming energy,” 
and “friends I would hang out with outside of school.” Like many students in 
previous studies, students desire the support and care of friends with similar 
academic goals and values, and offer the reciprocal support of a friend in aca-
demia (e.g., helping with math or writing, showing others around the campus). 

Comments on perceived value of the overall college community, however, 
focused heavily on curricular support services such as ASAP (Accelerated 
Study in Associate Programs), tutoring, the Writing Center, the Library, and 
computer labs. Multiple students also mentioned benefitting from groups and 
services connected with the Wellness Center. Positive descriptors of faculty/staff 
and interactions with them included “well-trained,” “level of professional-
ism,” “has time to answer all questions,” “informative,” “effective in express-
ing their material,” “extremely reasonable in their grading,” “approachable,” 
“helpful,” “true service,” “treat everyone fairly and with respect,” “inspiring,” 
“great support,” and “there for me,” all descriptors of support directly related 
to academic and career goals. Through faculty and staff, students want the 
college community to provide them with knowledgeable and involved mentors. 
They want to be valued by faculty, staff, and the college as a whole, to receive 
time and attention sufficient to address their needs, and, for the duration of 
the interaction, to be noticed as an individual. Reciprocally, students offer to 
“be an engaged and active student in class,” “show respect to the professors,” 
and “be a responsible student by addressing suggestions politely and honestly.”

Like the commuter students studied by Krause (2007), many of LaGuar-
dia’s students have a businesslike attitude toward college and its role as an 
investment in the future. Others, however, have a fairly idealistic, aesthetic 
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view of what a college campus and community should be: perfect brochure 
images of “happy people everywhere, smiling, talking to each other, reading 
and different things like that.” One focus group participant shared a memo-
rable experience of community on a visit to another campus:

I visited a campus before and they had a little amusement park they 
brought in and set up. People came, everybody from the college could 
go for free, and going on some rides, play games, get candy—stuff 
like that. It brung people together. You talked with people. You were 
interacting with everybody and knew where everybody was from.

Even students who hold fondly to this idealized college experience, 
complete with fountains and proper college décor, do not expect to find it at 
LaGuardia. Some hypothesize that this lack is a difference between private 
and public colleges, stemming from disparities in funding; others believe that 
the less tangible aspects of community will be easier to access at a four-year 
college; none think it a reasonable expectation at a public community college, 
though many believe themselves better supported academically at LaGuardia 
than they would be at a private or four-year institution.

LaGuardia’s Challenges
Time, Money, and Lack of Interest
It comes as no surprise that students feel they have insufficient time to devote 
to LaGuardia’s opportunities. In both focus group discussions and writ-
ten reflections, students noted jobs, families, and other responsibilities that 
require a significant commitment of time and money. Given unlimited personal 
resources, a number of students would choose to participate more fully in 
college life. Other students would participate in more clubs and events if their 
outside commitments were better accommodated—if, for example, events were 
more flexibly scheduled or childcare were more accessible.

Some students, however, maintained that they would not voluntarily 
participate in cocurricular events and activities, even with riches of time 
and money, due to shyness or disinterest. Much of this disinterest in engage-
ment outside the classroom seems to be due to a goal-focused drive toward 
successful degree completion in service of career and future. Cocurricular 
opportunities unrelated to academic support were spoken of as lower priority 
and mentioned mostly theoretically: “With how many clubs there are I have 
every opportunity to connect to others with my ideologies if I feel the need 
to.” The opportunities are there for greater connection with the college, but 
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many students do not see sufficient value to merit participation. In the words 
of one focus group participant, “I feel as though people come to LaGuardia 
not even to play games, like, they just want to graduate. They just want to get 
out of here.” 

Lack of Shared Spaces
Whether shared space is sufficient to create a community proved a divisive 
topic. Some students believed that sharing a neighborhood or a regular train 
commute establishes a community. Others, such as the student who contrasted 
a neighborhood where “everyone knows each other, everyone if they see you 
on the street they know who your mom is and if you need anything you can 
go to them” with one where “it’s just, like, ‘Hi’ if you get in the elevator and 
‘Bye’ when you get out the elevator and that’s it,” maintain that formation of 
community requires a deeper level of engagement. Most participants, however, 
agree that shared spaces are necessary for the formation of community. Shared 
space at LaGuardia, in particular, was a prominent theme in both written 
reflections and group discussions.

The LaGuardia campus was seen as a disappointment, both aesthetically 
and as pertains to campus life. Students commented that the campus is visually 
unappealing and, more critically, lacks a true central space where the college 
can come together spontaneously for events such as block parties, fairs, or 
concerts. Several students also commented that, even with the space available, 
LaGuardia’s community is sometimes segregated by program of study, leaving 
nowhere to hold events that take full advantage of students walking by. This 
point is exemplified by the following discussion, wherein students discussed 
the effectiveness of LaGuardia’s communication network:

A: I don’t think it’s that bad because they do have a section in the …
building where they do have all the clubs laid out for you. So it’s not 
like they’re not fun, you just have to attend these things. 

B: But it’s not here, we’re mostly here. 
A: It’s the same building, it’s the same community. 
B: No, it’s not the same building, because you have to walk to the other 

building. We don’t have a connection.

Communication
The previous quote also relates to the theme of poor communication. Students 
expressed dissatisfaction with the scope of communication and with the meth-
ods used to advertise events and opportunities to the student body. Students 
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noted that events are often advertised in only one building and that sometimes 
event flyers are distributed by people who seem uninterested. Perhaps more 
significant is the failure to make students aware of the current active status and 
meeting times of clubs, as the following student experienced:

Yeah, one time in the … building there was a flyer and it said ‘… club 
on Friday” so on Friday they have their club. So me and my friends 
we went there and it was empty. So I was, like, if you can’t come every 
week then I’m not coming ever. You need to be organized or have a 
paper that says it’s closed for today, you need to state the reasons. You 
can’t just not decide to come and then have an empty room. I’m never 
going to come back, I don’t have time. 

LaGuardia’s Strengths
Diversity
For engendering a feeling of belonging in students, diversity arose as one of 
LaGuardia’s greatest strengths. This finding is consistent with Enke’s findings 
(2011) that diverse spaces can serve to engender belonging in underrepresented 
groups. Consider one student’s experience of high school:

I was going to this high school and it was more diverse there. But then 
my mother had moved … us to this other neighborhood that was pre-
dominantly white people. So we were the only Black people who lived 
on this one block. And at the high school you could literally count on 
two hands how many Black people went there. So I felt like I wasn’t 
part of that community because it was uncomfortable….There was 
people that would just walk past you. 

Contrast the outlook of the high school student quoted above with 
another student’s initial LaGuardia experience:

When I came to LaGuardia, it was, like, international. When I started, 
you see a little bit of everything. In some schools you just see…little 
groups... When I came I was, like, “Oh, there’s a lot of different 
people here.” It’s not just like one and then another section. There are 
a lot of people mixed together.

These students and others feel a greater sense of belonging in a diverse, 
unified community than in one in which they are a minority in a mostly 
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homogeneous group or a group where racial and cultural groups segregate. 
In the words of another student, “The diverse population in LaGuardia has 
created a more accepting and more open atmosphere to everyone.”

LaGuardia’s diverse population also has implications for representation. 
We know that people, students included, benefit from seeing positive repre-
sentations of those similar to themselves who share their struggles (Martins 
and Harrison 2012; Jehangir, Williams, and Pete 2011). Written work from 
LaGuardia students implies that, in a diverse environment, this benefit is 
imparted to students seeing positive representations of cultures not their own, 
so long as they are outside the country’s dominant culture. The following is 
one student’s response to a cultural heritage festival at LaGuardia:

Many students give hand to hand to support this program it means 
they support their religious and culture. It means there is no racial 
discrimination in LaGuardia. Which makes me more secure and 
motivation to learn more things to excel my goal and I was so lucky 
that I get that Opportunity to learn that. I see their many students are 
involved in this program it means students are celebrating their eth-
nicity groups. People are dancing their own culture. They are singing 
with their own native languages.

First Year Seminar
All participants in this study were enrolled in the FYS course required by 
their major and many claimed that these courses helped them relate to the 
college community, particularly as a hub for communication. Numerous 
students, in written work and focus group discussions, mentioned that FYS 
made them aware of the resources and support available, as well as the 
variety of cocurricular opportunities available. This communication was via 
both the course instructor and student affairs professionals invited to speak 
during class time. 

The FYS courses also support cocurricular engagement both indirectly and 
directly. The time management component which “really shows you what you 
can do, where you have free time and what you can do with your free time,” 
is important in light of the fact that lack of time was identified as a major 
barrier to cocurricular engagement. More directly, each FYS course includes 
some form of required cocurricular participation, though this requirement 
was met with mixed enthusiasm. Some students appreciated their mandatory 
cocurricular experience:
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…it pushed me to step over my comfort zone to go to this club. … 
First I thought that I wanted to get a degree and get out of here, but 
then when I came along with this group…they motivate you…to feel 
more encouraged to do your work—to do better. 

Others, particularly those who view college primarily as an investment, 
were averse. As one student put it: “I think if you want to go to clubs, you 
should go. If you don’t want to go you should have the best education and the 
best administration there to help you do it.” Or, in the words of another, “I 
just want to go to class and go home.”

Discussion
Institutional Implications
From the LaGuardia community, student participants want social interaction, 
welcome, and support from an academically serious peer group, patient and 
empathic support from faculty and staff, and an environment that embraces 
their heritage and background. Our challenge is to give students reasons to be 
on campus and to engage them when they are there, so that they have oppor-
tunities to make connections and to benefit from all LaGuardia has to offer. 
This study identified four major barriers to students’ embracing and being 
embraced by the college community:

Communication: LaGuardia campus happenings are communicated in 
a variety of ways, including e-mail, flyers, a printed list of current clubs, and 
an online events calendar. Despite this variety, students indicated difficulty 
determining what was happening and what had been canceled. It is worth 
noting that, with the exception of the events calendar, information about most 
opportunities is delivered piecemeal, one event at a time. LaGuardia’s commu-
nication network would benefit from a weekly schedule of events, available to 
students via e-mail and in print, in addition to the online calendar. Ideally, the 
calendar and weekly schedule would also include cancellations. Additionally, 
printed information that applies to the whole campus, such as event flyers, 
should be distributed in all campus buildings. The information source repeat-
edly identified by participants as reliable was First Year Seminar. This finding is 
a heartening reminder of the potential value of the classroom for outreach and 
of faculty as emissaries; it supports the continuation and creation of initiatives 
designed to support faculty in becoming knowledgeable representatives of the 
college. First Year Seminar lasts a semester, but students go to class so long as 
they are with the college.
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Shared Spaces: Many of LaGuardia’s events, especially those celebrating 
the diversity of its students, should be positioned to take advantage of spon-
taneous “walk-in” participation. Unfortunately, LaGuardia’s campus—four 
buildings on a busy street in Queens—is devoid of central common space. The 
college does, however, have some control over where students go and where 
information is shared. Whenever feasible, students’ class schedules should 
include as much of the campus as possible; courses attached to a particular 
major need not be confined to a single building. As noted above, general inter-
est print information should be posted throughout campus.

Time and Money: While we cannot give our students unlimited resources, 
we can give them reasons to be on campus and make the campus and its events 
more convenient. Some students who require part-time jobs are good candi-
dates for on-campus employment, from work-study to paid positions as tutors 
or student mentors. Students who are employed or have other time-sensitive 
commitments appreciate events and opportunities that are friendly to irregular 
schedules. In addition, participants suggested that greater childcare availability 
and the addition of more diverse food options, such as halal food, in the dining 
commons would make LaGuardia more welcoming and convenient.

Student Interest: I am not the first and will not be the last to wonder how 
we might convince students that cocurricular activities have intrinsic value 
beyond that of a distraction from work. Some students will make time to par-
ticipate, regardless of outside commitments, if they see value, but this insight 
requires a paradigm shift that is difficult to trigger intentionally. Some students 
indicated that the mandatory cocurricular participation required by FYS 
courses was able to force that shift, but others were hostile to the attempt. It is 
worth noting that some complaints specifically referenced requirements that 
they join a specific club, so students may react more positively given greater 
freedom to choose their cocurricular experience.

Future Research
This was a small study with a total of twenty-two participants in a limited 
number of majors. It also focuses only on students who are new to college, 
specifically those actively enrolled in FYS courses during a single spring semes-
ter. No evening or weekend students were included, which is significant, as the 
weekend campus experience can differ from the weekday experience, even at 
residential institutions (Donahue 2004; Blackhurst, Akey, and Bobilya 2003). 
As such, the study has limited generalizability, even at LaGuardia. In addition, 
most participants were not heavily involved in cocurricular activities and none 
were from FYS courses attached to pairs or learning communities. Even with 
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this narrow focus, however, discussion and written data were not, for the most 
part, thematically redundant, indicating that the sample size was insufficient 
to elicit all commonly held opinions on the subject.

There is still a great deal of room to explore student voices on college 
community. I am particularly interested in adding the viewpoints of evening/
weekend students and work-study students, as well as those who are active in 
student life or whose FYS course is attached to a learning community. Meth-
odologically, the study would benefit from the inclusion of both early- and 
late-semester discussion data and an increased discussion focus on academic 
community rather that community in general. In is also important to recognize 
that a college, its programming, and its community will change over time—
students who begin college during spring semester may differ from those who 
begin during fall and some of the above recommendations have been or will 
have been implemented at LaGuardia by the time this article is published. 
Gathering data from multiple semesters, both fall and spring, seems prudent.
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Appendix
Focus Group Script
1. When you think of the word community, what images come to mind? 

2. Can you share a personal experience of community?

3. What are some of your experiences with the college community?

4. How important is it for you to be connected to the college community?
• If not, why not: What sorts of events or opportunities would encour-

age you to connect to the LaGuardia community? In what ways do 
you feel connected to the college community?

• Or, what do these experiences give you?

5. Has the FYS course offered a sense of community inside or outside of 
class?
• In your view, in what ways can a college encourage community?

6. How can students create or contribute to the college community?

7. What would the perfect college community look like? What kinds of 
images come to mind?

8. Please add whatever we may have missed…or anything you wanted to say 
and didn’t.

Prompt for Written Reflection
1. One of the purposes of First Year Seminar is to help students become part 

of the college community at LaGuardia. 
• Do you feel like you belong at LaGuardia or do you feel out of place? 

Why do you think you feel this way?
• Where at LaGuardia do you feel most like you belong? Why?
• Where at LaGuardia do you feel least like you belong? Why?

2. Two key aspects of community are shared goals/values and support for its 
members. 
• What common purposes and values do the members of the LaGuardia 

community share? 
• How does the LaGuardia community support you in achieving your 

goals? How could you be better supported? 
• What can you do to support others in the LaGuardia community?

3. If you could shape the LaGuardia community however you want, what 
changes would you make? How would these changes improve the LaGuar-
dia community?
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4

Author’s Reflection
My research for In Transit explores the perceptions of LaGuardia’s students 
about our campus’s community, their place within it, and the barriers and sup-
ports encountered as they engage socially and develop a sense of belonging. It 
is a modest study that raises a number of possibilities for future research. I do 
believe that this inquiry can contribute to the scholarship on the development 
of community, particularly as these questions regard institutions with large 
and diverse populations. Most research done on the experience of community 
has occurred at colleges with a majority of white students. By undertaking 
this inquiry, I have a greater understanding of how the First Year Seminar can 



facilitate multiple forms of student engagement: with each other, and with 
faculty and staff, both within and outside the classroom 

In what ways have you developed as a writer?
Aside from furthering my own knowledge of community and ways it develops, 
I gained insight into qualitative scholarship. With support and guidance from 
the leaders and participants of the Carnegie Seminar for the Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning, I learned about the depth that qualitative methods can 
bring to a study. I also confronted the many challenges inherent to this type of 
research. Reviewing the literature on community was difficult because I had no 
background knowledge in this field. Furthermore, I had never designed a study 
using qualitative methods, nor had I ever completed the Institutional Review 
Board process! Because my study included focus groups, I encountered the 
creative challenge of designing questions both broad enough to allow partici-
pants to express themselves fully, yet narrow enough to address my research 
questions. Getting students to participate in my study was also hard. 

In a year, I have scratched the surface of qualitative research in teach-
ing and learning, from the review of the literature, to design of the study, to 
approval of the Institutional Review Board, to collection and analysis of data. 
Though I am far from expert, I believe that the process of writing this article 
has given me a solid foundation upon which to design studies that incorporate 
qualitative methods. In addition to revising this paper, I plan to use what I have 
learned to collaborate with colleagues from Math, Engineering, and Computer 
on an analysis of accelerated math courses. 

Will you revise this article for external review? 
Quite frankly, my study begs for more data collection, particularly in the 
form of individual interviews and focus group discussions. I plan to revise this 
paper and submit it for external publication. I will revise the literature review 
to include additional sources, and incorporate additional information and 
conclusions drawn from samples of student reflective writing. 
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Student Reflections on the Usefulness of  
Habits of Mind

Tonya Hendrix, Natural Sciences

Abstract
Discipline-based first year seminars at LaGuardia Community College include 
an introduction to “Habits of Mind,” developed by Costa and Kallick to 
encourage positive dispositions towards challenges and uncertainty. Research 
suggests that attributes and behaviors such as flexibility, close listening, and 
metacognition are common to success across diverse professions. However, 
there is little research into the practice of these habits as effective learning strate-
gies and life skills for community college students. The present study assesses 
seminar students’ perceptions of the value of the Habits of Mind by analyzing 
survey data, written reflections, and focus groups. Preliminary results indicate 
that LaGuardia students view the practice of the Habits of Mind in the First 
Year Seminar to be effective in promoting transference of positive dispositions 
to other life experiences.

Introduction
When faculty and staff at LaGuardia Community College initiated the design 
of a new First Year Seminar, in the spring of 2013, they were guided by a high-
stakes goal: increasing the retention of at-risk students by offering a coherent, 
discipline-based introduction to academic skills and college life. FYS course 
materials and activities closely link a student’s major area of study to a support 
structure that encompasses personal connections with peer mentors, faculty, 
and advisors. Additional topics introduce planning for degree completion, 
transfer, career readiness, and the development of non-cognitive practices 
increasingly viewed as essential to academic success. 

My personal need to be more relevant to my students’ lives coincided with 
the opportunity for Natural Sciences faculty to teach the First Year Seminar 
(FYS), giving us the opportunity to teach a course in which developing the skills 
to confront life’s complexities is part of the content. A troubling conference with 
a student revealed a series of devastating personal losses. His father had recently 
left the family, his grandfather had just passed away, his grandmother was suf-
fering from dementia, and his mother had been diagnosed with cancer. In his 
household, he was the only healthy adult. Our conversation was not about study 
skills, time management, or course content. It was about family and responsibil-
ity. It was about dropping out of college to care for loved ones because there 
seemed to be no other option. My student was in the midst of a massive problem 
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unrelated to studying biology, and I was like a non-swimmer, waist-deep in river 
rapids and inadequate to the task. At the end of that conversation, I had com-
mitted myself to finding a way to address life skills in my courses. 

Among the affective skills firmly integrated into the FYS curriculum are 
Costa and Kallick’s “Sixteen Habits of Mind,” a set of behaviors and disposi-
tions essential to the success of high-achievers: 

A “Habit of Mind” means having a disposition toward behaving 
intelligently when confronted with problems. When humans experi-
ence dichotomies, are confused by dilemmas, or come face to face 
with uncertainties–our most effective actions require drawing forth 
certain patterns of intellectual behavior. When we draw upon these 
intellectual resources, the results that are produced are more powerful, 
of higher quality and of greater significance than if we fail to employ 
those intellectual behaviors.

The present paper offers an exploration of the classroom practice of the 
habits and the possibility of their transference to the challenges and expec-
tations of everyday life as experienced by my student and countless others 
across LaGuardia. 

In an HOM-oriented learning environment, continual engagement with 
the HOM leads to “internalization” (Costa and Kallick 2000) which stu-
dents are committed to using and growing in their application of the HOM. 
According to Anderson, Costa, and Kallick (2008, 62–63), growth occurs in 
the following dimensions:
• exploring meaning (being able to define and identify which of the HOM 

to use);
• increasing alertness (identifying when to use one of the HOM);
• expanding capacities (building a repertoire of techniques);
• extending values (predicting the usefulness as a result of experienced suc-

cess); and
• building commitment (improving qualitatively due to self-directed actions). 

Motivated by my student’s need for the skills to navigate the familial 
troubles that threatened his personal goals, I have included exploring mean-
ing, increasing alertness, and expanding capacities in the FYS. I selected for 
exploration the single dimension of extending values, that is, the deepened 
ability to predict the appropriate application of a habit to the uncertainties of 
everyday life. In short, I wanted to know if students predict that the HOM will 
be useful in their lives outside of LaGuardia. 
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Literature Review
The HOM are used in the FYS as an intervention that fosters student success. 
Student success in college can be measured in many ways including continuing 
to the next semester, grade-point average, and ratio of credits earned to credits 

Table 1: Habits of Mind (HOM) and Their Descriptions 

Habit Slogan Description

1.	 Persisting Stick to it! Persevering in task through to completion; 
remaining focused; looking for ways to reach your 
goal when stuck; not giving up.

2.	 Managing	impulsivity Take your time! Thinking before acting; remaining calm, thoughtful 
and deliberative.

3.	 Listening	with	
understanding	and	
empathy

Understand others! Devoting mental energy to another person’s 
thoughts and ideas. Making an effort to perceive 
another’s point of view and emotions.

4.	 Thinking	flexibly Look at it another way! Being able to change perspectives, generate 
alternatives, consider options.

5.	 Thinking	about	your	
thinking	(metacognition)

Know your knowing! Being aware of your own thoughts, strategies, 
feelings and actions and their effects on others.

6.	 Striving	for	accuracy Check it again! Always doing your best; setting high standards; 
checking and finding ways to improve constantly.

7.	 Questioning	and	problem	
posing

How do you know? Having a questioning attitude; knowing what data 
are needed and developing questioning strategies 
to produce those data; finding problems to solve.

8.	 Applying	past	knowledge	
to	new	situations

Use what you learn! Accessing prior knowledge; transferring knowledge 
beyond the situation in which it was learned.

9.	 Thinking	and	
communicating	with	
clarity	and	precision

Be clear! Striving for accurate communication in both written 
and oral form; avoiding over generalizations, 
distortions, deletions and exaggerations.

10.	Gathering	data	through	
all	senses

Use your natural 
pathways!

Paying attention to the world around you; gathering 
data through all the senses: taste, touch, smell, 
hearing, and sight.

11.	 Creating,	imagining,	and	
innovating

Try a different way! Generating new and novel ideas, fluency, originality.

12.	Responding	with	
wonderment	and	awe

Have fun figuring it out! Finding the world awesome and mysterious and 
being intrigued with phenomena and beauty.

13.	Taking	responsible	risks Venture out! Being adventuresome; living on the edge of one’s 
competence; trying new things constantly.

14.	Finding	humor Laugh a little! Finding the whimsical, incongruous and 
unexpected; being able to laugh at oneself.

15.	Thinking	
interdependently

Work together! Being able to work in and learn from others in 
reciprocal situations; working in teams.

16.	Remaining	open	to	
continuous	learning

I have so much more 
to learn!

Having humility and pride when admitting you 
don’t know; resisting complacency.

Source: Costa and Kallick 2009, x.
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attempted. The quintessential measure is graduation. In this literature review, 
I will discuss the low graduation rates (or low success rates) of community 
college students, student perceptions of college success, the impact of FYS-like 
courses on student success (graduation), and how the HOM can help.

The Problem of Community College Graduation Rates
Nationally, community college students have an average six-year completion 
rate of 26.5% at the same institution (Juszkiewicz 2014, 5). For full-time stu-
dents, the rate is 42.9%, but for part-time students, the completion rate drops 
to 17.7% (ibid.). At LaGuardia Community College, the six-year completion 
rate for full-time students is nearly 25%. The factors that correlate with low 
completion rates amongst all students are academic unpreparedness, low-
income household, first-generation college attendance, minority ethnic back-
ground, and part-time student status (US 2014). 

Any one of these factors reduces the likelihood that a student will gradu-
ate. At LaGuardia, at least two of these factors apply to most students with 
the additional difficulty, for some, of having English as a second language. 
LaGuardia students, like those at other community colleges across the country, 
are also parents and care-givers (like the student that I mentioned above) with 
full- or part-time employment (CCCSE 2012). For these students, presence 
on a college campus is the first tentative step on a long journey that may not 
lead to graduation.

The Student Perspective on Student Success
When community college students were asked, in a 2010 study conducted by 
the American Federation of Teachers, what would “help them better deal with 
the obstacles to their success,” their first-tier solutions were more money to 
help pay for college and better advisement (Lake Research Partners 2011, 35). 
Second-tier solutions included the “normalizing and encouraging of students 
seeking help” from resources already available on campus, more access to 
faculty, and career advice (ibid.). Community college students are aware of the 
obstacles that they face and know that they need help (in addition to content 
knowledge) from their institution of choice.

How First Year Seminars Help
The inclusion of FYS-like classes in the curriculum of colleges and universities 
across the nation is a research-based, data-driven intervention that increases 
most measures of student success (Cuseo, n.d.). Whether discipline-based 
or whole-student-based, these courses have a significant impact on student 
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persistence and graduation (ibid.). Most FYS-like courses provide information 
about campus resources, curriculum, and careers as well as teaching study skills 
and providing the second tier of solutions identified by students in the study by 
Lake Research Partners (2011, 35). In fact, one study using a cohort of Florida 
community college students showed that students were 8% more likely to be 
successful (measured by degree/certificate completion, transfer to senior college, 
or still attending after five years) after completing one student success course 
(Zeidenberg, Jenkins, and Calcagno 2007). Interestingly, this study did not 
standardize for type of curriculum used in the student success course.

Habits of Mind
The HOM were developed with a “philosophy of teaching toward broader, 
more panoramic, encompassing, and lifelong learning” (Costa and Kallick 
2008a, 44). Using the HOM, students are able to “organize and direct their 
intellectual resources as they confront and resolve problems, observe human 
frailty in themselves and others, plan for the most productive interventions 
in groups, and search out the motivation of their own and others’ actions” 
(ibid., 56). The behaviors encouraged by the HOM are familiar to students, 
but through the process of internalization, they develop into life-long habits.

There is a paucity of research on the impact of the HOM as defined by 
Costa and Kallick (2000), although there are many articles and books that 
describe incorporating HOM into the curriculum across disciplines (see, for 
example, Costa and Kallick 2000, 2008b, 2009). Jenny Edwards’s (2014) 
book, Research on Habits of Mind, summarized the available literature: of the 
eight research articles on classroom interventions that she cites, only six used 
the HOM as identified by Costa and Kallick but those used elementary and 
secondary students as participants. Campbell (2006) analyzed the HOM and 
found that they are consistent with current theories of learning, hence justify-
ing the use of the HOM as a classroom intervention for students of all ages.

Although there is little research on the effectiveness of the HOM, 
Kamenetz (2015) has noted that researchers and educators have been identify-
ing, studying, and applying what are known as non-cognitive, critical thinking, 
problem solving, inquiry, or soft skills to teaching practices for decades because 
of their effectiveness. Some would even argue (e.g., Berrett 2012) that mastery 
of non-cognitive skills is just as or more important than learning content in 
college classrooms. Edwards (2014) says the following: “While the writers 
approached their topics from different perspectives and they had different 
labels, their intentions were similar. They wrote about being flexible and open-
minded, monitoring one’s own thoughts and actions, being curious and having 
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a questioning attitude, and so forth.” While these non-cognitive skill sets are 
numerous and are sometimes presented in a discipline-specific manner (see, for 
example, Nagaoka, 2013), they, like the HOM, consist of the best habits of 
life-long problem solvers. Hazard and Nadeau (2006) have distilled the skills 
necessary for doing well in college to two: “developing the ability to adapt in 
the face of new roles and responsibilities, and understanding the importance 
of change and self-reflection.” The HOM encompass these skills.

Since the HOM incorporate skills that are necessary for college success 
and since they are consistent with current learning theories, it is worthwhile to 
research their inclusion in college curricula. This paper begins the research by 
studying the use of the HOM in FYS-type courses. We expect that the HOM, 
because of their focus on developing problem-solving skills, will address, at 
least partially, “the normalizing and encouraging of students seeking help,” 
one of the second tier of needed solutions identified by students in the study 
by Lake Research Partners (2011, 35).

Study Objectives
This line of research seeks to answer the question, “Do FYS students see the 
HOM as useful in their everyday lives?” According to Anderson, Costa and 
Kallick (2008, 62), “as learners extend the value they place on the Habits of 
Mind, they express a belief that the habit is important not just in particular 
situations, but also more universally as a pattern of behavior in their life, and 
they express a desire for the Habits of Mind to be adopted in the lives of oth-
ers and in the community at large.” Will FYS students believe that the HOM 
are beneficial “as a pattern of behavior in their life”? The answer is important 
because the college seeks to provide a curriculum that, especially in FYS, 
provides students with the non-cognitive skills that foster student success. If 
students do not view the HOM as useful, then the college must adjust the stu-
dent success part of the FYS curriculum so that it is more engaging and relevant 
to the students. If the HOM are seen as useful, the college should continue to 
improve the HOM curriculum to increase its effectiveness.

Research Method
Participants 
The participants in this study were students registered in the author’s FYS class 
for Liberal Arts: Math and Science majors at LaGuardia Community College 
during the spring of 2016. Participation was optional and did not affect, nega-
tively or positively, the grade received in the class. 
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HOM in the FYS curriculum
One or two of the HOM were taught in the FYS each week. Table 2 summa-
rizes how each was presented in class. Each lesson lasted between thirty min-
utes and one hour. The idea was to explore the meaning of each habit of mind 

Table 2: FYS Curriculum on Habits of Mind (HOM) 

Habit Description

1.	 Persisting Quote exploration  
Video (Michael Jordan on Failure) and class discussion

2.	 Managing	impulsivity Franklin Covey, “Managing 5 Key Choices to Extraordinary Productivity”  
Small group discussion

3.	 Listening	with	understanding	
and	empathy

TedTalk on appreciating differences by Nigerian writer
Activity: Write skit with a situation where this habit is not used

4.	 Thinking	flexibly Quote exploration
Activity: Connect habit with Meyers-Briggs personality type

5.	 Thinking	about	your	thinking	
(metacognition)

Video defining metacognition
Activity: Describe your thinking for a pivotal life event. What would you do 
differently?

6.	 Striving	for	accuracy Quote exploration
Define precision and accuracy. Class discussion

7.	 Questioning	and	problem	
posing

Excerpt from Costa article on HOM
Reflection questions 

8.	 Applying	past	knowledge	to	
new	situations

Quote exploration
Activity: Analyze past situation and what you learned from it

9.	 Thinking	and	communicating	
with	clarity	and	precision

Excerpt from Costa article on HOM
Reflection questions

10.	Gathering	data	through	all	
senses

Activity: Rate chocolate using all senses.
Reflection

11.	 Creating,	imagining,	and	
innovating

YouTube video on Creativity
Reflection: What could you do well if you stuck with it?

12.	Responding	with	
wonderment	and	awe

Video of amazing events.
Presentation: What does responding with wonderment and awe look like?
Small group discussion: “What do I find awesome?”

13.	Taking	responsible	risks Article on responsible risk by mountain climber
Reflection

14.	Finding	humor TedTalk on finding humor by comic in Beirut
Small group discussion 

15.	Thinking	interdependently Video of cartoon examples of working as a group
Discussion: Pros and cons of group work

16.	Remaining	open	to	
continuous	learning

Pick favorite from a list of quotes
Discussion: Explain why your quote is the best
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and discuss what it would look like in practice. Most lessons utilized videos 
from YouTube and small or large group activities as well as a written reflection.

Data
Three types of data were collected for this study: surveys on student use of the 
HOM, written reflections on the use of the HOM, and a focus group on the 
use of the HOM.

Table 3: Habits of Mind (HOM) Self-Assessment Survey 
Survey Items for individual HOM along with their rankings on the pre-FYS and post-
FYS surveys. The rank of “1” indicates the highest score.

Habit
 
Survey Item

Ranking

Pre-FYS Post-FYS

1.	 Persisting • I work at a task until it is finished.
• Those around me do not easily distract me.
• If something isn’t working, I don’t just give up, I think about 

different ways of solving the problem.

24
49

 
41

13
49

 
43

2.	 Managing	
impulsivity

• I develop a plan before I start work and I see the importance of 
this.

• I spend time thinking about ways of improving my learning plans.
• I refer to my plan often, and follow what I have planned to do.
• I accept suggestions/negotiations to improve my learning plans and 

my work.

45
46
43
14

30
25
35
10

3.	 Listening	with	
understanding	
and	empathy

• I can listen to others without interrupting them.
• I listen to others and value their ideas.
• I listen to others and then contribute my thoughts and ideas.

32
25

5

48
33
45

4.	 Thinking	flexibly • I understand that there are different points of view on any one 
issue.

• I can put myself in the position of others to understand their point 
of view.

• When I encounter a problem in my learning and work, I can think 
of different ways of progressing.

1
15

 
23

1
12

 
36

5.	 Thinking	about	
your	thinking	
(metacognition)

• I can describe my previous learning and plan my learning to build 
upon it.

• I can identify the areas of my learning that I need to develop.
• I can describe the new learning that I will be doing.

31
37
48

41
31
42

6.	 Striving	for	
accuracy

• I check that my information is accurate.
• I regularly review my plan to ensure the work I am completing 

matches what has been planned.
• I check and revise to ensure my writing and math are clear and 

accurate.

4
 

18
11

15
 
5

44

7.	 Questioning	and	
problem	posing

• I can ask questions to seek understanding of what I don’t know.
• I enjoy discovering what I need to find out more about and 

planning new learning around this.
• I look for different points of view or alternative answers to the 

questions I have posed.

21 
 

40
22

8 
 

24
9



Table 3: Habits of Mind (HOM) Self-Assessment Survey (cont’d) 

Habit
 
Survey Item

Ranking

Pre-FYS Post-FYS

8.	 Applying	past	
knowledge	to	
new	situations

• I can see how my new learning builds upon my previous learning 
experiences.

• I think about my previous learning experiences when planning 
new learning plans.

• I think about my previous learning and how this affects my new 
learning.

13
20
29

29
15
7

9.	 Thinking	and	
communicating	
with	clarity	and	
precision

• I learn in many different ways.
• I can give reasons for liking/disliking such things as works of art.
• I can give reasons for agreeing/disagreeing with a variety of 

opinions.
• When I communicate my thinking and learning to others, I do it 

clearly and without hesitation.

33
26

9
 

38

37
26
38

 
47

10.	Gathering	data	
through	all	
senses

• I like to get actively involved in what is going on around me, 
regardless of the activity.

44 46

11.	 Creating,	
imagining,	and	
innovating

• I am willing to try different approaches when I am learning 
something new.

• I can imagine the possibilities with my learning.
• I can see how learning changes the way I think about things 

happening around me.

12
28

3

28
22
6

12.	Responding	with	
wonderment	and	
awe

• I often see the beauty in the things around me, and I am 
comfortable describing it as such.

• I like to stop and wonder about nature, and about things that are 
happening around me.

• I enjoy finding things out and learning.

39
 

34
19

39
 

23
4

13.	Taking	
responsible	risks

• I try out new things/learning, even when those around me are not 
willing to do the same.

• New challenges are what I look for in my learning.
• I like to share my learning with those around me.

30
35
36

11
16
40

14.	Finding	humor • I can see the funny side of things that don’t go as planned. I can 
laugh at myself.

• I enjoy a good laugh in relationships and at work.
• I don’t laugh at other people (at someone else’s expense); I laugh 

with them.

47
16
17

32
3

19

15.	Thinking	
Interdependently

• I help with tasks that the group needs to perform.
• I listen to others when working in groups.
• I am happy to share my ideas with a group.
• I accept that when working in groups others may not always 

agree with what I have to say.

6
2

42
 

27

27
20
34

 
21

16.	Remaining	open	
to	continuous	
learning

• Learning is very important to me.
• I am always looking to improve myself, and the learning that I am 

doing.
• I see learning as an ongoing challenge throughout my life.

7
8

10

2
17
18

Source of survey items: Johnson, Rutledge, Poppe 2005.
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Student Surveys
Students assessed their own use of each of the HOM at the beginning of 
the semester (before being introduced to the HOM in the course). Survey 
items appear in table 3 and were taken from a curriculum developed by 
Community High School of Vermont (Johnson, Rutledge, and Poppe 2005). 
Choices for student responses were “Most of the time,” “Frequently,” 
“Sometimes,” and “Not yet.” At the end of the semester, students were asked 
how much their use of each of the items in table 3 had increased because of 
what they had learned in FYS. These questions were answered using a Likert 
scale where 1 = not at all and 5 = a lot. Thirty beginning-of-the-semester 
surveys and nineteen end-of-the-semester surveys were analyzed. The surveys 
were analyzed by item and means were calculated for items belonging to the 
individual HOM.

Written Reflections
During the semester and as part of the course, students were asked to write 
reflections on newspaper articles (Cardoza 2016; Bellafante 2014) about stu-
dents having difficulty completing their degrees. The prompts for the reflec-
tions were: 1. The student in the article is having difficulties in school. What 
are the difficulties? How are the difficulties a barrier to successful completion 
of school?; 2. Which “Habits of Mind” could the student use to be successful?; 
and, 3. Write a letter to the student. In the letter, describe three Habits (make 
sure to give clear examples) that can be used to help be more successful in 
school and at home?. Writings from six participants were coded and analyzed 
for themes as well as mentions of each of the HOM.

Box 1: Focus Group Questions 

1. Describe the Habits of Mind as a group.

2. How many Habits of Mind are there?

3. Do you think that the Habits of Mind are useful to you now? If so, how?

4. Do you think that the Habits of Mind will be useful to you in the future? If so, how?

5. Has this class encouraged you to use any of the Habits of Mind?

6. Which Habit of Mind do you
a. use most often?
b. use least often?
c. think is most important?

d. think is least important?

7. What are the benefits, if any, of learning about the Habits of Mind in this class?

8. What are the disadvantages, if any, of learning about the Habits of Mind in this class?
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Focus Group
After final exams were given for the semester, a focus group was conducted 
with six students who discussed their perceptions of the usefulness of the 
HOM. The questions used are listed in the box below. The focus group tran-
scripts were coded and analyzed for themes.

Results and Discussion
Student Surveys
The survey administered at the beginning of the semester required students 
to self-assess their use of each HOM by responding “Most of the time,” 
“Frequently,” “Sometimes,” or “Not Yet” to the forty-nine items listed in 
table 3. Overall, 38% of the responses were “Most of the time,” 40% were 
“Frequently,” 21% were “Sometimes,” and 2% were “Not Yet,” indicating 
that the participants were already great users of the HOM. The number of 
positive responses (“Most of the time” and “Frequently”) were counted for 
each item and reported as a percentage. The mean was calculated for all 
items related to individual HOM.

Figure 1 below shows individual HOM in order from least positive to 
most positive responses received and quickly identifies student self-assess-
ments of their strengths and weaknesses in practicing the HOM. Students 
rated themselves highly on the use of each of the HOM; more than sixty per-
cent of students responded positively for each individual HOM. The HOM 
with the greatest number of positive responses were Striving for accuracy; 
Creating, imagining, and innovating; and Remaining open to continuous 
learning. Persisting, Thinking about thinking, and Managing impulsivity 
were the least positively rated. Rankings of the individual items appear in 
table 3. 

Students rated themselves highest on the item, “I can see how my new 
learning builds upon my previous learning experiences,” which tests the 
Habit of Mind of Applying past knowledge to new situations. The item 
“Those around me do not easily distract me,” which applies to the Habit of 
Mind of Persisting received the lowest rating. The greatest positive responses 
are consistent with adults who have chosen to pursue higher education as a 
means to reach their goals. The least positive responses are an indication of 
our students’ struggles (or expected struggles): distractions, time-manage-
ment issues, lack of persistence, and weak metacognitive skills.

The questions on the end-of-the-semester student surveys were slightly 
different; the items were the same but students were asked to respond on a 
Likert scale (1 = not at all and 5 = a lot) for how much the FYS had resulted 
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in the greater use of each item. The mean response was calculated for each 
item (see table 3 for rankings) and a mean was calculated for all of the items 
that pertained to a particular HOM. Results appear in figure 2.

Students reported that the FYS resulted in greater use of all of the Habits 
of Mind (all mean responses were greater than four on a five point scale). 

Figure 1: Results of HOM usage survey given to students at the beginning 
of the FYS course

Survey items are in table 3. Students responded to each item with “Most of the time,” 
“Frequently,” “Sometimes,” or “Not yet.” Individual habits are graphed in the order 
of increasing number of positive responses (“Most of the time” and “Frequently”).

1 Habit of Mind ranked one of three lowest on the post-FYS survey. 
2 Habit of Mind ranked one of three highest on the post-FYS survey.

Mean of students with positive responses
Percent

Persisting1

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Thinking about thinking

Managing impulsivity

Gathering data through all the senses1

Finding humor

Responding with wonderment and awe

Taking responsible risks

Questioning and posing problems2

Thinking and communicating with clarity
and precision

Thinking interdependently

Listening with understanding and 
empathy1

Applying past knowledge to new 
situations

Thinking flexibly2

Striving for accuracy

Creating, imagining, and innovating

Remaining open to continuous learning2



The greatest increases were in Questioning and posing problems, Thinking 
flexibly, and Remaining open to continuous learning; the lowest increases 
were in Listening with understanding and empathy, Persisting, and Gathering 
data through all the senses. The item with the highest score was “I under-
stand that there are different points of view on any one issue,” which tests 
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Figure 2: Results of HOM usage survey given to students at the end of the 
FYS course

Survey items are in table 3. Students rated how much their use of each item had 
increased due to the FYS using a Likert scale where 1 = “not at all” and 5 = “a lot.” 
Individual habits are graphed in the order of increasing mean.

1 Habit of Mind ranked one of three lowest on the pre-FYS survey. 
2 Habit of Mind ranked one of three highest on the pre-FYS survey.

Mean score
3.8 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5

Taking responsible risks

Persisting

Listening with understanding and
empathy

Managing impulsivity1

Thinking about thinking1

Gathering data through all the senses

Finding humor

Responding with wonderment and awe

Questioning and posing problems

Thinking and communicating with clarity
and precision

Thinking interdependently

Applying past knowledge to new
situations

Thinking flexibly

Striving for accuracy

Creating, imagining, and innovating2

Remaining open to continuous learning2
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the Habit of Mind of Thinking flexibly; the item with the lowest score was 
“Those around me do not easily distract me,” which applies to the Habit 
of Mind of Persisting. These survey results were gathered at a time when 
students have internalized the HOM due to their work with the dimensions 
of exploring meaning, expanding capacities, and increasing alertness as a 
part of the FYS curriculum. The fact that students reported the smallest gain 
in dealing with distractions from others (Persisting) indicates that students 
would benefit from strengthening the course curriculum covering the Habit 
of Mind of Persisting.

The end-of-the-semester survey also asked students which HOM they 
were most and least likely to use as a result of being in FYS. Finding humor 
and Remaining open to continuous learning received the most mentions 
for the habit students were least likely to use; Persisting and Listening with 
understanding and empathy were most likely to be used. Again, Persisting was 
highlighted by students as something that they were sure they would need to 
use in the future.

Written Reflections
As part of the FYS, students were required to read and reflect on two news-
paper articles about college students who were having difficulty with school. 
The prompts for the reflections were: 

1. The student in the article is having difficulties in school. What are the dif-
ficulties? How are the difficulties a barrier to successful completion of 
school?

2. Which “Habits of Mind” could the student use to be successful? 
3. Write a letter to the student. In the letter, describe three Habits (make sure 

to give clear examples) that can be used to help be more successful in 
school and at home?

One article is from the New York Times (Bellafante 2014) and describes 
the difficulties of a LaGuardia Community College student; the other is from 
the Washington Post (Cardoza 2016) and discusses the problems of a four-
year-college student. The intention of the reflection assignment was to give the 
students practice in applying the HOM to a complex, student-related situation. 
Six students granted permission for their reflections to be analyzed as part of 
this research.

In response to Cardoza’s (2016) article, each of the written reflections identi-
fied social problems as a barrier to completion for the student. Financial, family, 
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and academic issues were also identified in one or two of the reflections. The 
HOM identified in the reflections as potentially helpful in the scenario presented 
in the article were Thinking flexibly (3 reflections), Persisting (2), Remaining 
open to continuous learning (1), Thinking and communicating with clarity and 
precision (1), Taking responsible risks (1), and Applying past knowledge (1).

The barriers for the student in Bellafante’s (2014) article were identified as 
family, financial, time management, and academic issues, in order of descend-
ing number of mentions. Family and financial issues were mentioned in all of 
the reflections analyzed. The HOM identified in the reflections as potentially 
helpful in the scenario presented in the Bellafante article were Persisting (five 
reflections), Thinking flexibly (three), Managing impulsivity (two), Remain-
ing open to continuous learning (one), and Questioning and posing problems 
(one). Also mentioned was “Identifying college resources” which is not one of 
the HOM but is explicitly taught in FYS.

Reflection prompt #3 asked participants to write a letter to the student 
in the article recommending three HOM to increase the possibility of success. 
These letters were all kind pep talks including advice based on the HOM. In 
their reflections on the articles, the HOM identified by students in response to 
Reflection Prompt #2 were not always identical to the ones they recommended 
in the letter written for Reflection Prompt #3.

For both reflections, the major barriers identified were family and financial 
issues and the recommended HOM were Persisting and Thinking flexibly. Per-
sisting was identified as the Habit of Mind that students were least proficient 
at in the pre-FYS survey; as the Habit of Mind that was least improved (but 
improved) as a result of taking the FYS; and, in the post-FYS survey, as one 
of the HOM that students would most likely use in the future. Students have 
identified Persisting as a HOM that is essential for their success while admitting 
that it is an area that needs growth. In addition to being highly recommended 
by students in answers to Reflection prompt #3, Thinking flexibly was the 
second highest rated habit in the post-FYS survey. 

Focus Group
Six students volunteered to attend a focus group held after completion of final 
exams. The questions asked appear in Box 1. When asked to describe the 
HOM, the focus group participants did not define the HOM. Instead, they 
described how the HOM are useful to them. The HOM were said to help 
control stress and to help with confidence. According to one participant, the 
HOM helps one “to be aware of the person that you are and [how] to be suc-
cessful; advises [how] … to get to your goal.”
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Awareness was the most persistent theme throughout the focus group: 
awareness of self, others, and the HOM. Learning about the HOM in class 
gave participants a chance to “analyze and self-reflect” as well as to “organize” 
their thinking patterns around the HOM in order to “be a better person.” 
One participant mentioned being better able to analyze personal strengths and 
weaknesses. Another participant said that it was also important “to forget” 
some things in order to move on, a great example of understanding that one 
chooses when to use the Habit of Mind of Applying past knowledge.

In addition to awareness, the other themes that emerged from the focus 
group were the use of a subset of HOM for a particular issue, feelings of 
inferiority if the participant felt deficient in a particular HOM, and the idea 
that the HOM could be applied in and out of school. Participants indicated 
that individual problems would be solved by the application of a subset of 
HOM. One participant said, “I use all of these; it just depends on when I apply 
it.” Another participant noted that, “In every situation, you use at least one 
HOM.” The only disadvantage identified for learning about the HOM in class 
was a feeling of inferiority. Participants seemed to feel deficient if they were 
“not good at one” of the HOM. Otherwise, the group agreed that there was 
“more of an advantage” to learning about the HOM in class than a disadvan-
tage. The HOM were understood by participants to be useful in and out of the 
classroom; there were several mentions of “everyday life.” Lastly, a recurring 
minor theme was the usefulness of the HOM in interpersonal relationships. 
Participants related incidents in which the HOM led to increased respect and 
compassion for others.

Participants in the focus group also made comments about pedagogy. 
One participant was happy that the HOM were taught one at a time; another 
liked those activities that offered practice for the future. Two participants 
especially favored writing the letters that were part of the written reflections. 
One student suggested that the next cohort of students write letters to her: she 
wanted their advice.

Conclusion
At the beginning of the semester, surveys were completed by thirty students; at 
the end of the semester, nineteen students had completed the survey. Six par-
ticipants agreed that their reflections be used as a part of the present study; and 
six students volunteered for the focus group. Consequently, the findings of the 
present study are limited by its small sample size. In addition, findings may not 
be applicable to community college students who do not attend school in large, 
urban environments, or to courses where the HOM are not covered in depth. 
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However, the present study suggests that FYS students viewed the HOM 
as useful in their everyday lives, thus opening a path for future research into 
the HOM as a student success intervention for community college students. 
Findings also suggest that the HOM is an effective FYS strategy. Moreover, 
focus group participants indicated that learning about the HOM in the FYS 
as an engaging, reflective process during which students begin to understand 
their strengths and weaknesses. Indeed, focus group participants recognized 
the value of extending the HOM beyond the classroom. 

Finally, instructors can use the HOM survey at the beginning of the semes-
ter to adjust the HOM curriculum according to student need. For community 
college students caught between competing responsibilities of family, work, and 
college courses, and the hopeful dreams of graduating from a four-year college, 
the abilities to think flexibly and to persist are invaluable. Internalized over 
time, the HOM can give individuals like my biology student the non-cognitive 
tools needed to overcome potentially devastating circumstances. For a professor 
serving in an additional role as advisor, the commonly shared language of the 
HOM just might hold her up as she wades into troubled waters.
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4

Author’s Reflection
My research has given me the opportunity to delve into the theory behind non-
cognitive skills and into the many general and discipline-based skill sets. The 
curriculum of the First Year Seminar (FYS) includes student exposure to the 
“Habits of Mind,” a set of affective skills developed by Arthur L. Costa and 
Bena Kallick. Unlike courses in my discipline of biology, in which learners are 
deepening their content knowledge, FYS students need to cultivate and apply 
skills. Originally, I had wanted my students to understand each of the sixteen 
habits. But I realized that my first year class needed practice. Thus, I began to 
search for and design activities that allowed students to actually experience 
the habits. For example, for the habit of “gathering data through all senses,” 
we rated three or four chocolates according to taste, texture, color, and smell. 
Brainstorming words associated with human senses, focusing on one sense at 
a time, and comparing ratings and preferences increased student awareness 
of more than chocolate. They began to appreciate the variety and complexity 
of sensory information, to be more sensitive to their relation to the world as 
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experienced through their senses. The discussions that followed these activi-
ties were engaging and thought-provoking. So, in addition to expanding my 
pedagogy to explicitly teach non-cognitive skills, I have begun to include non-
traditional experiential learning in my content area in ways that excite and 
engage students (like the chocolate activity, for example). 

This research project was my first foray into qualitative research and the 
scholarship of teaching and learning. I have learned so much as a result of par-
ticipating in the Carnegie Seminar. Most importantly, I have a genuine appre-
ciation for the stories that are told by qualitative research and have adopted 
qualitative surveys into my teaching practice. For example, this semester I gave 
qualitative mid-semester satisfaction surveys to my students, and discussed the 
resulting themes with my class. I found the written feedback and the in-class 
discussion to be more instructive than the Likert-type scales typically used in 
student surveys. I was better able to understand the experiences and needs of 
my students because of what I learned in the Carnegie Seminar.

Before sending the paper to an external journal, I will repeat for two 
additional semesters the research initiated in the Carnegie seminar. I would 
also like learn about statistical analysis of survey data to learn if there are any 
more stories to be told from the data I’ve already collected.

In the meantime, I am working with two research students on a project 
determining the effects of antioxidants on the immune system. In the next year, 
we should generate enough data to submit a manuscript. 



Science Identity and the Aspirations of  
Science Majors 

John Toland, Natural Sciences

Abstract
Research conducted at four-year colleges demonstrates that developing a posi-
tive science identity can increase the retention of students in science majors. 
This paper discusses the concept of science identity, and the insights of fifteen 
community college students enrolled in a Natural Sciences First Year Seminar, 
who participated in two focus groups. These students provided answers to 
questions about their motivations to study science, and the roles faculty and 
the college can play in supporting the development of science identity. The 
experiences recounted by these students indicate that science identity is posi-
tively influenced by effective faculty-student interactions. In addition, results 
indicated that purposeful identity-building assignments help students build 
connections among prior knowledge and experiences, the content of their sci-
ence courses, and their career goals.

Introduction
When I teach science, I discuss scientific issues with students, and ask them 
about their beliefs about such topics as climate change, genetically modified 
organisms in food, and recent discoveries in science and medicine. When I ask 
them why they believe the way they do, I am often perplexed and concerned that 
their arguments have little to do with the position they are trying to justify—
their logic is not right. I recall one such discussion in which a student indicated 
that he believed genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in food posed a health 
hazard. I asked the student to explain why he was convinced that this was true; 
the student brought up examples of inhumane treatment of animals but could 
not connect these examples to GMO foods. The student conceded at the end of 
the discussion that his evidence was not as solid as he had thought it to be when 
stating the claim. This student was not yet thinking like a scientist. 

For scientists, the ability to determine the accuracy and precision of a 
result or model is of paramount importance in arriving at scientific conclu-
sions. Results are accurate within a proposed framework; the framework 
indicates limitations on what the result can be, and the experiment or simu-
lation yields the actual result. All scientific results are subject to revision or 
rejection as the framework in which they are presented evolves, or they fail 
to be experimentally verified or replicated by other scientists. In the example 
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above, in order to argue successfully the negative health outcomes of GMO 
foods, a scientist would have to be able to describe the process by which eat-
ing GMO food resulted in a negative health outcome within the framework 
of human physiology.

My interactions with students in introductory science classes made me 
curious about their prior knowledge of science, scientists, and scientific ways 
of thinking. I wanted to know how they had developed that understanding. In 
short, I wondered about the “science identity” they brought to their first sci-
ence course. In essence, “science identity” is composed of qualities that enable 
students to recognize themselves as a “science person,” and be recognized as 
such by others. To understand science identity, researchers have created models 
that focus on the internal and external factors that support the development 
of science identity. Studies using these models have concluded that providing 
an environment that develops a supportive science identity will lead to greater 
persistence and retention of students in science.

Over 75% of entering STEM students either change majors, or fail to 
complete their course of study (LaGCC 2015, 36). The attrition rate can be 
partly attributed to the gap between the difficulty of the science curriculum 
and students’ expectations. Freshmen science students often have lofty goals. 
The problem is not that the goals are unrealistic, but that they may not always 
understand what it takes to achieve those goals. For example, many students 
want to become doctors but may not fully understand the amount of time 
and work involved. To increase retention rates and foster academic success, 
the Natural Sciences First Year Seminar, NSF101, was designed for students 
who have declared either biology or environmental science majors. In addition 
to introducing students to their major, to the resources and support available 
at the college, and to academic planning, the First Year Seminar provides an 
excellent setting for classroom interventions that develop and foster science 
identity. The purpose of this paper is to describe what first-semester science 
majors at a two-year college understand by science identity and offer sugges-
tions to encourage its development.

Literature Review
Recognizing the need to increase the retention and persistence of underrepre-
sented minority and female students in science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) fields, researchers have conducted a variety of studies 
aimed at analyzing the role of science identity and other predictors of success 
such as race, high school preparation, undergraduate research, and economic 
status (Chang et al. 2010; Jackson and Suzzio 2015; Carlone and Johnson 2007).



In a seminal article, Carlone and Johnson (2007) explored how women of 
color navigate and understand their experiences with science, focusing specifi-
cally on the factors that helped them develop their science identities throughout 
their academic training and the early stages of their professional careers. The 
authors discuss the relationship between their subjects’ science identities and 
their racial, ethnic, and gender identities. Carlone and Johnson interviewed fif-
teen minority women who had achieved different levels of success in STEM fields 
and identified three main career categories: “altruistic,” “research,” and “disrup-
tive.” Four of the fifteen women became research scientists; five became medical 
doctors or are in medical school. The other six, considered by the authors as 
belonging to the “disrupted” group, abandoned dreams of becoming research 
scientists or medical doctors and instead engaged in other types of health-related 
work such as pharmacy or health policy (Carlone and Johnson 2007, 1197).

Carlone and Johnson (2007, 1190–91) also developed a model for under-
standing what constitutes science identity. They identified three intersecting 
components: “competence; performance; and recognition.” Competence is 
defined as an individual’s ability to comprehend scientific knowledge; per-
formance is how that knowledge is made visible to others; recognition refers 
to the ways in which one appreciates oneself and is recognized by others as a 
“science person.” Based on their interviews, the authors refined their model, 
articulating a range of ways for students to experience recognition. In addition, 
their results on recognition describe the pathways of interactions with profes-
sors and mentors which lead to one of the three career trajectories discussed in 
their study. Carlone and Johnson’s work highlights the importance of finding 
a mentor or professor who will recognize the potential of women of color as 
scientists and give them opportunities to strengthen their science identities by 
participating in the scientific process (2007, 1209).

Like Carlone and Johnson, Hurtado et al. (2011) found that student-
faculty interactions are an important component of science identity. After 
conducting an extensive qualitative case-study analysis on five college cam-
puses as well as a longitudinal quantitative study of students representing 117 
colleges or universities, they concluded that creating an institutional culture of 
support and meaningful faculty-undergraduate interactions can help develop 
science identity.

Hurtado et al. (2011, 570) identified three themes related to faculty-
student interactions: “faculty approachability,” “ethic of care,” and “balance 
of rigor and support.” Students perceived professors as “approachable” when 
they were encouraged to ask questions in class. Conversely, when faculty 
seemed unavailable for questions and consultations, students reported feeling 
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intimidated. The study found that by third year most students begin interact-
ing regularly with their professors. Students reported that these interactions 
were helpful, and noted that faculty seemed to take a greater interest in their 
welfare after they recognized that students had sought them out. “Ethic of 
care” describes students’ interaction with academic departments in STEM. 
For example, on campuses where STEM students take classes with more than 
100 students in a lecture hall, students do not perceive the department to be 
supportive. On the other hand, at institutions that enable faculty interactions 
with students beyond the traditional classroom relationship, students report 
a positive effect on the quality of their STEM education. The rigor vs. sup-
port theme addresses the stressful and demanding environment commonly 
found in science programs, particularly in first-year science courses commonly 
referred to as “gatekeeper” or “weed-out” courses. These courses have very 
high stakes and students who do not do well struggle enormously to persist in 
a STEM major. The authors conclude that institutions can provide structures 
and opportunities that promote retention and success for STEM students.

Investigating the retention of aspiring scientists and engineers, Chang et 
al. (2010) found that underrepresented minority students struggle to persist 
in their STEM majors more than their white and Asian peers. Surprisingly, 
when certain characteristics were normalized, such as precollege preparation 
and participation in research with faculty, the study was unable to find race 
a statistically significant factor hindering the persistence of underrepresented 
minority students in STEM majors. Financial worries, working full-time, and 
highly selective schools hinder the persistence of underrepresented minority 
students in the sciences, while offering research opportunities, forming col-
laborative study and work groups, and addressing issues of racial isolation 
aid students in persisting in their science programs. Chang et al. (2010) noted 
that while there is little that can be done by a college or university to address 
the issue of precollege preparation, institutions of higher education can strive 
to provide a culture that promotes student persistence, values research oppor-
tunities for undergraduates with faculty mentors, and encourages students to 
work in diverse groups.

Focusing on other factors that promote science identity, by studying the 
development of science identity in thirty-two Latina STEM students, Jackson 
and Suzzio (2015, 110) constructed a science identity model that includes eight 
major interrelated factors: “home environment, teacher influences, school 
experiences, contextual factors, the media, using your brain, emotions, and 
career planning.” They conclude that students’ science identity is fostered by 



academic success, and also by feeling emotionally supported by faculty and 
the institution.

The studies summarized above focused on either bachelor-level or gradu-
ate STEM students. In Community Colleges in the Evolving STEM Education 
Landscape: Summary of a Summit, Olson and Labov (2012) establish a similar 
link between institutional culture and persistence in two-year colleges with a 
focus on the participation of underrepresented minorities in STEM fields. The 
authors report that the culture of science in academia is an important factor 
in determining whether students stay in their STEM majors or leave, finding 
that a positive institutional culture can create an environment that promotes 
STEM retention. They recognized the challenge of creating a positive academic 
climate where it is “cool to be smart” (Olson and Labov 2012, 11), and dis-
cussed the negative impact of the “weed-out” mentality often prevalent among 
STEM faculty (13). On the other hand, engaging projects that strengthen con-
nections between students and faculty, mentoring, and productive investments 
that create undergraduate research opportunities are critical components of 
developing a STEM identity as well as an academic culture that supports per-
sistence of STEM students in two-year colleges.

The Natural Sciences First Year Seminar is an ideal place to introduce 
practices that build students’ science identity and create a supportive insti-
tutional culture. The goal of this study was to discover what motivates NSF 
students to become STEM majors and what science identity means to them.

Methods
Participants
Fifteen students from two sections of the Natural Sciences First Year Seminar 
participated in the study. All the participants consented to have their input 
used for analysis. The data reflect the diversity of LaGuardia’s student popu-
lation with 13% of participants identifying as white/non-Hispanic, 33% as 
Black, and 27% as Hispanic. Seven of the participants were born in the United 
States; each of the remaining eight participants came to the US from different 
countries. The most common native language was English (66%). The students 
in the focus groups were 66% female and 33% male. Sixty percent of the 
students were under nineteen years of age and 20% over thirty years of age. 
Eighty-seven percent of the participating students identified as biology majors; 
the same percentage had completed fewer than fifteen credits. Responses to 
questions about work and family care commitments revealed that 47% of the 
students work over ten hours a week with over half of those students working 
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more than twenty-five hours a week; thirteen percent indicated that they had 
family care responsibilities. 

Data Collection
To explore the science identity of STEM majors taking the FYS course, two 
focus groups were conducted in collaboration with the LaGuardia Center for 
Teaching and Learning (CTL). The focus groups consisted of six and nine stu-
dents respectively and allowed students to share personal stories and interact 
with one another on the subject of science identity. The conversations were 
recorded and the audio files transcribed. The transcriptions were analyzed by 
the author with assistance from the CTL and the In Transit editorial team.

The focus group questions (see appendix) were designed to elicit how 
students recognize themselves as scientists. The first set of questions aimed at 
gaining an understanding of the experiences that encouraged students’ initial 
interest in science and the identity they developed through these experiences. 
The following set of questions explored how students’ experience in STEM 
programs at LaGuardia contributes to the development of a science identity. 
The latter questions addressed coursework and challenges faced in complet-
ing the first year of science courses. The analysis of the student answers are 
grouped in three themes: forming a science identity, challenges to sustaining a 
science identity, and interactions with the faculty.

Results and Discussion
Forming a Science Identity
How students see themselves is an important foundational component of their 
science identity. The focus group interviews illustrate the experiences and moti-
vations of students entering their science majors. Six students indicated that a 
family illness or personal experience with illness had sparked their interest in 
science. With over 80% of the respondents intending to major in the health 
sciences, it is not surprising that most of the students were driven to science 
through these types of experiences.

All of the participants can be sorted into either the “research scientist” 
or the “altruistic science” identity as defined by Carlone and Johnson (2007). 
For example, one student said: “When I was six years old, I was hospitalized. I 
had a rare blood disorder called Fanconi anemia. I was used to seeing doctors, 
and I thought they were superheroes without capes and I was just so inspired.” 
The roots of this student’s altruistic science identity can be located not only 
in her response to the doctors’ actions, but also in the role the blood disorder 
undoubtedly has played in the student’s journey through childhood.



While six students were drawn to science by an experience with an illness, 
four students expressed having an innate curiosity about the world and how 
things work, and identified science as the major where this curiosity could be 
further satisfied. The students in the focus groups were all life science majors, 
so their interests generally dealt with exploring living things around them.

Carlone and Johnson (2007) state that a key component of developing 
an emerging science identity is recognition, defined as how others support the 
student’s science aspirations. Since the science students in the focus group were 
just starting their college careers, their major source of external recognition 
was manifested in support from family and friends. Two students reported 
mostly indifferent family environments; for example: “They know I want to 
go into research; they don’t know why. They don’t really support me all that 
much, but they’re okay with it.” Six students reported supportive family envi-
ronments. One student said:

My mom definitely encourages what I want to do because mostly 
she likes science also, so she can relate. She encourages me a lot and 
she sits with me and helps me. She will explain things the way she 
understands them. I would make her so proud if I could do something 
in the medical field. 

Challenges to Sustaining a Science Identity
The introductory courses for science majors are difficult and typically include 
several “gatekeeper” or “weed-out” courses in which nearly half of the stu-
dents either do not earn a grade that allows the course to transfer to a four-year 
college or they withdraw from the course. These introductory courses require 
that students learn and apply new vocabulary to problems. Additionally, 
students need to figure out how to use laboratory equipment, make mea-
surements, and write lab reports. Chemistry is particularly difficult because, 
in addition to what has already been mentioned, students must have a very 
strong command of algebra to solve problems in chemistry. For example, at 
LaGuardia, the math prerequisite for general chemistry is MAT 115, College 
Algebra. Students in general chemistry can expect to have weekly homework 
of five to seven hours per week and a lab report due every week, in addition 
to attending three hours of lecture and three hours of lab. This amount of 
work leads students to dread the prospect of taking general chemistry which 
is required for biology, chemistry, and physics majors. Failing these courses 
can cause students to become discouraged, and can alienate students from the 
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study of science. For example, one of the students reported hating biology 
because he was failing.

A failing mark in a science course can severely limit students’ future pros-
pects in science and may cause students to relinquish their dreams of becoming 
scientists. However, students find ways to work harder, get help, and persist. 
After one student indicated that he “had never studied in his life” and that 
studying was beyond his abilities, another responded: “I think studying is 
mandatory. You’re going to have to learn how to do that, dude.”

Although these gateway courses form the foundation for all science pro-
grams, students often feel that these courses are irrelevant to their career goals. 
One of the students in the focus groups expressed this sentiment:

Every day I come here and it’s just, like, “Here’s how you plot a 
triangle on a graph.” Freshman seminar for natural sciences, what 
does that have to do with biology or living forever? [Laughter] It just 
doesn’t connect well. So it makes me not want to do this. I want to do 
something that connects to what I want to do and I want to do it now. I 
don’t want to have to wait seven years to do what I wanted to do since 
I was fifteen… I’m doing this now because I’m being told that college 
is how you get what you want. I want to become a genetic engineer.

In order for students to successfully finish a STEM degree, they must connect 
the content in their introductory courses to their advanced courses.

To persist through the introductory courses in their programs, students 
must stay motivated. The focus group participants discussed different ways of 
motivating themselves. One student reported that interacting with the world 
keeps her motivated. The other responses dealt with consuming media, either 
Internet videos or television shows. The Internet videos found on YouTube 
and TED Talks are generally nonfiction and reinforce students’ interest by 
showing scientists in action: “I like to watch YouTube. I think more than 
having a mind of a scientist, I have more of a gut. I like to watch surgeries. 
I like to see people get cut open.” Students often watch television programs 
that feature characters in occupations they want to pursue. Seeing scientists or 
medical doctors resonates with the students’ developing identity as a scientist 
or doctor: “Even if it’s not real, it still gives me an idea of what I want and 
most times it feels like I’m in it and I’m doing the surgery and it gives me that 
feeling—‘Oh my God, I need to do this.’”

Looking at the behaviors students attribute to scientists can tell us what 
traits they will value in themselves as they develop their science identities. 



The focus group students identified the ability to change one’s mind on an 
issue given new evidence, curiosity, passion, the direct application of knowl-
edge to experimentation, and the ability to accept and work with failed 
results of experiments, as characteristics of scientists. The traits listed are 
quite general and can be attributed to anyone in any field. The generality of 
the students’ answers is indicative of their inexperience in science. As they 
progress as scientists, students will be able to identify traits and behaviors 
that, if not unique to scientists, are more common in science fields than 
nonscience fields.

Interactions with Faculty and with the College
Interactions with faculty can affect the development of students’ science 
identities. Categorizing faculty actions as completely hurtful or helpful to 
persistence is not informative, as a response that is helpful to one student 
may hinder another. The students discussed their interactions with faculty 
with mixed results. One student explained that discussing her problems and 
studying with her professor led to her improved understanding of meiosis:

I sat down with my general biology teacher. He asked me how I study 
and I told him I read the textbook and write down the information 
that I think is important and he told me that’s not a good way to 
study. He said, “Tell me something about meiosis.” I said, “I really 
can’t tell you. I went over the information in the textbook, but it’s 
not registering in my head what I read and wrote about.” He got all 
scientific about where the memory is stored in the brain and how 
to trigger it and blah, blah, blah. He told me to tell him one thing I 
know about meiosis until finally I said, “Chromosomes.” So then he 
tells me that part of my brain was working and then—basically we 
worked on my memory. We talked about meiosis and the steps and 
what those steps do. Ever since then I remembered what meiosis is 
and the steps of meiosis.

For this student, talking to the professor improved her confidence; the 
student now sees herself as someone who understands meiosis. However, 
sometimes faculty interactions led students to feel more lost or discouraged 
than before they had spoken to the professor. For example:

I’m in a math class right now. Sometimes the student will ask the 
teacher a question and he’ll be, like, “Oh, it’s okay, you’ll figure it 
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out. You’re geniuses. Y’all smart.” And then he’ll just go on to the 
next question. Another kid might say, “No, I’m paying for this class. 
Would you please review this topic?” He’ll just say, “No. Y’all got 
it. You’re good. Go to the Math Lab.” I went to the Math Lab and I 
didn’t get no help.

Only two students mentioned that they were looking for an internship or 
research opportunity. It is worth noting that the student who was searching for 
a research opportunity was waiting for a professor to reach out and “invite” 
him to do research.

Conclusions and Implications
The data from the focus groups provide some insight into the experiences of a 
small number of LaGuardia STEM students and what brought them to science 
and how these experiences formed within them the idea to pursue science as a 
major. The data also provides a small glimpse into student-faculty interactions 
and their impact on student identity.

Students’ perceptions of themselves as developing scientists are often 
disconnected from the reality of the work required to develop as a scientist. A 
student in one of the focus groups expressed a sentiment which I have noted 
in many of the classes I teach and which I find particularly troubling: “...the 
way I feel, I think if you can’t get something, then you just won’t get it.” This 
statement expresses the notion that the ability to do science is somehow innate, 
rather than the product of hard work. I suspect that the number of intellec-
tual superheroes, fictional characters such as Sherlock Holmes, Ironman, and 
Dr. House, with intellectual abilities that are as fantastical as telekinesis and 
telepathy, are a main driver of this sentiment. Further research exploring the 
science student’s idea of instant expertise through the lens of science identity 
would offer information to prevent this toxic idea from hindering development 
of students’ science identity.

Even though racial identity came up only briefly, student responses painted 
a clear picture for me of the importance of being able to identify with others 
in creating one’s own identity. Looking at major discoveries in science and 
the scientists who made those discoveries through a global lens will expose 
students to the diversity of discovery and may benefit the development of the 
science identity of our diverse student population.

The First Year Seminar is an ideal space to allow students and faculty to 
address science identity explicitly. Currently, students complete two assign-
ments with a biographical component: About Me and Understanding Myself 



in their ePortfolio. One of the focus group students mentioned finding the 
About Me exercise in the ePortfolio a useful tool to help her really understand 
her motivation to get an education. She said: “One of the questions was about 
understanding yourself, and I got to see what really was important to me.” The 
biographical elements of the ePortfolios could be modified to address science 
identity more directly and explicitly. Adding prompts focused on science iden-
tity in the About Me will encourage students to discuss the experiences that 
led them to science and to identify a trait or habit of mind that they identify 
with being a scientist. In the Understanding Myself assignment, students look 
at their goals, strengths, and careers. This assignment could be strengthened 
by asking students to consider their science identity in the reflection.

The data and analysis presented here are meant to form a baseline that will 
inform follow-up investigations of science identity at LaGuardia Community 
College. A longer-term goal of this research is to find ways to modify course 
and program outcomes to include a science identity component. If this can 
be done successfully, it will give the college the tools to reflect on the culture 
of the college and to build an environment that promotes the retention of its 
STEM students.
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Appendix
Focus Group questions
1. Please describe when you first knew you were headed down the science 

path. Would you like to share a memory or a funny story? 
• When did you know you wanted to go into your field? 
• Did you have mentors in school? Who? What did they do? Friends?
• Did you belong to science clubs?
• What were the school resources?

2. Were you recognized for your interests? How? How did that recognition 
feel or encourage you? 

3. Did you experience any failures in science? What was that like? 

4. What about at home? Was there anyone in your family who supported 
your interest in science? 

5. What science courses are you taking? 
• How are you doing? What excites you about your classes? 
• What kinds of research are you involved in with your faculty? 
• Are you working on outside research? What kind of clubs are you 

involved in? What’s your social interaction with science? 
• What has been your experience working with other students on sci-

ence projects and homework?
• In what ways are you now being recognized as a scientist by your 

friends and family? 

6. What does it mean to be a scientist?
• What are the characteristics of a science person? 
• What do scientists do?

7. What do you like about your experiences? What challenges are you facing? 
• What do you recommend as support for science students? 
• How can the college assist you? 
• How/where do you see yourself in two years? Five years?
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4

Author’s Reflection
Writing my paper for In Transit has been extraordinarily challenging for me. 
I knew that writing in a research area outside of my field, physics, would be 
difficult. However, I was unprepared for how overwhelming, at times, it could 
be. My writing cohort was composed of faculty from science or social science 
disciplines; a recurring theme in our discussions was how writing for In Transit 
differed from writing in our disciplines. But as the year went on, I noticed 
similarities between writing a physics paper and writing my article for In 
Transit. I came to the conclusion that comparing the two was like comparing 
a Rembrandt and a Van Gogh painting: The fundamentals are the same, and 
many of the techniques cross over, but in the end, the artists come from differ-
ent places and appear to have little in common except that they are painters. 
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I struggled to understand the disciplinary differences in the research and 
writing processes. Throughout numerous revisions, I strove to find my voice 
as a writer, and that journey is ongoing. I had always viewed writing as a 
task I do as a physicist. One of my favorite features of science is the struggle 
to write about my work without putting myself into the description of the 
work. In science, the result is the result, and all one can do is give it context 
and interpretation. Writing this paper, I found the boundaries between myself 
and what I was writing substantially blurred. In other words, I am not sure 
someone working with the same focus group data I had would point out the 
same things, or draw the same conclusions, that I did. 

While participating in the New to College Seminar and the Inquiry and 
Problem Solving in STEM Disciplines Seminar, I was inspired to change my 
assignments and pedagogy. My reason for taking the Carnegie Seminar was 
to learn how to conduct classroom-based research that I could publish. As 
a result of the research described in this paper, I have developed ideas for 
emphasizing science identity in the Natural Sciences First Year Seminar; I 
would like to implement these next fall. I will also try to find opportunities to 
build students’ science identity in my general physics and astronomy classes. 
Additionally, reading the transcripts of the FYS students’ focus groups gave me 
insight into the relevance of the Global Learning Core Competency in the sci-
ences. I learned that students’ perceptions of the racial and ethnic background 
of scientists can affect their sense of belonging in the sciences. I want to find 
ways to address students’ understanding of, and feelings about, the lack of 
diversity in STEM fields. 

I intend to revise this article to focus on assignments that build community 
college students’ science identity. I also plan to collaborate with colleagues in 
the Natural Sciences Department to gather data about students’ science iden-
tity from all STEM FYS students. 
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Abstract
The present study explores the transformative effects of teaching the First 
Year Seminar (FYS) upon the pedagogical practices of faculty from across 
LaGuardia Community College. Our research suggests that the experience 
of teaching the FYS, a course developed to address challenges related to 
retention and persistence of first and second semester students, can change 
the ways faculty approach teaching and learning within their disciplines. 
Building on current theories of transformation and key studies of first year 
seminar faculty, we discuss our use of self-reflection as auto-ethnography, 
undertaken to inquire into and document the transformation of our own 
pedagogy as a result of teaching an FYS. We then describe the broadening of 
our auto-ethnography to a qualitative study of FYS colleagues who granted 
in-depth interviews and responded to written surveys. Our research provides 
a basis for a transformation framework that isolates three key elements of 
pedagogical transformation: reflection, vulnerability, and reciprocity. This 
study has implications for professional development activities, the develop-
ment of partnerships between Academic Affairs and Student Affairs, and the 
re-visioning of teaching practices throughout the college.

Introduction
This study explores the nature of the transformation in pedagogy experienced 
by discipline faculty when teaching a First Year Seminar (FYS) and how such 
transformation affected their teaching in disciplinary courses. Our research 
is thus concerned with overall pedagogical shifts. During the time that we 
taught the FYS, a recently developed course at LaGuardia Community Col-
lege, we experienced a range of emotions, challenges, and varied levels of 
success. Our personal experience provided the impetus for this research.

Having been involved in the design of the FYS, we were aware that the 
course had been created to support students and promote their success, and 
we were committed to those goals. However, as we worked toward stu-
dent success, we felt more uncertain about our own success in teaching the 
course, and observed how we were at times inadvertently placed in the role 
of learners. We vacillated between confusion, exhilaration, frustration, and 
hopefulness, but mostly we felt something happen within ourselves that ran 
deeper than mere transitory change. We realized that we had experienced a 
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fundamental shift in our pedagogy and in ourselves. We decided to study the 
characteristics of this change and its long-term effects. Through analyzing 
our experience and those of other faculty teaching the FYS, we have come 
to think of this shift as a transformation.

We chose the autoethnography form of inquiry for this study. “Autoeth-
nography is an approach to writing and research which describes and ana-
lyzes (graphy) personal experience (auto) to better understand cultural expe-
rience (ethno)” and place it in a broader context (Ellis, Adams, and Bochner 
2011, 273; Ellis 2004, 31–32; Holman Jones, 2005). The autoethonography 
format has afforded us the opportunity to reflect on our own experience, and 
more than just telling our story, to analyze the notes and correspondence we 
kept while teaching the FYS and identify the themes that have emerged from 
our experience. The act of reflection and introspection has thus served as 
“both process and product” (Ellis, Adams, and Bochner 2011, 273) of our 
research. Ellis (2002, 400–01) writes the following about personal reflec-
tion: “Engaging in the process of uncovering often for me is an activity that 
initiates recovery. Understanding offers the possibility of turning something 
chaotic into something potentially meaningful.”

Having developed a framework for understanding our own transforma-
tion, we then broadened our research to include other FYS faculty from a 
variety of disciplines in order to discover whether the experience of faculty in 
the wider FYS community conformed with our own. We accomplished this 
through an electronic survey of FYS faculty as well as in-depth interviews 
with fourteen faculty volunteers, across disciplines. This broadening of the 
scope of our research to include others in the community embraces the very 
essence of autoethnography. As stated by Ellis, Adams, and Bochner (2011, 
276), “autoethnographers must not only use their methodological tools and 
research literature to analyze experience, but also must consider ways oth-
ers may experience similar epiphanies; they must use personal experience to 
illustrate facets of cultural experience, and, in so doing, make characteristics 
of a culture familiar for insiders and outsiders.”

During our study, we observed how our transformation not only 
impacted our teaching in the FYS, but also crept into our disciplinary 
courses. We also recognized that a majority of faculty surveyed and inter-
viewed were similarly transformed, and we were able to isolate three key 
elements that made transformation possible and sustainable: reflection, 
vulnerability, and reciprocity. We argue that these elements form the basis of 
a framework within which transformation can occur and that they are inter-
connected, with reflection serving as the conduit through which vulnerability 
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and reciprocity are recognized and catalyzed. The benefits that emerged 
from our research, then, are two-fold: (1) we confirmed that the pedagogy 
of faculty across disciplines was transformed when teaching the FYS, which 
in turn impacted their teaching in disciplinary courses; and (2) we developed 
a framework for analyzing transformation, which can be applied in various 
contexts.

To understand our experience and teaching the FYS as a transformative 
process, we first need to establish the context: What is the FYS at LaGuardia?

First Year Seminar
LaGuardia Community College, located in Queens, New York, is an urban, 
open-access, high-enrollment, two-year college that serves one of the most 
ethnically diverse student populations in the country. The FYS, a course 
that is now in its fifth semester at LaGuardia, aims to address some of the 
challenges relating to retention and persistence of students in their first and 
second semesters at the college. Statistics published in the college’s 2014 
Institutional Profile (LaGuardia 2014, 37) showed that, prior to the creation 
and implementation of the FYS, approximately 37% of students dropped 
out of LaGuardia by the second semester. 

Drawing on best practices identified for a first-year experience (Keup and 
Petschauer, 2011), key features of the FYS are that it is discipline-specific, 
mandatory and credit-bearing, taught by discipline faculty and supported 
by student affairs professionals, integrates curricular with cocurricular and 
advisement activities, and leverages peer mentoring. The FYS also incorpo-
rates technology in the form of ePortfolio.

The objectives for the course are to introduce students to the college, 
familiarize them with their discipline, and provide them with the opportu-
nity to identify and utilize key resources (e.g., financial aid, clubs, etc.) to 
support their growth and success. Based on data (unpublished) collected by 
LaGuardia’s Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, the FYS has been 
effective in aiding student retention. For the Spring 2014 FYS cohort, the first 
cohort to take the course, the next-semester retention rate was 7.3 percent-
age points higher than that for non-FYS students, and the one-year retention 
rate was 9.6 percentage points higher. The results for the Fall 2014 cohort are 
similarly encouraging. These results speak to the impact of the course.

Professional Development: Preparing to Teach the First Year Seminar
To help faculty explore, prepare for, and teach the FYS, LaGuardia’s Center 
for Teaching and Learning offered “New to College: Rethinking the First 
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Year Seminar,” a year-long professional development seminar. This training 
took place in a cross-disciplinary setting, met once per month, and included 
about twenty-five participants. The first part of this seminar, characterized 
by guided exploration and reflection, provided a venue for faculty to inquire 
and research best practices, explore and identify resources available to sup-
port the course, craft prompts for assignments to engage students, and think 
about opportunities for positioning these resources and activities to achieve 
the objectives of the course. Additionally, faculty were able to share ideas, 
questions, and assignments with each other and receive feedback on ways 
to improve their practice. The second part of the seminar was defined by 
guided implementation and reflection as faculty put their assignments and 
activities into effect in the classroom. The group then returned to seminar 
meetings to report back on their classroom experiences and identify ways to 
improve the course.

Throughout the New to College seminar, faculty were asked to reflect on 
their learning and on the process of developing and teaching the FYS. This 
preparation to teach the course was critical to the success of the First Year 
Seminars, because it prompted faculty to think about and contextualize the 
course objectives for their respective disciplines and, also, to examine their 
current pedagogy to identify any necessary changes.

Literature Review
This literature review is divided into two parts. The first part examines the 
literature related to the impact on faculty of teaching an FYS. The second 
part aims to analyze the concept of transformation, resulting in an opera-
tional definition for transformation.

Impact on Faculty of Teaching a First-Year Seminar
One of the earliest studies on the impact on faculty of teaching a first-year 
seminar was conducted in 1999 by Fidler, Neururer-Rotholz, and Richard-
son at the University of South Carolina. A majority of faculty they surveyed 
indicated that they did transfer new teaching techniques, learned for use 
in an FYS, to their discipline-based courses. However, almost half of the 
faculty reported that the pedagogies they used in the FYS were no different 
or only slightly different from those they used in other courses. The authors 
concluded that this finding requires clarification in future research.

Another study, one that closely relates to our own research and to that 
of Fidler, Neururer-Rotholz, and Richardson (1999), was carried out by 
McClure, Atkinson, and Wills (2008). In focus groups, faculty reported 
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increased reflection on pedagogy and teaching methods, increased use of 
formal assessment techniques, devotion of class time to critical thinking 
discussions, and reevaluation of how they see themselves as educators.

Other research in this area expands the focus somewhat beyond the 
classroom and explores the impact of participation in an FYS program on 
multiple facets of instructors’ experience. Wanca-Thibault, Shepherd, and 
Staley (2002) found that faculty experienced personal, professional, and 
political effects when participating in an FYS program: On a professional 
level, faculty became more aware of student problems and were subsequently 
more involved in student-centered efforts on campus. On a personal level, 
faculty developed more interpersonal relationships across disciplines. Finally, 
from a political perspective, faculty felt more visible to the university com-
munity and felt a greater connection to the campus.

Building on the work of Wanca-Thibault, Shepherd, and Staley (2002), 
researchers Soldner, Lee, and Duby (2004) surveyed faculty to determine why 
they persisted in or abandoned teaching an FYS. They found that the top inter-
nal motivators for faculty who persist are increased involvement with first-year 
students and enhanced ability to see students’ viewpoints. Building interdisci-
plinary networks with other faculty is an important external motivator.

Our research adds to previous studies on faculty experience teaching 
an FYS, but also expands on it as we explore the experiences of discipline 
faculty teaching the course at an urban community college. Further, our use 
of autoethnography and our development of a transformation framework 
make our research unique. 

Transformation: Reflection, Vulnerability, Reciprocity
This section reviews the literature related to transformation with specific 
reference to pedagogy, with the aim of crafting a definition of transformation 
to anchor our work. We found that, in instances where the word “transfor-
mation” was used, its meaning was often left for the user to infer, but, given 
the centrality of this word to our research and the multitude of ways in which 
it may be interpreted, a review of the literature on transformation and the 
development of an operational definition of the word seemed a necessity. 

The dictionary definition speaks of transformation as “a thorough or 
dramatic change in form or appearance” (English Oxford, 2016), which can 
happen in many spheres, physical, mental, emotional, or spiritual, among 
others. Our focus is transformation in pedagogy.

In his work on transformative learning in adult education, Jack Mezirow 
(1981, 7) posits that transformation begins with a “disorienting dilemma,” 
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which acts as a catalyst to transformation. Mezirow (1991, 167) goes on to 
describe transformation as 

the process of becoming critically aware of how and why our assump-
tions have come to constrain the way we perceive, understand, and 
feel about our world; changing these structures of habitual expecta-
tion to make possible a more inclusive, discriminating, and integrative 
perspective; and, finally, making choices or otherwise acting upon 
these new understandings.

 Thus, Mezirow describes transformation as a process, beginning with a dis-
turbance to the equilibrium of the individual. This disequilibrium precipitates 
introspection and a deeper self-awareness and ultimately results in a question-
ing and altering of the status quo. The result is a transformation of perspective 
leading to choices and actions, which represent the individual’s transformation. 
The introspection portion of Mezirow’s transformation definition resonates 
with us, as it highlights reflection, which we identify as the first key element 
of transformation.

Carol Rodgers (2002, 856) provides a useful model within which reflec-
tion can take place when she outlines four phases of what she refers to as 
the reflective cycle: (1) presence to experience, (2) description of experience, 
(3) analysis of experience, and (4) experimentation. This model provided the 
lens through which we analyzed our pedagogy.

John Dirkx (1998), an adult education researcher and transforma-
tive learning scholar, provides a useful summary of the various theories of 
transformation, beginning with the 1970s work of Paulo Freire. Freire, like 
Mezirow, concentrated on critical reflection and personal change in his theo-
rizing on transformation. Both authors emphasized an awareness that arises 
internally resulting in transformed perspectives and behaviors. Freire, how-
ever, focused more on transformative learning as a vehicle for consciousness-
raising and social change, whereas Mezirow’s focus was on personal change 
(Dirkx, 1998, 2–5). In line with the work of Freire and Mezirow, Larry 
Daloz’s theory of transformation as development also focused on personal 
change (Dirkx, 1998, 5–6). Daloz studied adults who were returning to 
higher education; his approach centered on transformative learning as lifelong 
personal development, with the teacher serving as mentor and adult learners 
making meaning of their world through dialogue and discourse.

The teacher serving as mentor and the concept of making meaning 
through discourse are explored further in Brantmeier’s (2013) work relating 
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to the pedagogy of vulnerability. Brantmeier states that the educator open-
ing up his/her identity and life for examination allows students to model the 
process of self-examination and engage in deeper, more relevant and mean-
ingful learning. He defines the pedagogy of vulnerability as “an approach to 
education that invites vulnerability and deepened learning through a process 
of self and mutual disclosure on the part of co-learners in the classroom. The 
premise is simple—share, co-learn, and admit you don’t know” (Brantmeier 
2013, 97). We, therefore, consider vulnerability on the part of faculty to 
be the second crucial element of transformation. The context in which we 
use the term “vulnerability” is in line with Brown (2012, 37) who, in her 
groundbreaking book, Daring Greatly, disabuses us of the notion of vulner-
ability as weakness: “Vulnerability sounds like truth and feels like courage. 
Truth and courage aren’t always comfortable, but they’re never weakness.” 
She defines vulnerability as “uncertainty, risk, and emotional exposure” 
(Brown 2012, 34).

The premise of co-learning put forth by Brantmeier, the mentor/learner 
dynamic of Daloz, and Freire’s consciousness-raising all point to a third ele-
ment of transformation, which we identify as reciprocity—a deep connection 
that is fostered between faculty and learners.

The theories of transformative learning considered in this literature 
review are geared predominantly toward the analysis of transformation in 
adult learners, while our work studies the transformation of faculty. We 
do, however, find overlap between these theories and our experience, given 
that we were learning about ourselves and our pedagogy while teaching the 
FYS. Unlike Freire, our study is not aimed specifically at transformation as 
a facilitator of social change. However, it is plausible that transformation in 
faculty could inspire institutional transformation.

Our operational definition of transformation, then, is based on our 
review of the literature and analysis of our own experience, and constructed 
in order to focus our work. For the purposes of this study, we consider 
transformation to be change manifested by increased self-awareness and 
introspection in faculty and stronger levels of engagement, resulting in 
increased reciprocity between faculty and students and between faculty and 
colleagues. At the root of this definition are the elements of transformation 
identified above: reflection, vulnerability, and reciprocity, with reflection act-
ing as the conduit through which vulnerability and reciprocity are catalyzed. 
Our framework for transformation, which integrates these three elements, 
is illustrated in figure 1.
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Our Background
A brief overview of our background is necessary to understand how the ele-
ments of transformation materialized from our experience. When we joined 
LaGuardia as full-time faculty, we had a combined fourteen years of experi-
ence in the auditing and accounting professions. Although our audience and 
objectives were now different, our move from auditing to teaching was a 
transition rather than a transformation: We still relied heavily on the knowl-
edge, skills, and experiences we had gained as auditors to develop lessons and 
activities to keep our students engaged. Essential to our work as auditors, 
which unconsciously seeped into our practice as accounting educators, was 
developing and maintaining a professional rapport with those we served, 
a rapport that followed specific and clearly communicated guidelines and 
parameters. In auditing, we were trained and rewarded for these practices. 
However, as educators, we now believe that this mode of operation prevented 
us from fully injecting our respective personalities and personal stories into 
the classroom. In the past, this lack never revealed itself as a problem, given 
that accounting courses tend to be content-heavy and sequenced, offering 
limited flexibility for faculty to veer away from the prescribed content. We 
enjoyed our time with the students, but what connected us most was the sub-
ject matter, in which we felt confident. In these disciplinary courses, students 
considered us “subject matter experts.”

Figure 1: Transformation Framework
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During the Spring 2014 semester, while teaching the FYS, we had gone 
from the predictable flow of an accounting course—teach, apply, reinforce—
to the unpredictable outcomes of a class which worked better with dialogic 
reciprocity. To some extent, we felt as if we were being forced to relinquish 
the space of expert, which we so comfortably occupied in our disciplinary 
courses, and enter a space of co-seeking, ambiguity, struggles with identity 
formation, and meaning-making. We had moved from content to process, 
and even process as content. We were stretching from hard facts to ambiguity, 
and we were not always willing participants in this change of focus. For the 
first time in our role as educators, we were placed in an arena that prompted 
a sense of disequilibrium. We were no longer as sure-footed as before. We 
wanted to feel “in control” again, but we were not sure about how we could 
accomplish that goal without losing student engagement in turn. We were not 
even sure what control looked like in the FYS and whether it was something 
we needed to strive for. What we knew, though, was that we could not stay in 
a state of disequilibrium—we needed to do something. The longing for a sense 
of balance, of equilibrium, took us from mere transition to the cusp of our own 
transformation, because, as Rodgers (2002, 850) puts it, “It is a yearning for 
balance that in turn drives the learner to do something to resolve it—namely, 
to start the process of inquiry, or reflection.”

Our Transformation
In this section, we explore the three elements of the Transformation Frame-
work in the context of our own experience.

Reflection
We chose self-reflection through autoethnography as our methodology for this 
study, but it was during the process of introspection that we also came to see 
reflection as a key element necessary for transformation. While teaching the 
FYS course, we struggled to adjust to its flexible structure, varied content, and 
unpredictable dynamics, and had to spend much time to determine the best 
approach to teaching a class of diverse students with diverse needs about topics 
for which, at times, no textbook could really provide the “right” answer. In 
our preparation to teach the course as well as in other professional develop-
ment venues, we had analyzed Rodgers’s (2002) reflective cycle numerous 
times, but always with respect to how students reflect on their experiences. 
What struck us was that the reflective cycle could be of benefit to faculty con-
templating their own practice; so we used the cycle for the purposes of our 
own self-reflection. We reflected before, during, and after each lesson, asking 
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ourselves questions about areas of a lesson that worked well, elements that 
needed revision, the level of student engagement, and accomplishment of the 
lesson and course objectives.

Figure 2 illustrates the level of deep and meaningful reflection that 
informed, strengthened, and changed how we teach.

In applying the reflective cycle to our pedagogy, we came away with a 
number of truths about ourselves and realized that our teaching had to become 
more flexible and dynamic to adjust to the reality of what the FYS required 
of us. The resulting changes in our pedagogy carried over into our accounting 
courses and transformed the way in which we served students. Our primary 
focus changed from content to the process of how students learn and the way 
we teach. Continuous reflection on our practice became part of the pedagogy 
for our accounting courses.

Vulnerability
During classroom conversations with students, we supported their aspirations, 
answered their questions, and addressed their challenges by sharing our per-
sonal stories. This sharing was a risk, and we felt some of the emotions that 
accompany that risk—uncertainty and fear—since we did not know what the 
reception would be from students. In our role as auditors, we were required to 
maintain independence and objectivity; in our role as FYS faculty, our layers 
of detachment began to shed and the possibility existed that students would 
now look at us as an imperfect work in progress, rather than as “subject matter 
experts.” In short, we felt vulnerable.

Figure 2: Reflecting on Our Pedagogy: The Reflective Cycle
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Given our positioning as experts in our disciplinary courses, the concept 
of vulnerability was not one that we readily embraced as we, along with many, 
misconstrued it as a form of weakness or being “less than.” However, careful 
examination of the true meaning of vulnerability as set forth by Brown (2012, 
34–37) helped us to realize that we were inaccurate in casting vulnerability as 
weakness. We realized that our teaching of the FYS was more likely to have 
impact if we were willing to take risks—to be vulnerable, to accept that we 
did not have all the answers. Vulnerability was not a deficit; it energized the 
classroom. Sharing stories of our own struggles with adjusting to campus life 
as immigrant, first-generation college students, and with balancing school, 
family, and work responsibilities, not only helped to connect us on a deeper 
level with our students, but also led to rich and meaningful exchanges and 
partnerships between students inside and outside the classroom. In hindsight, 
our vulnerability coupled with the diverse achievement levels and experiences 
of students in the class proved beneficial to our students; our shared stories 
prompted a dialogic classroom dynamic where students learned from, and 
leaned on, each other and on us, as they explored what it meant to be a suc-
cessful student and professional.

Reciprocity
While teaching the FYS, we experienced strong and mutually beneficial con-
nections between ourselves and our students as well as between ourselves and 
other faculty and staff at the college. We have referred to this element of our 
transformation as reciprocity, and we will explore its two facets as we experi-
enced them: (1) a deeper level of engagement with students; and (2) a stronger 
connection to the campus.

Deeper Engagement with Students: A number of studies have shown that 
faculty-student interactions are beneficial to the development and growth 
of students (Astin 1999; Pascarella and Terenzini 2005; Kuh and Hu 2001). 
However, we also noted an impact on ourselves as an outgrowth of this deeper 
engagement. Unlike the accounting courses that we normally teach, the FYS 
required more and we needed to give more—of ourselves, mainly on a human 
level. This experience somewhat made us feel like students being asked to learn 
and practice something for the first time. It inadvertently took us back to our 
own first semester in college, which in turn prompted us to make deeper and 
more meaningful connections with our students.

The faculty-student connections started in a cursory way during the 
first class meeting introductions. Thereafter, layers of detail were revealed as 
students inquired, explored, and shared their developing identities in class 
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discussions. Students also completed personal ePortfolios that represented their 
academic, professional, and personal lives and fleshed out information about 
who they are, where they are from, and where they are going. In their ePortfo-
lios, students reflected on their strengths and weaknesses and the opportunities 
and threats in their lives; they compiled a list of courses they planned to take in 
the next few semesters; and they developed goals and charted the steps needed 
to create a path for growth and success.

By engaging on a deeper level with students through classroom discus-
sions and through reading their reflections, we became acutely aware of 
the many and varied needs of the students. As students spoke, in class and 
through their ePortfolios, our ability to listen, ask thought-provoking ques-
tions, share our own experiences, and provide connections to resources that 
would support students’ growth improved, allowing us to learn more about 
our students and give more of ourselves. We engaged in a reciprocal relation-
ship with our students which helped us address their needs. Our experience 
is in line with the work of Chickering and Gamson (1987, 4) who argued 
that frequent contact between faculty and students, both inside and outside 
of the classroom, “is the most important factor in student motivation and 
involvement.” Our engagement with students in the FYS prompted us to be 
more invested in the learning and development of students at LaGuardia, and 
provided an opening for continued dialogue and support as students took 
each step towards graduation. 

Stronger Connection to the Campus: In their study of faculty teaching 
an FYS, Wanca-Thibault, Shepherd, and Staley (2002, 30) found that faculty 
perceived the building of interpersonal relationships with individuals across 
the campus to be a benefit of teaching an FYS and that participants felt that 
they had a better support network on campus because of teaching an FYS. 
Our experience was similar. 

Our deep connection with students, as well as our collaboration with 
faculty and staff during FYS course design and implementation had the added 
benefit of creating for us a stronger connection to the campus. The conscious 
effort we made to have conversations with students in the FYS about the sup-
port offered by the Financial Aid Office, the Health and Wellness Center, the 
Bursar’s Office, etc., prompted us to seek timely and accurate information and 
support from our colleagues in those areas of the college and to build lasting 
partnerships with them. 

Especially important were our collaborations with academic advisors in 
our area, because the FYS has a strong focus on developmental and prescrip-
tive advising, the intricacies of which we needed to learn. Similarly, the robust 
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cocurricular component of the FYS and our role in encouraging students to 
engage in the life of the campus made us more aware of the events and activi-
ties taking place on campus. We also found ways in which to be more inten-
tional about integrating these activities into the other courses that we teach. 
Again, in order to do so, we had to connect with colleagues in a host of areas 
at the college. The connections thus fostered between Academic Affairs and 
Student Affairs support and strengthen a broader alignment initiative between 
these two areas, a major effort currently underway at LaGuardia and, on a 
broader scale, have the potential to impact the culture of the college as a whole. 

An unintended outcome of building stronger connections to the campus 
was our thinking about ways campus resources could be used to support 
students’ longitudinal growth after the FYS. Accordingly, our pedagogy in 
the traditional accounting courses we taught began to incorporate discussions 
about these resources and how they could be used to support student success.

Broadening Our Focus: Faculty Survey and Interview Methodology
Having analyzed the data about our own experience of teaching the FYS, we 
broadened our inquiry to capture the experiences of other FYS faculty, using 
surveys and in-depth interviews. At the start of the Spring 2016 semester, we 
identified faculty, full-time and part-time, from various disciplines, who had 
taught the FYS for at least one semester. A total of 159 faculty were invited via 
e-mail to complete a nine-question electronic survey consisting of both closed- 
and open-ended questions (see appendix 1). The final survey question asked 
faculty whether they were willing to participate in a subsequent interview to 
share additional feedback on their experiences teaching the FYS. A total of 
fourteen volunteers were selected for individual thirty-minute interviews (see 
appendix 2 for the interview questions).

Findings of Surveys and Interviews
We designed our research instruments to explore whether the pedagogy of 
discipline faculty was transformed as a result of teaching the FYS, using our 
operational definition of transformation. Our findings integrate the results of 
our survey and in-depth interviews. The results confirmed our own experiences 
teaching the FYS. 

When FYS faculty were asked, “To what extent was your pedagogy 
transformed as a result of teaching the FYS?” 83.87% of respondents 
described the transformation as “Very Significant” or “Significant.” But what 
exactly was transformed in faculty pedagogy? Our findings indicated that 
faculty became more reflective practitioners, recognized a greater sense of 
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vulnerability in their pedagogy, and experienced a stronger level of reciprocity 
in their engagement with students and colleagues at LaGuardia. These find-
ings correspond with our Transformation Framework and we have organized 
the results accordingly. 

Reflection
When FYS faculty were asked, “What changes did you experience in your 
pedagogy, if any?” 48.39% of survey respondents wrote that they had become 
more reflective practitioners. Reflection helped faculty acquire knowledge 
about who was sitting in their classrooms and how they could be supported; 
helped focus their practice on the student and on student-centered learning; 
and encouraged them to integrate cocurriculars and support services into their 
work with students. Faculty also talked about using more reflection activities in 
their other courses to slow down and solidify the learning process for students.

Supporting Students: Faculty we interviewed stressed that, in contrast to 
other courses they taught, the FYS helped them get to know what students 
perceived as their strengths, the areas in which they needed improvement, and 
the opportunities for and threats to their success. This awareness facilitated 
the focus on student advisement in the FYS: “Advisement,” said one English 
professor, “has become part of the DNA of my pedagogy.” The impact of 
advisement efforts on faculty pedagogy can be seen in the observation by a 
professor from the Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer Science Depart-
ment (MEC) that “unlike what I normally did in my mathematics courses, 
I could not plan lessons for more than one week in advance,” because the 
teaching and learning experience truly relied on the students and what they 
brought to the conversation. Another faculty member from the same depart-
ment added, “It is necessary to correlate the students’ background informa-
tion into teaching activities.”

Student-Centered Learning: Design of assignments, activities, and class-
room conversation for the FYS became more student-centered and focused on 
the students’ stories, corroborating Dewey’s ([1938] 1963, 59) argument that 
when the classroom operates as a social group, learning becomes a process 
of exchange in which all have a share. Building, promoting, and sustaining 
a sense of community in the FYS allowed more opportunities for students 
to network and leverage their voices—to listen to, learn from, and support 
each other. “I even saw a change in the way I set up for group activities. For 
different activities, I changed the composition of students in groups because I 
wanted them to be exposed to different views, ways of thinking and learning, 
and ideas,” said a faculty member from MEC.
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Integrating Cocurriculars and Support Services: Faculty highlighted 
that the FYS called for intentional and meaningful integration of cocurricu-
lars and support services into their pedagogy. However, understanding the 
services available, and how best to integrate them in order to add value to 
students’ learning, was not easy. It took time and work to determine how 
best to align and leverage the expertise of colleagues at the college with the 
course objectives, syllabus, assignments, and activities. A faculty member 
from the English Department said, “During my first semester teaching the 
FYS, I struggled to deal with the issues facing students who were return-
ing to the college after a long break or those that were transferring in from 
another institution. I didn’t have a firm grip on resources available at the 
college to explore and support this part of my work with students.” In keep-
ing with Keeling’s (2004, 13) recommendation that “mapping the learning 
environment for sites in which learning can occur provides one approach 
to supporting transformative learning that identifies strength in collabora-
tion—linking the best efforts of educators across the institution to support 
student learning,” the same faculty member went on to talk about how she 
is now in a better position to support students by calling on the expertise of 
her colleagues and through the integration of more reflection assignments 
that explore student needs more deeply. “I had spent more time at the college 
to learn about the resources available to support students. I wanted to learn 
about this for my students and for me,” added a colleague from the Natural 
Sciences Department.

Faculty we interviewed talked about how a better understanding of the 
whole student, the whole curriculum, and the ways the pieces fit together 
caused them to consider opportunities for building on and leveraging their 
efforts in the FYS as they continually support students. Faculty started to 
think beyond a single assignment, a single lesson, or a single course. “The 
scope of my interaction with students has changed. I find myself talking to stu-
dents more about their journey, rather than just about how they are doing in 
my class to earn a good grade,” said an English professor. Another professor 
from MEC added, “I now feel prepared to answer students’ questions about 
the course selection process and the curriculum in my mathematics courses.”

Impact of Reflective Practice on Subsequent Semesters: We also discussed 
the impact of reflective practice on faculty pedagogy in subsequent semesters 
of teaching the FYS and other courses. Unlike other courses in their disciplines, 
the FYS prompted faculty to think deeply about their current pedagogy and 
question whether the “norm” (i.e., the pedagogy adopted for their disciplinary 
courses) was suitable for a course where the content focuses on the students 
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and on helping them develop, strengthen, and connect plans for academic, 
professional, and personal success. 

When FYS faculty were asked to rate the impact of teaching the FYS on 
their pedagogy in subsequent semesters, 77.42% said it was “Very Significant” 
or “Significant” in the teaching of the same course, and 70.97% said it was 
“Very Significant” or “Significant” in the teaching of other courses. Represen-
tative comments include:
• “My class has been so much more contextualized because of teaching FYS 

that I am not the same teacher I was before, despite coming in as a very 
experienced teacher” (English professor);

• “I understand that each student learns differently, and my pedagogy in 
Health Science courses has to be more accessible, providing students with 
the opportunity to express themselves through the use of technology, 
presentations, and classroom discussions” (Health Sciences);

• “I think it helped me become more compassionate when working with 
newer students in other courses” (Health Sciences);

• “I began to look at the curriculum to find openings to share my expe-
riences with learning the content that I am teaching to my students” 
(MEC).

Vulnerability
Faculty identified lack of experience with the structure and content of the FYS, 
as well as the perceived necessity to inject more of their own story into the 
course, as challenges that created a feeling of discomfort in their pedagogy. 
When asked to describe their first semester of teaching the FYS, faculty used 
terms such as “chaotic,” “not perfect,” “challenging,” “frustrating and inno-
vative,” “trying new things,” “enlightening,” “engaging,” “exciting,” and 
“fun.” The discomfort appears in the following quotes:
• “The first time I taught the course I was in tears. I taught prisoners and I 

wasn’t in tears—grown men who may have been murderers, in a darkened 
room, and no tears” (Humanities professor);

• “I was put to the test as to what would happen if I am to teach outside of 
my area of study” (MEC);

• “I didn’t know what I was doing, even though I had attended the [profes-
sional development] seminars. I couldn’t figure out how to organize the 
different pieces of the course and make them fit together in a coherent 
way” (Humanities);

• “I thought that I would learn this quicker, but there is still a lot I have to 
learn” (English).
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Faculty we interviewed about their experience teaching the FYS describe 
what John Dewey called “perplexity,” which “is created when an individual 
encounters a situation whose ‘whole full character is not yet determined.’ That 
is, the meaning(s) of the experience has not yet been fully established” (Rodg-
ers 2002, 850, quoting Dewey [1916] 1944, 150). Unlike other courses that 
faculty teach, which focus on disciplinary content and ways of thinking, the 
FYS deliberately asks faculty to do the unfamiliar. What the FYS asks faculty 
to do resembles what Astin (1999, 522) describes in his work with student 
involvement theory which “encourages educators to focus less on what they 
do and more on what the student does.” Rather than the teaching and learning 
experience being framed by the chapters in a textbook, classroom conversa-
tions were now driven by the students, their experiences, and their learning and 
development. “It was challenging because advising is intimidating, especially 
when it comes to transfer and career,” said a faculty member from the English 
Department. “From rigidity to flexibility, control to less control, my pedagogy 
now allowed for exploration, improvisation, and mistakes,” pointed out a col-
league from MEC. She added, “Mathematics classes do not carry discussion 
and I had no experience leading it.”

The FYS course asks faculty to share more of their own story—profes-
sional, academic, and personal—and possible struggles and failures they have 
experienced in life. “When I’m talking to students, I like to use myself as an 
example of what to do and what not to do. Personal examples of why some-
thing is useful. I try to offer my experiences and make the classroom a welcom-
ing place,” said an instructor from the Health Sciences Department. Faculty 
highlighted that prior to teaching the FYS, this sharing was not something that 
they normally practiced during interactions with students. An English profes-
sor put it this way, “This course was way out of my comfort zone. I do talk to 
students more. I used to ask them at most how are you doing this semester in 
your other classes? Now I am asking about before, during, and after. How are 
you doing as a student, how do you feel?”

Reciprocity
When FYS faculty were asked, “What changes did you experience in your 
pedagogy, if any?” 80.65% responded that they felt a deeper level of engage-
ment with students, while 54.84% wrote that they had developed a stronger 
level of connection to the campus. 

Engagement with Students: Reinforcing Astin’s (1999, 525) point that 
“students who interact frequently with faculty members are more likely than 
other students to express satisfaction with all aspects of their institutional 
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experience,” faculty we interviewed about their experiences teaching the 
FYS highlighted that in order to support students’ transition to college, they 
needed to listen to the student stories, connect student goals and struggles to 
faculty experiences, and draw on campus resources to support student learning 
and development. Faculty talked about becoming more sensitive to students’ 
needs—understanding who they are, where they are coming from, their rea-
sons for being in college, and their plans for success.

A faculty member from MEC noted the importance of using a time 
management activity to understand, empathize with, and better support the 
complex lives of her students. She pointed out, “I was able to put myself in my 
students’ shoes and connect with the challenges that they face on a daily basis.” 
The information shared by students prompted the instructor to offer her own 
thoughts on dealing with similar experiences, and the steps she had taken to 
overcome these tough periods in her life. The faculty member went on to talk 
about how she shared her own stories of struggle as a student learning certain 
concepts in mathematics. “I think I understand the challenges our students face 
more fully and I now see any individual course I teach in the context of their 
quest for the associate’s degree, career planning, and personal development,” 
said a faculty member from the English Department.

Connections to the Campus: “While [students] may be ‘academically’ 
underprepared or disadvantaged, they are often worldly and wise. I want to 
find ways to engage these discrepancies,” said a Humanities professor. Find-
ing ways to engage students and bridge the gaps that occasionally prevent 
them from succeeding means knowing who to call when faculty don’t have 
the right answers. Keeling (2004, 13) talks about institutional accountability 
“for providing support and resources that will enable all educators to meet 
new expectations about student learning and to contribute effectively and 
purposefully to achieving students’ holistic learning outcomes.” With this in 
mind, faculty teaching the FYS recognized that a greater connection to and 
reliance on campus resources was a critical part of their pedagogy. Faculty 
we interviewed stressed that, more than ever, they had to build and leverage 
partnerships with colleagues from across the campus to support students’ 
needs. One faculty member from the English Department said, “I am more 
aware of what is happening on campus outside of my discipline.” He added, 
“I arrange more workshops now with more offices at the college than I have 
done before.” A faculty member from MEC pointed out, “I felt more comfort-
able referring students to the various support services [available at LaGuardia] 
because I knew who was there to assist them.”
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Limitations and Topics for Further Research
This study represents initial research on the impact on faculty of teaching a 
first-year seminar at a community college. The results of the survey and inter-
views conformed with our own experience. The vast majority of respondents 
had undergone a transformation similar to our own, a transformation that 
featured reflection, vulnerability, and reciprocity. However, the study had its 
limitations, which also present opportunities for further research:
• Although the majority of faculty reported a “Very Significant” or “Sig-

nificant” transformation in their pedagogy as a result of teaching an FYS, 
16.13% did not. Further inquiry is needed to learn the reasons for their 
position: Had they already experienced pedagogical transformation ear-
lier in their careers? Did they feel the need for such transformation? What 
are the implications for professional development activities organized by 
the college?

• The only demographic questions asked in the survey were the faculty 
member’s department, status as full-time or part-time, and the number of 
FYS sections taught. However, no correlations were drawn between these 
variables and faculty responses. Do faculty in certain disciplines experi-
ence a deeper level of transformation as a result of teaching an FYS? If so, 
what are the factors influencing this transformation? What other variables 
might affect pedagogical transformation? 

• As part of our study we developed an operational definition of transforma-
tion. The definition was a product of the analysis of our own experience 
as well as a review of the literature. It would be interesting to evaluate the 
applicability of this definition with respect to various efforts in areas of 
an institution other than the classroom. 

• The literature does not reveal studies of faculty transformation at the 
community college level. It would be interesting to move farther afield and 
compare results of studies at LaGuardia with similar studies at another 
community college. Also, how do the results of this study compare to a 
study of faculty who have taught a discipline-based FYS at a senior college?

Conclusion and Implications
When asked to describe her first semester of teaching the FYS, a professor 
from MEC started with, “The topics and teaching methods were very new 
for me,” and ended with, “Students’ reactions at the end of the semester were 
amazingly positive. In mathematics classes, I never heard from a student that 
‘this class changed my life’.”
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We conclude that, at LaGuardia, the pedagogy of discipline faculty has 
been transformed as a result of teaching the FYS. This transformation has 
yielded a number of benefits that have influenced the ways in which faculty 
teach and engage with students, partner and leverage the expertise of col-
leagues, and contribute to the initiatives of the college. Faculty are also 
able to advance the diverse ways students learn, grow, and succeed in the 
FYS, in other courses, and beyond. Our research has surfaced the following 
implications:

Elements of Faculty Transformation in the FYS
Reflection, vulnerability, and reciprocity are requisite elements for faculty to 
experience transformation in their pedagogy. These interconnected elements 
prompt faculty to think deeply about and, if necessary, strengthen their 
classroom practices, engage in meaningful conversations with students about 
their academic, professional, and personal growth and success, and link with 
and draw on the expertise of colleagues when students need support in areas 
unfamiliar to the faculty member.

Pedagogy Transformation: Disciplinary Courses
Teaching an FYS can impact the design, techniques, assignments, etc., used by 
faculty in their disciplinary courses. It can create an opening for taking risk, 
trying a new practice with students in the classroom, and strengthening the 
toolkit for engaging students in other courses.

Deeper Engagement with Students Facilitates Reflective Pedagogy
Deeper engagement with, and sound knowledge of, the students in a classroom 
can strengthen the process by which faculty reflect on their pedagogy. Know-
ing who is sitting in a classroom, what knowledge, skills, and experiences they 
bring to the conversation, how they learn, and what goals they have can inform 
faculty thinking about course design. Faculty can then design assignments and 
activities that help students engage with each other and their instructor. This 
deeper engagement can lead to students becoming more open-minded and 
gaining a wealth of perspectives on issues that affect their studies, and in turn, 
prompt them to develop realistic plans that will lead to longitudinal growth 
and success.

Stronger Alignment between Academic Affairs and Student Affairs
When faculty feel vulnerable and recognize that they do not have all the 
answers to address students’ questions and needs, especially as they relate 
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to issues of advisement, cocurricular integration, etc., they increase the col-
laboration between faculty and staff offering various campus services. This 
enhanced collaboration helps students to see the college community as an 
integrated whole.

Refining Professional Development 
Sharing experiences and lessons learned from teaching an FYS can help refine 
professional development offerings and support for faculty. Professional 
development initiatives should be structured to allow for faculty reflection on 
their pedagogy as well as to foster risk-taking and vulnerability in the teach-
ing and learning process. The recognition that it is good practice to have deep 
and meaningful connections with students and fruitful collaborations with 
colleagues is critical to the process of preparing for, teaching, and strengthen-
ing faculty pedagogy. 

Faculty Transformation Impacts the Institution
Faculty transformation as a result of teaching the FYS has the potential to 
change teaching and learning at an institution. Faculty who are deeply con-
nected with students and partnered with colleagues across an institution can 
inform the dialogue and direction of key initiatives, which can pay huge divi-
dends in the form of increased student engagement, retention, and graduation.

Our study suggests that faculty who are engaged in a teaching process that 
prompts reflection, vulnerability, and reciprocity could experience some of the 
effects of transformation that we have experienced as a result of teaching an 
FYS at LaGuardia. Furthermore, the potential exists that faculty, students, 
staff, and the institution will all benefit from this transformation.
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Appendix 1 
Survey Questions: Pedagogy and the First Year Seminar

1. Please provide the following:
• Discipline
• Number of semesters teaching FYS
• Number of FYS sections taught
• Full-Time or Part-Time

2. Which courses other than the First Year Seminar do you teach? How 
would you describe your pedagogy in these courses?

3. How would you describe your first semester of teaching the First Year 
Seminar?

4. What was the impact of teaching the First Year Seminar on your 
pedagogy in subsequent semesters of teaching the same course?

  Not Significant Significant Very Significant N/A

5. What was the impact of teaching the First Year Seminar on your 
pedagogy in subsequent semesters of teaching other courses?

  Not Significant Significant Very Significant N/A

6. What changes did you experience in your pedagogy, if any?
• I became a more reflective practitioner
• I felt a deeper level of engagement with students
• I developed a stronger connection to the campus

7. As it relates to your responses in Question # 6, please provide an 
example(s) of changes in your pedagogy. Also, briefly explain why you 
think these changes were necessary.

8. To what extent was your pedagogy transformed¹ as a result of teaching 
the First Year Seminar?

  Not Significant Significant Very Significant N/A

Additional Thoughts
9. If you are willing to be interviewed to further discuss your work in the 

First Year Seminar, please provide your first and last name.
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Appendix 2 
Interview Questions: Pedagogy and the First Year Seminar

Number of semesters you have taught the First Year Seminar:

 1 2 3 4

1. Tell us about yourself (i.e., your academic and professional journey).

2. What were your expectations about teaching the First Year Seminar?

3. How did the classroom experience confirm and/or challenge those 
expectations?

4. In which ways was your pedagogy transformed¹ as a result of teaching 
the First Year Seminar?

5. In which ways did you become a more reflective practitioner as a result 
of teaching the First Year Seminar? How did this impact subsequent 
semesters of teaching the First Year Seminar as well as other courses?

6. How did your teaching the First Year Seminar result in a deeper level of 
engagement with students? What are some of the benefits of this level of 
involvement?

7. How have you become more connected to the campus as a result of 
teaching the First Year Seminar? What are some of the benefits of this 
stronger connection?

8. Is there anything else which you would like to add?

1. For the purposes of this study, transformation is examined based on the following:
• “a thorough or dramatic change in form or appearance” (English Oxford, 2016).
• Increased self-awareness and introspection in faculty.
• Stronger levels of engagement resulting in increased reciprocity between faculty and 

students, and between faculty and colleagues.
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Reflection: Rajendra Bhika
The opportunity to perform research as a participant in the Carnegie Seminar 
on the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning prompted me to think deeply 
about and practice what it means to be a reflective teacher. As I explored the 
possible transformations in pedagogy of discipline faculty teaching the First 
Year Seminar (FYS), I consistently questioned my own methods of assessment 
and advisement, and explored and evaluated my approaches to motivating, 
engaging, and supporting students.

The inquiry-based practice of the Carnegie Seminar allowed me to capture 
and write about the transformative experiences of our FYS colleagues. Like 
them, I recognized both the value of vulnerability for strengthening my own 
practice and the importance of collaborating with colleagues from across the 
college. Along the way, my understanding of the identities and experiences 
of our students has grown, as has my appreciation for the ways they learn 
best. I think I am also now more secure in directing students toward the cam-
pus resources that can support their learning and success, in and out of the 
classroom.

Professor Francis and I are excited about the opportunity to share our 
work with the higher education community. We believe that the research ques-
tion, methodology, findings, and implications presented in our article will add 
to the body of FYS studies initiated by others. As we explore external publica-
tions in which to present our research on the transformations in pedagogy, we 
will make adjustments in form as deemed necessary.

Reflection: Andrea Francis
As I reflect on this writing project and the writing process, I am reminded 
of the words of Isabel Allende: “Write what should not be forgotten.” For 
months while teaching the First Year Seminar (FYS), I had so many thoughts 
about how the course was impacting my teaching, but I struggled to find the 
time and space to write them down. Therefore, it was a relief to be able to 
put pen to paper during the Carnegie Seminar, as I finally had an opportunity 
to document what I had learned about my pedagogy while teaching the FYS. 

One of the things that I discovered during our research and writing is that 
many FYS faculty had a similar transformative experience. That finding helped 
me to feel more connected to my colleagues and to the campus. I have also held 
closely the three key elements of transformation—reflection, vulnerability, and 
reciprocity—that emerged from our work. On countless occasions, I have seen 
how implementing these elements, i.e., the transformation framework, has had 



a positive influence not only upon my teaching the FYS, but also on the way I 
teach accounting courses within my discipline. 

In keeping with the framework, I have spent more time reflecting on how 
my lessons can leverage the experiences of the students, thereby creating a 
dynamic dialogue within the classroom. I have become more vulnerable in the 
classroom by sharing my own story more consistently and in context. In addi-
tion, I have become well-versed in the resources at the college, and I now share 
that information with students as a regular part of my classroom practice.

In preparation for external publication, my writing partner and I will tai-
lor the format of the article to be in line with the requirements of the journal 
we are submitting to. However, we feel comfortable that the substance of our 
study will remain the same. 
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Building Student Success:  
Data and the LaGuardia First Year Seminar 

Bret Eynon, Academic Affairs

LaGuardia’s First Year Seminar (FYS) is a multi-faceted effort, centered on a 
faculty-designed course experience that links to peer mentoring, learner-cen-
tered technology, advisement, and cocurricular learning structured through a 
broader First Year Experience. It aims to improve student transition to college 
through an integrative learning experience, one that helps students connect 
college life and academic learning to lived experiences and advances students’ 
evolving identities as learners.

Over the past two years, 10,877 students have enrolled in the FYS. A wide 
range of data has been collected, including student surveys, faculty surveys, and 
outcomes data, tracking each semester of implementation. Data on each semester 
of implementation has been shared collegewide in multiple venues. An outside 
evaluator, Dr. Ashley Finley, conducted a rigorous evaluation of this data for the 
United States Department of Education (USDOE), and her report (unpublished, 
2016) indicates that the FYS has significantly improved student success.

Reviewing data aggregated from three semesters of the FYS (Fall 2014, 
Spring 2015, Fall 2015), Dr. Finley compared outcomes for students who took 
the FYS with a matched set of students not served by the FYS, focusing on aca-
demic achievement (cumulative GPA), progress towards the degree (speed of 
credit accumulation), and retention. She found that students who participated 
in the FYS had higher levels of achievement on every outcome measured. For 
example, in the area of retention, Dr. Finley found that:
• FYS students had a one-semester retention rate 11 percentage points 

higher (p<.001) than a matched set of students from the same department 
who did not take the FYS.

• The FYS has a longitudinal impact on retention, demonstrating a statisti-
cally significant improvement that persists until the fourth semester (the 
last semester studied).
Other outcomes were equally striking, particularly the increased rate 

of progress towards the degree, as measured by credit accumulation. For 
example, after the first semester, FYS students had accumulated 10.48 credits, 
compared to 8.10 credits for non-FYS students, a 2.38 credit gain for the FYS 
(p<.001). After three semesters, FYS students had accumulated 23.18 credits, 
compared to 18.96 for non-FYS students. Positive gain for the FYS was up to 
4.22 credits (p<.001).
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“Overall,” Dr. Finley concluded, “findings for FYS and non-FYS students, 
both within majors offering FYS and across majors not offering the FYS 
course, suggest a high degree of program efficacy. This is particularly true in 
terms of increasing students’ progress toward their degree as measured by the 
amount of cumulative credits.”

This article provides background on the design of the LaGuardia First 
Year Seminar and, drawing on Finley’s report, summarizes outcomes data and 
other evidence, including student and faculty survey data.

Background: Rethinking The First Year Seminar 
Research has established the first-year seminar (FYS) as a vehicle for advancing 
undergraduate education, and has spotlighted key design features of first-year 
seminar “done well” (Keup and Petschauer 2011, 2–5; Cho and Karp 2013; 
Kuh 2008; Kuh and O’Donnell 2013). Beginning in 2013, LaGuardia launched 
a new, credit-bearing FYS course to more effectively support its high-risk stu-
dents’ transition to college.

With support from Project COMPLETA, a grant funded by the United 
States Department of Education’s First in the World initiative, LaGuardia fac-
ulty and staff drew on established research to create a First Year Seminar that 
integrates an introduction to key concepts and careers in the major with inten-
sive advisement, cocurricular engagement, peer mentoring, and an introduction 
to LaGuardia’s technology suite. FYS design features included the following:
• course design focused on delivery by discipline-area faculty, supported by 

Student Affairs professionals and peer mentors;
• an integrated curriculum featuring introduction to college and to the 

major, intensive educational planning and advisement, training on 
LaGuardia’s technology suite, and a required tutorial hour facilitated by 
peer mentors;

• full integration of ePortfolio, a longitudinal record of learning and aca-
demic identity, and the Graduation Plan, a student self-assessment and 
planning tool; and

• gathering of data and student learning artifacts to provide evidence for 
institutional outcomes assessment and continuous improvement.
To ensure effectiveness, the College supported discipline-based faculty in 

designing courses that incorporated these features and were adapted to the 
needs of the discipline. (To facilitate registration processes, we grouped majors 
into disciplines: for example, Accounting, Business Management, Paralegal, 
and Travel and Tourism, majors in the Business and Technology Department, 
joined to form BTF101.) While there is some variation in the number of hours 
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and credits attached to each department or program’s FYS, the typical course 
meets with a faculty member for three hours a week, with an additional “Stu-
dio Hour” each week facilitated by peer leaders known as Student Success 
Mentors (SSMs). Supported by the Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL), 
teams studied best practices and designed courses for their area. Proposals 
passed by governance went to CUNY Central for approval. Altogether, eight 
discipline-based courses were launched between 2014–15 and 2015–16.

Advisement and Cocurricular Activities:
To help faculty embed advisement and cocurricular learning in the new FYS 
courses, Student Affairs staff took part in the course design process. Advise-
ment staff worked with each course design team to help faculty understand 
developmental advisement and what it would take to help students develop 
plans for future semesters. Student Affairs staff also helped faculty think about 
ways to work with the whole student, addressing affective and developmental 
processes as well as academic content. Recognizing that learning often takes 
place outside the classroom, and that cocurricular engagement is a key indica-
tor for student retention, teams designed ways to use the course to introduce 
students to campus clubs, activities, and services. 

When courses were implemented, Student Affairs teams began making 
regular visits to Studio Hours to lead workshops on these topics. In Fall 2016, 
Student Affairs launched a successful effort to reorganize New Student Orien-
tation, extend it over a period of weeks, and integrate it into a sustained First 
Year Experience linked to the FYS. 

ePortfolio and the Graduation Plan
Course design teams also drew on one of LaGuardia’s signature learning 
designs, integrative ePortfolio practice. Since 2002, LaGuardia faculty and 
staff have employed ePortfolio practice to advance student engagement and 
measurably advance student learning and success (Eynon 2009a; Arcario et al. 
2013; Eynon 2009b). Since 2007, the ePortfolio system has also supported an 
acclaimed outcomes assessment process for General Education and Periodic 
Program Reviews. All course teams built ePortfolio use into their syllabi as a 
required element of the course.

Integrative ePortfolio practice is well-suited to the FYS because ePortfolio-
based reflection helps students examine their own process of transition, learn-
ing, and change. Teams designed ways to use the ePortfolio to engage the 
whole student, support advisement, and build connections between academic 
and cocurricular learning.
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To strengthen ePortfolio practice for FYS students, faculty and staff built 
a new ePortfolio feature, the Graduation Plan. Designed to help students 
engage in self-assessment and education and career planning, the Gradua-
tion Plan prompts students to take more responsibility for their educations. 
LaGuardia faculty and staff designed interactive modules and embedded them 
into new FYS-focused ePortfolio templates.

Data documenting the impact of ePortfolio and the Graduation Plan on 
FYS students are highly positive. Surveys of FYS students conducted in Spring 
2016 revealed that 83 percent Agreed or Strongly Agreed that “Building 
my ePortfolio helped me focus on planning my education;” and 85 percent 
Agreed or Strongly Agreed that “Building my ePortfolio helped me think more 
deeply about the content of this course.” 

FYS-Related Professional Development
To help faculty teach this new course successfully, LaGuardia provided pro-
fessional development seminars to all faculty prior to and during their initial 
FYS teaching experience. Design teams partnered with CTL to lead sustained 
seminars called “New to College: Rethinking the First Year Seminar.” More 
than 186 faculty have taken part in this program. 

LaGuardia’s CTL uses inquiry-based processes to help faculty engage in 
and learn from classroom innovation. The “New to College” seminars helped 
faculty consider FYS course design, ePortfolio, and effective pedagogy. Guided 
by seminar leaders, faculty thought about the strengths and needs of LaGuar-
dia’s students and ways to help them build the skills and dispositions needed 
for success. They fleshed out the structures provided by course proposals, 
creating, testing, and sharing assignments and units. They planned ways to 
work with the ePortfolio, the Studio Hour, and their SSM partners. 

Feedback on the faculty seminars has been overwhelmingly positive. 
Program surveys document faculty perceptions of the seminar’s value. Asked 
to rate the effectiveness of the seminar in addressing key goals, faculty used 
a five-point scale, in which 5 was Excellent/Highly Valuable, 3 was Good, 
and 1 was Poor/Not at All Valuable. See table 1 below for results over the 
past two years. 

The largest difference between the 2014–15 cohort and the 2015–16 
cohort is in response to question F: understanding, identifying, and access-
ing cocurricular resources for the FYS course. In 2014–15, the integration 
of cocurricular learning activities and events was uneven. By Spring 2015, 
Student Affairs had come up with ways to organize this process, providing 
faculty with clear menus and structures for linking cocurricular processes to 
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their courses. This undertaking continued to improve in 2015–16, and faculty 
welcomed the improvements. 

Student Success Mentors
Peer mentoring is a proven student success tool. LaGuardia has long experi-
ence hiring current students and recent graduates to provide tutoring and 
mentoring services. In the model developed by faculty teams, peers known as 
Student Success Mentors (SSMs) facilitate Studio Hours for all FYS courses. 
All SSMs receive extensive training, helping them learn ways to manage classes, 
use the ePortfolio, support FYS students, and work with FYS faculty. 

Data show that FYS students find the support provided by the SSMs to be 
highly valuable. In the FYS Core Survey (see table 2 in the Outcomes section, 
below), 84 percent of Spring 2016 FYS students Agreed or Strongly Agreed 
with the statement, “My FYS Peer Mentor helped me to understand what I 
needed to do in this course;” and 84 percent Agreed or Strongly Agreed that 
“My FYS Peer Mentor helped me to understand what it takes to be a success-
ful college student.”

Outcomes: Evaluation and Progress Towards Goals
Effective planning and collaboration has facilitated growth of the FYS, 
enabling LaGuardia to prepare 186 faculty over the first two years of the 
project. Across the first two years of Project COMPLETA, 10,877 students 
enrolled in the FYS.

As indicated previously, available data are highly positive. An outside 
evaluator, Dr. Ashley Finley, conducted a rigorous evaluation that meets 

Table 1: New to College Seminar Faculty Feedback 

How valuable was the New to College seminar in….

Mean score 
2014–15 

N=36

Mean score 
2015–16

N=41

A. Helping you understand the design and purpose of the First Year Seminar 3.89 4.56

B. Providing essential support for your effort to integrate disciplinary 
perspectives, "College 101," and education planning

3.50 4.08

C. Preparing you to address the needs, dispositions, and skill levels of FY Students 3.49 4.05

D. Advancing your skills and abilities around educational planning and 
advisement

3.50 4.22

E. Providing essential support for implementing ePortfolio in FYS 3.31 4.03

F. Understanding, identifying, and accessing cocurricular resources 3.06 4.24

G. Building a supportive relationship between faculty and student peer mentors 3.49 4.37

H. Encouraging thoughtful professional reflection about engaging FY students 3.74 4.31
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the standards of the What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) of the United 
States Department of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences for quasi-
experimental design and found that FYS participation strongly correlated with 
higher levels of academic achievement, including significantly improved reten-
tion and significantly accelerated progress towards the degree. The outcomes 
data that follow here are all included in Finley’s 2016 COMPLETA evaluation 
report to the USDOE.

Dr. Finley examined the impact of the FYS by reviewing data gathered 
by LaGuardia’s Office of Institutional Research and Assessment (IR). She 
reviewed success data on students who entered LaGuardia in Fall 2014, Spring 
2015, and Fall 2015. Dr. Finley created a combined set of students incorpo-
rating those who entered in any of these semesters; she then compared their 
outcomes with those of a matched set of new and entering transfer students 
who did not take the FYS. As described in her report to the USDOE, her work 
controlled for selection bias by matching students on a set of seven characteris-
tics including age, gender, Pell eligibility, level of remedial needs, and full-time/
part-time status. 

For the FYS and non-FYS groups, Dr. Finley examined student persistence 
and progress towards the degree, using three measures: retention across semes-
ters, credit accumulation across semesters, and cumulative GPA across semes-
ters. Using the combined, aggregated group of FYS students and the matched 
set of non-FYS students, she compared outcomes one semester post-intervention 
(at the end of the students’ second semester), two semesters post-intervention (at 
the end of the students’ third semester), and three semesters post-intervention 
(at the end of the students’ fourth semester). Supported by the LaGuardia IR 
office, Dr. Finley performed a rigorous statistical analysis of this data. 

As Dr. Finley’s evaluation report explains, her analysis found that students 
who participated in the FYS had higher levels of achievement on every out-
come measured. For example, in the area of retention, Dr. Finley found that:
• FYS students had a one-semester retention rate 11 percentage points 

higher (p<.001) than a matched set of students from the same department 
who did not take the FYS.

• Similarly, FYS students had a two-semester retention rate that was 9 per-
centage points higher (p<.001) than non-FYS students.

• In the third semester, the FYS was still showing a significant impact on 
retention, with FYS students retained at a rate 6 percentage points higher 
than non-FYS students (p<.001).
Other outcomes were equally striking, particularly the increased rate of 

progress of FYS students toward the degree, as measured by credit accumulation:
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• After one semester, FYS students had accumulated an average of 10.48 
credits; the average for non-FYS students was 8.10. Gain attributed to FYS 
was 2.38 credits (p<.001).

• After two semesters, FYS students had accumulated 17.21 credits; the 
average for non-FYS students was 13.85. Positive gain for the FYS had 
grown to 3.36 credits (p<.001).

• After three semesters, FYS students had accumulated 23.18 credits, com-
pared to 18.96 for non-FYS students. Positive gain for the FYS had grown 
to 4.22 credits (p<.001).
On this measure, the impact on students’ progress towards the degree seems 

not only to be persisting over time, but growing in size, suggesting that the FYS 
experience had an enduring impact, building students’ capacity for on-going growth.

Outcomes as measured by cumulative GPA were also highly positive. As 
Finley noted:

In this comparison, students who participated in the FYS program 
demonstrated greater progress toward degree in terms of more 
cumulative credits by term, higher academic achievement in terms of 
cumulative GPA, and higher levels of retention, relative to students 
from the same majors who did not take the FYS course. Statistically 
significant positive effects were found across all outcome variables 
through the three semesters analyzed post-treatment.

Dr. Finley also tested for effect size, using “Hedges’ g.” Effect size is a 
measure of “statistical power,” regarded as a key complement to statistical 
significance. Dr. Finley’s analysis revealed effect size gains that ranged from 
moderate to large. As she explains in her report, “The majority of these … 
comparisons produced effect sizes that approached or exceeded the WWC’s 
standard for substantive importance of g=.25.” 

Looking across all her findings, Dr. Finley concluded, as noted above, that:

overall, the comparison of findings for FYS and non-FYS students, 
both within majors offering FYS and across majors not offering the 
FYS course, suggest a high degree of program efficacy. This is par-
ticularly true in terms of increasing students’ progress toward their 
degree as measured by the amount of cumulative credits. Analyses 
indicated that FYS students, whether compared with peers not in FYS 
in the same departments or in majors not offering FYS, accumulate 
significantly more credits and continue to do so over time. 
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Dr. Finley’s conclusion underscores her interest in considering the impact 
of the FYS, not only in the immediate semester, but also across multiple semes-
ters. She finds the persistence of gains across semesters particularly striking:

This analysis also underscores the efficacy of the LaGuardia FYS pro-
gram over time. High-impact practices, such as FYS, often demonstrate 
only short-term effectiveness; as students move forward and distance 
from that exposure increases, effects tend to dramatically wane or 
disappear. That does not appear to be the case for the LaGuardia 
FYS program. Up to three semesters past exposure, highly significant 
differences continued to be found across every indicator of student 
success, whether related to progress toward the degree or academic 
achievement. This suggests that the connections students are making 
in the FYS course through development of ePortfolios, introduction 
to their chosen major, team-based and peer advising, development of 
an education plan, and cocurricular experiences are creating lasting 
impacts on students’ development.

Findings from Student Survey Data
In addition to the outcomes data analyzed by Dr. Finley, COMPLETA leaders 
also gathered formative data using a survey instrument designed in collabora-
tion with the LaGuardia Office of Institutional Research and Assessment. This 
survey asked students a range of questions related to their FYS experience. A 
sampling of the responses given by students taking the FYS in Fall 2015 and 
Spring 2016 suggests the ways students understand the FYS.

Table 2: FYS Student Feedback 

Percent of FA15 FYS 
Students who Strongly 

Agreed or Agreed 
N=2,520

Percent of SP16 FYS 
Students who Strongly 

Agreed or Agreed 
N=1,928

1. This course helped me learn about LaGuardia 88 89

2. This course helped me get to know a professor in my major 71 69

3. Building my ePortfolio helped me think more deeply about 
the content of this course

84 85

4. In this course, I built my ability to gather and evaluate 
information

80 80

5. In this course, I learned about my major and possible careers 87 88

6. Building my ePortfolio helped me focus on planning my 
education

82 83

7. I know which semesters to take courses to get my degree 82 82
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These data suggest that students value multiple aspects of the course and 
see it helping them learn and transition to LaGuardia and their major. It high-
lights the value of the ePortfolio in helping students learn. And perhaps most 
interestingly, the data indicate that students feel that the FYS helped them learn 
to plan their education. That 82 percent of students report that they know 
which semesters to take the courses needed for their degree suggests the success 
of course as a whole and the Graduation Plan in particular. 

The FYS survey also included questions adapted (with permission) from 
the Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE). The CCSSE 
is administered at community colleges nationwide; LaGuardia administers the 
CCSSEE on alternate years to a college-wide sample of students (that does not 
exclude FYS students). Comparing data from the FYS survey to the college-
wide and national CCSSE is suggestive:

While imprecise, the CCSSE comparison suggests that the FYS is consis-
tently and successfully engaging large numbers of students with high-impact 

Table 3: Select FYS CCSSE Data 

CCSSE Questions

LAGCC FYS Fall 
2015 

N=2,520

LAGCC FYS 
Spring 2016 

N=1,928

CCSSE LAGCC 2016
(FYS included)

N=1,098

CCSSE
National 2016 
N=429.086

5c. How much has your work in this 
course emphasized synthesizing 
and organizing ideas, information, 
or experiences in new ways?

88% 87% 73% 63%

5e. How much has your work in this 
course emphasized applying 
theories or concepts to practical 
problems or in new situations?

84% 81% 66% 60%

12c. How much has your experience 
in this course contributed to your 
knowledge, skills, and personal 
development in writing clearly 
and effectively?

84% 83% 71% 64%

12h. How much has your experience 
in this course contributed to your 
knowledge, skills, and personal 
development in understanding 
yourself?

87% 87% 67% 58%

12h. How much has your experience 
in this course contributed to your 
knowledge, skills, and personal 
development in understanding 
yourself?

85% 83% 65% 64%

Note: The FYS survey asks these questions about “your experience in this [the FYS] 
course.” Administered college-wide, the CCSSE asks these questions about 
“your experience at this college.”
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learning processes at rates well above both the national means and the LaGuar-
dia means. These data, together with the data reported by Dr. Finley, suggest 
that the design features built into the FYS are combining to have a significant 
effect on LaGuardia’s high-risk students.

Data on each semester of First Year Seminar implementation have been 
shared college-wide in Opening Sessions, Instructional Staff meetings, and 
other settings. Across the board, the data are highly encouraging. Using mul-
tiple measures, they suggest that FYS is highly effective, having a significant 
impact on student retention and progress towards the degree. Notably, its 
impact persists over multiple semesters, enhancing its value for improving 
graduation rates. Growing rapidly and approaching scale, the FYS has become 
a powerful force for improving student success at LaGuardia.
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Voices of Student Success Mentors 
and First Year Seminar Students 

In my First Year Seminar there are students that just came  
to the college... So I say, “There is nothing to be worried.  
This is America. This is immigrant country.”

Khadiza Begum

I feel like it is community; it is family. It is the right place  
for me to be.

Julissa Camilo Valerio

Explore everything.

Derrick Chew



Three Conversations on Mentoring, Community, 
and Identity

Michele Piso, Center for Teaching and Learning

The preceding research papers present inquiries into the effectiveness of pur-
posefully designed teaching and learning practices within seven First Year Sem-
inars. Examples of evidence-based scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL), 
these investigations reflect vigorous intellectual commitment. By necessity, 
faculty depended on the participation of their students as objects of inquiry, 
using various methods and instruments to measure, assess, and analyze learn-
ing experiences. In the three conversations that follow, twelve FYS Studio Hour 
mentors and students break through the fourth wall of academic research. In 
their own voices, students describe their many struggles and victories in and 
out of the classroom. They speak as subjects, spontaneous and self-aware. As 
the students relaxed, their exchanges grew more complex, multiple threads 
spooling around themes of aspiration and stigma, community and alienation, 
recognition and fatigue, and science and identity. Their observations widen 
In Transit’s perspective of the many vital parts and people of the FYS project, 
initiated just three years ago.

I  Student Success Mentors 

For several hours in a single session on a late Friday afternoon in October 
2016, in an Academic Affairs meeting room overlooking the traffic snarl of 
Thomson Avenue, five Student Success Mentors shared some of their personal 
and professional histories. Sandwiches and fruit salad were arranged on a cor-
ner table. A recording device, positioned in the middle of five spirited mentors, 
captured the following lightly edited exchange.

Participants: Khadiza Begum, Derek Chew, Estefany Gonzaga, Julissa Camilo 
Valerio, and Yan Lin 

Michele: Before we get into our conversation, let me thank you for coming on a 
Friday to talk about your work as SSMs. In Transit wants to represent the FYS 
in the round, so to speak, so that readers can really see its many dimensions. 
To fully grasp the reality of the FYS, readers should hear directly from you. So 
today we’ll talk about how your work has benefited you, how you’ve changed 
and grown, not only as students but as individuals involved in education and 
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as human beings in the world. What have you observed as mentors? What are 
your challenges, your pleasures? What’s happening with the students in the 
class and with you, as a result of your mentoring? 

You all know each other so well, you are a family—but I don’t know all of you. 
So, I will tell you a little about my involvement with the FYS. In the spring of 
2013, along with several faculty members,* I contributed to the design of the 
FYS. And I think it was that summer that we initiated, very informally, the 
first trainings for the peer mentors, now called the Student Success Mentorship 
Program. Under the direction of Ellen (Quish) and Pablo (Avila) the program 
has expanded and deepened in ways that we can explore today. I’ve taught 
the course, too. Like you, I was there, clearing a path that, in 2013 and 2014, 
we were only beginning to map. Since then, so much has happened in the 
FYS and a lot of it because of you. So, that’s me. Would you please introduce 
yourselves to our readers? 

Derrick: I’m Derrick. I have been an SSM since the beginning, summer 2014. 
My major at the time was secondary education and math. At the time, I 
thought being an SSM would be a good opportunity to actually get out there 
and kind of teach. While I was still in education, being an SSM really did help; 
for example, I kind of knew what to look for when I was student teaching. 
That was then. I’ve changed my major to sociology since then, but it still comes 
in handy. I still intend to teach eventually.

Michele: What made you change your major? Was it being an SSM? 

Derrick: No, no, no. It is just, like, after all the fieldwork, I just didn’t think I 
would like teaching high school. Maybe I will aim for teaching college. 

Estefany: Before I was an SSM, I was a Student Technology Mentor for about 
a semester. Right now, I’m a student at Baruch College majoring in graphic 
communications. I’m about to graduate this May. I have been having some 
crossroads in my career. Right now, I am a graphic designer, and I’m already 
working on a couple of projects. But ever since this job, I have been develop-
ing a love for student development, student success, and I’m really considering 
getting a masters in higher education—especially within community colleges. 

Michele: That is so true of the SSMs. You find out, “Oh yes, I’m at Princeton 
doing graduate work but I still love working here.” [Laughter] 

* Rajendra Bhika, Business and Technology; Angela Francis, Business and Technology; Sreca 
Peronovic, Social Science; Preethi Radhakrishnan, Natural Sciences; Deborah Robinson, 
Health Sciences; and Joan Schwartz, Humanities.



Julissa: Hi, my name is Julissa. In 2014, I graduated from LaGuardia in Liberal 
Arts: Deaf Studies. That’s the same year I became an SSM. So I am part of the 
first group.

Michele: The old guard.

Julissa: Yes. Now, I’m in Queens College. My major is Spanish and secondary 
education. I think we have learned a lot and changed with being in this job. Like 
Derrick said about being an education major, you get to observe and implement, 
comparing and contrasting your SSM work with your academic field.

Michele: Were you an education major when you first started as an SSM?

Julissa: The very first semester, no. I needed to take a semester of just Spanish 
and then declare my education major. So in the spring of 2015, I started my 
secondary education major at Queens College, but when I was here, my major 
was deaf studies.

Michele: Yes, I remember that because you were my SSM! Are you still signing?

Julissa: I haven’t practiced it, but I’m going to make sure I don’t forget it. I do 
want to be a certified signer; I don’t want to just teach Spanish, but to teach 
sign language, as well.

Khadiza: When I was in LaGuardia, my major was business administration. 
Now I’m starting at Baruch College, and my major is management. When I 
was at LaGuardia the first semester, I didn’t know about the First Year Seminar. 
I knew about it in my second semester, when I took this course, and realized 
that taking the FYS in the first semester is really helpful. You can learn a lot 
of things. Because I knew this, when I transferred to Baruch College, I took 
the Transfer Seminar Course. I knew whichever course, Transfer or First Year 
Seminar, you are going to learn more about the campuses. I got this idea from 
my current job as an SSM. 

Yan: I started as an SSM back in June 2014. I was first cohort. My major then 
was secondary education with a minor in mathematics. I already had made 
up my mind to change my major to actuary science. I stayed there just because 
I want to graduate. So I’m starting as an SSM. I didn’t know that we were 
going to lead a study hour until the end of the training. The training was two 
months, right? Eight weeks. Every week it was very intensive. I graduated in 
February 2014. At the same time, I was taking a class at Baruch. I transferred 
the same year and I graduated in December 2015. So in a year I am done and 
got my bachelors last December.

Three Conversations  •  169
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Michele: So you have your BA now? 

Yan: Yes. I have my BA now. 

Michele: And you are still here?

Yan: And I’m still here. [Laughter] I’m doing interning at an actuary company. 
Finally, I got an internship there. I think I still want to be involved at LaGuar-
dia. It is different. Community college is—sometimes people have lower esti-
mate of student who graduate from community college, but I was a member 
of the President’s Society, too. We all showed that LaGuardia students can be 
different. We all have the same goals; we want to go private schools. We want 
to get into the big company. We want to get our masters. 

Derrick: I am actually doing a project about that for one of my classes right 
now, interviewing a lot of people about the stigma attached to a community 
college. That’s what I want to do a project on. 

Julissa: (to Estefany): Tell her about your project, the one you did on why we 
go to school.

Khadiza: I like this one!

Estefany: Yes, for my video class at Baruch, I interviewed most of my SSM col-
leagues, about twenty of them. Most of us are from different countries. I asked 
everyone to say in their language, “I am going to college because—.” Yan said 
it in Chinese, Julissa in Spanish, Khadiza said it in Bengali, and then the next 
person will finish off the sentence in English and they gave us the reasons why 
they go to college. Yan spoke about being empowered to change society, about 
how society perceives her as a woman, and how she just wants to break those 
boundaries. Khadiza spoke about wanting to set her goal to show her mother 
that she could go to college. Julissa spoke about how important it is to know 
about communication. So the video is a beautiful representation of community 
college students, right? We have ambitions---not only here at LaGuardia, but 
also to improve our society. 

Khadiza: I am from Bangladesh. I was born in Bangladesh. I came here in 
2009. When I came here I went to high school in ninth grade. At that time, my 
accent was horrible and it still is horrible. When I spoke, no one understood 
what I was trying to say, even though I knew the word, but the way I was say-
ing it was horrible. I was practicing, but my problem was I was only speaking 
my language, even in the house and even outside when I see people. My teach-
ers said, “If you really want to learn English, you have to speak English. You 



have to watch TV, read the newspaper, and those kinds of things.” Finally, I 
tried those. Now I can speak better than before. Before I didn’t realize that if I 
speak so fast, people cannot understand what I am saying. So, first, I have an 
accent and the second issue is I speak fast.

Michele: Just like a New Yorker. You speak like a normal New Yorker.

Khadiza: Now I try to speak slowly. It is not even slowly. Whenever I speak, 
I want to make sure that whatever I am saying, people understand. And I 
encourage people, too. In my First Year Seminar there are students that just 
came to the college. They don’t know how to speak English. So I say, “There is 
nothing to be worried. This is America. This is immigrant country.” Everyone 
is an immigrant, either they or their parents. All people are learning. It’s not 
just LaGuardia. Everywhere you go, you have to learn. Also, at LaGuardia 
there are a lot of resources. Some students in First Year Seminar, they are so 
bad in writing. If you see their writing, it is broken English. The last time I was 
reading an “About Me” section, in a whole paragraph, there was not even one 
period! [Laughter] It was just so strange, there was not even one period. I was, 
like, I tell him I cannot even take breath when I am reading it. I encourage 
them to go to the Writing Center. Whoever don’t know how to speak English, 
they are fluid in another language. But I encourage them that this is immigrant 
country and it is going to be fine.

Michele: The ways your personal experience has affected your teaching the 
FYS studio hour is really interesting. You have so many experiences as a 
young Bangladeshi female student! I should think those dimensions of your 
life must contribute to—give courage to—others just arriving from their vari-
ous countries. 

Yan: I can continue from her story. Kind of similar because I came here six 
years ago, in 2010. I couldn’t talk or understand, my English was so limited. 
No mentors. And having a mentor is so different. My first semester, I’m still 
struggling about English and almost failed the classes. I had no problem with 
the math and my professor, Agneszka, I don’t know if you know her?

Michele: Yes, I do—Agneszka Rakowicz?

Yan: She encouraged me to come back. But I didn’t come back in the summer. 
I took a break. I could not deal with that anymore because I don’t understand 
it. A lot of things I don’t understand about this college. I came back in 2012 
and I enrolled in the same class with Agneszka again. Slowly, I get the sense of 
the college. In the winter, I was enrolled in English 99 and finally passed the 
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English writing test—I got 56, I barely passed. [Laughter] But it was enough 
for me to take English 101. I told my students when I introduced Writing Cen-
ter, ESL lab, math lab, “You have to take the development classes. It doesn’t 
mean that you got to identify that you are ESL student or you are Math 95 
student.” Last semester, I have a student taking ESL class. She is looking for 
help in Writing Center. It made me so sad when she said, “I am ESL student.” I 
tell my First Year Seminar students, “Do not identify yourself as ESL student or 
Math 95 student! When you need help come in and say, “I need help with my 
paper. I need help with an essay.” That self-identification makes me very sad. I 
shared my story about myself: I was struggling with English class for a year and 
look who I am right now! I graduate from LaGuardia with a pretty nice GPA. 
I transfer to Baruch, I graduate with honors. Now I work here. I’m speaking 
and talking, I still have problem writing, but I’m never afraid to talk. When I 
sometimes have a problem with pronunciation, you will hear I pronounce it 
three times, trying to find the correct one. The first step is, do not be afraid to 
step out. I encourage them and I encourage myself. It is making me talk more 
and more and that is one benefit from being SSM on the internal side. When I 
motivate them, I motivate myself. 

Michele: You are describing the ideal teaching and learning relationship. I hope 
that as a teacher I’m always learning when I’m teaching. The person before 
me—I can’t make assumptions about you. I have to teach you as a new person 
in my life. I have to always be re-finding myself as I learn about you, right?

Yan: We re-find our self every semester. We’re human.

Michele: And you move a little bit or you fall back a little bit. You were saying 
before, Khadiza, how we’re not perfect. I used to live in Istanbul and I learned 
from Islamic culture that the design in the rugs or ceramic tiles had to have a 
flaw in it to show that you were not in competition with God. I think about 
how we’re not perfect and we don’t have to be perfect—I try to accept this, 
and I hope I communicate this belief to my students. I think one of the great 
advantages of being an SSM is that he or she can show that we are always 
in process. We are always changing and always moving. Students may think 
teachers are always fixed, but that’s not true.

Khadiza: I read article like whoever is oldest child in family, that person is so 
knowledgeable because whenever the second and third comes, the big child 
teaches them. But it’s not only about you all of a sudden giving advice to 
people. Also your brain is sharpening if you discuss the idea. Yeah, as SSM we 
are learning. We are teaching the student, and sharing with them the way we 



are talking, the way we are motivating. Our brain also is getting sharp. We are 
also motivating ourself. The big child in the family is knowledgeable because 
he is still in the process. It’s like a knife, you sharp it more, sharp it more, and 
the same thing as SSM. Even we are student, we are learning, learning, getting 
more sharp and sharp! 

Yan: You encourage students, “Go to the workshop. Go to the job fair.” Right? 
Then I come home and I say, “Why didn’t I go?” [Laughter]

Julissa: I say that all the time. When I was here at LaGuardia I went to the 
clubs. I joined cheerleading with the Red Hawks when they first started, in 
2013. I did so many things, but now I miss out on so much at Queens College 
because I’m working so much here and I’m so motivated here. It’s hard. I try 
to go to do things in Queens College and sometimes I just miss out. It’s hard 
when I’m telling them, “You should do this. You should do this.” Meanwhile 
you’re, like, “I can’t. I can’t.” I was lucky enough that I have friends that go 
to the school, so if I had the free time, I was hanging out with them a lot so I 
didn’t feel that lost. But if you’re a transfer student or a new student, it’s just 
really important to go to those events because it connects you to the school. 
There’s only so much connection I can feel if I don’t attend any events.

Michele: Let me just see if I understand: All of you would suggest to your 
students in the First Year Seminar that they involve themselves in—

Julissa: Yes, in cocurricular events in any way, shape, or form, yes.

Michele: And do you find that students do that, or do you find that LaGuardia 
students don’t have time, or are not inclined?

Derrick: One or two out of twenty may get involved.

Julissa: I feel like it depends. The evening students tend to stay because it’s late, 
they don’t go to many things, but there’s a lot of events that happen at night. 
And now they’re thinking about those students. So now they extended it to 
7:00 so they kind of don’t have that much of an excuse anymore.

Estefany: I think it’s more about building a community or building some type 
of connections with people in campus. I think that the events are there and 
students might not participate because they don’t have someone to go with, 
right? They don’t just want to go to an event by themselves.

Michele: Do you think that that’s a behavior typical of community college 
students?
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Estefany: No, I think it’s a problem with any college. It’s not a community col-
lege or a private school, or whatever. I think people like being with someone 
they know. And even in their personal lives, if there’s a party going on, you’re 
more likely to not go because you don’t want to be there by yourself. 

Michele: Maybe that’s why at the four-year residential schools, there are 
sororities and clubs…

Estefany: …exactly, there’s a community. 

Michele: So this idea of community is particularly important. I wonder if you 
all share a community as SSMs?

Estefany: A lot of us work here. We spend most of our days here. We just go to 
our senior college for our classes, but when we’re here we talk to each other. 
Sometimes we go to events with each other or sometimes we leave the campus 
to go out. We have our community here and a lot of us try to take advantage 
of whatever LaGuardia has to offer. If there’s something going on, we’ll go 
because we need to take advantage of what is here, but not so much of what 
is at our senior college because we don’t have time. It’s really hard. 

Michele: Julissa, could we back up a second so that you can give us a little bit 
about your background?

Julissa: Sure. So I’m from the Dominican Republic. I was born there. I moved 
when I was young. Something that not many people know is that I have dual 
citizenship, not that it’s important, but I feel that it just makes you feel better 
because I can say that I’m from both places. I’m always going to feel like I’m 
from both places because I was pretty much raised here and I’m always in love 
with the Dominican Republic and I try to go there as much as possible. I think 
that’s just my culture, that’s how I am.

Estefany: I was born in Mexico. I came here when I was six months old, so I’m 
pretty much more American than Mexican but I embrace my culture, being 
Mexican.

Michele: Which part of Mexico?

Estefany: Mexico City.

Derrick: Which street? [Laughter]

Derrick: I was actually born here in New York City, but my parents are from 
Malaysia. If you want to know exactly where they’re from, they’re both from 
the capital city, Kuala Lumpur.



Michele: Oh, okay. All right, so everybody is from everywhere.

Khadiza: This is LaGuardia—diverse.

Michele: Yes, right. So, following that thought, I would like to ask what’s 
the best thing about being an SSM, and, attached to that, is a question about 
personal growth. How have you grown? What has being an SSM given you 
that maybe without being an SSM you wouldn’t have? And what would you 
give back, how do you want to make a contribution?

Estefany: First, I think I have the best bosses in my life. Ellen and Pablo are 
the best leaders and role models. Seriously speaking, I think this is the reason 
why we have such an extraordinary team. I think our community of SSMs is 
very tight. We care for each other. We support each other and we’re always 
working with each other, and that makes our life a lot better. Even when we’re 
stressing about our own midterms or finals, we’re all struggling together and 
that makes it a lot better for us. 

Michele: I think you’ve introduced a conversation about leadership, Estefany. 
Ellen and Pablo are mentoring you, and they are also representing a way to 
mentor others. Is that what I hear you saying?

Estefany: Yes. We’re millennials—there’s a lot of controversy about who the 
millennials are. We’re not empathetic, and we’re individuals, and we’re egotis-
tic, and narcissistic—all these bad terms are thrown at us. And the reality is, if 
you have the right leadership from the right people, then everyone is going to 
work hard. If the leadership really values what they do and sees the purpose 
of their goal, of their mission, then they will influence the people who work 
for them. I think all of us—I want to say all of us because we all really value 
our work—we see the importance of being an SSM and the importance of 
mentoring students and helping them succeed.

Michele: You just opened up the second part of my question. Why would 
anybody want to be an SSM? What would you say to somebody who might 
be considering it? To somebody who says, “Hey, wait a minute, let me check 
this out, what’s it about?”

Julissa: Actually, this semester when the students were working on the Under-
standing Myself activity, I walked around to see if they needed help and one 
student was stuck. She didn’t even hesitate. She looked at me and told me, “I 
have no skills.” I was, like, “What do you mean, you have no skills? Everyone 
has a skill.” I didn’t do the activity that I normally do. It’s just helping students, 
just helping them feel more reassured. If they are ESL students or they just 
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came out of high school and they don’t know what to do, or they just feel lost, 
when you see that they’re appreciative, that makes you feel good.

Michele: You feel appreciated and valued because you’re valuing others? 
You’re contributing to somebody else’s life. If somebody were to say, “Julissa, 
why should I do this?” That’s one thing you would say—that you’re affecting 
somebody else’s life in a positive way?

Yan: I have a lot to say! [Laughter] You are contributing yourself to this 
community, to this college, to the students. You feel so good to walk out this 
classroom, right? They will listen to you. They love to hear what you have to 
say. They feel like they learn from me and from you. A group of students came 
to me and said, “Oh, I feel I learn more from you than faculty.”

Michele: Yes, that’s what I’m thinking. Maybe I should be an SSM. [Laughter]

Khadiza: I can see you doing that!

Yan: We also have personal growth, and opportunity to get involved in this 
campus. Ellen always asks us, “Do you want to go to their first day, Fam-
ily Day, New Student Orientation?” Being involved, you get to know more 
about this community. Public speaking is a thing that I really need to learn. 
The more I talk, the better I become. Second, I would say, are problem solving 
skills. Faculty, students—all are different, the situations are always different. 
We always have a challenge, every single semester, all different. I have great 
challenges this semester.

Julissa: What I was going to add entails specific opportunities. It’s not just, 
“Oh, you’re going to go to the Studio Hour and you’re going to help students.” 
We have a lot of projects that take into account our major, what we have done, 
and our interests. Pablo and Ellen are great because they listen to us. We give 
all these ideas and if they can make it work, eventually we do it. That’s why 
we have so many videos and that’s why we created the Facebook page. If we 
have an idea, but we don’t know how to construct it, we’ll talk with each other 
or we’ll talk to Pablo and Ellen.

Khadiza: As SSMs, we work together so we can know what’s going on in the 
campus. If there is anything specific, Pablo will say, “Okay, you can join this 
and this.” So, when I meet someone—he’s not even my student but I know 
this person who is new and because of this job I know about resources. With-
out this job, I would not know a lot of the resources. So when I see someone 
new in the college, I love to share with them, “You have to do this. You have 
to do that.” Now I’m working in the financial aid office resource center, and 



sometimes students come in and they don’t know that this is the financial aid 
office. C-109 just looks like a room. There’s not even furniture. People are like, 
“Oh, I want to do this. I want to do this. Where do I have to go? What do I 
have to do?” Then I feel like I know a lot of things. I tell them, “Oh, you just 
came to the college new? Do you know where is the Writing Center? 

Michele: But why does it matter to a student to be knowledgeable about the 
campus? What difference does it make in a student’s life?

Khadiza: Well, I feel like if they don’t know, they’re going to suffer.

Michele: How will they suffer?

Khadiza: For example, they don’t know that in LaGuardia they have a Writing 
Center. So they came to the college and the professor gave them essay to write 
and they get B+ or whatever, but they struggle a lot. At the end of the semester, 
they find out about LaGuardia Writing Center. Why do you have to tell them 
at the end of the semester? It’s not about if you are my Studio Hour student 
or someone else’s student. You are a student of LaGuardia, and as SSMs, we 
have to contribute to LaGuardia College, make sure that the retention rate is 
increasing.

Michele: Yes, the FYS was conceived as a solution, a net for students who 
might otherwise leave the college. Khadiza, I want to acknowledge that you 
feel responsible not only to the students in your classroom. You feel responsible 
to the college, to everybody. You’re a member of a wide community. 

Derrick: I was just going to add it really is important to students to know 
where everything is, because before I was a LaGuardia student, I was in City 
College. And I had a really bad experience there because I had no idea where 
anything was on campus. When I had financial aid problems, I didn’t even 
know where to go. I couldn’t find any of the tutors on campus. It was really 
bad. And now whenever students ask me like where do I go for this or that, I 
tell them immediately or I just sit and research it for them. It really does make 
a difference. 

Khadiza: One thing I talk about is the financial aid. 

Michele: …which is a big problem for so many students. 

Khadiza: A serious problem. In high school, to whoever wants to go to the 
four-year college, they’re constantly saying, “Okay, you have to apply for 
financial aid.” They do apply and then they don’t know how to check if they 
can get financial aid or not. And then when classes begin, they think, “Oh, 
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I’m from a low-income family; I do have financial aid.” But then they realize 
they don’t have it. I have seen lots of students, they are almost crying, like, 
“Oh, that means I have to drop that class because I don’t have financial aid.” 
It makes me feel so bad. And I’ve seen some people really crying, even in my 
class. That’s why I tell my students, “If anyone has any kind of question about 
the financial aid or anything just ask me, I’m going to help you.” After the class 
someone is, like, “I don’t get this.” So I help them; I know this stuff.

Michele: We may have already answered this question but I’m still thinking 
about it. It seems that being an SSM has contributed to your growth as human 
beings in a way that reaches beyond academia. I mean, something has hap-
pened to you as a result of being an SSM, something deep.

Derrick: You grow professionally. 

Khadiza: It’s not even—, we have the title job, we are SSMs—we are human 
beings. We are helping each other. We are not only for our students. It’s what 
we know, so we want to let other people know. Even if you are not my student, 
we don’t care. We are working for LaGuardia. We care about the community.

Estefany: We’re making the world better. 

Khadiza: Yes, exactly. Exactly. Help each other. 

Michele: Do you mean that, as human beings, we should all do this? That we 
should all be contributing to everybody else’s improvement and—

General agreement all around.

Julissa: Yes, if we do not know something we will ask each other. Like, if she 
doesn’t know, then I’ll ask Yan. If Yan doesn’t know, then I’ll ask Derrick. Then 
if Derrick doesn’t know, finally Estefany can answer me. We ask each other.

Michele: Tell me: what would you teach faculty? What would an SSM share 
with faculty? 

Estefany: We were all in college, right? Faculty, they’ve been to undergrad. 
They’ve done their graduate school and PhD and they’ve been students. They 
know what it’s like to be a student and what it’s like to be stressed. I think 
you will connect with your students more if you share your own experiences. 

Michele: Really? 

Derrick and All: Yeah. 



Estefany: …because I think when you level yourself with your students, the 
students will be able to open up to you; they are inspired by you. I think it 
was Oscar—Oscar he’s an ePortfolio consultant. If you show to your students 
that you can be actually someone professional, someone important in life, then 
they want to hear your story.

Michele: Oscar Cortez? He’s always doing those running marathons!

Estefany: When I was a student in his ePortfolio class studio hour, I remem-
ber I’m looking at him, I’m, like, he looks so young! He has to be my age! I 
admired him because he was up there. He was telling his story, that he was a 
LaGuardia student and that he just graduated from Hunter. I’m, like, “Wow, 
I want to be just like him.”

Michele: He’s amazing. But on the weekends you have to run 50 miles. You 
have to do the scavenger hunt and stand on the corner and sing for everybody. 
[Laughter] You’re all going in so many beautiful directions at once. You’ve 
now come to the topic of qualities. You looked at Oscar and you saw in him, 
as I do, beautiful qualities that he cultivates and works on. So I have two ques-
tions: First, would you share the three top qualities that an SSM is developing 
in himself or herself? The second question takes us back to an earlier topic, 
about faculty talking about themselves in a classroom. What kinds of things 
could a faculty member share? Let’s think about this disciplinarily, because 
you’re all in different disciplines. Think about a humanities course or think 
about any discipline—what do you think a professor could share in the FYS, 
or in a discipline-based content course? 

Estefany: Well, I want to talk about an experience that I had with my phi-
losophy professor here at LaGuardia. It was my first philosophy course and I 
remember when we started, I really didn’t know what philosophy was, and my 
professor was so passionate about the subject. Whenever we were reading a 
quote from Socrates or other philosophers, she’d be, “Oh, my God, I’m about 
to get the chills just reading this quote.” And I was, “Oh, my God, me, too!” 
She brought us passion about her subject. Because of her, I love philosophy. 
I’ve taken several philosophy classes, even though philosophy’s not my major. 
I think when a professor talks about their passion and actually goes with it, it 
shows why they care about what they’re teaching, and I think that makes the 
ideas very important. She would also tell her experiences about when she was 
an undergrad and how she came to where she is now.

Yan: So basically you try to say that faculty members should give advice to the 
ones younger than themselves? What I could have done maybe twenty years 
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ago, fifteen years ago? Think of ourselves ten years ago. What would we do 
differently? Give that advice to students and connect with them. 

Estefany: Yeah, connect with them. 

Yan: Connections are very important. 

Estefany: Yes. Connection is really important. 

Yan: Show the passion! 

Estefany: I think if the professor is able to level themselves with their stu-
dents—of course there’s always authority—but if you are able to connect to 
your students and tell them your own experience, how do you get there, how 
do you become a philosopher? How do you become a business person? 

Michele: That’s part of the FYS, isn’t it? I think that one of the advantages 
for me in the FYS was kind of, yeah, just talking directly about how I came 
through my life studying literature or traveling and how these experiences 
contributed to my studies. How I came to film. How I was shy, terrified to 
speak in a class. I think I opened up more in my FYS class than in some other 
courses-–maybe I should learn to do it in the other courses, too. In the FYS, it 
seemed appropriate to talk that way, to reveal the stages in the intellectual or 
academic life experiences. I don’t know. But you know, professors are shy, too! 
Sometimes, I don’t know, it’s just easier to talk about film or Dante!

Khadiza: I feel like it’s good to share more about the challenges you face, so 
that students can feel, “Oh, she’s professor now but once she was like us. She 
had to struggle. She also failed in the class. Oh, it’s not about only me. They 
also faced and now they are in this situation.” Students aren’t going to feel 
they’re alone in this situation. In life, everyone face challenges. 

Yan: Maybe if you don’t have a story, you can share other students’ stories. 
Like, someone shared a story about her student, and then she said the student 
was not doing good but eventually he became a professor. 

Michele: Isn’t that something? 

Yan: And I was thinking I can do that, too. 

Michele: I’m hearing that one benefit of faculty sharing parts of their lives, 
and of you sharing your experiences, is a reciprocal process that can com-
municate confidence to the student by identifying with them. In our inner life, 
it seems that there’s often some self-doubt: “Maybe I can’t do that thing, or I 
don’t know what I’m supposed to do.” But when you hear other people speak 



honestly—“Yeah, I had that problem or I had that fear or I was under-confi-
dent—when we speak about our own doubts openly, authentically, and hon-
estly, we are offering hope and courage to our students. We make the struggle 
seem normal.” Excuse me for going on for so long, but I just want to make 
sure that we don’t lose this part, that it’s not like—“Oh, I’m dumb, or I can’t 
do this, or I didn’t come from this family, or I didn’t have this… .” But rather 
that struggles are part of full human experience. But we also need support. At 
the beginning, you all mentioned the importance of resource-knowledge. We 
have to express hope and courage and passion, but also provide resources, 
build foundations for learning, and identify stages of development, so that 
students know that once they get the courage, they’re going to actually have 
the materials needed to make something. Did I hear that correctly? 

Julissa: I love how you said it. 

Michele: Well, that all came from all of you—what you said. You see, reciproc-
ity! My favorite word. I’ve got it inked. 

Khadiza: I was thinking that people said the baby is like clay. How you make 
them, they will grow like that. They are like clay. It’s the same thing, I think, 
for the First Year Seminar student. They just came to the college. They are 
kind of clay. So professors have to share more life experience, especially for 
this class, because in this class they say, “Maybe I’m not good for the college, 
this is my first semester and I cannot handle the challenges. I don’t want to go 
to the four-year college. Maybe I have to drop that class, because I’m not good 
student for college. I’m not college student. I just want to finish and that’s it, 
I’m done. I don’t want to go further.” So this is the class where you have to 
share more challenges, whatever problems, you have to inspire them more. 
In this class, probably they will think, “Oh, this is my first semester. I see this 
professor struggled a lot, but now he’s in this position. I don’t want to drop 
the class. I want to finish this year. I want to go for senior college.” If you ask 
some student in First Year Seminar, they still don’t know if they want to go to 
the four-year college or not because they don’t have that much confidence yet. 
They don’t know if they are in college environment or not. So you have to tell 
them. They are like clay. 

Michele: Yes, so clear, Khadiza. Let’s think, then, back to the transition that 
a student makes between high school and college. Could you say a little bit 
more about that change?

Derrick: I want to say something that kind of relates. For me, high school was 
just a struggle every day to survive. I was so focused on homework that I never 
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thought of the future. When I actually first got to City College, I really had no 
idea what I wanted to be. I didn’t even know if that was the right school for 
me at the time. In liberal arts classes, especially, a lot of students really don’t 
know what major they want to get into. They might not even know what 
interests them. So sharing how you figured out why you chose this major, I 
feel is really important. It kind of shows them that it is okay to not know what 
you want to do as long as you are actually going out there and exploring. It is 
sort of like a boost of confidence. When I was a student in my first semester of 
college, I really had no idea what I wanted to do, but it sounded like everyone 
else around me knew. 

Michele: Was there anybody to help guide you in those decisions or those 
perplexities? 

Derrick: That was another part of my problem. I really didn’t know who to 
go to, or where. That whole experience went downhill for me. I felt like I was 
going to be there just to take classes and that was it. The problem was that I 
didn’t have that motivation. Because what was I taking all of those classes for 
if I don’t even know what I want to do in the future?

Yan: It’s important to make friends in the class.

Michele: Yes, the FYS and the SSMs can open doors to a room where you can 
consider those questions. I want to come back to that. Derrick, you are saying 
something really deep.

Khadiza: When I graduated from high school I came to LaGuardia. In my mind 
I didn’t want to go to a four-year college. This is too much for me to study for 
four years. When I finish two-year college, that’s it, I’m done with it. 

Michele: You felt that?

Khadiza: Yeah. Then, when I came to LaGuardia, I learned. I was a business 
major, so I saw all of the professors saying that we were going to go to a four-
year college and that we would see this and this. They kept talking like this, 
especially about Baruch. If you are a major in business, they keep talking about 
Baruch. Also, your classmates are talking about transferring. So, you have 
encouragement. If you talk to people and to professors, and you see how other 
people are thinking, then your mentality can change. I am, like, “Everyone is 
going. I just have to go, that’s it.” When I came from high school, I was, like, 
it’s too much. Why doesn’t my mom understand? [Laughter]



Michele: You were all educated in New York high schools? Did you feel that 
coming to LaGuardia was just like being in high school all over again or was 
it different?

Estefany: No.

Derrick: No.

Julissa: Definitely not.

Derrick: Hunter felt like high school again.

Estefany: Really? Baruch, too.

Yan: I finished college in China. So different.

Michele: Can you talk about that transition a bit? You say it definitely did not 
feel like high school. What was the difference? Why did it not feel like high 
school, even if you didn’t know what you wanted to do back then?

Estefany: I graduated from high school in 2004. Coming back to LaGuardia, 
I was maybe twenty-two. From what I remember, high school was—I was on 
the swim team. I was an average student in high school. I didn’t think that I 
was going to be in college anytime soon because of my undocumented status. 
Finally, when I was able to go to college and I came to LaGuardia, I never felt 
like it was a high school. I think that there are different students here. Older 
students and younger students. There is a mix of everything. I think that I 
have never seen a fight on campus. If anything, I always saw community, like 
at student events. At any type of event, students were there in peace, enjoying 
whatever event it was.

Michele: What about the classroom work? The teaching and the interaction 
in the classroom?

Estefany: As a student or as an SSM?

Michele: You can talk about both. However you feel like taking that question.

Estefany: As a student, I think the work is—I am at Baruch right now and I 
think the content is pretty similar. I guess that the only difference is that at 
Baruch the professors are a lot tougher and the classes are a lot larger. There is 
less support at a four-year college. At a two-year college there is more support. 
There is tutoring. You are able to talk to a professor. I think that professors are 
a bit more lenient. They are not as tough as the four year professors. 
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Khadiza: So from high school to college, it doesn’t matter what college you are 
going to, the main thing is responsibility. When we were in high school, they 
are supposed to push you. When you come to the college, now you see that 
you are responsible for your own thing. You have to know how to register 
for the class. You have to know where you have to go for the tutoring. It’s all 
about getting more responsibility in college.

Michele: That’s why an SSM can be helpful, and why the FYS is so helpful, 
right? It’s a place to sort out those questions and understand how to do the 
things that can help us become more responsible.

Khadiza: We’ll show you what way you have to go. Now you are responsible 
to go by yourself.

Michele: Right. Do others want to talk about that? I am very curious about 
this transition and if you think LaGuardia is like high school.

Julissa: For me, I think it depends on the situation. When you finally know 
what school you are going to and trying to register for your classes, it can be 
very confusing. I felt very lost. That was not fun. I think that is another reason 
why I enjoy helping students when they register. In the classroom, I think that 
it really depends on the professor and the way they set it up. In terms of the 
responsibility, I feel that as a high school student, I was on top of my work so 
the transition wasn’t too difficult. When I was here at LaGuardia, those first 
two years, I didn’t have a job. That is why I was very involved with the school. 
In that aspect, it was kind of like high school because I was very involved in 
high school, as well. I joined different clubs every year. So, for me, in that 
aspect, it was the same. The information, the knowledge, and the environment 
were different.

Michele: What about content, being in the classes, or the assignments? I think 
some of what SSMs are teaching should transfer to how the students learn in 
their courses beyond the FYS. Right? Your work isn’t just about the FYS. It’s 
about helping the student understand the advantage of getting work in on time, 
visiting the Writing Center if they need that, taking notes if they need that, lis-
tening actively, participating, talking in the classroom, or reading, developing 
passion, and loving school. I would hope that my students—I am not saying 
that everybody has to love college, but I do want everybody to feel that they 
can be successful in it. I just want to know what you thought college would be 
in LaGuardia. This comes back to some sense of stigma that you were getting 
at in the beginning of our conversation. Is LaGuardia challenging you?



Julissa: I think in that aspect it is definitely challenging. It makes you think. 
It puts you out there. There is nothing that would make you think that 
LaGuardia isn’t good enough compared to another school. I personally didn’t 
plan to go to a two-year school. My mind was originally in a four-year school. 
When I got into LaGuardia, I was the only one beating myself up about it. 
My whole family was encouraging. My grandmother and my aunt went to 
LaGuardia. So everybody was encouraging, but the reason it bothered me 
was because my mind wasn’t set. I feel like for certain students, the reason 
they are proud to be at LaGuardia or proud to get their associate’s is because 
they wanted to go to college and here is where they wanted to go. For me, it 
was kind of a letdown until I physically came to the school. Once I was here, 
everything changed. It is like that phrase that everything happens for a reason. 
If I didn’t come here, then where would I be right now? What would have 
happened four years ago because I hadn’t been an SSM? I am grateful that it 
happened but, at the time, it was overwhelming and confusing.

Michele: How long did it take to acclimate?

Yan: Maybe when the first semester was ending or the beginning of the second 
semester. I don’t feel like it took the whole year. I felt alone. I kept hearing, 
in my high school, that there were a lot more students going to community 
college than I thought. It didn’t make me feel as bad, but I didn’t know of 
anybody going here. When I started seeing them, then I felt better. I remember 
my second semester, every Tuesday and Thursday, I was meeting my friend. 
I was able to hang out with him because we both had a long break. It wasn’t 
until then that I felt better. I felt alone at first because I was thinking that I was 
a good student and I did everything that I was supposed to. I didn’t put the 
community college first, so why am I going to a community college?

Derrick: I basically agree. When I first enrolled in this school I was, like, “Oh, 
my God, it’s a community college!” I was pretty sure that all of my friends 
were in four-year schools. My first semester here, I took cluster classes, so I 
was taking English 101, 103, Intro to Sociology, and American History. That 
whole cluster class really challenged me. At first English 101 and 103—I used 
to be really bad at writing and writing research papers. The history class taught 
US history like I have never learned it before. It really made me think about 
why we didn’t learn this before. The three professors who were running those 
classes really did challenge us to go above and beyond what we normally 
would. Every time we gave in some kind of paper, they would ask us if we 
would consider writing about this or that.
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Michele: What did they mean when they asked that question? What was the 
advantage of asking that question?

Derrick: It just makes you think that there is more out there that you could 
look into. I felt in high school, they never asked me that question, so I thought 
that this was all there was to it. Here, it was really motivating to see that you 
can go further with everything that you learned. 

Michele: Keep asking more questions?

Derrick: Yeah. Explore everything.

Khadiza: I feel that going to a two- or four-year college, the mentality you feel 
is dependent on that college. Like, in high school, when I went to the counselor, 
they said that people who don’t get a high SAT score don’t get a chance to go 
to a four-year college. Those people go to the community college. So I thought 
that these people didn’t think that I was good student because my SAT score 
was not high. It’s how they make the student feel mentally. They make you 
feel like you don’t want to go to the community college; you want to go to a 
four-year college because you want to be a good student.

Michele: So this is a matter of self-image and what the world thinks of us?

Khadiza: Exactly.

Michele: For some of us, to go to a community college is a great advantage 
because you were first in your family, you had a bad high school experience, 
and you were undocumented, or a refugee. Suddenly you get to sit in a class-
room for a few hours and you get to just think! Yan, you were saying… 

Yan: I applied to Hunter and Hunter rejected me. [Laughter]

Estefany: Queens College rejected me.

Julissa: Queens College rejected me, too! That was the first thing that hap-
pened to me. Queens College rejected me and I was, like, what am I going to 
do? Then when I went to find out what schools did accept me, it was only com-
munity college. That was why I was beating myself up. It wasn’t like I applied 
to just Queens College and community college. I applied to all six options just 
like you are supposed to in high school. You don’t want to tell people. When 
people asked me I’m, like, “Right, I’m going to LaGuardia.” [Laughter] for 
me it was a different experience. The place that I was in high school, I wasn’t 
supposed to go to a community college. That was not in my mentality. If it was 
in my mentality, then I would have been proud. I was happy that my family 



was supportive, but I was beating myself up because that shouldn’t have to 
be the only option.

Michele: Do you find that attitude prevalent in your FYS students? This experi-
ence of fear of rejection?

Yan: I took public speaking in a class with all new students. I can see already 
who is going to fail and who is going to pass. I don’t know if they take First 
Year Seminar, if they take our First Year Seminar! [Laughter] The attitude a 
little bit different. When we facilitate the class, we are not only teaching them 
how to use the ePortfolio, we also transfer our positive attitude about school 
and life. That attitude should be passed on when you transfer to four-year 
college. 

Michele: Does somebody want to respond to what Yan is saying? This idea of 
the positive attitude?

Estefany: Yeah, it’s awesome. I’m actually coordinating an event; SSMs are 
going to be part of Student Family Day. One of the videos that they showed 
in the theater as they were waiting for the students to come in was the video 
of Vladimir de Jesus, the student who couldn’t graduate. I think that was a 
really bad decision to put that in Student Family Day because the video talks 
about how he is failing as a student, how he has been here very long, and all of 
these factors. He is also talking about maybe the math class isn’t necessary and 
all of this other stuff. For events like those, in our role as an SSM, we should 
always set student expectations a lot higher. We need to bring positivity into 
our classrooms at events like those. We need to bring good energy. We need to 
tell students we can help you, not the reverse, which was what the video was 
about—that LaGuardia is not going to help you, you’re going to be here for 
six years if you don’t go for tutoring or if you have so many obstacles.

Michele: What would you do then? If you five were going to create an orienta-
tion, what would you do?

Estefany: I would show my video! The SSMs were really awesome. The stories 
that they told! They talk about how SSMs come from different areas of the 
world, why they are in college, and how they want to help their community. 
Yes, this is a two-year college and maybe you didn’t get into a four-year college, 
but this is not the end of the road. This school is actually going to challenge 
you. This school is going to help you build a better foundation for yourself. It 
is going to help you move on to a four-year college of your choice. We want 
to set those expectations from the very beginning. 
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Yan: Yeah, as an SSM. If you don’t do that, then the student is expecting to fail.

Michele: Let’s go around and offer what you would wish to give a student on 
that first orientation day as an SSM. What would you tell them? The other 
question that I have is: Do you feel like the future is open to you? Do you feel 
your lives are going the way that you want your lives to go?

Khadiza: Some of us were orientation leaders for the spring semester. I think 
you saw the video, it was so inspiring. One student was facing a problem 
and the other students were saying, “Don’t drop the class. Go to the Writing 
Center!” It was so inspiring. They are taking English 101 courses and some 
students are new. They say they don’t have the syllabus. Another student says 
that you have to go to the Blackboard and then you can see the syllabus. Other 
students say that they aren’t good at English. Then other students say you have 
to go to the Writing Center. Someone wanted to drop that class, and then a 
classmate says not to drop the class. In the short time, they mentioned a lot of 
things. At the same time, they said that you have a chance to speak to your one-
on-one mentor. Some of us were orientation leaders. They have time to talk to 
us for one hour and fifteen minutes. During that time, I took my students on 
the campus tour. I introduced them to the main part of campus that they have 
to know. I brought them to the library and said, for example, if their professor 
says that you need this assignment for tomorrow and you don’t have the book, 
you can borrow the book for three hours for emergencies. I like that they gave 
new students a chance to get with a mentor.

Julissa: They are students from theater. They gathered a lot of information 
before they constructed it. They had a lot of us talk with them about the first-
year experience. We reflected back to our own first-year experience and what 
we do now as an SSM.

Estefany: Then after the breakout sessions, a group of about twenty to thirty 
students go into a classroom with an SSM or ambassador of the First Year 
Experience. Then they do Peer Talks. So they share experiences, resources, 
and activities. 

Michele: So the First Year Experience is the larger part of the FYS?

Estefany: Yeah. The SSMs facilitate the Peer Talks. Not only SSMs—also, Peer 
Advisors, and President Society students.

Michele: So anybody who is in a leadership role can do that?



Estefany: I think I have too many opportunities! I want to take advantage of it 
all and I can’t. So I have to see which opportunities I need, because I’m also a 
student, so I need to focus on my work. But I think being in SSM has opened 
so many doors, so many doors for me.

Khadiza: Same.

Michele: Estefany, you said that being a SSM has contributed to your decision 
to get into student development?

Estefany: Yes. I’ve been thinking about graduate schools. I’m about to gradu-
ate from Baruch and I’ve been thinking about getting into Baruch’s higher 
education program. I think there’s a need for more initiatives, similar to the 
one like the SSM, and especially in community colleges where there’s a variety 
of students coming from different backgrounds and facing many challenges. 
How can we help these students succeed? How can we encourage them to go 
onto a four-year college? One of my main goals in life—and I’ve been think-
ing about it a lot—is someday opening a scholarship foundation for single 
moms—Latina single moms—who want to pursue a higher education. That’s 
one of my ultimate goals, to have a non-profit.

Yan: Open your scholarship to everyone! [Laughter]

Estefany: Possibly. I think we need more encouragement, more of those people 
to step in and help students who are struggling. I think there’s so much poten-
tial out there, but not enough resources or role models for students to look 
up to.

Yan: Students struggle and it’s not just academia, sometimes it’s economics.

Estefany: Economics, yeah… a whole bunch of factors.

Michele: One thing that keeps coming up in our conversation that you pointed 
to a little while ago is that we may not see ourselves in the world. We know 
we want to get there. But we can’t find the bridge. I think what you’re saying 
is so moving, which is that you want to be the bridge. Being an SSM—I don’t 
want to put words in your mouths—but by being an SSM you can say to the 
person who does struggle, who may not see himself or herself in a position of 
authority or intellectual power, you can say, “Yeah, you are. I see that in you. 
You are.” That’s what I’m hearing from you.

Estefany: Definitely. Usually when students say, “I hope I graduate from col-
lege,” or “I hope I get into Baruch,” I’m, like, “No. No. No. Remove those 
words from your mouth. Don’t say ‘I hope,’ say ‘I will’ or ‘I’m going to,’ but 
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don’t say ‘I hope’.” Hope doesn’t mean anything. You have to push them. If 
this is what they want, they can get it. 

Michele: Maybe the FYS and SSMs show students that there are concrete 
steps, habits of mind, behaviors, dispositions, time management—that success 
isn’t dependent on brilliance or genius or these things that are just big myths 
anyway, I think. If one has the resources that you all talked about in the begin-
ning, if one has the role models, if we have systems of analysis, methods for 
solving problems, making decisions, evaluating and justifying our choices, and 
identifying options, then we can monitor our actions and say, “Oh, I messed 
up there, let me try this another way.” I think that students sometimes feel 
you can only do it one way. Maybe that’s what high school does, you have 
to do it this way. But really, critical thinkers know that we can re-evaluate an 
action or belief, re-think it. I think that the SSMs and the FYS give us a practice 
space to find alternatives, options, different approaches, a place to learn that 
it’s necessary to practice time management skills, to solve problems and build 
identity. And all of these are concrete ways to move from “I hope” to “I will.” 

Julissa: I still have a lot of ideas. I’m in the track that I want to go, but in terms 
of the masters degree, I’m still stuck. Like, I don’t know the right way to go 
and I have so many ideas for my future goals. I have to figure out which is 
the right path to go and what are the steps to get there. As of right now, with 
the bachelors, I feel like I’m on the right track. I’m almost done. And I’ve got 
this job and all that I’m observing. I feel like I’m in a good place and I have 
opportunities out there. 

Michele: And your SSM training over these last years has provided direction 
for you?

Julissa: Yes. I’ve been able to compare a lot of the things that I’ve learned here 
to what I’m learning at school and vice versa. I’ve seen things that I can imple-
ment. For example, right now in my education course, we’re learning a lot 
about online resources. Like Estefany said, we are millennials, so we’re going to 
interact a lot with technology. So once I learn these, if I think they can be incor-
porated here at LaGuardia, then I will show my fellow SSMs what they are. I 
learned it here as an SSM and I incorporated that into my classes, as a student.

Derrick: I’m still not exactly sure what the question is. 

Khadiza: I remember the question! Do you want me to repeat? [Laughter] Do 
you think SSM has opened the door for you? Given you opportunities?

Julissa: Are you on the track you want to be?



Michele: Do you have opportunities? Are you ready to go out there into the 
world now? 

Yan: Will you change the world?

Derrick: I’m planning to go to grad school in sociology. A lot of the profes-
sors here that I’ve worked with as an SSM have been super-helpful in helping 
me to figure out about pursuing a masters. They showed me a lot about that. 

Yan: Communication skills, positive energy. I aim to get into the actuarial 
field. One day I read the job description beside the academic requirement, like 
a GPA and how many actuarial exam you pass, and the things they list here, 
be professional, be respective to your colleagues, and communication skills, 
problem solving skills, critical thinking skills, do not be afraid to ask for help, 
be comfortable to be asking for help. I’m, like, I have all that. That fit me. 
Being SSM, I have a chance to improve that kind of different skills that I need 
to improve to fit into the real world. When I was invited to a big company 
visit on this Wednesday, it is Traveler Insurance, number six big company I 
was thinking about, “Take it or not? Take it or not?” I’m so happy that I can 
make that decision. If I am not SSM, maybe I still hiding myself in the last row.

Michele: That is a beautiful sentence, “I might still be hiding myself in the last 
row.” I think for me, as a teacher, my responsibility is to take people out of 
the back row. That’s what I feel, to show people that they don’t have to be in 
the back row. That’s so moving, yes.

Khadiza: I’m 100 percent on the right track. I read article and they said people 
should share his life. Before I was feeling so shy to talk. And this way I miss a 
lot of conversation. After I learn this, I decided I don’t want to be shy anymore. 
I don’t want to miss conversation. Then, after that I have known about the 
SSM job and I was in the program, they say that we must teach in the class 
and I was, like, how can I teach the class? Then I remember the article, I don’t 
have to feel shy to talk. [Laughter] Then I become part of SSM. One thing is 
about Pablo and Ellen. I read a article that said in your first job, you don’t have 
to choose the job, you have to choose the boss. Your boss is more important. 
You don’t choose for the job. Choose for the boss. I think we got right boss 
who can motivate us for the future. Even if we do any kind of mistake, we 
don’t feel like, “Oh no, I did this. Maybe I be in trouble.” No, for us it is, like, 
“Yes, we did this, but our boss will show us how to do it better.” They never 
dis-encourage you. They only encourage you. 

Derrick: They always say, “What about this?” [Laughter]
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Khadiza: Even if you do the wrong thing they don’t dis-encourage you, this I 
do know. They can show you how to do it better another way.

Michele: It’s not the wrong thing, it’s an attempt. If you’re a painter or a 
dancer, you just have to get out there and paint or dance. If you’re a musician, 
make the note. I want to ask you one more—

Yan: I thought that was the last question. [Laughter]

Michele: I’m going to give you a chance to say one final sentence, something 
that you might want to say about being an SSM.

Yan: Being SSM, our first reaction was still sitting in the last row, but as time 
goes, we move to the middle row, and slowly, we move to the first row and 
being bold to talk.

Michele: And maybe take those other students with you? 

Julissa: When I found out about the position and I applied, I happened to find 
it by chance. And after the interview, I just felt good. I was confident in this 
position and I really hoped I would get it because it just feels good. Since then, 
I feel like it is a community; it is family. It was the right place for me to be.

Estefany: I think LaGuardia has helped me in many ways. It has opened so 
many opportunities and given me many resources and I think I found it my 
responsibility to give back to my school, my community, my students, and 
that’s the only way we will improve our society. We have the mentality that, 
“Okay, I got this thankfully because someone helped me, so I need to give 
back to my community. I think that’s the lesson that I learned at LaGuardia. 
The overall lesson, is to give back, to be thankful, to be grateful for everything 
that you have.

Michele: Okay. You can drop the mike.

Khadiza: I want to add something.

Michele: Pick the mike back up again. [Laughter]

Khadiza: Because of this job, recently I have offer from Care Center to be a 
care mentor, a great job. You have to contract for two semesters, one year. You 
tell students about the care. I really appreciate my SSM job; because of this job 
I knew about the resources, I knew a lot of things and now I can help other 
students. If you are new, I can mentor you!

Julissa: Can we drop the mike now?



I I On Mentoring 

Estefany Gonzaga, Student Success Mentor Program 

At the end of the conversation with the Student Success Mentors, a casual, 
unrecorded conversation veered into a six-degrees-of-separation experience. 
Over sandwiches, Estefany shared that she, Julissa Camilo Valerio, and 
Khadiza Begum are also involved in a second mentoring project, the Futures 
Initiative, housed at the CUNY Graduate Center (The Futures Initiative 2016). 
Offering peer-to-peer mentoring to all CUNY campuses, with an emphasis on 
new majority students, the Futures Initiative commits to the social justice goal 
of equity in education.

At the Graduate Center, Mike Rifino, current doctoral candidate and former 
LaGuardia student, mentors Estefany, Julissa, and Khadiza. Before graduating 
from LaGuardia, he was a student and mentee of Eduardo Vianna, professor of 
psychology and co-founder of the Peer Activist Learning Community (PALC), 
directed by students for discussion of “learning and identity and how they see 
themselves, their place in society, [and] what they want from life” (Medina 
2011). Eduardo has taught the First Year Seminar, and is currently a mentor of 
Humanities Alliance graduate students who will teach at LaGuardia for three 
semesters (Humanities Alliance 2016). Closing the mentoring circle, Mike, 
Eduardo’s former PALC mentee, is now mentoring our LaGuardia mentors! 

At a later date, intrigued by the connections between Graduate Center 
and LaGuardia mentoring projects, Michele invited Estefany to discuss her 
commitment to mentoring. 

On Belonging
When I was a student at LaGuardia, I was very lost. I remember coming in and 
I was just …lost. I don’t have people in my family who are in college; it’s dif-
ficult—you don’t know what to ask; where to ask; what’s what. It’s difficult to 
be in college not knowing what is college. I have two children, and at the time 
my children were very small, so it was a lot: What’s my next step? Am I going 
to go through this? You feel like you don’t belong. Many times, especially in 
my first semester, I wasn’t fully aware of the resources, and I was really close 
to dropping out. I was, like, “I can’t do this; I can’t do this; I can’t do this.” I 
imagine the same thing happening to students graduating from high school. 
Maybe they don’t have a parent who’s been in college; they don’t have models 
to look up to; they don’t know the college terminology. You feel like you don’t 
belong because you don’t have that information. 
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As I became more involved, I started telling my classmates about what I 
learned: “Hey, I just found out there’s a scholarship; there’s a special program, 
there are these resources.” They always thanked me, “Wow, Estefany, thank you 
so much. If it wasn’t for you, I wouldn’t have known. I appreciate that.” I would 
even give my textbook to students who needed the book. I wouldn’t even resell it. 

On Academic Discourse
I was really scared of the college terminology. When you’re in elementary, 
middle, high school, they say, “In order to be in college, you need to know 
certain words. You need to know how to read an academic journal.” That was 
very scary to me; you grow up knowing that college has really high expecta-
tions. Will I be ready? Am I ready for academic work? Maybe anyone coming 
into college is nervous, scared; they don’t know what to expect. But I believe 
it’s particularly—how can I say it?—maybe the feelings are stronger because 
you don’t have mentors around to talk to you. 

On Community 
My community is a lot of things. I’m always thinking how am I going to help 
students in the future. I’m always thinking about how am I going to help 
undocumented students. How am I going to help single mothers? How am I 
going to help community college students? We get a misconception of what is 
a community college student. The students that I’ve had in the past and now, 
they’re so hungry for success. They want to better their lives; they want to do 
better for themselves; to do better than what their circumstances are. I think 
we need to do more work on that. 

A lot of students are first-generation college students; they’re parents, or 
single parents. Some are not doing well financially. I think we need to give more. 
Give these students hope, right? If you give these students hope, you give your 
community hope. You can make a difference. Everyone has a power to make a 
difference. If we do that, we could see a better world than we live in right now. 

On Family 
My son and daughter are seven and eight right now. A year ago, they were 
playing Barbie and my daughter said, “Oh my God, tomorrow is my first day 
of college.” My son was, like, “Yeah, but I heard it’s so hard.” When they 
said that, I thought, “Wow, I didn’t even know about college when I was that 
age.” Since last year, my daughter’s been saving money for college. She has a 
piggy bank, and when I asked her what she was saving money for, she said, 
“Oh, this is my money for college, Mom.” I was, “Oh wow, just…wow.” I’m 



surprised by what they know, how much they take from what I’m doing. I’m 
in school and I’m working; we don’t get to spend much time together. The fact 
that they’re able to pick up those things is, like, wow. Their minds are already 
set: they’re going to college! 

Usually I do my homework when they do their homework. But the other 
night, I thought, “I’m not going to do my homework right now. I’m just too 
tired, and I don’t want to do it.” But they’re at the table doing their homework, 
and my son says, “Mom?” And I say, “Yes?” He was, like, “Um, you’re not 
doing your homework. Why not? Don’t wait until the last minute to do your 
homework!” I was so embarrassed. They are ready. They know that they have 
to go to college, and I hope they do. Nothing will make me successful or satis-
fied until I see them walking across the stage, getting their degrees. That will 
be the day I say I made it.

On Reciprocity
I think CUNY has realized the importance of mentors. I think it’s important to 
give back. I wouldn’t feel healthy in the place that I’m in now if it wasn’t for the 
help that I had throughout my whole college journey. I’m tremendously grateful 
for everything. I will try to make sure I take every opportunity, because I know 
it will help me some way. And if it helps me, if I become a better person, then I 
want to give even extra to the people who really need it. I have so much. I am 
so glad for many things. I need to give more. It’s, like, what should I do? What 
am I going to do with the community? How am I going to help my community?  
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*Names have been changed.

I II On Developing Science Identity 

In early November 2016, seven Natural Sciences First Year Seminar students 
participated in a focus group about the development of science identity. Among 
the traditional behaviors characterizing scientists are curiosity, observation, 
logic, and creativity. Yet the forces shaping these behaviors in community col-
lege students have only recently become the object of research. Studies indicate 
that new majority students—immigrant, underrepresented, low-income—enter 
STEM careers at the same rate as students with more secure familial, financial, 
and educational support. But as conversations with LaGuardia science majors 
demonstrate, high aspirations are no shield against vulnerability. 

Along with humor, humanity, and determination, the range of perspectives 
offered below suggests the kinds of student support required to secure a firm 
footing in the sciences. 

Participants: Frank (Environmental Studies); Kaya, Khadijah, Molly, Patrick, 
Portia, Richard, and Serene (all Biology).*

Michele: My goodness! [Laughter] Everyone in your FYS is biology except 
for Frank? 

Kaya: Yeah. The class is pretty much full of bio majors, except for Frank and 
two others in environmental, and then one person in med tech.

Michele: Well, you’ve been wonderful to share your experiences as science 
students. How about if I take a minute to explain why we are here? One of 
our FYS professors is studying the development of science identity. He’s trying 
to get at the qualities or characteristics and behaviors of a scientist. And also 
the importance of recognition in developing identity, and the supports neces-
sary—at home and school—to strengthen identity—that is, what do you need 
at this point in your lives as students? We believe that if we understand your 
experiences, if we learn about your perceptions of the needs and characteristics 
of scientists, then we can improve our learning environments. We always want 
to do better for you. 

Shall we begin with why you want to study science? When did you know that 
science was part of your identity or the thing that you wanted to do? Did you 
always know that? Does anybody want to jump in? 



Khadijah: When I was little I used to play doctor a lot. I never knew that one 
day I would want to become a doctor; I thought it was just a fantasy. When I 
was six years old, I was hospitalized. I had a rare blood disorder called Fan-
coni anemia. I was used to seeing doctors and I thought they were superheroes 
without capes and I was just so inspired. I liked science and I thought it was 
cool and I really do want to be a doctor. 

Michele: It’s been ten or fifteen years and you’ve stayed with science all that 
time?

Khadijah: Yes.

Richard: I really got into science because as a child I was interested in the ways 
things worked. I always questioned everything. I used to break open things—
even though my mother would hate when I would do it. The first thing I broke 
that my mom hated me for was my first laptop. I unscrewed it and I couldn’t 
put it back together. I was always interested in the way things worked. As a 
child, I used to watch the Discovery Channel. The documentaries always inter-
ested me, especially the guy who died from the stingray, Steve Irwin, I think 
it was. I was just devastated. I used to watch his show all the time. I loved 
watching the wonders of animals coexisting and seeing how they were inte-
grated into a complex system. They have predator and prey and socially they 
understand who is the dominant, who is the apex predator and they have this 
level of respect for each other. I felt that was so interesting when I was a child.

Michele: Why did you want to go into mechanical engineering if you were 
taking things apart?

Richard: I was more taking things apart to destroy them, because I was just 
a kid and I liked taking things apart, but when I really started looking at ani-
mals and stuff, really looking at life, that’s what really inspired me in science. 
Seeing the integration of—here’s a good example, like Africa, they have lions, 
tigers, they have all these apex predators living on one continent. But I always 
questioned, why didn’t one just take over? Why didn’t one just wipe out all 
the others? Why didn’t the lions just go and kill all the hyenas? Why didn’t 
they kill all the crocodiles? Right? But then you start to think, maybe lions 
can’t kill crocodiles because they’re in water. It was a lot of complex thinking.

Kaya: I decided I wanted to go into medicine not long ago, quite frankly, it was 
just a few months ago. I had a whole career, my own business—a tele-amenities 
business. That was fine. It was good because of the money. But it wasn’t fulfill-
ing. Then I tried other things that were fun, but same thing, it wasn’t fulfilling. 
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There wasn’t any purpose to what I was doing other than I needed a paycheck. 
I began—in October I started to have anxiety attacks. When I was more naïve I 
would get upset or flustered and say, “Oh my gosh! I’m having a panic attack!” 
You really think you’re on the precipice of dying and you know that you are 
going to die. Unfortunately I was given benzodiazepine. In Spain, the medica-
tion is not regulated the way it is here. They give you a little box with 100 pills 
and tell you to take it as needed. Benzodiazepines are highly addictive. So in 
taking one, you need two. You take two and you need three. You take three 
and you need four, and so on. So I came to the US, and I had no more pills. 
I had to go to rehab and be detoxed. I kept thinking, “This was supposed to 
help me. What happened? Who dropped the ball?” Was it my responsibility? 
Should I have known that this wasn’t supposed to happen this way? I didn’t 
sign up to be an addict. So how can I cure myself without the aid of medica-
tion? So that’s why I’m studying biology, to figure out how I can cure my body. 

Michele: You made that decision in the midst of that illness?

Kaya: Yes.

Michele: And you feel rooted in it? 

Kaya: I am very determined. I want to study naturopathy—to become a natu-
ropath, but all of the schools are so far away. 

Michele: You have your goal; you know what it is you want to study. You said 
the body should be able to heal itself. That’s what a lot of people are finding 
out now, right? Using your own body to fight cancer. 

Portia: When I was little I always wanted to be a model or a dancer, but you 
have to make a portfolio, and my mother didn’t have the money for classes 
and such. As I got older, I realized I had a lot of love for animals and I wanted 
to be a vet. But then I changed my mind because I saw the money was better 
somewhere else. So I was trying to think of something I could do that I would 
still be happy, something that makes a decent amount of money. I thought I 
could be an ob/gyn, a pediatric surgeon, or a marine biologist. I love turtles and 
sea animals, so I thought it would be awesome if I could do that. I also thought 
it would also be good to become an ob/gyn because some women aren’t com-
fortable having a male doctor. A woman can produce life, and I think that is 
pretty much a miracle. I was interested in that; I thought that was something 
that I would be happy doing. I love kids as well, so a pediatric surgeon would 
be good. And it would make a parent’s day to heal their child and that would 
be a wonderful feeling.



Michele: That’s inspiring and a long road ahead for all of you. Frank, what 
about you?

Frank: I chose environmental science because I used to work in a company 
doing occupational health and safety, and I was there for about two years 
before I realized I could never advance past an entry level position without 
a degree. So I decided to go back and get a similar degree to a lot of my co-
workers, which was biology or environmental science or environmental engi-
neering. We mostly monitored construction sites, demolition sites.

Michele: And you made a transition from monitoring to working within this 
environmental science field. What is the connection for you between these?

Frank: Environmental studies at LaGuardia has a lot to do with pollution 
control, industrial hygiene. It’s very similar to what I did for work.

Michele: So you’re able to apply what you did in your job—you’re able to 
draw from your work experience for your environmental studies work.

Molly: Everybody’s story is so much more interesting than mine. I have a very 
narrow scope of interest. I think I have ADD, though I’ve never been diag-
nosed. But all the signs are there and I’ve always been aware of that. I dealt 
with it in my own way, but I had a very narrow focus of interests and science 
was one of those things that always grabbed my attention. I wasn’t good at 
math and I know math is part of science. Math didn’t interest me. History was 
interesting, but not interesting enough that I want to pursue a degree. 

Michele: Were you here in New York?

Molly: Yes. And science was really the only thing I cared about. Right after 
high school, which was fifteen years ago, I went into pre-med. I did a pre-med 
program at Hunter. I wasn’t focused then; my mind was somewhere else. I 
thought other things were more important than my education. I ended up 
working different jobs here and there, mostly in retail. I worked in various 
offices. I came to the realization over the years that I was going nowhere. 

Michele: To quote Kaya, you were looking for your purpose?

Kaya: Yeah, I can relate. And we’re practically the same age, I’m thirty-three. 

Molly: I’m thirty-two.

Kaya: I thought she was probably in her thirties. I think we both got to a point 
where we were, like, “This isn’t going to work anymore. I can’t just scoot by.”
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Molly: Right. I was on autopilot for many years. My jobs didn’t require 
thinking. The days would just drift by; they were all the same. Nothing was 
exciting. There was no stimulation. So, one day I just decided to give school 
another shot.

Michele: Did you all come here as first year students at LaGuardia? Is anybody 
a transfer student? 

Molly: I’m a transfer. I went to Hunter. 

Frank: I transferred from Nassau Community College.

Michele: How many credits did you come in with?

Frank: Like, forty, a pretty good amount. 

Michele: You’re ready to book—you’re ready to go pretty soon?

Frank: Well, a lot of the credits didn’t apply to my major. 

Michele: That does happen, but if you have a purpose, perhaps you’re willing 
to make those sacrifices.

Frank: At the time I couldn’t decide on a major. So I went from finance to 
accounting to civil engineering. Then I decided I wasn’t good enough at civil 
engineering with the math and everything. So I came here and I stuck with 
environmental science. 

Michele: Hmmm…you moved around a little bit, your identity wasn’t fixed. 
Whereas Richard, you knew from the get, from when you were six years old 
and looking at those animals and taking apart laptops. Portia, you moved 
around, a bit. You had some fluidity of purpose. You said you wanted to be 
a dancer?

Portia: Dancer, yes.

Michele: Between bio and dancing I can see a connection. I’ve heard of dancers 
who have later gone into health fields after. What about you, Patrick?

Patrick: I didn’t always know what I wanted to do. I still don’t know what I 
want to do. I know that I’m doing biology to be in the medical field so I can 
basically help people. 

Michele: When did you come to this? When did you realize you wanted to 
study science?



Patrick: Probably high school, which was only, like, three years ago. I was just 
sitting there and we would go on field trips in our science class and we would 
see everything and learn everything about how people aren’t doing too well. 
We would visit hospitals. We would volunteer and do other things like that. I 
wanted to help people. I felt like I could do something to help them feel better 
and not be in so much pain and not be so sad anymore.

Michele: So you had empathy?

Patrick: Yeah.

Michele: You connected to individuals, to people, to human beings? And you 
want to go into a medical field?

Patrick: Yes, I just don’t know which medical field yet.

Michele: That’s normal. You get to do your residency and make the rounds 
and all those things. Serene, what about you?

Serene: At fourteen, I fell in love with Grey’s Anatomy. Not so much for the 
drama and the romance that goes around, but so much for the surgical excite-
ment, the unpredictable things that happened in the show. That’s what I fell 
in love with. Around that time, I was also diagnosed with fibroids which I did 
undergo surgery for it and most doctors that I have seen after surgery, they 
tell me that I can never have kids. In some cases it can happen, but there is a 
50/50 chance. So ever since, I feel like pediatrician is the way to go because I 
love kids and it’s sad for me that I might not be able to have any of my own. 
So that’s why. It’s a lot of work, biology. I’ve taken the course before and sadly, 
I failed, but I’m determined that I can become a pediatrician.

Michele: When you were in high school, did you have mentors? Did you have 
an environment where you knew, “Yeah, these are my people?”

Richard: Yeah, especially for me. I didn’t go to a normal high school. It’s called 
an expeditionary high school. It was all male and instead of having a regular 
curriculum you really get to flesh out the topics that you’re into. I was into sci-
ence, so I was always inside the science room. I was working with the science 
professors, especially my bio teacher. She taught us about MSRA in ninth grade 
and I just wanted to learn everything. I was constantly in her room, constantly 
asking her questions.

Michele: You were a science nerd?
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Richard: I was a science nerd, yeah. I was always asking questions and I was 
always the last one to leave the room. I was always annoying the teachers. I 
was interested in reverse osmosis; I wanted to know how it worked. There was 
an entire week where I stayed after school and tried to get my mind to grasp 
the concept of it. 

Michele: Did your parents—did you get recognition for that passion?

Richard: Yes. I did win an award called “Intellect and Curiosity.”

Michele: I’m not surprised.

Richard: It was basically reserved for students who really want to get into 
their topics, who ask questions, always trying to figure out the next question. 
I always tried to stay ahead of the class inside of all of my science programs 
that I took there, which was chemistry, earth science, bio—I wanted to take 
AP bio, but I couldn’t because my school wasn’t set up for that.

Michele: Does anybody want to pick up on what Richard is saying?

Molly: He has a lot of ambition.

Serene: Passion. 

Michele: Do you think this is a characteristic of somebody who wants to be 
a scientist? 

Kaya: I think it’s almost a prerequisite, yeah. There’s so much study to get into 
the field and then your job is basically to continue to study.

Michele: In order to keep the motivation up you have to…. 

Richard: …you have to have a love for it. 

Molly: He has the mind of a scientist.

Michele: What is the mind of a scientist?

Molly: Constantly asking questions and trying to get the answers to those 
questions through experimentation, like destroying his laptop or whatever. 
He definitely has that curiosity. I think curiosity, coupled with passion, drives 
a scientist. 

Frank: Richard definitely sounds very passionate. I can’t really connect. I was 
more passionate about history, but I realized it wasn’t a very good career path.

Michele: You could always be a professor.



Frank: Yeah, but that’s very difficult in the current job market.

Michele: I’m curious about the mind of a scientist, and how you relate to that. 
Do you have the mind of a scientist? I guess if you’re going into the sciences 
you must have the mind of a scientist, right? What would you say about your-
selves that reflects this identity? Do you have the mind of a scientist, Khadijah?

Khadijah: I guess. Being persistent and not giving up, that’s a big thing for me.

Michele: Why?

Khadijah: I don’t feel like I’m persistent enough. I think I give up all the time. 
But all of my teachers, that’s the one thing they say about me. So, I don’t know, 
maybe it’s just me.

Michele: Why do you think others recognize your persistence and you don’t? 

Khadijah: I’m not really sure.

Michele: Maybe you’re a perfectionist.

Khadijah: I can see that.

Kaya: I think that might be something within all of us. I know I am a self-
proclaimed perfectionist, and sometimes to my detriment. I beat myself up 
constantly. I’m always giving myself a good lashing. I had a math test and I 
got—I’m embarrassed to say I got an 88 and I had to go to the Wellness Center. 
By the way, I was very happy about the scavenger hunt to find the Wellness 
Center because I knew where it was when I needed to go there and cry my 
eyes out over my 88.

Michele: I’m seeing a lot of head nods. Do you keep pushing yourselves? Are 
you all perfectionists? 

Portia: I agree with her. My family thinks I’m so motivated because I get good 
grades. And yeah, I get good grades, but if I get a B I feel like I’ve got to drop 
out, that I just can’t do this. I told Frank earlier, I dropped my biology class 
because the teacher told me I can’t get an A as of now. All of my tests have 
been Bs—and not even in the high 80s, they’ve been in the low 80s. And I 
failed a test, that’s embarrassing to say. I would rather try again from scratch 
and clear my slate and do it again. Then my family sees me and says, “You’re 
doin’ so good.” And, yeah, I’m doing my best, but my best isn’t good enough.

Kaya: Oh yeah, I know what you’re saying.
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Portia: So I gotta keep going and going and driving myself until I get what I 
want, until I’m satisfied. You know, my mom is, like, “A or B is good.” And 
I’m, like, “No. It’s not good enough.” 

Serene: That is actually the same thing that happened to me last semester. I 
thought I could handle all these classes at once. So I was taking biology and 
math and NSF and they all—

Michele: Was this your first semester?

Serene: Yes, last semester was my first. And coming into biology, I thought I 
was doing pretty good, but then I started getting Bs and then I got a C and 
it wasn’t what I signed up for. It wasn’t the kind of grade that I wanted. So I 
ended up dropping the class, and I ended up failing NSF. So here I am once 
again, trying to do better.

Michele: That brings us to the question of failure. How do you deal with 
failure? Are scientists geared toward—

Richard: Failure and trying again.

Michele: Yeah. 

Portia: Basically I’ve been in this school called KIP since fifth grade. Basically 
if you was in KIP and you got a C, everyone thought of it as, like, an F. There 
was nothing in-between, it was, like, A, B or failure. Then when I got to high 
school it was A, B, C or failure. So ever since I was younger, I had to get that 
A. If I fell back even a little bit, it was failing. 

Michele: Is self-punishment and self-criticism part of being a scientist? Are sci-
entists over-achievers and drivers and achievement crazy? Do you ever relax?

Richard: I don’t feel that way, personally. I see scientists as people who are 
willing to fail. You have to fail a lot to come up with that one big scientific 
breakthrough. Honestly, you can’t expect someone to spend one day and come 
up with the perfect formula for the perfect equation to solve X, Y, and Z. You 
have to have multiple failures. Then you strive to do better, based on your 
past failures. I see that as—I’m not saying fail all your classes and then re-take 
them. I’m definitely saying that. I’m saying you have to look at your failures as, 
“Okay, this happened, but I’m going to do better based on this evidence.” You 
have to break down the steps that worked and take away the steps that didn’t.

Kaya: I think that’s a very mature way to look at things. I’m thirty-three and 
I’m not that mature.



Michele: You used the word “evidence.” Do you want to talk about that a 
minute? Patrick, have you ever had a failure?

Patrick: Since I was in kindergarten up until the eighth grade, I failed miserably. 
I got “Promotion in Doubt,” which questions whether or not you should be 
moved on to the next grade, or left back. I did the state tests; I used to get fours 
on them, but I would fail my classes. But because of those tests, I was able to 
move on. I graduated from middle school and got into high school and then I 
was really good. I think the classes were super-easy.

Michele: Were you bored in the classes? Bright and bored, maybe?

Patrick: Yeah. I was always ahead in my classes. The teachers felt I should be 
in AP, but I chose not to, because I don’t like to work.

Michele: Hmmm…you can’t be a lazy scientist.

Patrick: That’s why I don’t feel like I have a scientific mind, but then again 
maybe I do, because I feel like scientists are dreamers, they’re creative. I like 
so many different things, and that’s why I don’t know what I want to do. I 
feel like if I dream about something, then I can create it. Sure, I fail and stuff, 
but if I keep working to create it, then it’s not really a failure because I’m just 
bettering it and sharpening that tool. In the medical field if I need to make a 
prosthetic or make a certain sense better for that person, that’s just making it 
better rather than failing at it.

Michele: You get information from your failures. You’re getting more evidence 
to use. Would anybody like to comment on this? Dylan said there is no suc-
cess like failure, right? I want to ask about your families. Did your families 
recognize this interest? Did they encourage it? Khadijah?

Khadijah: Okay. My mom definitely encourages what I want to do because 
mostly she likes science also, so she can relate. She was a nurse, but not in this 
country. I was born in Norway. She was a nurse there, she’s nursing again. 
She encourages me a lot and she sits with me and helps me. She will explain 
things the way she understands them. I would make her so proud if I could do 
something in the medical field. 

Michele: A lot of people are motivated by wanting to follow in their families’ 
footsteps or keep up the family tradition. Your mom does encourage you. Did 
you get encouragement at school?

Khadijah: In high school, I had a really amazing teacher. He taught sports and 
medicine, and the second year he teaches anatomy and physiology. He made 
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me understand the human body so much better and he did it in a fun way. He 
was the kind of teacher you can talk to. You can ask him to explain things. 
He was so friendly.

Michele: He had the mind of a scientist, interested in questions and probably 
gratified by your enthusiasm. What about you, Portia?

Portia: I’ll be brief. When I was younger, like my first year of high school, I 
didn’t do so well. My brothers and sisters was jealous of me and they was, 
like, “You’re not as smart as you appear to be.” I was only twelve or thirteen, 
but once you speak something into existence, then it will manifest. So they 
started all these bad things of me and so then I started to fail. I had self-doubt. 
When I got older, in high school, my mom started doing the same thing. She 
didn’t come to my parent/teacher conferences. My brother came to one and 
I got one 78 in global history and I was really embarrassed. I thought he was 
going to come and see that 78 and say I’m not smart. I swore I would never 
get a 78 again. So from there I had to self-motivate myself. My school was 
very supportive of me. I could email my teacher at any time of the day, even 
at midnight. My teachers continued to help me, and then, as I got older in my 
high school career, I got mentors and different advisors and college counselors 
and they helped me change my mindset.

Michele: You talked a little bit about thinking scientifically and what that is. 
Is the social connection, the relationships and support, are these important in 
developing a science-directed identity? Do you think you should do it on your 
own, or do you need support? Then I’m going to ask about LaGuardia and 
the support that LaGuardia gives you.

Molly: It definitely helps to be connected and to have that support group. 
Sometimes things get hard and overwhelming and it helps to talk to someone, 
someone offering words of encouragement and support. “Hey, you can do 
this.” 

Michele: Do you have that?

Molly: I do. My co-workers, my family, they have all be a constant support 
for me. So it has definitely helped me.

Michele: How do they show support?

Molly: Talking to me. Listening to me. Sometimes I just go on rants about 
various topics and just saying it out loud relieves something in me.

Michele: Do you talk to anybody about science, your ideas and projects?



Molly: Not really. I don’t really know anyone in the same field as me. I have a 
very small circle of friends, of people. I would say no.

Michele: You have emotional support, but not intellectual support?

Molly: Right. Right.

Michele: What about you, Frank?

Frank: I don’t have too much of a scientific mind. I’m mostly pursuing my 
career path because of my work experience and what I have accomplished 
through it. When I do have questions—in terms of what I can do or in terms 
of grades—I just speak to my friends or family. They’ve been supportive of 
me, just like Molly, giving me emotional support even if they can’t exactly 
understand whatever topic I’m doing at school.

Michele: Why do you say you don’t have a scientific mind? 

Frank: Science isn’t my primary interest I guess. That’s what it is.

Michele: But environmental science is science.

Frank: It is. It is environmental and industrial studies.

Michele: What courses do you have to take? 

Frank: Biology. I’m taking a GIS course that’s very interesting. I also work 
full time.

Michele: What other courses do you take in science for environmental studies?

Frank: Chemistry I and II. 

Michele: That sounds pretty science-y to me. Right, guys?

Frank: It definitely does.

Kaya: Yeah.

Michele: And what about math?

Frank: Pre-calculus.

Michele: Do you have to go higher than pre-calc?

Frank: Calculus I. 

Michele: That’s science. I’m in literature and film; I haven’t studied biology 
since high school. In high school, did you seek out science-minded people?
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Frank: Not really.

Michele: And now? Do you look for clubs here on campus, or study groups 
or competitions? 

Frank: Study groups, that’s about it, just to help me study a little better before 
a quiz or a test. That’s about it though.

Michele: Do you participate in class? Do you ask a lot of questions?

Frank: It depends on if the material interests me or not.

Michele: What about time? Do you have enough time to support your studies? 
And, what about a social life on campus? 

Molly: I totally agree with Frank on almost everything he’s saying. I feel like I 
don’t have time. I work full time, just like Frank. My only exposure to other 
students is if they’re taking the same classes that I am. I would like to join 
organizations and get involved, but I don’t have time.

Richard: I like reading a lot of articles on the newest scientific discovery, even 
though it might be out of my range of interest, I think it’s important to know 
what’s generally going on in the scientific community. I also really like YouTube 
because YouTube does some cool breakdowns on physics and stuff like that.

Michele: Yeah, YouTube is great.

Kaya: I think more so than academic support, I think emotional support, for 
me, it is more important. When I was in high school, I did extremely well in 
biology and chemistry. They were the two courses that I did the best in. I went 
to an all-girls Catholic high school. So probably religion, biology, and chem-
istry were my best subjects.

Michele: Was that in this country?

Kaya: Yes. I did well in those classes, but I didn’t see myself doing that because 
my sisters were slated to be the doctors, so it was like that slot was taken. 
My sisters—one is a biology teacher and the other is a gynecologist, so that’s 
already taken; I had to find something else.

Michele: Can’t you have a family of doctors?

Kaya: We could have had a family of doctors, but that support wasn’t allocated 
for me. “We can’t give you that support because we’re already giving it to her.” 
I got two scholarships, one to Adelphi and one to Marymount. I couldn’t go. 



I was told I could only go to community college. I said I wasn’t going to go 
to community college when I had two scholarships to four-year universities. 
I was not allowed to go away. All of my other—I did well in school but my 
father didn’t see me as motivated because I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do.

Michele: Which is legitimate, not being sure. 

Kaya: Yeah. If I had had the emotional support it would have worked out bet-
ter. Now my whole family is either a nurse or a doctor. The support is different 
now. I’m older and I’ve lived a life—

Michele: I hope you have more life to live!

Kaya: Definitely. But I have gone through a phase in my life and now I’m start-
ing a new one and they’re more supportive and willing to help me.

Michele: They are? So they recognized your maturity. It sounds like both of 
you, Portia and Kaya,—this question of self-doubt, other people’s impressions 
of you—does it affect your science identity?

Portia: One thing I can say is that out of four children, I’m the only one who 
seems to be amounting to anything, to be better than my siblings. Yeah. I’m the 
youngest and my mom and dad expect me to be great, even though sometimes 
they hate on me. 

Michele: But when you were younger, you had that stuff with your siblings 
and they put the seed of doubt in you? And also disappointment with yourself? 
They judged you and you were embarrassed?

Portia: Yeah.

Michele: I guess I wonder if we are to succeed in something, if we have to get 
over that feeling of shame and embarrassment, if we just have to push forward. 
You fought against the restrictions on you and found your way anyway?

Portia: Yes.

Michele: Kaya, you used the word “allocate,” a very interesting word, and you 
said that the resources were already used. What about you guys? Did you get 
support at home from your families?

Richard: Yes, I got a lot of intellectual and emotional support. From the house, 
I didn’t get much intellectual support. In my house, I have a bunch of police 
officers, literally, both my brothers are police officers and my mother didn’t 
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go to college. But cousins—I have a cousin that’s a doctor and another one is 
a pharmacist.

Michele: Did they recognize this interest of yours?

Richard: Yeah, ever since I was a little kid. When I was a little kid I would 
always be sitting in front of the TV watching some documentary and they 
would ask me why I was watching it, why wasn’t I watching Sponge Bob or 
something like that. Right? You don’t expect a six-year-old to be watching a 
documentary on great white sharks and how their predatory instincts are to go 
into murky water and sneak attack seals. Normally that would mortify little 
kids. But I was that kid. So ever since I was a little kid they would be, like, 
“Oh, he’s going to be a marine biologist.” So ever since I was a little kid I was 
labeled, “He’s going to be this.” So whenever I have any doubts in my head 
they tell me to push on. My school was the biggest help. I had a lot of teachers 
who saw this interest in me and they wanted me to gun for it. They always 
supported me. I messed up a couple of times; I wasn’t the perfect student. But 
they always were forgiving and willing to see the better side.

Michele: Is recognition important to you? To develop science we need to have 
recognition in the forms of opportunities, time, faculty acknowledgement, 
yeah. What do you think?

Richard: I would say yes, because if you have people acknowledging you, then 
you can further yourself and actually focus on what you’re trying to study 
rather than, if nobody acknowledged you, you would be on your own, having 
to fight either hard and probably not get to where you wanted to be because 
you have nobody there to acknowledge you.

Serene: I agree, recognition is important.

Michele: What would the form of recognition be for you? How would you 
want to be recognized? 

Serene: Even though I may not be the best student in school, a support system 
where family member and friends actually believe in me could also push me 
to do better and to be better.

Michele: What about your teachers?

Serene: School in New York is different than school where I was in Haiti. In 
Haiti, the teachers were very strict, so anytime—how can I put this? The teach-
ers are very, very strict. It’s not like in New York where some teachers do not 



care about your schooling. In Haiti, they pressure you; they punish you. They 
make sure that you are on top of your grade.

Michele: And what about now, at LaGuardia, what kind of recognition would 
you want from your faculty? 

Serene: I think all of us want a little more from them. 

Michele: Yeah? What would you want?

Serene: Support and understanding.

Michele: What kind of support? Words of encouragement? Study groups? 

Kaya: I would say something that’s probably not feasible because it’s CUNY.

Michele: Go ahead. Go for it. 

Kaya: I have a very big situation and it was the reason why I got this 88, 
but if it weren’t for this situation I wouldn’t have gotten the 88. I wish my 
teacher would have taken it into consideration while grading my paper. Then 
I wouldn’t have an 88. It’s two points away from a 90. This is a very serious 
situation I’m in. I have to go back to Spain and to court to fix this situation. 
This is not an easy thing; it is life changing. 

Michele: So you would want…?

Kaya: Some consideration, a bit of humanity in the grading and not so much 
mechanics. I understand that this is science, but—

Michele: What would an alternative be? They can’t just give you the points.

Kaya: They should give me the points! [Laughter]

Michele: Hmmm…we can’t just give points; we have to earn points. But maybe 
there could be another way, right?

Kaya: Yeah. I don’t like extra credit because it seems like a bullshit way to say, 
“You did bad, but let me give you a couple of extra points.” It seems like a 
cookie for a bad kid. 

Michele: What kind of support would you want? And then we’ll have pizza; 
that’s my form of support. [Laughter] What kind of support would you want? 
I’ll come back to you.

Portia: I agree that we do need some type of—I agree that we need a sys-
tem where the teachers can be more helpful. I’m in a math class right now. 
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Sometimes the student will ask the teacher a question and he’ll be, like, “Oh, 
it’s okay, you’ll figure it out. You’re geniuses. Y’all smart.” And then he’ll just 
go on to the next question. Another kid might say, “No, I’m paying for this 
class. Would you please review this topic?” He’ll just say, “No. Y’all got it. 
You’re good. Go to the Math Lab.” But, I went to the Math Lab… 

Michele: So recognizing all of your goals in the form of academic support? 

Portia: Yes.

Frank: I think it would help, like in Kaya’s case, maybe weighing the exams 
a bit less and focusing more on homework. What happens is when students 
don’t have a lot of homework they lose the motivation to go home and study 
and then by weighing the exams heavily what ends up happening is they end up 
putting all their eggs in one basket and for whatever reason—maybe a personal 
circumstance happened or maybe they just didn’t understand the material well 
enough, then that exam could be the difference between staying in the class or 
withdrawing or failing entirely. 

Michele: Do you feel yourselves to be scientists? How do you know that this 
is it for you? Is there any chance that you’re going to stall?

Molly: No. I have a narrow scope of interest and this is it. There’s nothing else.

Michele: Do you love it?

Molly: I do. I love it. But I’m not asking the questions that I should be asking, 
like Richard. Richard likes to ask questions. I’m not there yet. Right now, I’m 
taking in the information, memorizing the information. The information is 
very interesting, but I’m not applying it yet. I think that is something that will 
sharpen over time. 

Michele: You have the love, but you recognize that there’s more to being…

Molly: There’s more to being a scientist than just knowing the information. 
It’s the application of it.

Michele: Yeah. I like that. I wonder if we should get the pizza, and maybe I 
can ask you a few more questions while you’re eating. Would that be okay?

[Students break for pizza and talk among themselves.]

Michele: Frank, I think that was a good idea. I think it’s way too much. When 
I do homework, I have time to think about it. I stop. I have a coffee. In the 



middle of a test you can’t get up and say, “I need to smoke a cigarette and think 
this through.” You know? 

Frank: I noticed that every single math class, I kind of did poorly in because 
I have a problem with that. I re-took College Algebra three times. The only 
math class that I actually passed was the one where I focused less on the exams 
and more on the homework.

Richard: So I’m in a math class, right? My professor goes over topics and he 
likes putting in the same thing, only he does it in multiple different ways. He’ll 
put it up on the board. He’ll explain the topic. Then he’ll go around and see 
what students don’t understand it and then she will try to explain it again. 
The professor that I have right now explains things five or six times, a lot of 
students lose interest because he’s doing the exact same thing, and we won’t 
copy the notes, then the one time he shows us something important, he doesn’t 
go over it again! [Laughter] 

[Conversation resumes.]

Michele: I think that we’re just about finished. What was our last question 
before hunger set in?

Frank: Do we feel we have a scientific identity?

Richard: School support. What do we want LaGuardia to do? 

Michele: Yeah, and you were talking about faculty—which science courses 
are you taking now? 

Serene: I’m taking Math 115 and NSF. 

Michele: And Patrick?

Patrick: Biology 201 and Biology Lab 201.

Michele: Do you like it?

Patrick: No. I hate it. [Laughter]

Michele: Why do you hate it?

Patrick: Because I’m failing.

Michele: Why are you failing?

Patrick: I’ve done everything that we’re doing in biology in freshman year. I 
passed it. It was easy. Now he’s adding extra stuff and I’m not doing as good. 
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And for some reason, every time I see the test, I’m failing and I don’t know 
why. So I don’t like it because I’m failing it. 

Michele: Are you doing anything about that? Are you getting help? 

Patrick: No.

Michele: Does your teacher recognize that you’re failing and talk to you about 
it? 

Patrick: No. 

Michele: Do you talk to other students in class about it?

Patrick: Oh yeah, for sure. There’s—my biology partners are telling me that 
I need to study more and work harder. I’m—eventually I’ll get to that point.

Michele: What are you doing if you’re not doing that? 

Patrick: I have so many other things that I would rather do. I don’t get stressed 
out much because I always put my interests before school and stuff. That’s 
what’s important to me. That’s why I’m failing. I’m at the point where I don’t 
really care too much that I’m failing. I know it’s bad because it’s money. I just 
can’t bring myself to study. I have never studied in my life. I just can’t do it.

Michele: This is interesting.

Richard: I think studying is mandatory. You’re going to have to learn how to 
do that, dude. Especially if you’re really trying to grasp something, you have 
to study.

Patrick: Yeah, but the way I feel, I think if you can’t get something, then you 
just won’t get it.

Richard: I used to think like that also until I—at a certain point I did not 
understand math. I was just so bad at math. It was terrible. But what I learned 
is, if I sit myself down and force myself to do something—you need to give 
yourself that motivational talk. You need to wall yourself in. You really need 
to force yourself to do it. I will shut off everything around me and I will just 
study towards this one thing. If my brain starts hurting, I’ll do something else 
for half an hour and then I’ll get back at it. 

Patrick: My brain’s not hurting, but as soon as I start to do something that’s 
school-related I just can’t think anymore. I’m staring at a blank piece of paper. 
But when I’m cramming for a test I just—my biology lab test I’m doing okay 



because I go on YouTube and I watch a crash course and I will watch that. 
That’s what I do. But I don’t take notes. I don’t go into the textbook and read 
or anything. I can’t do that.

Richard: Maybe you’re not—some people are auditory learners. They don’t 
learn from writing down stuff. They learn from hearing things.

Patrick: My professor, he talks so much that he puts me to sleep. Or I’ll be on 
my phone playing Pokémon Go.

Michele: Oh no! Portia, did you want to say something? 

Portia: I wasn’t good at studying either. I had noticed that I wasn’t doing as 
well as I knew I could. I sat down with my general biology teacher. He asked 
me how I study and I told him that I read the textbook and write down the 
information that I think is important. He told me that’s not a good way to 
study. He said, “Tell me something about meiosis.” I said, “I really can’t tell 
you. I went over the information in the textbook, but it’s not registering in 
my head what I read and wrote about.” He got all scientific about where the 
memory is stored in the brain and how to trigger it and blah, blah, blah. He 
told me to tell him one thing I know about meiosis. Finally, I said, “Chro-
mosomes.” So, then he tells me that part of my brain was working and then 
basically we worked on my memory. We talked about meiosis, and the steps, 
and what those steps do. Ever since then, I remembered what meiosis is and 
the steps of meiosis.

Michele: Do you think it’s because of the memory system or the interaction 
between you and your instructor?

Portia: It could be a little bit of both. Now if I do it on my own and I do the 
same thing, it will register the same and I can remember. He says that I have 
to practice on my memory and the only way to practice is to read, re-read, 
and then try to remember.

Michele: Do you think that memory is a big part of being a scientist?

Portia: Yeah.

Michele: Why?

Portia: I feel like you have to remember information in order to really dig 
deep in what you’re doing. If you’re in a lab and you’re told, “See how these 
membranes fuse into something?” and I don’t know what a membrane is or 
what it’s for, I’m gonna be, like, “What is that again?” I’ll be lost.
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Khadijah: I’m taking biology and I’m taking SEB 252. I’m doing okay. The 
thing with biology is that there’s a lot to take in and I have a lot of—I don’t 
know if they’re anxiety attacks, but I will start crying a lot and it’s hard for 
me. I put myself down a lot. 

Michele: This is a recurring theme, I think. I don’t hear it from the guys so 
much. I’m hearing it from the women.

Khadijah: Guys are strong. 

Portia: I don’t think it’s because guys are stronger. Women have a bigger plate 
to fill in society ever since way back when. Men are expected to do certain 
things, so they do them and it’s, like, okay because that’s what’s expected of 
them. People expect you to do good, and when you do something bad it’s a 
surprise. So when women are steppin’ up it’s, like, “Oh, she’s actually doing 
something.”

Molly: The standards are higher for women.

Kaya: I don’t think it’s a sexist thing as much as an ageism thing, at least for 
me. I’m more on myself because I know that I have to do it and I have to do 
it well because I don’t have a second go-round. I’m not eighteen. I can’t say, 
“This is not fun. I’m taking a leap year to travel Europe.” 

Michele: Are you committed to it?

Kaya: Oh yeah, I’m committed.

Michele: Do you love what you’re doing?

Kaya: I love that I’m here. I’m not sure if I will become a clinician, a researcher, 
or, quite frankly, just an activist for—I was supposed to be the lawyer in the 
family because I like to talk a lot. I like to argue. I like to debate. This is where 
everyone saw me going.

Michele: Maybe you can combine those interests?

Kaya: Yeah. That’s what I’m thinking. It’s almost natural to me. I want to 
know about the body, and the reason why I want to know—what upsets me 
the most is not “Why can’t my body heal me?” It is, “Why was that doctor 
allowed to do that to me?” It’s more of the malpractice—everything flows 
back to the law part. This should be against the law. Why should I be going 
to detox? Why should I be labeled as an addict when I didn’t elect to do this 
to my body?



Michele: So you might find—all of you might find—that you can use science 
in many directions. You can go in many directions. Which courses are you 
taking, Kaya?

Kaya: I’m taking the NSF 101 and I’m talking Math 117. 

Michele: Have you taken your science courses yet?

Kaya: No, I haven’t taken my science classes yet because I still have to take 
English, so I’m taking that next session, too.

Michele: Are you doing anything to prep for science now?

Kaya: YouTube. I like to watch YouTube. I think more than having a mind of a 
scientist, I have more of a gut. I like to watch surgeries. I like to see people get 
cut open. We have two reflections and they were based off of TED Talks—one 
was neurology and the other was a neuro-anatomist and I found it extremely 
interesting.

Michele: Do you go out on your own to look at things?

Kaya: Oh yes, yes.

Michele: What about you Molly?

Molly: Right now I’m taking general bio I, lecture and lab, and the First Year 
Seminar for natural sciences. And in session two, I’ll be taking math. Initially, 
when I started—I’ve been out of school for a while, so when I started general 
bio I was very overwhelmed at the amount of information that was given to 
us and it made me realize how much I didn’t know about biology. I thought 
I knew biology, but when I had that first class and the professor kept asking 
questions and quizzing us, I realized I didn’t know the answers to any of the 
questions. 

Michele: Did that throw you, or did you say, “Wow, I have so much more 
learn?”

Molly: Yeah, I was a little disappointed that my awareness of how much I 
knew was not there. For some reason, I thought that I knew all this stuff and 
I didn’t.

Michele: But you persisted?

Molly: I persisted.

Michele: That goes back to your word, Khadijah.
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Molly: It was tough. I read the textbook and I couldn’t understand it that well. 
So I had to supplement with videos. I love watching the videos. It just breaks 
it down.

Michele: Thank God for YouTube.

Molly: Right, it’s just a great learning tool. The textbook alone, it’s very hard 
to grasp, I mean, you can learn a few things, but if you want more clarity on 
certain topics, videos are the best.

Michele: Where do you go? 

Molly: I watch Khan Academy. 

Michele: Everybody goes to Khan, right?

Molly: Love Khan Academy. 

Kaya: It is great. 

[Talking at once.]

Richard: When I was taking math modeling my freshman year they forced me 
to do Khan Academy. It was torture.

Kaya: You didn’t like it? I think he’s so clear. I don’t like that he has to write 
everything, it makes it slow. 

Molly: But it helps to see it written out. It definitely does reinforce stuff you 
read in the textbooks and what the professors are saying in class. 

Michele: Do you find that you go there often?

Molly: All the time, for every little thing. I consult Khan Academy for 
everything..

Michele: Not only Khan, but other videos?

Molly: Yeah, other videos or I will do web searches. I really want to under-
stand something. I have this thing where, if I don’t understand this, I’m going 
to do what it takes to understand it, and then move on to the next topic. Yes, 
those videos—I wouldn’t know anything if I didn’t have those videos. 

Michele: Do you watch TED Talks?

Molly: I do.



Michele: You can go on and listen to scientists. I find that so wonderful, amaz-
ing. Everybody can have access—at least, if you have digital capacity. Frank, 
what about you?

Frank: Intro to GIS. GIS is Geographic Informational Systems.

Michele: You said that you liked that?

Frank: I do, actually, it’s pretty interesting, mainly because I can see the appli-
cation of it toward the real world. If you ever open up a magazine like the 
Times or the New Yorker and you see an infographic, a lot of times it was 
made in a GIS programs. For example, quantity—the amount of tuberculosis 
in New York City or the amount of pollution in New York waterways.

Michele: You sound like you have love and enthusiasm for that field?

Kaya: He does.

Michele: Yeah, when he talks about it something shifts in his face.

Molly: And it’s obvious that he knows what he’s talking about.

Kaya: It sounds like he’s already a professional.

Frank: Well, I already am, in the sense that I’ve been around a lot of people 
who have it as their main passion when I used to work in the field and it just 
grew on me. I was actually thinking of going into finance or accounting, but 
through working with—you know. 

Michele: You made me think that influence, positive influence, is a good part 
of why we do what we do. I didn’t have any scientists around me growing up, 
but I had artists and people in literature. So I just went in that direction. Lord 
knows what would have happened had there been a person around who was 
interested in science. Only later, in my first year at college, did I meet a scientist, 
and he became my mentor, not just in academics, but also in social life, in poli-
tics, and educational reform. He had studied science at MIT, and computers 
at Carnegie Mellon. I remember learning about genes and that study of green 
peas! Thank God for him, a life-saver. Anyway, so what do you—as beginning 
scientists—what do you think you need that you don’t have now that you’re 
going to go looking for?

Portia: I would say experience in the field. Now I’m looking for internships. I 
want to work at a children’s hospital or shadowing a doctor in an ob/gyn clinic 
or office, whatever it may be. That’s hard because when you’re young and you 
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don’t have experience in that field people drift away from you. “She’s young. 
She’s a college student. We need someone with experience.” 

Michele: So this is something that you would like to have? And then you would 
get so much; you would get support. You’d get recognition. Are you going to 
look for an internship?

Portia: I have been, but I’ve called—I guess they’re getting tired of me. I’ve 
called about five hospitals over and over.

Michele: Keep doing it.

Portia: I’m, like, “Hey, it’s Portia Clarke,” and they’re, like, “Oh, it’s Portia 
again.” [Laughter]

Michele: Keep doing it. Go to Sloan-Kettering and see if you can be a temp or 
do anything, anything at all. Khadijah, what do you need that you don’t have 
now that you are looking for?

Khadijah: I also agree with Portia and I actually go to Sloan-Kettering, I’ve 
been trying to get an internship or volunteer work or something there.

Michele: They’re serious about their volunteer work there. You have to fill out 
forms. You have to do training. I was going to volunteer there. You can’t just 
walk in and volunteer. You have to be interviewed. It’s a big deal. You two 
need to put your heads together and support each other. Kaya?

Kaya: I don’t know. I really don’t know. I want to be taking my science courses. 
I want to be done with this remedial stuff that I have to do. I understand that 
it’s necessary, but it’s a very big delay and frustration.

Michele: Maybe you need patience. 

Kaya: No. I need science classes! [Laughter] We need more classes in second 
session, that’s for one. English for one, the remedials need to be given in second 
session. There are too few classes. I’m told, “I’m sorry, it’s just too intense.” 
But if I’m here and I’m motivated why shouldn’t there be a class—an English 
101, so I can start taking my math, so I can start taking my science courses. 
I can’t touch a science course until I have my English done. It’s these sort of 
things. 

Michele: That’s right, that’s a gateway course.

Kaya: Exactly. I understand it’s necessary, but there needs to be a bit of human 
understanding about situations, about age. 



Molly: Well, for me, I don’t ask questions, I’m not super-curious. I love facts 
and learning about facts and memorizing stuff. In science, it’s not all about 
that. It’s about the application of this knowledge, and—I’ll give you an exam-
ple. In class, the professor will ask questions about DNA. It’s easy to answer 
those questions, but then when he asks us questions about an experiment that 
was done regarding DNA, it’s, like, hard to understand what they did. My 
mind blanks out. I don’t understand why this experiment was done. I don’t 
even understand the results.

Michele: It sounds like you’re on the threshold of deep knowledge. You know 
what you need and you’re going to learn how to look for the concepts and the 
abstractions. You need practice. You could go to your professor and tell your 
professor that that’s the leap that you need to make and then a whole new 
world will open up for you. Thank you for that. Frank?

Frank: I don’t feel that LaGuardia can offer me too much. A lot of the failings 
I’ve had in previous courses had to do with me, not with the school itself. 
Mainly it’s been a lack of time and a lack of preparation, in the sense that I 
could have studied better. I could have better reviewed the material. So nothing 
comes to mind in terms of resources at the school.

Michele: In yourself, then, what are you looking for in yourself?

Frank: Time to study more. 

Michele: So it’s the shortage of time because of—how many hours do you 
work? 

Frank: Forty-five to fifty hours a week.

Portia: Wow. That’s full time, more than full time.

Kaya: That’s just crazy. 

Molly: That’s nuts.

Michele: Wow, okay. Serene?

Serene: I procrastinate a lot. That’s something I’ve been working on since this 
semester started. I keep a little notepad with me. I write stuff down in my 
phone and I put the due date next to it so I know that I have time to do the 
assignment before it is due.

Michele: Time management?

Three Conversations  •  221
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Serene: Yes.

Patrick: I don’t know if this is a need as much as a want, but I could use more 
money. College is a lot of money. If I fail I could use extra money to take a class 
over or do something else, just in case. I need a fallback. 

Michele: Maybe you can study so that you don’t fail and that way you won’t 
need the money. [Laughter] Then you can want something else. Yeah. I’m 
going to check on you, Patrick. Richard?

Richard: Personally I feel like it’s acclimating toward college life. This is my 
first semester. I didn’t want to go heavy on my courses.

Michele: So what are you taking now?

Richard: I’m only taking this as my science course, but that’s because I wanted 
to acclimate and stuff. I wanted to make sure I was mentally stable enough to 
devote all of my time. I wanted to make sure I was ready for this.

Michele: Do you think you’re getting ready?

Richard: I think I am ready now. I’ve been—I thought it was going to be 
super-hard. I thought college classes were going to be five or six time harder 
than high school—

Michele: But you’re only taking one course?

Richard: No, I’m taking this and a couple of others.

Michele: What else are you taking?

Richard: English 101 and then I’m taking Math 101. 

Michele: So you have seven—you probably have nine credits? English is how 
many credits? Three?

Richard: Three. And then I’m taking winter stuff also.

Michele: Okay, so you have a full semester? Portia?

Portia: I have a question for you. All of us are striving to be the best, so let’s 
say we do want to take a major class in a small session, but the class that we 
want to take, like English, for example is major. In the six-week period that 
we have how do you think we can properly prepare ourselves to succeed in 
that small amount of time?



Memories of the First Year 

The first year of college! It was terrifying at first, and,  
in the end, it was glorifying.

Santo Trapani

In retrospect, the kind of professor I try to be is the  
kind of professor I needed.

Allia Abdullah-Matta



Claudia Baldonedo, Workforce Development, Adult and Continuing 
Education; Business and Technology
Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee, 1959

When I was sixteen, I went to Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee. My 
family is multi-racial; my father was a Hispanic Jew, and my mother was a 
Black African-American. My father wanted me to have a Black experience. 
My brother had gone to Howard; and when it was my turn, my father, who 
thought we were spoiled, said, “You can go wherever you want, but it’s got 
to be outside of New York.” He wanted to give me independence, to learn 
about other parts of the country. I had been accepted at Smith, but I decided 
on Fisk. So, when I went off to college, it was to a Black institution. Fisk was 
so engaging; very warm, everyone was protective. They wanted you to know 
the culture of the institution, its history, and founders. I was going to be a 
doctor like my dad, but I didn’t have the stomach. Eventually, I majored in 
psychology and English.

I grew up in what is now known as Crown Heights, Brooklyn, just a 
couple of blocks from Eastern Parkway, a very large Jewish community. On 
Saturdays, I went to synagogue with my father, and to church on Sundays 
with my mom. My mother is from Charleston, South Carolina, that’s how I 
knew about the south, about segregation, and what it was like. She was born 
in 1907, one of seven children, and she finished high school. All my uncles 
and aunts finished high school, too, and they were born in the late 1800s! 
They were not poor at all; they owned all the horses and carriages in their 
part of town, and those horses and carriages were rented by all the white 
people in Charleston.

At Fisk, I worked very hard, studying biology and chemistry, and doing 
very well. From the time I was four, I was a pianist; at Fisk I joined groups, 
and I played, and we sang. Suddenly a group of people said, “You know, we 
don’t like having to go to the back of the bus. We don’t like having to go into 
rest rooms ‘for colored only.’ Let’s rebel against this; let’s get a group together.” 
There were many colleges around, and we all got together and said, “Let’s 
march on this; let’s protest.” I wasn’t politically savvy until I visited places like 
Atlanta, and saw Martin Luther King, and marched, and participated in the 
sit-ins at Woolworth’s in North Carolina. We went into the community with 
the churches, helping feed those who needed food. You know, in the South 
people help people, and that became a part of me. Later, during my summers 
in New York, I did some work with the Black Panther party. I never became a 
member, but when they got arrested, I went to the prisons to give food. 
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By the time I graduated from college, I was involved in the world and with 
segregation. I was arrested once and taken to the precinct, and my father had 
to come from New York to get me out. But I just became more active! Those 
days were harsh; you stepped out of line, they beat you. Many of us practicing 
civil disobedience got hit or pushed, and many were arrested, maybe forty the 
night that I got arrested. That was my very first march. But we were prepared. 
So, I had my first experience. I was going to be eighteen. 

During my first year, I discovered that, given the right circumstances, I 
could become a very angry person. I had to learn to channel that energy in a 
direction that moved me ahead. I learned how to speak, and I learned how to 
listen. I learned to appreciate others, to take in other thoughts, mix them with 
mine and use them for the good of whatever I was about to do. My father said 
I returned to New York a changed person, changed for the better. He said he 
always thought I was a smart-mouthed kid who came back smart, and articu-
late, and able to say what I thought and let others know what I was think-
ing, what I was doing, what I was going to do, and that I would do it. I truly 
matured at Fisk around people who cared about me, people who taught me 
how to think. That’s really what education does; it teaches you to put things 
in the proper perspective. And I really learned that. 



Ana María Hernández, Education and Language Acquisition
Queens College, Queens, New York, 1964

Había venido de Cuba en 1961 y empecé en Queens College CUNY en 1964. 
En aquella época era gratis pero no sé si hubiera podido ir a la Universidad si 
hubiera tenido que pagar lo que los estudiantes tienen que pagar ahora, porque 
yo vine como un inmigrante desposeído como todo el mundo. 1964 fue un año 
muy importante porque fue el año del Acta de los Derechos Civiles y el año 
antes de que cambiaran las leyes de inmigración que dejaban fuera los inmi-
grantes de África y de Asia. También ocurrió el asesinato de un estudiante de 
Queens College por miembros del KKK; él se llamaba Andrew Goodman. Y el 
candidato del partido republicano era Barry Goldwater. El campus estaba muy 
polarizado y como yo hacía solamente tres años que había llegado a los Estados 
Unidos, no estaba preocupada, no estaba metida en cosas políticas y demás. 

Queens College era muy importante ya que siempre fue una de las antor-
chas de CUNY, junto con City College y Hunter. La consciencia política de 
los años sesenta, ese fue el primer impacto que tuvo la Universidad sobre 
mí. Ahora, no era solamente de estar expuesta a la política, sino aquello del 
análisis. Y tuve un compañero de descendencia polaca, Stanley se llamaba, 
una presencia muy importante, porque él me hizo una pregunta sobre el Che 
Guevara y yo le dije: “Yo no quiero hablar ni del Che Guevara ni de nada de 
eso porque todas esas experiencias de salir del país fueron muy traumáticas 
para mí y yo no quiero hablar de eso.” Y él me contesto, nunca se me olvido: 
“Yo lo comprendo pero tú eres una estudiante universitaria y un estudiante 
universitario tomas sus experiencias y las analiza. No se deja llevar por las 
emociones y por los sentimientos.” Yo lo respetaba mucho y él era un senior. 
Él era un amigo mayor que aconsejaba a los principiantes pero no en cosas 
curriculares. 

El primer año no había decidido que estudiar aunque estaba en Artes 
Liberales. Yo quería ser historiadora y si me hubiera quedado en Cuba hubiera 
estudiado historia; aquí, si hubiera sido hombre y no hispano, hubiera estu-
diado historia. Pero como era mujer, tenía acento, y era inmigrante, yo sabía 
que iba a llegar más lejos, por las políticas del presidente Kennedy que ponía 
mucho énfasis en estudiar un idioma extranjero y conocer otras culturas—una 
pena que lo mataron tan pronto. Entonces yo me di cuenta que iba a ser mucho 
más fácil para mi encontrar trabajo como maestra de español porque a veces 
yo he oído que dicen, ¿porque tu estudiaste español y no estudiastes otra cosa? 
Yo quería ser historiadora, historiadora del Siglo 18 y Siglo 19 francés, la ilus-
tración. Historia y filosofía, eso era lo mío, pero yo me di cuenta de que tenía 
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que ser realista porque yo carecía dinero y de un padre que me mantuviera. 
Entonces decidí ser profesora de lenguas, profesora de literatura porque había 
mucho campo. 

El programa de estudios en Queens College era muy fuerte, pero tuve un 
profesor de inglés, English 101, y me acuerdo que tenía una voz muy calmada 
y el me inspiro un amor por la literatura. El me presento la poesía de T. S. 
Eliot, uno de esos autores que le cambian la vida. Entonces, para mí que había 
leído otros autores, cosas románticas, Bécquer, los Veinte poemas de amor de 
Pablo Neruda, enfrentarme con T.S. Eliot fue una revelación. Y ahí mismo, 
ese primer año, yo decidí que lo que más me acercaba a lo que yo quería y 
que podía tener empleo era literatura comparada. Queens College era una 
maravilla. Ósea, ¡estudiar literatura comparada pero quedarme en el campo 
de literatura latinoamericana! Ahí encontré mi camino y nunca lo he dejado. 
Pero lo que yo aprendí es que la literatura no está separada de la historia, que 
las artes no están separadas de la historia, ni están separadas de la política y 
que hay temas que son universales. Y yo siendo una cubanita, tres años que 
había venido, y a mi T.S. Eliot, “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” and 
“The Waste Land,” me abrieron el piso.

4

I arrived from Cuba in 1961. Three years later, I started at Queens College, 
which was free then. I don’t know whether I would have been able to afford 
college if I had to pay what our students pay now, because I came as a dispos-
sessed immigrant. You may remember that 1964 was a very important year. 
It was the year of the Civil Rights Acts, and the year before immigration laws 
changed to bar immigrants from Africa and Asia. There was also the assas-
sination by Ku Klux Klan members of a Queens College student, Andrew 
Goodman. The Republican candidate in that presidential election year was 
Barry Goldwater. The campus was very polarized. But because I had been in 
the country for only three years, I was not worried; I was not into politics and 
such. At that time Queens College was a CUNY beacon, like Hunter and City 
College. For the first time, I realized how a university, one with a social con-
science and with social life, forces you to examine certain things. The political 
conscience of the sixties was the first impact that Queens College had on me. 
However, it was not enough to be exposed to politics, it was also the analysis. I 
had a classmate of Polish background, Stanley, an important presence, because 
he asked me a question about Che Guevara, and I answered him: “I don’t want 



to talk about Che Guevara, or anything related to that, because for me all 
those experiences connected to leaving the country were very traumatic and I 
refuse to speak about that.” He answered me—and I will never forget this—
“I understand, but you are a college student and a college student gathers her 
experiences and analyzes them. She does not allow herself to be controlled by 
emotions or feelings.” I respected him so much—he was a senior; he was like 
an older friend advising an entering student—an unofficial mentor, but not on 
curriculum matters. I have never forgotten it. 

That first year I had not yet decided what to study, though I was in liberal 
arts. I wanted to be a historian. Had I stayed in Cuba, I would have studied 
history. Here, had I been a man and not Hispanic, I would have studied history. 
But I was a woman with an accent, and also an immigrant, and I understood 
that I would go further, partly because of President Kennedy’s policies and his 
emphasis on learning a foreign language and being exposed to other cultures—
what a sorrow that he was killed so early. But I realized that it would be much 
easier for me to find employment as a Spanish teacher. People often asked 
“Why did you study Spanish and not something else?” I wanted to be a histo-
rian, of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, French history, the Enlighten-
ment. History and philosophy, those were my things, but I understood that I 
needed to be realistic because I had no money or a father to support me. It was 
then I decided to become a language professor, a literature professor. 

The curriculum at Queens College was very strong. I had an English 101 
teacher who had a very calm voice, and he inspired in me a love for literature. 
He introduced me to T.S. Eliot, who is one of those writers who changes your 
life. English 101 was at that time Composition and Literary Analysis. I had 
already read many writers, romantic ones, Bécquer, Twenty Poems of Love by 
Pablo Neruda, but confronting T.S. Eliot was a revelation. It was then, that 
first year, that I decided that what came closer to what I wanted and that could 
get me a job, was comparative literature. I could study comparative literature 
and stay in the Latin American literature field at the same time! I found my 
path and I have never left it. But what I learned is that literature is not sepa-
rate from history, that the arts are not separate from history or from politics, 
and that there are universal themes. And I, being a little Cuban girl, with 
three years in this country, and with T.S. Eliot’s “The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock,” “The Waste Land”—these works pulled the rug from under me.
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Louise Fluk, Library
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 1966

Je venais de Vanessa, un petit village du sud de l’Ontario, et j’arrivais à 
Toronto, une grande ville où j’ai découvert des tas de choses. Je suis allée dans 
les musées; je me suis fait des amis; j’avais une vie sociale plus remplie. J’ai 
encore des amis très proches que j’ai rencontrés à l’université. C’était les années 
soixante, et tout le monde se rebellait, mais moi je n’y participais pas. J’étais 
plus intéressée par ce que j’étudiais, les sciences politiques et l’histoire. Le 
travail était accablant, pas difficile, mais il y avait tant à faire! Les attentes des 
professeurs étaient différentes de celles des professeurs du secondaire. J’avais 
été une très bonne étudiante: je pouvais étudier, apprendre, lire, et mémoriser, 
mais ce n’était pas suffisant pour l’université. Il est possible que les lycées de 
Toronto étaient meilleurs, je ne sais pas.

Je me souviens encore aujourd’hui d’un cours magistral sur l’histoire 
grecque. Nous étions tous des premières années, mais le professeur assumait 
que tous les étudiants savaient de quoi il parlait. Moi, j’ai trouvé ce cours 
impossible à suivre, mais c’est là que j’ai compris ce que je devais faire. A 
l’université, étudier c’est questionner, pas seulement accepter. Au lycée, on doit 
accepter ce qui est présenté et mémoriser. L’université c’est autre chose, et c’est 
comme ça que ça doit être. Mais personne ne m’avait appris à penser de cette 
façon. Peut-etre que j’aurais dû apprendre ce mode de questionnement intel-
lectuel au lycée. Les autres étudiants savaient lire et réfléchir de façon critique. 
Ils ne lisaient pas pour tout savoir, ils lisaient pour comprendre les idées et les 
préjugés. Je ne sais pas si j’ai appris l’histoire grecque, mais j’ai appris à penser 
comme une étudiante. Je me suis aussi rendue compte qu’il faut s’ouvrir plus 
à l’histoire, à la politique, à tout.

4

I came from Vanessa, a small village in southern Ontario, and I arrived in 
Toronto, a big city where I discovered all sorts of things. I went to museums; 
I made friends; I had more of a social life. I still have close friends I met 
in college. It was the sixties and everybody was rebelling, but I didn’t get 
involved. I was more interested in what I was studying, political science and 
history. Schoolwork was overwhelming, not difficult, but there was so much 
to do! The professors’ expectations were very different from those of my high 
school teachers. I had been a very good student: I could study, learn, read, and 
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memorize, but that was not enough for college. It’s possible that high schools 
in Toronto were better—I don’t know.

To this day, I remember a lecture on Greek history. We were all first-year 
students, but the professor assumed that everybody knew how to think about 
the topic he was discussing. I found it impossible to follow, but that’s when I 
understood what I had to do. In college, studying is about questioning, not just 
accepting. In high school, we have to accept what is presented and memorize. 
In college, it is something else and that’s the way it should be, but nobody had 
introduced me to that mode of thinking. Maybe I should have been introduced 
to critical thinking in high school. The other students knew how to read and 
think intellectually. They didn’t read to know everything; they read to under-
stand ideas and biases. I don’t know if I learned Greek history, but as a college 
student, I learned how to think. I also realized we have to open ourselves more 
to history, to politics, to everything.



Matthew S. Joffe, Wellness Center 
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 1971

I went to Lehigh University from 1971 to 1975, in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 
so except for summers, I lived away from Long Island. You know, compared 
to today, home in suburban Long Island was very idyllic. As someone with a 
disability at birth, I led a somewhat secluded life. I would go to the city and do 
stuff, but when I was home, I was really at the mercy of my parents’ cars and 
their willingness to take me places. I remember a lot of peer pressure—drugs 
and things, and people were looking to get others to come along with them on 
their little experimental rides. I saw all of that around me. 

The mother of one of the four victims of the Kent State massacre worked 
in our principal’s office. I’m not sure if he had attended our school, but he was 
close enough to home that it mattered. I remember going out and protesting 
the war and demonstrating back then. For me, high school was not a whole 
lot of fun; college was going to be the great delivery, opening doors, and giving 
me different experiences from what I had already been exposed to, offering 
opportunities to feel more integrated in the world. 

Undergraduate school was a wonderful experience, educationally as well 
as socially. The first year—going away was a big deal. Other than sleepaway 
camp, I’d never really been away, so this was a big test for me. I was going 
to learn to do my own laundry and figure out how to meet people, and be an 
adult. I remember talking to a girl for the first time in my freshman year. I’d 
never really had that opportunity before; for me, it was an enormously free-
ing, big deal moment. I made friends, one of whom I’ve had since that day, 
forty-five years ago. The first year was a lot of firsts for me, a lot of triumphs, 
some of which I didn’t realize were triumphs until a couple of years later when 
I was still there, and I saw the building of time, and what had taken place in 
the earlier years. 

I guess it was my decision to take the risk of social interaction, even though 
that had been inconsistent in the past, depending on other people’s level of 
comfort or discomfort in my presence. But nevertheless, I decided to go up to 
people that I didn’t know and strike up a conversation. Let’s see where it goes! I 
think that, because of my attitude, I made a lot of friends that first year, people 
who supported me, encouraged me, included me. You know, even something 
as simple as having a meal with me was quite different from my previous 
experiences. I felt what I did in the present was actually determining my future.

I have a double major in psychology and French. I remember taking 
Introduction to Psychology with a brand new teacher who caused an uproar 
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when the final exam turned out to be completely different from what he had 
told us. If you know anything about the art of studying, the kind of exam 
you’re getting dictates how you study. Everybody protested, and, essentially, 
he got fired. So maybe that was the earliest example that I had of how your 
voice can make a difference. Still, that didn’t deter me from psychology as one 
of my main interests. I remember taking Humanistic Psychology, which was 
really different, very Californian, and, at that time, very much in vogue.



John Chaney, Social Science 
New York University, Bronx, New York, 1971

No doubt I remember vividly my transition from high school to college, because 
it was a huge culture shock. From the very beginning, in kindergarten, my 
schooling was guided by a religious foundation, the Catholic Handmaids of 
Mary, one of the very few orders of Black nuns in the United States. Then I went 
to St. Mark’s the Evangelist Catholic school. That’s where the whole religious 
component hits you right between the eyes because, even before school, you 
had to go to mass, you know, church. At eight in the morning, I had to be in 
church with my classmates. So my whole perception of school, from age five to 
thirteen, was that it wasn’t just reading, writing, and arithmetic, but that a huge 
part of it was religious development. I went to a Catholic high school, too, and 
that was run by the Christian Brothers of Ireland. 

I said to myself, “Maybe it’s time for some changes!” I got very lucky; I 
applied for and received a full scholarship to Fordham, a full scholarship to St. 
John’s, and also to NYU. So, at the tender age of seventeen, I find myself at the 
NYU orientation, and boy, that first day was memorable! We’re talking about 
the very beginning of the seventies, so vibrant because we were in the heart of 
flower power and Vietnam. You could smell rebelliousness in the air. 

Culture shock. Remember, in the Catholic schools, we were pretty much 
indoctrinated to abide by authority, not to question it but to fear it. We did not 
want to say anything against the Christian Brothers of Ireland. So, at my first 
orientation, I’m walking into the hallowed halls of NYU and these upper class-
men are on the side, handing out big pieces of toilet paper to each and every 
one of us. “What’s this big piece of toilet paper for?” “Well, you’re going to be 
hearing a lot of shit in there from the president, so make sure you’re prepared.” 
I said to myself, “John, you’re not in Kansas anymore.” That was a real awak-
ening; this was going to be a much, much different experience. 

That first year, especially that first week, we kept getting inundated by 
various groups right on campus. They would give us the strangest stuff to read! 
These people were usually right outside the dorms. Remember, Washington 
Square was not NYU’s original campus. The original was in the Bronx, which 
is where I was, in its last graduating class. After that, they sold it to the state, 
and then they finally turned it into Bronx Community College. 

One day, walking past the quad, I see a group of very animated- and 
colorful-looking men and women, all handing out information about joining 
the Heights Freaks and Perverts clubs. I’m not kidding! We had the Weather 
Underground, we had SDS, we had the Panther Party. They appealed to me that 
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first year. Sometimes people came in from other campuses, or other neighbor-
hood groups to support the Panthers and SDS. They woke me right up! Again, 
I had never seen anybody or any place that would push back on administration. 
I’m from Catholic school, and oh, my goodness, you better not do that! So, yes, 
all that really opened me up; I’m thinking, “Maybe I should test my voice a 
little.” Although I didn’t become a card-carrying member of any organization, 
I definitely did join some of them. We had the Black Students Union at NYU. I 
was very much into Black power then. I would wear my dashikis quite proudly. 
I had a huge Afro. And I really, really admired the machismo of the Panther 
Party, the way that they stood up to the police. A number of us started wearing 
denim jackets, and the tams, and the berets, and the sunglasses. I never had the 
bullets, but all the rest, yes, just to show that I was involved with them. 

I went to classes straight through, but I went to a lot of other things 
straight through, too, almost to the point of disaster. I almost lost my scholar-
ship because I was doing so much. I was on academic probation because I just 
couldn’t take all that sensory overload that first semester. I’m kind of breaking 
out of that cocoon of those last twelve years. Plus, it’s the first time ever you 
have time on your hands. You know, all these years in school at nine and out at 
three? Now, all of a sudden, there are these little gaps and on certain days you 
didn’t have to go! I embraced all of that. 

Sociology opened me up to the idea that I was part of the family of man. 
There were so many inequities, so many people who needed help. What really 
started turning me on was learning different modalities, different ways to con-
nect with other people and make their lives better. Sociology seemed to be my 
strength, seemed to be the direction I was moving in. In my first year, I got 
work as a part-time college aide in the Model Cities program. My supervisor 
was basically a racist. He did everything he could to terminate or transfer all of 
his Black interns or staff members, who loved that I actually stood up to this 
guy. His colleagues, one of whom wanted me to work for her, liked it that an 
underling was resisting and saying, “You’re not going to do this to me, at least 
not without a fight.” To this day, I have so much respect and admiration for 
strong women. I almost cried about what happened to Hillary Clinton. Because 
the lady who saved my job, Geneva McCrae, ended up offering me a position 
where I felt like I was making a big, big difference. She actually encouraged me 
to write. That was the thing that impressed them, the quality of my writing. I’m 
telling you, those Catholic schools made a difference!

I think that all that campus activity permeated my soul. For the first time I 
was walking in an environment of rebelliousness. 



Kyoko Toyama, College Discovery Program, Student Affairs 
St. Margaret’s (Rikkyo Jyogakuin) Junior College, Tokyo, Japan, 1976
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4

My college was part of my high school, kind of like an extension. I was very 
comfortable in my junior and senior all-girls high school, so I didn’t even 
try to apply to another college. I was able to commute from my home in 
forty-five minutes. That first year was the first time that I met people from 
other schools; students came from all over Japan. Those students gave me 
a new perspective about the world, about Japan, and even about Tokyo, a 
cosmopolitan city that we take for granted. My world got so much wider. 

At that time, everything in Japan was pretty stable. The economic situa-
tion was good; it was right after the Olympics. We had the World’s Fair, and 
we had another scientific fair. Everything in Japan was very calm, and we 
felt lucky. For my generation, getting a job was very important. The people 
around us—teachers, counselors—suggested a two-year college that focused 
on careers. So that’s what I did. I could have gone to other schools, but I 
needed to get a job. 

When I was growing up, women were not really given the same career 
choices. But in college, the male professors gave us women choice and per-
mission, which was surprising. I thought we’d be sitting in a classroom and 
just listening to them. No. They pushed us. We spoke in English. I had always 
loved English, the speaking part of it. I had always wanted to live in a coun-
try where I could speak English. My major was English language, not English 
literature, not American literature. I wanted to be a teacher of English. The 
first year I studied hard because these people coming from outside were very, 
very competitive. It was the first time I studied really hard.

The professors were superb. Almost all of them in my department had 
studied abroad. They were mostly men, but they were very different. I could 
smell and feel the foreign countries in their characters. They were not typical 
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professors. They would call me “Oh, Toyama,” kind of chauvinistically, but 
they were really taking care of us and they spoke English fluently. I’d never 
met people like that. I really felt connected with the professors and their 
passion about English. Maybe they came from that hippie generation. They 
didn’t have a strict idea that women should do this, women should do that. 
That gave us freedom to speak. Also we didn’t have any uniforms, so we 
could wear anything at all, like bell-bottom jeans! They wanted to pass on 
the knowledge they gained either overseas or from college in Japan.

With the exception of one or two, these professors were from the pro-
test era, late 1960s, so they brought their student protest energy and anti-
establishment approach. Some professors were in campus student groups 
that had barricaded the college buildings to protest the American war with 
Vietnam, and they marched against the war on campus, and in the streets 
of Tokyo. These ex-radicals encouraged us to inquire and to have our own 
voices, something very hard to see in the Japanese educational system. We 
were initially very uncomfortable; we were not used to that, but, gradually, 
we felt safe. We felt that we had permission to express what we think and 
how we feel.

Dr. Yagyu, an expert in American literature, was the one I sought out 
for more knowledge. He had studied in the United States; he was very intel-
lectual but very funny, and that really brought down my guard. Because in 
Japan the teachers are not approachable. But in college, I felt like I could 
talk to him, so I kept going to his office during his office hours to know more 
about America. My faculty advisor, Professor Ariga, was a Shakespearian 
and a former actor. He made us read almost every single Shakespeare play in 
English during class and outside class, which opened my eyes about literature 
and also the Western perspective. The connections I made with faculty gave 
me the motivation to study further, ultimately in an English speaking country. 
Both of my old professors have since passed away, but I am trying to carry 
on their legacies of making a difference in the futures of my students.



Allia Abdullah-Matta, English
Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson, New York, 1980

I went to Bard College and majored in French literature, which was weird 
because I thought I was going to major in political science and go to law school. 
I have distinct memories of freshman orientation where the faculty talked to 
the freshmen. There was a new French teacher who just started talking. I had 
taken French in high school, so I was, like, “Oh, I’m going to take her class!” 

In my first year, I learned that I really loved French. That first semester was 
fantastic. At Bard you could take ballet and French. I loved it. When I came 
home to Queens, my family wondered, “What’s she going on about?” My 
parents were readers, and learning was always important in our house, to my 
grandparents, to everybody. Education was one of the most important things 
for us. I was pushed in a very particular way, and I knew I was smart ever since 
I was a kid. It was the way teachers responded to me; it was that I went to the 
library, the way that I’d take out ten books and read them in two days. I caught 
on to things. I was learning Arabic on Saturdays; my father’s a practicing Mus-
lim, so during my childhood, I prayed in Arabic, a language that was outside 
the usual, and as I was a very enthusiastic learner, I was into it! 

This was 1980–1984, and two things happened. One, in the summer of 
my freshman year, I was in the HEOP program, a community of people that I 
had hung with that whole summer. Many of us were people of color, and there 
were some white kids, too, because HEOP is about class. We were connected, 
a community, all of us. That first year some senior students who had been in 
HEOP were very nurturing, and they really helped me. Had I not had the HEOP 
support system, I probably wouldn’t have finished in four years. Second, I had 
been admitted to Bard through its Immediate Decision program. In my junior 
year, I had transferred high schools, and I didn’t like the new school. My grades 
fell, but I knew that if I could explain, I could probably get in most places. At 
the interview, I was accepted on the spot. It was exciting, but tough, too. There 
was a campus tour that day; I was the only Black person in the group. Growing 
up in a Black and Jewish community, I didn’t expect that. My middle school was 
very Black; my high school was mixed. So, no, I wasn’t anticipating at all that 
Bard would be that white; it was very difficult. On the other hand, a particular 
type of folk go to Bard, artsy. So while there may have been some tensions, there 
were also amazing communities of folks. But on that Immediate Decision day, 
I was the only Black girl. 

Bard opened the door to middle and upper-class capital. The teachers 
opened some of that; a lot of it was the curriculum. Freshman seminar was 
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interdisciplinary; we read Kafka, Ibsen, Dostoevsky, and the classics with pro-
fessors in philosophy and English. The classroom was amazing; in the middle 
was a beautiful wooden table that you sat around. You could smoke then, and 
the professor—I’ll never forget her, an older woman—she’d smoke, and talk 
about Ibsen and Plato. The good thing was that you could easily develop rela-
tionships with your professors, but you had to know to develop them. I would 
not go and seek out my professors and bond in that way. I didn’t feel I could 
trust the institution in that way, though probably I could have, but I didn’t, 
because of my own positionality. I needed a solid mentor, someone who could 
really understand what you were trying to do, where you were trying to go, who 
could guide you. A mentor would have given me a real understanding of what 
I was in, what I was thinking about doing. In retrospect, the kind of professor 
I try to be is the kind of professor I needed. 

Of course, there were tensions. I didn’t want a roommate—who wants a 
roommate? I come from a family of five, so I didn’t want to share a room. And 
when I found out my roommate was a white girl, I was really upset. But we got 
along very well, and even decided to room together the next year—we picked 
our room, and we picked the bathroom. What she used to do is really funny. 
My roommate worked really hard, studied a lot, and spent hours in the library. 
After all day in the library, she would come into the cafeteria, and look for me, 
and even when my table was full, she would bring her chair, and scoot it over 
to sit with me. A couple of my Black friends would say, “Why is she coming 
over here?” I was, like, “That’s my roommate, come on.” She became very 
near and dear to us, a girl from a Quaker high school with one Black person, a 
basketball player! She had no concept of being close to anybody other than her 
own family and people. Yes, there were those, “Why don’t you wash your hair 
every day?” kinds of questions. But she was a genuinely good person, and just 
very interested, so we got along well. In that way, Bard was great; I learned to 
interact across very distinct and racialized differences. 

That year was a life lesson about being open and engaging. I grew up Mus-
lim, a very closed way to grow up. You can’t eat this; you can’t go there. You 
couldn’t walk down the street, like today, and get halal food. That part of my 
childhood was very insular. At Bard, I learned to be open to different people, 
to trust that I wouldn’t confront barriers every day. I’m not saying it was all 
peachy; I’m not saying there weren’t incidents. But it was also the time for me 
to begin thinking about things that I think about now.



M’Shell Patterson, Workforce Development, Adult and  
Continuing Education 
University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad, 1981

I was born and grew up in Trinidad. My first year at college, which would have 
been in 1981, was at University of the West Indies in St. Augustine, Trinidad. 
I was young when I started, sixteen or maybe seventeen. When I arrived at 
the university, they started telling me I was smart. As I said, I was younger 
than other students in the class, but I would maybe point out something that 
I thought was a bit off, something someone else didn’t see. There was interac-
tion at college there was learning; there was life. It’s almost like being in water. 
Today you step in, and it could be cool and welcoming, but tomorrow there 
could be a little turmoil and the tides could be high. College fit me. I felt very 
much at home. 

The campus had a tinge of radicalism. There were always conversations 
around politics, but sort of in the courtyard; there was a lot of courtyard politics. 

At that time, Eric Williams was the Prime Minister. He was a noted his-
torian, believed in human rights, believed in fighting for the common man. I 
would not go to a lot of protests. Being raised Jehovah’s Witness kind of tamed 
my political involvement; however, I always lived vicariously through people 
who stood up, who protested. 

Still, I had a tinge of not following the norm. I am a vegetarian. I wore my 
hair natural before it was cool to do so. I am trying to say that my upbringing 
was simple. I never needed or wanted too much. I just seek out people who are 
easy to be around; simply honest and wholesome, and not necessarily those 
who think like me nor only those who are Jehovah’s Witnesses. We talked 
about things that affected regular people, things that affected the common 
man. Those were conversations I’ve always been interested in, about structures 
and lives, and how the economy moves and shapes our lives. Trinidad is more 
of a classist system; it’s more about the economic differences. I come from a 
very large multi-cultural family. There’s everything, biracial, just everything. 
Race is not really a factor. The great divide was money—the haves versus the 
have-nots. We were always looking at who had what and who didn’t, and we 
looked at the middle class to see how those people fared. That was the tem-
perature at the time, the conversation. 

I was always curious about our involvement with the rest of the world, 
and I always knew I wanted to go away to school, because I wanted something 
different, so I applied to CUNY as an international student. After college I 
stayed…and the rest is history. I feel very at home in America. I feel alive at 
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LaGuardia. I am happy I am able to continue to thrive and contribute in a 
meaningful way. 

When I came here, I went to Kingsborough Community College. Inter-
estingly enough, I was also accepted to attend Brooklyn College, but I chose 
Kingsborough because the campus was on the beach! At the time, that deci-
sion made sense to me! I had no idea of the difference between a community 
college and a four-year university. Later, when I had completed my studies at 
Kingsborough, I applied to Brooklyn College, and was accepted as a transfer 
student. My major was English literature, but I was told I had to take remedial 
English, which didn’t make sense. They asked me what my first language was! 
I figured that if I was sitting in front of people who didn’t know that English is 
the language in Trinidad, then I needed to go somewhere else. So I got accepted 
to NYU and pursued mass media and communications. 

I’m number ten of fourteen kids. I am the first person to leave home, and 
I am the first person in my family to go to college. During secondary school, 
I was in a convent, but I had exposure to people who traveled a lot. So, when 
the opportunity came, I took a chance. I wanted to see what America was all 
about, what else there was to offer. So, I left! 



Habiba Boumlik, Education and Language Acquisition 
Université des Sciences Humaines et Sociales, Nancy, France, 1982

Ma première année fut un choc culturel mais dans un sens très positif parce 
que je désirais ce choc. Je voulais partir du Maroc. En fait je parlais berbère 
à la maison et un peu arabe, et donc j’étais dans une école bilingue les études 
étaient en arabe et un peu en francais, mais j’étais loin de parler le français 
couramment. Ca m’a pris du temps mais j’avais une bonne formation de base, 
en grammaire il y avait pas de problèmes. 

Et voilà donc Nancy! Ca a été aussi un choc. La Lorraine, c’est gris c’est 
pas tres gai, il pleut. Mais ma première année a été très agréable. Le fait 
d’habiter dans une cité universitaire c’était génial parce que j’ai pu rencontrer 
pleins de gens et pour la première fois de ma vie, j’avais ma chambre à moi 
toute seule. J’avais un sentiment d’indépendance. J’ai ouvert un compte en 
banque, j’avais un carnet de chèques, je prenais le train pour aller voir ma 
demi-soeur à Paris. C’était la belle vie. 

J’ai fait un Deug de sociologie. On n’avait très peu de cours pour moi 
c’était aussi un choc. Les cours en amphis, pas de relation avec les profs, des 
partiels, des examens finaux, et si tu te plantes t’es foutu! Et aussi ces amphis 
avec ces boîtes de conserves et de pâtés qui servaient de cendriers parce qu’à 
l’époque tout le monde fumait …C’était en 82, les autres me posaient des 
questions du genre, est-ce que vous avez l’électricité au Maroc? est-ce que 
tu as une voiture ou des chameaux? j’étais effarée par le niveau d’ignorance. 
La première année j’ai pas vécu de racisme vraiment. J’entendais souvent le 
terme bougnoule, maghrébine. J’ai appris harki, je savais pas ce que c’était. Je 
me voyais dans aucune catégorie, berbère, arabe, j’entendais souvent berbère, 
arabe, musulman c’est kif-kif, pareil. Mais c’est devenu difficile en 84 avec les 
elections européennes, et Jean-Marie Le Pen qui a gagné 15% du vote, et pour 
la première fois je me sentais pas a ma place. 

Je suivais de près la politique. Dès le début, Je me suis sentie de fibre 
socialiste. Je m’étais même inscrite à des associations étudiantes plutôt com-
munistes, plutôt de gauche. Je faisais partie de l’UNEF. un syndicat d’étudiants.

Etudier la sociologie, la lutte sociale, le syndicalisme, ça m’avait drôlement 
marquée, les idées du progrès social. Ce qui m’avait choquée c’est aussi comment 
on présentait les idées; tout le passé colonial dont on ne parlait pas et la guerre 
d’Algérie. Je trouvais les implicites culturels très intéressants. Le plus marquant 
c’était le cours d’epistémologie, les différents courants théoriques, les Lumières 
c’était une véritable ouverture intellectuelle. J’avais fait mes études dans un lycée 
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traditionnel. J’ai aussi étudié la philosophie occidentale et musulmane, mais il n’y 
avait rien d’avant-gardiste ou boulversant sur le plan intellectuel. Il a fallu que je 
sorte de mon cocon familial pour voir qu’il y avait d’autres idées. Par exemple, 
le feminisme, j’en ai entendu parler pour la première fois à l’université. 

Tout n’était pas génial, mais j’avais becauoup de choses à apprendre. 
Même faire les magasins par exemple. Je viens d’un pays où il y avait des 
petites boutiques; où tu marchandes. Quoi? Le prix est là, tu marchandes 
pas, tu négocies pas, c’est affreux! Tu vas, t’achètes ton truc, tu rentres chez 
toi pas de communication à part bonjour madame, merci madame, au revoir 
madame? C’est assez frustrant. Aller au supermarché, je te dis, je connaissais 
pas le supermarché. C’était en 82, il y avait pas de supermarchés au Maroc. 
J’errais dans les allées. Tout était compartementalisé, les boites ici, les trucs 
comme ça. Moi, mon épicier, donne-moi ci, donne-moi ça, tu sors et l’épicier 
il te donne du PQ et il mélange ça avec un kilo de patates…

Malgré tout, j’aurais été malheureuse si j’étais restée au Maroc. J’ai décou-
vert que j’étais rebelle et indépendante, et que j’étais attirée par la différence. 
J’ai pris de la distance par rapport à mes origines et ma culture. Je voulais et 
j’avais besoin de défis. Je n’avais pas envie de reproduire des comportements que 
j’avais vus chez moi et que j’aurais reproduits malgré moi si je m’étais installée en 
couple avec un Marocain. J’étais contente parce que je suis partie et je pouvais 
le faire. Je suis devenue une autre personne grâce à mon expérience en France.

4

My first year in France as an international student was a cultural shock, but 
in a positive way, because I wanted that shock. I wanted to leave Morocco. 
I spoke Berber at home and a little Arabic. I went to a bilingual school with 
Arabic and French, but I was far from fluent in French. It took some time, but 
I had a good base and no problem with grammar.

And there I am in Nancy. What a shock! Lorraine is grey, dull, and rainy. 
But my first year was very pleasant. I lived in a dorm, and it was great! I met 
a lot of people and for the first time in my life, I had my own room. I had a 
feeling of independence. I opened a bank account; I took the train to visit my 
half-sister in Paris. Life was great!

I studied sociology. We had very few courses, and for me that was also 
a shock. Classes in lecture halls, no relation with the professors, midterms, 
exams, and if you fail, you’re done! And the tin and pâté cans used as ash-
trays; everybody smoked! It was 1982. Students would ask me if I had a car 
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in Morocco, or camels. I was baffled by the level of ignorance. I didn’t really 
experience racism that first year. I would hear, bougnoule, maghrebine, and 
I learned harki. I didn’t know what it meant. I didn’t identify with these 
categories, Berber, Arab. And I would often hear people say, “Berber, Arab, 
Muslim, it’s kif-kif—it’s the same.” But it changed in ‘84, when Jean-Marie 
Le Pen won 15% of the vote for the European elections. For the first time, I 
felt out of place. 

I followed politics. From the start I felt closer to socialism. I belonged to 
student organizations, communist, or left-wing. I belonged to L’UNEF, the 
student union. Learning about sociology, social struggles, trade-unionism, 
and ideas about social progress was powerful. I was also shocked by the way 
ideas were presented. Nobody talked about the colonial past, the war in Alge-
ria. I found the cultural undertones very interesting. The most striking was 
a course on epistemology, different theories, the Enlightenment, all that was 
eye-opening. I had studied in a traditional high school, with some western and 
Islamic philosophy, but nothing avant-gardist or intellectually earth-shattering. 
I had to leave my home to be exposed to new ideas. For example, feminism—I 
heard about it for the first time in college.

Not everything that first year was super, and I had a lot to learn. Even 
shopping. I come from a country where there were small stores where you 
bargain. What? No bargaining! The price is fixed, you don’t bargain, you don’t 
negotiate? That’s horrible! You go in, you buy your stuff, you go home, no 
interaction except for “Good morning,” “Thank you,” and “Good-bye;” that 
was frustrating. Going to the supermarket, I’m telling you, I didn’t know about 
supermarkets. There were no supermarkets in Morocco in 1982. I wandered in 
the aisles; everything was organized, cans here, things like that. At my grocery 
store, “Give me this, give me that,” and you go out with toilet paper mixed in 
with a bag of potatoes!

Despite all this, I would have been miserable had I stayed in Morocco. I 
found out I was a rebel, I was independent and I was attracted by difference. 
I distanced myself from my origins and my culture. I wanted and I needed 
challenges. I didn’t want to reproduce behaviors I had seen at home, and that 
I would have reproduced had I decided to be with a Moroccan. I was happy, 
because I left, and I was able to do it. I became another person, thanks to my 
experience in France. 



Santo Trapani, Business and Technology 
School of Visual Arts, New York, New York, 1985

My very first year, I went to the School of Visual Arts because I wanted to be a 
film director. My cousin, Peter Runfolo, was in the business; he was a produc-
tion manager for The Godfather and Superman, and he was also the assistant 
director for The Equalizer, a television series in 1989. Petey would put me in 
some of his films as an extra, and I loved it. I went to SVA for one semester, and 
I paid out of my pocket. My parents were against me going to school for film: 
“What are you wasting your money on film school for?” So I dropped out and I 
started working. My first job, which I loved, was on Wall Street for a brokerage 
firm. I was moving up and got promoted to supervisor. I wanted to become an 
analyst but without a college degree, they wouldn’t even interview me. That is 
when I decided to go to Stern, NYU’s School of Business, for a degree in finance 
and marketing, in 1985. At that time, Reagan was president, and the economy 
was doing really well. I didn’t understand why the economy was booming, 
except that the word “deregulation” was quite popular at the time. 

 I studied while working full time; again, my parents didn’t really value 
college. My dad wanted me to take over his construction business. I didn’t 
want to do that, so I paid for college pretty much on my own; it took me five 
years. I went semi-full time, taking three classes a semester, including summer 
sessions. I sacrificed a lot in my life to focus on just work and college. 

I was terrified going to NYU; my perception was that it was full of kids 
from the upper echelon, you know, kids with money. I come from an immi-
grant family. I was happy just to pass NYU’s entrance exam. I thought, “Oh, 
my gosh, this is going to be hard. How am I going to get through this?” There 
was a lot of anxiety and fear. However, in my first semester at NYU, I was 
lucky. I had a professor who was very inspirational. Actually, he had a dis-
ability; he was a bad stutterer. I thought, “Look at this guy—he’s a professor 
and he stutters!” He had the strength to stand in front of students each week, 
knowing he would stutter. How hard that must have been to overcome. The 
entire semester was great—I realized that if you feel like you don’t fit in, you 
can choose to work through it to achieve anything you want. 

Oh, my gosh! What did I discover? I discovered that the stories I was 
telling myself growing up weren’t true. You know—that I didn’t think I was 
good enough. I was the first person in my family—and not only my immediate 
family, but also cousins, too—to actually attend and graduate college. There 
was always this perception that we would all have careers in manual labor, 
you know, as electricians or contractors. That’s what we did in our families. 
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Going to college helped to change that belief, helped me grow as a person. 
At first, I didn’t get a lot of support, especially from my father who believed 
that in order to be successful in the United States, you had to work with your 
hands. After I graduated, and was promoted several times, my father began to 
see the value of education. He saw the value and changed his mindset, and that 
trickled down to the whole family. I guess I was inspirational, because younger 
family members started going to college, too. I remember my cousins’ parents 
calling me, “Oh, talk to so-and-so. He doesn’t really want to go to college; tell 
him about your experience.” I guess I would say that to some extent, I was 
central to helping others in my extended family feel like they could do it. They 
could succeed in college.

The first year of college! It was terrifying at first, and, in the end, it was 
glorifying. 



Shenglan Yuan, Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer Science 
Shaanxi Normal University, Xian, Province of Shaanxi, China, 1990

4

China’s socialist system was severely impacted due to the disintegration of 
the Soviet Union, and the end of the Cold War. In the late 1980s and early 
1990s, the disintegration of the Soviet Union and China’s privatization reform 
resulted in a drastic increase in the number of people who went into business. 
People in academia faced tremendous challenges. 

Every weekend, we had dancing parties, watched movies, and attended many 
clubs, such as the English club, the book club, and the games club. We also 
had a math colloquium, since we were in the math department. I felt that our 
campus life was full.

The most impressive and memorable thing for me, when I first came to 
college, was that campus life was as regular as clockwork. We got up around 
6:30 every morning, and went out for exercise, led by our school counselor. 

	

那时候正好是苏联解体，中国开始进一步改革开放，加大私有化，下

海从商的人急剧增多，做学问的人受到很严重的挑战。整个大的政治

氛围就是社会主义受到很大冲击，因为苏联解体，冷战结束。	

校园里每周末有跳舞,	电影,	还有英语角。我们每天有数学趣味题，因
为是数学系。我觉得当时的生活还是比较丰富。	

我印象最深刻，现在也比较留恋的是我们当时生活特别规律。早晨大

概六点半起床，在辅导员带动下大家一起去晨练。然后回来吃早饭，

再去上课。晚上定时睡觉，大家非常规律地生活。印象最深刻的大概

是大一结束的时候我们有一个军训。暑假军训的时候我们还是比较震

惊，比在学校里严格的程度更深一层。当时有一次在一个夏日，大家

又累又热。吃中饭的时候很多同学把饭倒了，没吃完，因为没胃口，

特别热。然后我们的指导官特别生气，看到大学生不知道劳动人民的

苦，汗水换来的粮食就这么被浪费了。所以他把我们叫去罚站。站了

快一个小时，在中午太阳大晒的情况下。当时有一个同学晕了过去，

他才停止了这个罚站。但是我们都没有抱怨，都觉得非常惭愧，这么

浪费粮食。之后我们就再也没有这么浪费粮食。	
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After that, we returned to eat breakfast, and then went to class. At night, we 
went to bed at the same time, living a very routine life. My most vivid recollec-
tion is that there was a required summer military training at the end of the first 
year. We were shocked by the rigid standards of discipline in the training, even 
stricter than the college discipline. For instance, one day during lunchtime, 
many of the students had no appetite because they felt hot and exhausted, so 
they threw away their food. Our trainer was furious to see students waste food 
this way. As punishment, he commanded us to stand outdoors in the baking 
heat, until one student fainted. But we didn’t complain—we all felt ashamed 
for wasting food and not respecting the farmers’ hard work. And we never 
did things like that again.



Michael Baston, Vice President and Associate Provost, Student Affairs; 
Business and Technology 
Iona College, New Rochelle, New York, 1990

I went to Iona College in New Rochelle, New York; I started in 1990, and 
finished in 1994 as a political science major minoring in communications with 
an emphasis on public relations. I was intending to go to law school so I picked 
political science. At that time, I had aspirations of being in public office. It felt 
like my track would be law school and then public life. I’m in this retro phase 
now; the 1990s are very important in our nation’s history, a transition from 
the Reagan years into the Bush years, and the beginning of the first Iraq war. 
When I was in college, classmates who were National Guardspersons worried 
about that. Our classmate, Leroy Dixon, was going to Desert Storm. There 
was activism around that issue and others: apartheid in South Africa, and the 
freeing of Nelson Mandela. I was a freshman when Coretta Scott King visited 
campus. That was the first time I met her and learned about the work of the 
King Center. Later in that first year, I went as an Ionian delegate to the Martin 
Luther King Center in Atlanta to learn about non-violent social change, and I 
was dressed in the first suit I had bought for quite some time. I can remember 
it today. I had a nice brown suit when I met Coretta Scott King!

I was a Jesuit sort of kid. After St. Catherine of Siena, which was my 
grammar school, I attended Xavier, a Jesuit university prep school in Chelsea. 
Then I went to Iona, an Irish Christian Brothers college—I went from one 
Catholic school to another Catholic school. I had been with Franciscan nuns, 
Jesuit priests, and, in college, Christian brothers. And I even went to graduate 
school to study executive leadership at St. John Fisher College of Rochester, 
New York. But just to let you know, I’m a very non-Catholic Catholic.

By the time I entered Iona College, a service-oriented mindset had been 
hard-wired into me. My education had given me a great sense of “the other;” 
we were to be for others. So the Ionian ethic of peace and justice, and moral 
development—being helpful and being supportive of education—is a deep part 
of my experience. Our motto is certa bonum certamen, “Fight the good fight.”

Still, I worried when I entered college. I had left a very small structured 
environment and a graduating class of maybe 200 for a college of 8,000, 
and very few persons of color. Race didn’t bother me because there weren’t 
many of us at my high school, either. At Xavier, I was used to high academic 
expectations without a lot of support specifically for people of color; we had 
to be our own support. Coming into a new environment, a larger environment 
however, I thought about what would happen to me. Would I be part of this 
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new community? I loved the campus tour; I got a good feel and the college 
offered my major. But would I be part of a community? What could I do to 
be comfortable?

I came to college expecting to be in student government, so I got into 
student government and the Black student club right away; I entered the life 
of the campus very, very early. At Iona, the campus life was vibrant, lots going 
on. But at the same time, I was at a predominantly white institution, primarily 
Irish and Italian kids from the community, not many Blacks and Latinos. At 
the New Rochelle campus, we were very few. The Asian student population 
was non-existent. Students created the Council of Minority Leaders, which 
we changed to the Council of Multicultural Leaders, and we started a Latin 
American Student Organization (LASO). We committed ourselves to recruit-
ment and retention, faculty hiring, and curriculum development. We were 
happy to be ambassadors for faculty hiring—there were very few faculty 
and staff of color. We needed more people like us, and we needed curriculum 
development, classes to introduce our college community to diverse perspec-
tives. I also got students of color to run for Senate and for various campus 
positions. I made sure that our folks were embedded in other clubs, so that 
you would see us in the union, hear our songs on the radio station, and see us 
in the school newspaper.

Early in my first semester, I went to the dean of students’ office and said 
to the secretary, “At orientation, the dean of students said that he had an open 
door policy, so I’m here to open the door. I want to meet the dean of students.” 
So the secretary—Thelma, a wonderful lady who has since passed on—knocks 
on the dean’s door, enters his office, and says—and I hear it because the doors 
are cracked open a little—“You got this big Black kid here, big Black freshman, 
who’s saying that he has to see you because you said that you have an open 
door policy. I wish you would stop saying that at orientation because students 
are going to keep on coming here if you keep saying you have an open door 
policy. And he’s demanding to see you.” She’s a sweet lady, just old and honest. 
“Well, just let him come in,” he says, “and I’ll talk to him for a second.” I go 
in and sit down and say, “My name is Mike Baston, and I’m gonna tell you 
what I did yesterday. I got my work-study assignment to work at the Hagan 
School of Business. I erased every blackboard on all three floors, on the base-
ment, on the first floor, and on the second floor. I erased every part of those 
blackboards. I picked up the chalk, too, and I put the chalk on the shelf. And 
guess what? I am not going to do that again because I am too smart. I went to 
a college prep high school; I worked in the dean of students’ office, and I am 
too smart to be wiping off somebody’s blackboard. So, you’re gonna have to 



find something else for me to do. Can you help me?” And, he did. He hired 
me. I have to say that good educational and parental support before college 
make a difference. Good mentorship and character development are wonder-
fully helpful. If you don’t have these supports, your institution should make it 
its business that you do.

To a first year student, I would say, “Think more deeply about your 
major.” At Iona, my great advisor, Brother O’Brien, and a great academic 
program. Yes, it was wonderful. But when I graduated, we didn’t go on 
Monster.com. We had the New York Times and the Sunday employment sec-
tion, and if I scrolled down to the Ps, I would not have found a job in political 
science! I would have been responsible for all these student loans, and I would 
open up that Times job section and go down to P, and not find a political sci-
ence job! I would say, “Think in terms of what your ultimate goals are. They 
may change over time. The arc of your transition is long, and you’ll continue 
to grow and develop. But those initial things you want to do? Think about 
them more deeply.” 

If I were to talk to that young Michael Baston, I would say: “Michael 
Baston, do not major in political science. Michael Baston, major in economics; 
choose a major that lets you transition into something else if your first option 
doesn’t work out. Michael Baston, make sure you have an internship experi-
ence that will make you marketable.” That’s what I would say to Michael 
Baston. “Take an academic program that connects to a real viable career path 
that you can follow. And not a career path that you’ll never be able to afford. 
Because if you’re poor, and you pick a program that’s going to lead you to jobs 
that keep you poor, you’ll never get out from under.” I would say that to the 
younger Michael Baston.
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Dong Wook Won, Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer Science 
Kyung Hee University, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea, 1991

저는 1991년 부터 1997년 까지 경희대학교를 다녔고, 1992년부터 

1993년까지 2년간은 군복무를 하였습니다. 그리고, 1996년에는외국

인 교환학생으로서1년간 뉴욕 코네티켓에 거주하였습니다. 전공은 수

학인데, 한국에서는 전공과목이 대학지원시에 미리 정해져야 합니다.

수학을 전공으로 정한 이유는, 그 당시 미국에서 수학을 전공했던 과학

자로 계시는 저희 삼촌의 영향을 받았기 때문입니다. 또, 대학입학 전 

한국의 유명한 학자 김용옥씨가 쓴 “중고생을 위한 철학강의” 라는 책

을 읽었는데, 사개 국어를 자유롭게 구사하는 저자가 고백한 말 중 자

신은 수학이라는 언어를 이해하지 못하고 그래서 어렸을 적에 수학을 

좀 더 잘했으면 하는 아쉬움이 있다고 말한 대목이 있는데 이 부분이 

제가 수학에 관심을 더 가지는 계기가 되었습니다. 

제가 대학 신입생 일때, 한국사회는 독재에서 민주주의로 바뀌는 정치

적 혼란과정을 지나고 있었습니다. 대학생들의 데모와 정치 논의가 곳

곳에서 일어나고 있었지만, 저는 한번도 그러한 것에 참여하지를 않았

습니다. 제가 듣던 강의중에서 정치적 견해를 말할 수 있는 기회가 없

었을 뿐더러 개인적으로도 학생데모에 관심이 없었습니다. 그 당시 신

입생으로서 저는 정치문제에 관해 논의를 할 만큼 정치에 관한 지식이 

충분하지 않았고 그래서 정치적 행동표출에 주저했던거 같습니다.

저의 대학 신입생 시절 대부분 동안, 내가 올바른 전공선택을 한건지, 

또 졸업후에 좋은 직장을 구할 수 있을건지에 관한 혼돈과 불확신을 많

이 느꼈습니다. 오히려 대학 2년차부터 공부에 관한 확신을 얻었습니

다. 제가 기억하기에는 그 당시 대학내에서 동기생간에 멘토링이나 전

공과외 프로그램이 따로 있지 않았습니다. 학과 선배들에게 수업이나 

교수에 관한 단순한 정보를 얻는 질문을 하는 정도가 전부였습니다. 전

공학부에서 미리 정해진 계획에 따라 매 학기 수업을 거의 함께 들었기 

때문에 같은 전공내에 있는 학생들이 서로 다른 일반 과목을 선택하는 

기회가 적었고, 따라서 전공이 같은 학생들과는 많이 친했지만 다른 전

공학생들과는 교류가 많지 않았습니다.

외국인 교환학생으로 미국에 있는 동안, 부모님의 도움없이 요리나 집

안일부터 장보기까지 독립생활을 하는 것을 배워야 했습니다. 그때문

에 공부 뿐만아니라 그동안 해본 적이 없는 생활에 관한 것에도 신경을 

써야 했습니다. 한국에서 신입생일때 저는 부모님과 함께 살았기 때문

에 생활에 관한 걱정없이 공부에만 전념할 수 있었습니다. 생각해보면 

그 당시 집에서 떨어져 대학교에 다녔던 신입생들이 이런 고충이 있었

을 것인데, 저는 그런 걱정없이 공부에만 전념할 수 있었던 것이 감사

합니다. 처음 미국생활에 관해 또 기억나는 것은, 언어장벽 때문에 힘
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들었고 수업중에는 말이 없는 조용한 학생이었습니다. 미국학생들과 

많이 어울리지 않았고 친구를 많이 만들지도 않았습니다. 하지만 중앙 

코네티켓 주립대 교수들이 매우 적극적으로 도와주어서 그러한 언어장

벽을 많이 극복할 수 있었습니다.

4

I went to Kyung-Hee University from 1991 to 1997. I had to stop for a two-
year break, from 1992 to 1993, because I had to do my military service in 
Seoul. I lived with my parents during college; the school was about an hour 
away by public transportation. I had to declare a major when I applied. I chose 
mathematics because my uncle was a Korean-American mathematical scholar 
and I admired him. I was also motivated after reading Philosophy Lectures 
for Middle and High School Students written by a popular Korean scholar 
named Yong-ok Kim, a speaker of four different languages. He confessed 
that the only language he couldn’t speak but wished to fully understand was 
the mathematical language. That scholar’s statement made me more curious 
about mathematics. 

In my first year, Korean society was going through political turmoil, tran-
sitioning from a dictatorship to a democracy. There were lots of protests and 
political talks against the government on many college campuses. But I never 
participated in any political talks or demonstrations because there was no 
opportunity given to speak about the issues in classrooms, and I wasn’t person-
ally interested in joining a student protest group. I felt that I wasn’t confident 
or knowledgeable enough to exchange opinions about political issues.

Most of my first year in college, I felt confused and unsure about whether 
I was on the right path in terms of my studies, and getting a good job after 
graduation. As far as I was aware, no peer mentoring or tutoring programs 
were available in my college. There were informal peer conversations with 
senior students to know about courses and professors within the program. 
However, students in the program didn’t have many possibilities to choose 
different elective courses. Rather, they followed pre-designed course sequences 
all together each semester all the way to graduation. Consequently, students 
within the program were very close but we didn’t have many chances to meet 
students from other majors.

In 1996, I came to Central Connecticut State University as an exchange 
student to study mathematics, a major I had to declare when I applied to the 
university. In my first year as a foreign exchange student in America, I had 



to learn how to live by myself without my parents’ help with cooking, house 
chores, and grocery shopping. Because of that, my focus was divided in two: 
studying and living, which I hadn’t dealt with until then. I was privileged living 
with my parents during my entire college life, but thinking now about those 
who went away to college and dealt with living alone in their early college life, 
I appreciate my parents’ support because it allowed me to concentrate fully on 
my studies. I didn’t socialize with American students and didn’t make many 
friends. I also remember that I was stressed about the language barrier and 
very shy to share my ideas in classes. Faculty were very supportive and helped 
me overcome the language issue. 
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Jedidiah Harris, Public Safety 
Borough of Manhattan Community College, New York, New York, 1995

My name is Jedidiah Harris. I live in Brooklyn, New York. My first year at 
Borough of Manhattan Community College was 1995, more or less. After 
BMCC, I went to Hunter, where I studied English literature and Hebrew, 
double major. Early childhood, that’s what I wanted to do. But then, when I 
went on to Hunter, I had to start the whole early childhood program all over 
again. Plus, I had to wait to get into it! So, you know, I said, “Let me just go 
on to another major.” 

Hebrew was very hard, but it helped me with my English. I had to do 
papers for both majors. For an English course, it was Shakespeare, every week, 
a play a week. Analyze it, break it down; it was really difficult, but I loved it. 
My first year at Hunter, my first year taking English literature, my first Eng-
lish class—my professor said, “The Bible is literature.” Wow! I didn’t know 
about that. I come from a strict background, and we take the Bible literally. 
Literature? Wow! 

I wanted to study early childhood education; ever since I was a kid, I 
wanted to teach. I had responsibilities for my little brothers and sisters. I used 
to get them all together, and I’d have this big chalkboard, and I gave them les-
sons. They listened to me because I helped them with their schoolwork. There’s 
nine of us; I’m in the middle. I have a twin, Havivah. My oldest brother’s name 
is Betzalel. My oldest sister is Hayafah, and my other brother’s name is Nadav, 
and then there’s Aviyah, Tavel, Asalayah, Tekeyah, then me, Jedidiah. All Bibli-
cal names. My parents were born and raised in Brooklyn, and both my mom 
and dad converted from Christianity to Judaism. They’re Brooklyn Jews! Yes, 
we were all raised as strict Jews, very strict parents. I still follow more or less, 
when the high holy days come around like Yom Kippur.

I went to BMCC straight from high school. I’ve always liked school; it was 
something I needed to do. I mean, I didn’t have to go, but I wanted to, and it was 
just way different from high school, many more responsibilities. In high school, 
the teachers held your hand and guided you, step-by-step. In college, I found out 
that you’re on your own, and I didn’t know anything about being independent. 
They’re not on you about homework; it’s up to you to do the assignments. 

A key memory of my first year is the clubs, the LGBT club, the film club, 
the philosophy club. I joined the LGBT club, not the film club, but I love film, 
I love foreign movies. They are the deepest. A lot of people don’t realize that. 
They’re, like, “What happened?” You know, sometimes, they end so abruptly, 
like, wait a minute! 
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Anyway, I joined the LGBT club, and I started venturing, hanging out. 
Once I began college, my family weren’t so strict on me. I had a little freedom, 
so I just broke loose. I decided I had to get that out of my system. I took off 
two or three years before graduating from BMCC, just partying. At first, I was 
getting all A’s. I mean, I was on top! And then something happened in my fam-
ily, and my grades plummeted. So, I dropped out of school, and I was working 
at a supermarket, and I was just having a good old time, clubbing, coming 
home, giving money to my parents. I was never home. I was never, ever home. 

That first semester I was still getting good grades, I was seeing all types 
of people, different backgrounds, you know? And together! Groups of people 
hanging out, different cultures, different backgrounds, like, harmonious hanging 
out! Oh man, I had so much fun. We’d go to the cafeteria, and it was nice! You 
belonged to a group. We all had our tables, but everyone was in a group, too. 

I had changed from high school, right? In high school, I kept to myself. In 
college, I had to make new friends. I was good at making connections, and I 
was especially attracted to students who earned A’s, so I studied with them. I 
just flowed among different groups, but I had particular people from the Gay 
and Lesbian Club to hang with. BMCC was open, and people were out. During 
club hours, even straight people used to come and hang with us. That’s how 
I knew about all the clubs in the city, all the venues! Until I joined that club 
at school, I never knew what gay pride was. “Pride Day? There’s a parade?” 
Most of all, the thing I noticed about college was, “Oh, okay, I’m not alone. 
There are people like me.” I didn’t know that before. 

 Everything is in a circle; everything comes right back around. I can see 
myself in our students, every day. I see that they struggle, that they want to 
belong, to party, and that they’ve got so much energy! I was like that. Those 
kids sitting along the window? I used to do that. I see myself in them. And I 
want them to keep going. They come and tell me things, and I listen. When 
you’re in school, when you’re trying to accomplish something, there’s always 
something else in the way. When you’re really striving to get somewhere, all 
these things are like parasites, just attack, attack, attack. Money, financial 
difficulties, family issues, self—issues like they’re not studious enough, they’re 
not smart enough. Some feel that they just study to pass, not thinking about 
how that’s going to affect their futures. 



Faith Armstrong, Health Sciences 
Borough of Manhattan Community College, New York, New York, 1995

When I came to New York from Castries, St. Lucia, in the West-Indies, I went 
to Borough of Manhattan Community College in lower Manhattan. That was 
1995. At first, I wasn’t sure what to study. To be honest, I wanted to go into 
medicine, but the necessary circumstances and situations didn’t happen. At that 
time, I went into liberal arts because everyone told me that would be the best 
plan. So, I started in liberal arts, but then I wanted a little more. I wanted to 
get into the physician assistant program, so I began to study organic chemistry. 
One day, when I was at home the director of nursing called me. She had seen 
my grades and my GPA. “Why don’t you come into nursing?” That’s how 
I ended up going into the nursing program! My dream was always to be a 
gynecologist and I just never pursued that. Life happened. 

It was a culture shock to come to New York from the Caribbean with a 
West Indian background. I mean, yes, I’m biracial; my granddaddy’s white, 
and we have Indian in us, too. I never felt it when I was in the Caribbean, but 
when I came here, there was definitely a strong sense of being recognized not 
for what I know, but for how I look. That bothered me a little bit; I’m getting 
used to it now. I am African-American, but I have this small mouth and this 
straight nose. I remember all the boys telling me that I don’t look Black, that 
I am not like them, don’t look like them, and I never understood what they 
meant. I would be petrified to buy lipstick because the sales clerks would say, 
“Where are your lips? You have white people lips,” which made me uncom-
fortable. I’d be, like, “Wow. What?” Where I came from, we had classism, but 
here we had racism. Back home, status depends on what your family had. If 
your parents worked in the bank, or government, then your chances of getting 
into better schools were definitely easier. However, we all did the same exams, 
and had the same opportunities. If you’re smart, getting into a good school had 
nothing to do with the color of one’s skin. Here the racial culture—why is that? 

Everything was just so different, the relationships, the environment of 
professors and students was all quite different from what I had known. In the 
Caribbean, you have certain ways to approach someone and talk to somebody. 
When I came here to school, everything was so—I don’t want to use the word 
“chaotic,” but I was lost. Even going into the bathroom and seeing people 
smoking and cursing—I was, like, “Wait a minute—what’s happening here?” 
I didn’t know what to do; I didn’t know how to adapt. I was so lost. I had to 
deal with situations without direction. I came from a family where my mom 
raised five children, which was difficult for her and for us. I was the last one 
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in the family, and the only one pursuing a degree. Unfortunately, I didn’t have 
the guidance that I needed, that I wished I’d had. I did feel like I didn’t know 
where I was going.

I remember going to advisement, such a blur and so disorganized, in this 
big auditorium, and all these different professors were there, and I had to 
know exactly what I was taking, before anyone told me what to do. I mean, 
at LaGuardia, with advising, we try to put students in the right direction—I 
really didn’t have this at all, and that was a challenge. 

At BMCC, I saw how students struggled. I took it on my own to create a 
club for Caribbean students who were having difficulties. We mentored each 
other, and I came out of my shell. I was always a quiet person, very shy, and 
very reserved. Professor White, whom I will never forget, guided me toward 
mentoring. She saw something in me that I didn’t see in myself, and that’s why 
I ended up doing this. Maybe that’s why I’m a teacher today, right? 

In that year, I discovered that I’m strong. I discovered I’m not as timid as 
I thought I was. I’ve had to go through a lot of things in my life. At one point, 
I couldn’t walk; I was bed-bound, and I never thought I’d be here talking to 
you right now. So here I am. I got to realize how strong I am and how humble 
I am. I always think about how we live in the same time and space, and about 
how we use that space and that time. In life, we have journeys, right? We have 
obstacles, we have barriers, and it all depends on how we get from A to B. 
It’s not just the getting there, but how we get there. I think I learned how to 
overcome those barriers and those obstacles and to just be myself. Which, I 
think, is a strength. 



Givanni Ildefonso-Sanchez, Education and Language Acquisition 
University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras, Puerto Rico, 1997

Mi primer año de estudios universitarios fue en la Universidad de Puerto 
Rico en el campus de Río Piedras. Pasé a la universidad en 1997, acabando 
de graduar de la Escuela Superior de la Universidad de Puerto Rico. Se espera 
que egresados de la Escuela Secundaria pasen automáticamente a este recinto 
de la UPR. Como la escuela es parte de la UPR, comencé mis estudios como si 
nada hubiera cambiado: aun viviendo en casa de mis padres, compartiendo con 
las mismas amistades de la escuela y en el mismo ambiente—aunque conocí 
mucha gente nueva.

Durante ese año estaba tratando de definirme como persona. Aunque 
muchas cosas en mi vida permanecían igual, yo sabía que esta etapa se suponía 
que definiera mucho. Ingresé a la universidad como estudiante de la facultad 
de educación, pero ese primer año estaba diseñado para tomar cursos en 
la facultad de Estudios Generales. El curso de Humanidades es el más que 
recuerdo, pues me gustó bastante. Aquí fue que aprendí que tenía que leer 
de una manera distinta a como lo hacía antes; que mis estrategias de antes 
se quedaban cortas. Leer la Ilíada para este curso fue la experiencia que me 
hizo cambiar mi acercamiento a la lectura. Por lo demás, seguía mi vida como 
estudiante de escuela superior. 

En casa, por supuesto, tenía mi mamá que me recordaba lo importante 
que era conseguir mi bachillerato en educación para poder trabajar y ser inde-
pendiente en el futuro. Aunque durante ese año no tenía que tomar cursos 
de concentración aún, ya sabía que ni la facultad de educación ni los títulos 
de los cursos que ofrecían me atraían mucho. Sentía una atracción particular 
por los edificios y los estudiantes de la facultad de Humanidades. Para mí, 
desde mis años en la escuela superior y durante ese primer año, el corazón de 
la UPR se situaba en esa facultad de Humanidades. No digo esto sólo porque 
era en Humanidades que estaba la gran torre de la universidad, junto con esa 
grandiosa campana, sino porque ahí se albergaba mucho espíritu. No sabría 
cómo explicarlo. De cualquier modo, exploré la universidad durante ese año, 
conocí mucha gente y seguí con el plan...pero te anticipo que en mi tercer año 
de universidad me cambié de concentración definitivamente de Educación a 
Humanidades, lo cual causó un gran revuelo en mi familia, y llevó a mi mamá 
a preguntarme que pensaba hacer con un diploma en filosofía. Esta fue la 
primera vez que me fui en contra de sus deseos, sabiendo que me tocaría hacer 
estudios graduados. 
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Durante ese primer año de universidad sucedieron muchas cosas. Aunque 
muchas cosas de mi vida se quedaban estrictamente igual que siempre, traté de 
hacer nuevos caminos en el plano interpersonal y en oportunidades académicas 
que ofrecía la universidad. 

Durante este año tuve un profesor de ciencias sociales que explicaba 
todos los infortunios de Puerto Rico remitiendo a la situación colonial de la 
isla. Asignó muchas lecturas relacionadas al coloniaje desde el punto de vista 
político y psicológico, principalmente. ¡Aquí comencé a hacer mi lista de lec-
turas que quería hacer—Memmi y Freud fueron los primeros!

En fin, al concluir mi primer año en mayo de 1998, pude ver que la univer-
sidad, como muy bien dice el nombre mismo, abría un universo de ideas, per-
sonas, libros, intereses, etc. que yo desconocía. Ya el segundo año lo comencé 
con mucha emoción y siempre con mucho orgullo de estar ahí.

4

My first year of study at the University of Puerto Rico, on the Río Piedras 
campus, was in 1997, the year that I graduated from the high school affili-
ated with the university. There was an expectation that, once you graduated 
from high school, you would automatically go into UPR. Having my high 
school connected to the university made the transition seamless, like nothing 
had changed. I continued to live with my parents, and had many of the same 
friendships from my high school, though I did manage to make new friends.

During that first year, I was trying to define myself as a person. Even 
though many things in my life remained the same, I knew that this stage of my 
life would lead me to define many aspects of my life. I started as a student in the 
Education Department, but that first year was designed for courses in general 
education. The humanities class is the one I remember the most because I liked 
it so much. It was in that class that I realized that I needed to read differently 
from how I had been reading, and that my study strategies were not up to par. I 
read “The Iliad,” and this experience changed my approach to reading. Besides 
that, my life as a student was very much like my life when in high school. 

At home, I had my mother, of course, to remind me how important it 
was for me to get my bachelor’s in education, so that I could work and be 
independent in the future. Already in that first year, I knew that neither the 
Education Department nor the courses offered appealed to me. However, I did 
feel a particular attraction to the buildings and the students in the Humanities 
Department. For me, during that first year in college, the heart of the university 



was located in the Humanities Department. And I say this not only because 
of the great tower of the humanities building, with its glorious bell, but also 
because it held so much life and soul. I must say, though, that it was not until 
my third year at school that I finally changed my major from education to 
humanities—philosophy, to be precise, a decision that caused a great deal of 
upheaval in my family and led my mother to question my decision by asking 
me what I intended to do with a philosophy degree. For the first time in my 
life, I went against my mother and switched, knowing full well that I would 
have to go to graduate school.

In the first year at the university, many things happened. I tried to open 
new paths in personal and academic opportunities at school. My social science 
professor explained all of Puerto Rico’s travails and tribulations by connect-
ing these to Puerto Rico’s colonial past. He assigned lots of readings related 
to colonialism from psychological and political perspectives. At this moment, 
to better define my intellectual interests, I started to make lists of readings—
Memmi and Freud were first! 

Finally, in May 1998, at the conclusion of my first year, I could see how 
the university, as the word itself suggests, opened a universe of ideas, people, 
and books, all new to me. I started my second year very excited, and with a 
great deal of pride. 
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Christine Marks, English 
Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany, 1997

Ich denke, man würde mich in meinem ersten Jahr als Studentin auf jeden Fall 
etwas planlos über den Campus laufen sehen, weil ich am Anfang überhaupt 
nicht wusste, was wo ist, und man hat eben auch wirklich kaum Studienbera-
tung gehabt. Ich weiss auch noch, ich bin irgendwann zu einem Professor 
gegangen und habe gesagt, hier, ich überlege ob ich Amerikanistik studieren 
soll, und der einzige Rat war eben der, dass man viel lesen sollte, … lesen tue 
ich! … Ja ich glaube es gäbe viele Bilder von mir mit vielen neuen Leuten; 
das ist, was ich so am ehesten in Erinnerung behalten habe. Dass man auf 
einmal sieht, dass die Welt so ganz offen war. Denn ich wollte unbedingt aus 
Essen weg, diese ganzen alten Bekanntschaften. Das fing schon an mit meiner 
Erfahrung als Austauschschuelerin in Minnesota an, dass man irgendwo 
anders schon einmal war und dann irgendwie weiter neues erkunden wollte. 
Ich erinnere mich noch gern daran, dass ich oft in der Bibliothek war und 
Bücher gesucht habe, mit denen ich mich dann auf dem begrünten Campus 
niederlassen konnte. Es gibt dort einen schönen botanischen Garten, wo man 
sich auch mal mit seinem Buch hinsetzen konnte. Ich war mir während meines 
Amerikanistik Studiums zuerst nicht sicher, was ich damit machen würde oder 
werden würde. Jura wäre eigentlich besser fuer meine Berufschancen gewesen, 
… ich habe einfach gedacht, ich mache nicht das Vernüftige, was meine Eltern 
machen wollen, sondern das, was ich machen will. Ich denke, das ist für die 
Studenten wichtig heute, dass sie an sich selbst denken. Der Druck von außen, 
von den Eltern, ist groß und die Studenten kommen gar nicht dazu zu denken, 
was sie eigentlich selbst wollen. Ich hoffe dass das durch das first year seminar 
mehr passiert.

4

If I were to create a photo album with pictures from my first year at the uni-
versity, these images would reveal a rather aimless young woman wandering 
around the campus, not really sure about what to do or where to go. In the 
beginning of my first year, I was really clueless about everything. We just didn’t 
have any sort of orientation or advising available to us. I remember when 
I decided I should talk to a professor about switching majors from law to 
American studies. He simply told me, “Well, you have to read a lot.” Which 
I was doing anyway!
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I think this photo album would also include many images with me meet-
ing lots of new people, going to parties all the time and hanging out with new 
friends. These early experiences are some of my most memorable times and 
impressions from my first year at the university. 

I also remember wanting so desperately to leave my hometown of Essen. 
I wanted to move on from my high school relationships and from everything 
that was familiar to me, a desire that had already started in high school when I 
was an exchange student in Minnesota for half a year. That experience gave me 
the opportunity to leave home to experience life in a new country. I discovered 
that the world was a place that I wanted to explore.

I mainly remember about my particular studies in literature that I would 
go to the university library, check out books, and then find a place on the 
beautiful campus lawn or in the campus botanical garden. Here I could sit 
down with a book, and just read. 

Throughout my entire time at the university, I was never exactly sure what 
I was going to do career-wise with a major in American studies. Studying law 
would have been much more practical, but then that’s what my parents wanted 
me to do. I decided, instead, to study what interested me and followed that 
path. I think that it’s important for students to think for themselves. I real-
ize that there are outside pressures and that the pressure from parents is big, 
especially for our students at LaGuardia. I think that sometimes they don’t 
really have the opportunity, like I did, to think and decide for themselves what 
path they want to follow. My hope is that during the first year seminar we give 
them this opportunity.



Hulya Kartal-Kanık, Information Technology Services,  
Adult and Continuing Education 
Istanbul University, Istanbul, Turkey, 1998

Min di xwest ku ez li Zanîngeha Boğazîçîyê de bernameyên kombers bi xwenim, ji 
ber ku îmtÎhana mi bi serkeftin derbas ne bu, ez li Zanîngeha Stenbolê ji bo ber-
nameya bi temamî cuda hatim danîn.Ji ber ku min Aborîyê xwendiye, ez gerek bûna 
Rawêjkar, an CPA. Di dema zanîngehê de, min bi dê û bavê xwere di xanî kî de jîyana 
xwe berdewam dikir, û rojê 8 seeta ji bo şirketeke hiqûqa navnetewî de di xebitîm.
Li salên 1990an de yek ji yên herî xirab, salan berî Erdogan bi taybetî ji bo Kurdan û 
kesên çepre rojên pir tarî li Tirkiyeyê bû. Kurd û muxalîf winda di bûn, ew di hatine 
girtin,li wana îşkence dikirin, di ronahiyêde di hatine kuştin.Erê, ew roj pir tarî bûn. 
Aborîya Tirkîyê pir xerab bû. Ji alîyê aborî u derûnî de ne welatekî aram bu. Û niha 
kesên ku li Tirkîyê jîyana xwe berdewam dikin di nav halekî xerabtirin.

Berê xwendevanen li Zanîngeha Stenbolê, kesen çep u welatparêz di nava ser-
bestîparêzî de dijîn. Bi tenê hîn dikirin ku çawa emê pereyên xwe di nava sîstema 
kapîtalîst de rêve bibin. Rojek mamosteyekî min ji mere got em hemu li ser kapî-
talîzmê di peyîvin lê belê, Bê guman, teorîyên din wek sosyalîzmê an ê komunîzmê 
heye le hûn nizanin. Mixabin,em nikarin peyva van teorîya bikin.Ez ne bawerim kes 
ji me biryarek pirsî li ser vê gotinên mamosteyê me da peyivkirin. Di wî wextî de 
Şerê Sar he nû derbas bûbu û Rûsya çend salan berî bela bûbu. Ez texmîn dikim hê 
jî tirs di nava însana de bû. Kesek ni kari bû bi dengekî bilind bêjê “ Ez komunîstim, 
an pro-sosyalîstim an jî ez wekhevî dixwazim.”

Li kampusê de gellek însanê cuda hebûn, em hemu li der û doran hevalên xwe 
de kar dikir. Da ku pir balkêş bû, ez û çend hevalên anarşîst û hemu kesên cûda bi 
hev re bûn. Ji ber ku dest bi karê xwe bikim, Carinan ez zu ji zanîngehê di derketim 
u hevalên mîn, bê min diçûn leystikan u vexwarinê. Min qet kêf ne kir, tu carî min 
xwe wek xwendevanê zanîngehê ne dît. Ez bi kar re girêdayî bum ji bo xwe û mal-
bata xwe.

Carekê, ez di nav baxçê kampûsê de bûm. Kampûsa zanîngehê pir bedew bû 
lê niha nizanim çawa xuya dike. Li kampûsê xundevanan forum peşvekirin, ew cara 
yekemîn bû min dît forum dişbe çi. Xundevan li hev kom bûbun u dengê xwe bilind 
dikirin li ser pirsgirêkên berdewam-sîyasî, aborî wek tiştên di rewşê de di bûn. Yên 
dî jî biryarên di hişê xwe de di pirsîn. Ji nişkê ve polîs ketin nava kampûsê cîye forum 
lê bû. Ez matmayî mabûm! Min ji wana pirsî “Çi Diqewime?” Ji min xwestin ku berê 
xwe bidim alê din. Polîs ne dixwestin ez wa bibînim ku wana hevalên min tewqîf 
dikirin. Yekî ji wan ji mere got an herin dur an jî emê we jî tewqîf bikin. Ez pir şayî 
di bûm, wextê ez di çum zanîngehê. Kengî caran min mijûliya salê ji karê xwe di 
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sitand, ez li ser îmtîhanen xwere mijûl di bûm. Ti caran min xwe weke xwendevanekî 
zanîngehê ne dî. Min rojê heşt seetan xebat dikir.

Di wê demê de ez jî weke hevalên xwe, min dixwest ku xwe kifş bikim. Le bele 
kifşkirina min ji ya havalên min cuda bû. Ez di malbateke Alewî de mezin bûm. Bajarê 
go zarokantîya min tê de derbas bu hemu sunnî u alewî bû. Dê u bavê min ji çîna 
karkerane, u mala mê di nava bergûnda de bû. Li wê derê her tim tirs di nava dê u 
bavê min de hebû. Ji ber we ku ti caran ji minre ne gotin em alewîne. Dema ku ez 
9 salî bûm pismamê min ji minre got em alewîne. Ez nizanibûm ew tê çi wateyê û 
çawa em cuda ne. 

Ez zu bi bîr ketim tenê bi rîya perwerdeya ku astengên li mekanîzmaya ji çîn, 
zayend û etnîsîte di karim birevim. Ji ber ve ye ku perwerdarî pir giringe jib o min. 
Ev têkoşîna min ji bo ku ez herim dibistanê bû u min tu caran dest jê ne berda.

4

I wanted to study computer programming in Bosphorus University, but I didn’t 
get a high grade on the test, so I was placed in Istanbul University for a totally 
different program that I really didn’t want. I studied economics so you were 
supposed to be a consultant, or a businessman. I lived at home and worked 
full time filing for an international law firm. That was one of the worst years 
before Erdoğan, for Kurds particularly, very dark days in Turkey. Kurds were 
disappearing, they were imprisoned, tortured, killed in broad daylight. Yeah, 
those were dark days. We had a devaluation of the Turkish lira—one dollar 
was equal to about six digits of Turkish lira. Economically and psychologically, 
it wasn’t a stable country at all. 

Back then Istanbul University was more “liberated,” so-called by students 
and leftists. There were ongoing protests. I remember that there were almost 
no differing points of view from our professors. They only taught us how you 
can manage your money within a capitalist system. One of my professors said 
only, “You know, we are all talking about capitalism. Of course, there are 
other theories, like socialism or communism, but you know we are not going 
to cover these.” I don’t think any of us questioned that decision. It was still 
right after Cold War, and Russia collapsed just a few years before, so I guess 
most people still had that fear. “I’m a communist,” or, “I’m pro-socialism or 
equality,” wasn’t something you would say out loud. 

My campus had a variety of people; most of us were working. And I had 
a few anarchist friends, so it was interesting to see all these people together. 
Sometimes, I envied them because I had to go back to work, and they were 



hanging around, playing and drinking. I never had that fun. I never felt like 
I’m a university student. I had to work and contribute to my family. 

Once, I was in the main big garden—we had a beautiful campus back 
then—I don’t know how it looks now. Students were making a forum. It was 
the first time I saw what a forum looks like. They made a circle, and someone 
goes in the middle and speaks his mind about an ongoing problem—political, 
economic, whatever the case may be—and others join in asking questions or 
taking turns. And then, all of a sudden, you know, these policemen poured in. 
I was shocked. I asked, “What is happening?” They asked me to turn my face 
the other way. They didn’t even want me to see them arrest my friends. There 
was a mix of women and men. As police came and started arresting them, I 
was shocked and watching what was happening, and then a policeman said, 
“Either you go away, or we will arrest you as well.” They said that to everyone, 
not just me. Some were arrested, but I don’t know what happened next. This 
was very common then. You could get arrested. I wasn’t active politically. I 
was lucky if I was able to attend the class. I used my annual vacation time to 
take my tests, and you know, participate in important classes, but I never had 
a chance to protest. I was working full time. 

At that time, I guess I was trying to discover myself, just like my peers, 
but different from them. Our identity is Kurdish Alawite (Alevi), so we are 
ethnically different, plus religiously different from main Turkish identity. But 
that wasn’t spoken about within our family circle. I didn’t know my identity 
until one of my cousins revealed it when I was about ten years old. I didn’t 
even know what Alevi means and how we are different. As for ethnic identity, 
meaning Kurdish identity, still there is a battle because we’ve been assimilated 
so well that many family members still say we are not Kurdish even though 
they cannot explain then why or how our grandparents spoke Kurdish, or 
why our parents know Kurdish. We don’t know because they didn’t teach us. 

Then I was a young woman trying to learn, and trying to find room to 
express my desire for the future. Getting an education meant a lot to me. It 
was a struggle early on for me to go to school because my dad didn’t want me 
to go after the primary school. Not because he’s religiously conservative, but 
because he’s from the village. He came to Istanbul as a teenager and he still 
had the mentality of someone from a small village. He was scared that I would 
be a “bad woman,” I guess. So it was a struggle. A “bad woman” may go out 
with men, may date. A “bad” woman would despise their customs and go out 
at night, and drink, and talk with strange men. I did some of that. Not much.
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Sada Hye-Jaman, Business and Technology 
LaGuardia Community College, Long Island City, New York, 1998
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4

I came to the United States in 1998, by myself, as an international student. 
Since my father was a journalist and news anchor, I wanted a similar profession 
but unfortunately I didn’t like public speaking nor was I good at it. I wasn’t 
confident about my English even though I had gone to English missionary 
school in Bangladesh. I thought in the USA, nobody would like the way I speak 
English. That’s why I didn’t choose journalism, and instead I decided to major 
in computer programing and systems at LaGuardia Community College.
Looking back at my first year I have many good memories. For example, one 
professor told us that we have to make an oral presentation. I was very nervous 
and I thought that I would fail this assignment. But after the professor shared 
how he felt nervous when he has to do an oral presentation, I felt confident 
and I actually did a great job! I still remember that. I think that experience 
helped me a lot with oral presentations when I was a student as well as now 
in my professional career. 

LaGuardia helped me to see myself, set goals, and identify my skills, 
strengths, values and interests. My family has always been my inspiration, 
but in my first year at LaGuardia, I felt I belong here. In Bangladesh, I did not 
get enough assistance from my school teachers, so I felt hopeless and thought 
that college would be difficult. Furthermore, coming from a conservative and 
male dominant culture, I found LaGuardia very different, very welcoming, and 
encouraging. The faculty were very helpful throughout the journey. I must say 
that I was surprised to see such a diverse student body, and so many students 
from Bangladesh. I never felt intimidated. 

I was glad I took the freshmen seminar (FSM) course. The professor not 
only helped me develop academically and personally, but also assisted me with 
my major, career choice, academic goals, transfer options and graduation plan. 
During that seminar, I learned to value habits of mind such as determination, 
collaborative work, question asking, and listening. I have to admit that I didn’t 
get the privilege to examine some of these dispositions in Bangladesh. Though 
the FSM course was not discipline-based, it helped me make a smoother transi-
tion and get accustomed to LaGuardia’s culture. 

Now that I teach the discipline-based First Year Seminar (BTF101), I 
always share my experience with my students so they can get rid of their fear 
and shyness; instead students feel motivated, and develop persistence. Our 
students at LaGuardia need guidance, motivation, academic skills, and I love 
to be part of this process where I can help them to transform. 



Reem Jaafar, Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer Science 
American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon, 2000 

ريم جعفر  

 

ليربال آرت. كنت اود ان  ضمن الفيزياءلدراسة   ٢٠٠٠ األمريكية ببريوت عام التحقت بالجامعة

لفيزياء ألكون استاذة جامعية مثل اىب. كنت اعيش مع والدى اثناء فرتة الدراسة الجامعية، ادرس علوم ا

عىل بعد خمسة عرش دقيقة من الجامعة.  

السياسية املتعلقة عىل وجه الخصوص بالقضية  كانت بريوت مركزا لكثري من األنشطة واإلضطرابات

. السياسة كانت محور اهتامم الجميع ىف ذلك الفلسطينية، خاصة ماكان معروفا ب"اإلنتفاضة الثانية"

الوقت، ولكننى كنت احاول ان اتجنب الخوض ىف املناقشات السياسية ألننى كنت اخىش ان افقد منحتى 

الدراسية. رسبت ىف اول اختباراىت الدراسية ألننى مل أكن معتادة عىل منط اإلختبارات الجامعية، وهذا 

ديد نتيجة لذلك. بعد ذلك، ومبعاونة قدماء الطلبة ىف الكلية، وشعرت بغضب ش، شديد توترسبب ىل 

استطعت ان اتفهم قرائة وتفسري مضمون الكتب  الجامعية. ونتيجة لذلك احرزت درجات عالية ىف 
العلوم. وللحفاظ عىل معدل اختبار عاىل كنت اقىض معظم يومى ىف مكتبة الجامعة، حتى اننى امتحانات 

ة. حتى الحفلة الوحيدة التى نويت ان اذهب اليها تم الغاؤها. فقط ىف العام اهملت حياىت اإلجتامعي

الثاىن الدراسيى ابتدأت اكون صداقات جيدة مع بعض معارىف.  

متعلقة بالحضارات، وكان عىل ايضا ان ادرس فلسفة، حيث تعلمت  دراساتكان عىل ان ادرس اربعة 

استطاع الفالسفة بناء مناقشات جدلية مع وضد وجود هللا. وجدت إثارة ىف مناقشة موضوعات كيف 

حساسة بدون ان أدان بأننى غري مؤمنة بالتقاليد املتفق عليها. حقيقة احببت استاذ الفلسفة ألنه علمنى 

دينيا منهم،  وكنت سعيدة لرؤية زمالء الفصل الدراىس، حتى امللتزمونكيف اجادل مع وضد موضوع ما. 

ميكنهم متابعة املناقشات بدون انفعال او بدون اللجوء اىل اقحام الجدل الدينى ىف املناقشة. اصبحوا 

علمى األكادميى، وهذا ماأحببت، وماجعلنى مقتنعني بأن قناعاتهم الدينية التتامىش مع طبيعة النظام ال
تلقائية املشاعر، فكنت اخوض ىف  اكرث حيوية ونشاط. ولكننى مل أكن ناضجة بدرجة كافية. كنت

مناقشات حامية مع اصدقاء ذكور حول حرية املرأة، ومبا يتعارض مع حقيقة ان املجتمع كان ىف صف 

الرجال. كنت اعرف اننى حتام اود السفر للتحصل عىل دراسات عليا ىف الواليات املتحدة ألمريكية، لىك 

الذى ينبغى ان افعله.يقول ىل ما اعيش معتمدة عىل نفىس، وحيث الأحد   

4

I entered college as a liberal arts student. I wanted to study physics and be a 
university professor like my father. I lived with my parents, just a fifteen-minute 
drive from the college. Beirut was the hub of a lot of political activities, dem-
onstrations particularly related to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, especially the 
second intifada. Politics were the hot topic of that time, but I tended to avoid 
such discussions because I was scared of losing my scholarship. I failed most 
of my first tests because I wasn’t familiar with college tests; I was a nervous 
wreck, and I was really angry. After that, I spoke to more senior students who 
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helped me out, and then I figured out how to read and interpret the textbook. I 
passed the second physics and chemistry tests with flying colors, and the grades 
in the other subjects also went up. To keep my GPA up, I used to spend most 
of my day at the library, so I had almost no social life. The only party I had 
planned on attending was cancelled! It was only in my second year that some 
of my acquaintances became good friends.

I had to take four sequenced civilization courses, and I also chose to take 
a philosophy course where we learned how philosophers had constructed 
arguments for and against the existence of God. I found it exciting to be able 
to debate sensitive topics without being called out for not being a traditional 
believer. I really liked the philosophy professor because I learned how to 
argue for and against a topic, and I was happy to see a classroom where even 
believers were able to follow the argument without resorting to emotions and 
religious arguments. They could see that the religious arguments didn’t work 
in a secular academic setting. And that’s what I loved. I was energetic, but I 
wasn’t mature enough, I was impulsive, I used to engage in heated discussions 
with male friends for women’s freedom, and against the fact that society was 
less judgmental towards men. I knew I eventually wanted to travel and pursue 
graduate studies in the United States, to live by myself, and to be free from 
being told what to do.



Shannon Proctor, Humanities 
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, 2000

When I first started college, I was a French major. I was going to study 
international relations and French. I had this very loose plan about living in 
Europe and doing something fabulous. I realized pretty quickly that, as much 
as I loved French, it wasn’t a long-time passion. I struggled when I first went 
to school and left for a period of time. I went to a community college, which 
is where I learned about philosophy, and fell in love with it. My path hasn’t 
been a straight one. 

My family was pretty strict and old-fashioned. From kindergarten through 
twelfth grade, I went to Catholic school, so getting away and going to a four-
year school was more than I was ready for. You know, being in charge of things 
myself? I didn’t always make the right choices. I wasn’t ready. And then, I 
started working full time, and paying for school myself. And it mattered. I fell 
in love with learning again at a community college.

At the four-year school, I passed some of my classes, and I didn’t attend 
others. It definitely was sort of a mish-mash. You know, the kind of failure 
I encountered there was fundamental for the person I’ve become. It was the 
first time I had not done well in school, a very new experience and scary, and 
it kind of shook me up. I mean—this is almost Socratic—it woke me up from 
a deep slumber. At the community college, I had an amazing philosophy pro-
fessor, and I just started to care again. I started to envision where I wanted 
to get to, what things were important to me, and what I wanted to include in 
my adult life. 

This was in the wake of the Iraq war, and there was a lot of activism on 
campus. I got involved with a group called Students for Peace and Justice. We 
were trying to understand what was going on in the world, and educate our 
classmates about what was going on. That’s when I fell in love with feminism 
and how feminism was connected to academic work and political work. This 
was really a mind-opening time for me. I had friends who were doing organic 
farming; other friends went to Israel to protest. So, I was just learning about 
all these things that I had been sheltered from when I was young. That time 
opened my mind to the world beyond the suburban life I grew up in. 

I learned I was stronger than I thought I was. That I could handle failure 
and come back from it. That I really wanted to know a lot. That I didn’t want 
to impress people by doing well in school anymore. That I wanted to know 
things about the world. I wanted to know more about history, about other 
cultures, about myself. I consider that time to be the shift into adulthood, into 
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myself, and getting a much larger view of things. It wasn’t just about me and 
my group of friends, and what we were going to do on the weekend. It was 
about what was happening in the world, and how I fit into it. 

At the end of that first year at the four-year college, two things happened. 
My mother got breast cancer and I got my grades. Those two things were a 
little too much for me. I thought: “I’m not doing what I’m supposed to do. I 
don’t know how to change this and I’m really worried about my mother.” I 
went in and talked to some folks in administration. They were, like, “It seems 
like you need to go.” They were right. It was really scary, though; but they were 
really right. This is something I try to talk about with my students. I want to 
let them know that sometimes failures are formative in a very positive way and 
that where you start out in college is not where you have to end up. 



Closing Words: The Pleasures of Texts

Jayashree Kamblé, English 

One of my earliest memories of reading is related to memorizing a speech 
on Indian civil rights leader Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, which contained the phrase 
“emancipator of the downtrodden.” I might have been about eight. My father 
had written these speeches for me to give during elocution contests in my 
school and at inter-school competitions. At the risk of belaboring the symbol-
ism, reading has thus been indelibly linked to freedom and social justice in 
my mind. 

Another reading-related memory is from a second grade science class in 
which I was stumped to see the word “characteristic” on an exam question. I 
was sure I would know the answer to the question, if I could only understand 
what was being asked! As a professor, I always remember this confusion when 
I write my assignments and exam questions—readers and writers need to har-
monize with each other for communication to be successful.

Since these early experiences with reading, I have read widely and often. 
My family, descendants of fifth-caste Hindus who were once forbidden from 
acquiring literacy, venerated reading. My home was filled to the ceilings with 
books and papers, and my sibling and I were treated to a book every Sunday 
morning when we went to the market with our father. 

I was even urged to read the crumpled pages of old textbooks and news-
papers in which the local grocer wrapped up bulk bin purchases. So reading 
evokes tastes, too—the tang of hard-boiled candy, the savory crunch of roasted 
peanuts and Bengal gram, the saltiness of crackers and caper-like berries, the 
sweetness of dark raisins, and the sourness of tamarind. Reading is therefore 
the closest I come to synesthesia. Words are ingredients, words are instruments, 
words are flavoring. 

To read, in my experience, is to inhabit many senses and live many lives 
simultaneously, a quantum universe par excellence. It is to claim one’s right 
to literacy and to enter into realms of power once held in tight fists by certain 
groups. It is to hear from the dead, from the marginalized, from the pioneers, 
and from the ones who might hate you. To read is to know what has led to 
pain and helplessness, and what can effect change and emancipation. 

I read on multiple devices now, and in many languages: text messages from 
India on my phone in my primary heritage languages, Marathi and Hindi; 
movie reviews on websites like Le Monde.fr when I remind myself to keep up 
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with my fourth language, French; and everything else I can find in English—in 
every medium, everywhere.

As a mass-market romance fiction scholar, my pleasure reading and profes-
sional reading overlap. As a genre scholar, I read sci-fi and fantasy novels for 
a book club. As a trained English literature scholar, I read whatever comes my 
way as a story—nonfiction about travel and food, fiction about New York, 
poetry by someone I encountered on a website, articles in The New Yorker 
and salon.com, tweets by the sadly now defunct “The Toast,” and the happily 
functioning @guyinyourMFA.

Reading is empathy, humor, anger, and hope. It is a belief that I can enter 
into your inner life and see what you can teach me about being.



The LaGuardia Center for Teaching and Learning  
2016–17 Professional Development Seminars

In 2016–2017, the CTL’s professional development program will offer 
multiple opportunities for LaGuardia faculty to improve their knowledge 
and skills while strengthening the College’s key strategic directions and 
exploring compelling contemporary themes. Digital Learning and the Core 
Competencies will take center stage in this effort, while at the same time 
we continue the critical work of fostering first-year student success and 
strengthening team-based advisement. 

Advising in STEM Disciplines
This seminar will prepare faculty from the Mathematics, Engineering, and 
Computer Science and Natural Sciences departments help STEM students 
succeed in their studies and plan their academic and professional futures in 
these fields.

Seminar Facilitators: Marzena Bugaj, Center for Teaching and Learning, 
Mahdi Majidi-Zolbanin, Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer Science, 
and Holly Porter-Morgan, Natural Sciences 

Bringing the Global Learning Competency into Your Classes
This seminar will provide a forum for discussing questions and creating/
revising assignments focused on the Global Learning Core Competency. 
Participants will create or revise assignments for use in targeted courses and 
for assessment deposit utilizing the Global Learning Core Competency rubric. 
Participants will discuss assignments while exploring a range of approaches 
to global studies and global learning drawn from multiple disciplines.

Seminar Facilitators: Karen Miller, Social Science, and Christopher Schmidt, 
English

Capstone and Integrative Learning at LaGuardia—Putting It All Together
The Capstone and Integrative Learning seminar brings faculty together to 
study best practices in Capstone courses nationwide and strengthen and 
refresh our own Capstone curricula here at LaGuardia.

Seminar Facilitators: Pablo Avila, Center for Teaching and Learning, and J. 
Elizabeth Clark, English

Closing the Loop PPR Mini-Grants
To support this “closing the loop” phase of the PPR study, data collection 
and analysis, and improvement cycle, the Center for Teaching and Learning 
is offering mini-grants of up to $7500 for the 2016–17 academic year. 
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Proposals must address the program’s incorporation of Core Competencies 
and Abilities into their curricula. 

Seminar Facilitators: Cristina Di Meo, Academic Affairs, Regina Lehman, 
Health Sciences, and Niesha Ziehmke, Academic Affairs

Connected Learning—ePortfolio and Integrative Pedagogy
Pursuing both conceptual and practical goals, participants explore key 
concepts in ePortfolio pedagogy such as interactive learning, reflection and 
social pedagogy, create their own seminar and course-based ePortfolios, and 
become skilled users of the Digication platform. 

Seminar Facilitators: Michele deGoeas-Malone, Education and Language 
Acquisition, and Ellen Quish, Center for Teaching and Learning

Cultivating the Hybrid/Online Teaching and Learning Environment
This hybrid/online seminar will offer faculty from across the disciplines 
a year-long structure for designing and delivering hybrid or fully online 
courses. 

Seminar Facilitators: Josephine Corso, Center for Teaching and Learning, 
and Natalia Mosina, Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer Science

Digital by Design
Considering LaGuardia’s Integrative Learning Competency and Digital 
Communication Ability as engaging points of entry for curriculum design, 
this seminar will focus particular attention on the question: What constitutes 
a carefully and intentionally designed digital pedagogy?

Seminar Facilitators: J. Elizabeth Clark, English, Jade Davis, Center for 
Teaching and Learning, and Priscilla Stadler, Center for Teaching and 
Learning

Faculty Scholars Publication Workshop
In this year-long faculty development seminar, designed to assist LaGuardia 
faculty with their scholarly writing, faculty scholars seek to complete current 
academic writing projects and place them in external, peer-reviewed journals. 

Seminar Facilitators: Nancy Berke, English, and Michele Piso, Center for 
Teaching and Learning

Foundations of Advising
This one-semester seminar, led by a team of CTL staff, faculty, and Student 
Affairs professionals, provides practical and immediately applicable 
knowledge for faculty and staff engaged in advisement. 

Seminar Facilitators: Marzena Bugaj, Center for Teaching and Learning, 
and Linda Chandler, English



Future Humans—The Pedagogy of Technology, Self, and Society
Faculty explore questions related to advanced technologies, superintelligence, 
artificial intelligence, and/or transhumanism in this one-semester seminar.

Seminar Facilitators: Bethany Holmstrom, English, and Priscilla Stadler, 
Center for Teaching and Learning

Gender and Diversity at LaGuardia—Rethinking Pedagogy
The Gender and Diversity Seminar welcomes all faculty who are interested 
in developing strategies for increased awareness of diversity and increased 
ability to advance equity and justice in the classroom, and developing 
assignments that address the Global Learning Competency. 

Seminar Facilitators: Dahlia Elsayed, Humanities, Michele Piso, Center for 
Teaching and Learning, and Shannon Proctor, Humanities

Incarceration and Daily Life—The Carnegie Seminar on the Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning, 2016–2017
Framed by the broad theme of social justice, the 2016–2017 Carnegie 
Seminar invites the participation of faculty and staff interested in designing 
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning projects that examine the question of 
mass incarceration, its causes, and destabilizing consequences. 

Seminar Facilitators: Jose Fabara, Education and Language Acquisition, 
Michele Piso, Center for Teaching and Learning, and Jennifer Wynn, Social 
Science

Inquiry and Problem Solving in STEM Disciplines
Recognizing the national need to improve STEM education and ensure that 
students have the knowledge and skills needed to succeed in 21st century 
jobs, Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer Science and Natural Sciences 
faculty participating in this seminar will design and refine assignments that 
use inquiry learning pedagogy and undergraduate research to help students 
engage more deeply in STEM learning. 

Seminar Facilitators: Olga Calderon, Natural Sciences, Cristina Di Meo, 
Bret Eynon and Niesha Ziehmke, Academic Affairs, and Ros Orgel, Center 
for Teaching and Learning

Liberal Arts—Clusters and Pairs
This seminar will provide a forum for faculty teaching in clusters and 
pairs to work with one another and with Student Services staff to enhance 
integration and advisement within Learning Communities. 

Seminar Facilitators: Milena Cuéllar, Mathematics, Engineering, and 
Computer Science, Christine Marks and Naomi Stubbs, English
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New Faculty Colloquium
This year-long orientation to teaching and learning at LaGuardia provides 
opportunities for faculty to learn from each other and from senior colleagues 
about our students and the pedagogies found to be effective at LaGuardia, 
and to consider options for future growth and development.

Seminar Facilitators: Raj Bhika, Business and Technology, Josephine Corso, 
Center for Teaching and Learning, Joan Schwartz, Humanities, and Priscilla 
Stadler, Center for Teaching and Learning

New to College Mini-Seminars
To support ongoing learning and exchange among First Year Seminar 
faculty, the Center for Teaching and Learning will offer three-session Mini-
Seminars to faculty who have completed the New to College seminar: 

• Supporting ESL Students in the First Year Seminar (Fall I)

• Building Growth Mindset in the FYS (Fall II), and 

• Introducing Your Discipline in the FYS (Spring I)

Seminar Facilitators: Milena Cuéllar, Mathematics, Engineering, and 
Computer Science, Leigh Garrison-Fletcher, Education and Language 
Acquisition, Christine Marks, English, and Ellen Quish, Center for Teaching 
and Learning

New to College—Summer and Beyond
This seminar will help faculty plan and implement the new First Year 
Seminar (FYS) course which includes an introduction to the major with 
advisement and an orientation to college learning. 

Seminar Facilitators: David Bimbi, Health Sciences, Linda Chandler, English, 
Andrea Francis, Business and Technology, Jeanne Funk, Mathematics, 
Engineering and Computer Science, and Ellen Quish, Center for Teaching 
and Learning

Teaching the City—Urban Studies at LaGuardia
Cross-disciplinary faculty will investigate ways to use New York City as a 
teaching and learning lab, explore the dynamics of experiential and reflective 
learning, and design course assignments utilizing the Global Learning Core 
Competency and assessment rubric. 

Seminar Facilitators: Arianna Martinez, Social Science, Priscilla Stadler, 
Center for Teaching and Learning, and Laura Tanenbaum, English



Writing in the Disciplines (WID)
Full- and part-time faculty will develop and test writing-intensive assignments 
that can help students learn course content and develop Inquiry and Problem 
Solving, Integrative Learning and Global Learning competencies, and revise 
syllabi to create a Writing Intensive course. 

Seminar Facilitators: Evelyn Burg and Michelle Pacht, English, and Karen 
Miller, Social Science
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In Transit, The LaGuardia Journal on  
Teaching and Learning, v.8, Fall 2017
Incarceration and Daily Life

Framed by the broad theme of social justice, the 2016–2017 Carnegie Semi-
nar has solicited the participation of faculty and staff interested in designing 
pedagogical research projects that examine the question of mass incarceration, 
its causes and destabilizing consequences. As described by John Jay College 
of Criminal Justice President Jeremy Travis in his Opening Sessions address 
to the LaGuardia community on 3 March 2016, the US prison population 
has exploded since 1980. “Historically unprecedented and internationally 
unique,” the staggering increase in US incarceration over the last three decades 
has underscored wide disparities in race and education. Reaching into all levels 
of society and manifested in all forms of daily life, these inequities affect all 
citizens inside or outside of the carceral system. 

Lines of Inquiry
For educators, the social, moral, and aesthetic implications and expressions 
of social inequities cross disciplines, integrating disciplinary fields and encom-
passing LaGuardia’s Core Competencies and Communication Abilities. In the 
preparation of publishable papers, and in addition to all other seminar require-
ments, participants commit to three seminar presentations of their evolving 
qualitative research about the effects of mass incarceration upon our society 
and communities. Below are examples of possible lines of Carnegie Scholarship 
of Teaching and Learning investigation and research:

• Educational inequality; 
• Personal experiences of formerly incarcerated students;
• Employment; legal and illegal underground economies;
• Race and social theory; the effects of harsh penal policies on Black and 

Hispanic men;
• Housing, public and private; segregated housing; the urban housing market;
• Environmental hazards of low-income housing;
• Single-women and eviction; 
• Children at high and often invisible risk;
• Parent-child bonds; intimacy, love, friendship, and family relations;
• Violence; mental and physical health; drug abuse, drug rehabilitation, and 

drug laws;
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• Policing; public safety; policing and citizen relations;
• Race and poverty gaps;
• Democratic participation;
• Representations of carceral life in literature, film, music, and philosophy;
• Experiences and designs of private and public space;
• Theories of freedom and enslavement; liberty and security; and private and 

public life;
• And other. 

The Carnegie Seminar offers participants the dedicated time, space, and critical 
feedback necessary to pursue these lines inquiry and produce papers suitable for 
internal and external publication. Seminar participants commit to contributing 
their findings to In Transit, LaGuardia’s in-house journal, which serves as a 
staging ground for work to be further revised and submitted for external pub-
lication. In the 2016-2017 session of the Carnegie Seminar, participants will:

• Explore relevant research on causes and consequences of mass incarceration 
or any of the above themes; 

• Identify teaching and learning opportunities that engage disciplinary and 
competency-based objectives related to seminar themes of social justice in 
general and mass incarceration in particular;

• Clarify a research question that engages seminar themes; 
• Explore research approaches, world-view, and method;
• Design and implement a relevant theme-based classroom intervention;
• Draft and revise a publishable paper on issues related to disciplinary, 

competency-based, and qualitative SoTL research along themes relevant 
to the 2016–2017 Carnegie Seminar;

• Commit to peer accountability, and immediate and productive feedback on 
drafts of papers;

• Contribute to a motivated, positive, and focused environment; and
• Commit to attend all seminars and institutes. 

In Transit, v. 8, Fall 2017, Michele Piso, editor. We welcome your questions 
and interest. 

Heed every call that excites your spirit. 

Rumi



Contributors

Allia Abdullah-Matta is an Associate Professor in the English department. 
Her research focuses on the literatures and cultures of the African diaspora.

Paul Arcario, Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, has a 
long-standing interest in pedagogy. He produced the first American English-
language teaching video broadcast in the People’s Republic of China, and has 
authored language textbooks and articles on LaGuardia’s ePortfolio and First 
Year Experience.

Faith E. Armstrong is an Assistant Professor in the Health Sciences Department 
and the Coordinator of Fundamentals of Nursing. In addition to research on 
the flipped classroom and fibromyalgia, she has directed the plays Letter from 
Lenora and Zingay, and is involved in the LGBTQ and homelessness initiatives 
in her community. 

Claudia Baldonedo is an Executive Director in the Division of Adult and 
Continuing Education and an Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Business and 
Technology Department. Her lifelong passion has been to improve the lives of 
students, particularly women and youth, who have been formerly incarcerated 
or otherwise involved in the criminal justice system. 

Michael Baston is LaGuardia Community College’s Vice President for Student 
Affairs and Associate Provost. Husband, pastor, former public interest lawyer, 
and nationally recognized for successfully embedding student support services 
within academic and career pathways, Dr. Baston contributes his energies to 
promoting the power of positive social change through education. 

Lara Margaret Beaty is an Associate Professor of Psychology in the Social 
Science Department. Specializing in developmental psychology, she mentors 
students in both formal and informal research outside of class. 

Khadiza Begum graduated from LaGuardia in business administration and 
transferred to Baruch College, where she now majors in operation manage-
ment. Current professional interests include easing the transition from high 
school to college and improving student transfer from community colleges to 
four-year institutions. 
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Rajendra Bhika, Associate Professor in the Business and Technology Depart-
ment, teaches accounting and business courses as well as the First Year Semi-
nar. His research interests are ePortfolio pedagogy, the first-year experience, 
and financial literacy. 

Habiba Boumlik, Associate Professor in the Education and Language Acquisi-
tion Department, teaches Arabic, French, Introduction to Language, and has 
launched LaGuardia’s Amazigh/Berber Film Festival. Her research interests 
encompass francophone literatures, North African immigration to France, 
Moroccan Judaism, and Berber identity. 

Julissa Camilo Valerio majored in Liberal Arts: Deaf Studies at LaGuardia. 
She currently majors in Spanish and secondary education at Queens College.

John Chaney, a Lecturer in Social Science’s Criminal Justice program, is the 
co-editor of Counter-Stories and Counter-Spaces: A Critical Race Analysis of 
Education’s Role in Reintegrating Formerly Incarcerated Citizens (forthcom-
ing, spring 2017). Current projects include efforts to strengthen LaGuardia’s 
partnership with the Queensboro Correctional Facility.

Derrick Chew attends Hunter College, majoring in sociology. At LaGuardia, 
he majored in secondary education and mathematics. 

Milena Cuéllar is an Associate Professor of Mathematics at LaGuardia. She 
researches the use of technology in the classroom, social-psychological inter-
ventions, and predictability of dynamical systems.

Bret Eynon, LaGuardia’s Associate Provost, has published widely on social 
movements in US history, and on teaching, learning, technology, and assess-
ment. His most recent book, with Randy Bass, is Open and Integrative: Design-
ing Liberal Education for the New Digital Ecosystem (2016). 

Louise Fluk currently serves as Collection Development Librarian. She has 
taught the Library’s courses on Information Strategies and Internet Research 
Strategies, and has published about information literacy instruction.

Andrea Francis is an Associate Professor of Accounting and teaches LaGuar-
dia’s First Year Seminar. Her research interests include financial literacy, ePort-
folio pedagogy, and the first-year experience. 



Jeanne Funk, Associate Professor in Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer 
Science, has lately devoted her scholarly energy to developmental mathematics 
reform, and the needs of first-year students. 

Estefany Gonzaga currently majors in business and graphic communications 
at Baruch. A freelance graphic designer, she plans to apply to graduate school 
with a focus on higher education. 

Jedidiah Harris, Campus Security Assistant in the Security Operations Depart-
ment, is pursuing a Master of Science in Security Management at John Jay 
College of Criminal Justice. 

Tonya Hendrix, Assistant Professor in the Department of Natural Sciences, 
teaches biology. Her research is in the field of immunology. 

Ana María Hernández, Professor of Latin American and Caribbean Stud-
ies, specializes in Caribbean and River Plate studies. She has taught Spanish 
and other languages and literatures at LaGuardia since 1974. A fellow of the 
Bildner Center for Western Hemisphere Studies, she publishes on the works of 
Julio Cortázar, Horacio Quiroga, Felisberto Hernández and Nicolás Guillén. 

Givanni Ildefonso-Sanchez is an Assistant Professor in the Education and Lan-
guage Acquisition Department. Her research is in the philosophy of education, 
especially the concept of time as it informs the process of teaching and learning.

Reem Jaafar, Associate Professor in Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer 
Science, teaches developmental and advanced mathematics courses. She co-
leads the Math Society, and conducts research and publishes in the fields of 
nanomagnetism and mathematics pedagogy. 

Sada Hye Jaman is a Lecturer in the Business and Technology Department. A 
LaGuardia graduate, she earned an MBA from the University of Maryland. 
Her experience as a LaGuardia student informs her practice as a First Year 
Seminar instructor.

Matthew S. Joffe was the Director of the Office for Students with Disabilities 
for seventeen years and is currently the Director of Outreach and Education in 
the Wellness Center. An actor and educator, he has appeared in a dozen plays, 
films, and documentaries. 
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Jayashree Kamblé is an Associate Professor in the English Department. Her 
research focuses on mass market romance fiction.

Hulya Kartal-Kanık, a Computer Technician in the Adult and Continuing 
Education’s Information Services department, specializes in effective uses of 
databases for student registration and related needs. 

Yan Lin entered LaGuardia in Spring 2012 majoring in secondary education 
and mathematics. She graduated in Fall 2015 with a bachelor of arts in actu-
arial science, and is currently interested in using small data analysis to redesign 
classroom assessments and interventions.

Christine Marks is an Associate Professor in the English Department. Her 
research interests include contemporary American literature, relationality, 
food and culture, and literature and medicine. She recently co-edited Zones 
of Focused Ambiguity in Siri Hustvedt’s Works: Interdisciplinary Essays (De 
Gruyter 2016).

M’Shell Patterson, Director for the Young Adult Internship Program, is pas-
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People have different names for the life force in them. But it’s energy. 
The only thing that science seems to be able to tell us about energy is you 
can’t destroy it. You can change it but you cannot destroy it. So wherever 
you house it, it’s only being housed until it has to change.

Henry Threadgill






